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Abstract

This dissertation is an examination of the ethical praxis of contemporary government within a

context of global politics shaped by neo-liberalism and economic globalisation. The central

question of my dissertation is whether liberal forms of governance are likely to mediate the

adverse social consequences of economic globalisation. I examine this question in three parts.

In the first part I examine the notion of globalisation and argue that contemporary

globalisation is decisively shaped by neo-liberal ideas and social forces. This observation,

connected to the significant array of adverse social effects of economic globalisation, opens up

questions as to how governance can be enacted within this context in a way that interacts with

the practical liberal need to provide stability and legitimacy. In the second part I examine

contemporary liberal approaches to governance by critically examining a series of liberal texts

that pose an argument for governance within a globalising context. Finding these

contemporary liberal arguments insufficient to the task of a practical and socially responsible

regulation of capitalism, the third pan of the dissertation advocates an alternative approach

that stems from the neo-roman republican tradition of political theory. This argument

provides a rationale for a purposive and delimited intervention by states into economic activity

on a global basis, based on the need to provide protection from economic vulnerability and

thereby to constitute a resilient form of liberty.
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It is not with forms of government, as with other artificial contrivances; where

an old engine may be rejected, if we can discover another more accurate and

commodious, or where trials may safely be made, even though the success be

doubtful. An established government has an infinite advantage, by that very

circumstance of its being established; the bulk of mankind being governed by

authority, not reason, and never attributing authority to any thing that has not

the recommendation of antiquity. To tamper, therefore, in this affair, or try

experiments merely upon the credit of supposed argument and philosophy, can

never be the part of a wise magistrate, who will bear a reverence to what carries

the marks of age; and though he may attempt some improvements for the public

good, yet will he adjust his innovations, as much as possible, to the ancient

fabric, and preserve entire the chief pillars and supports of the constitution.

- David Hume "Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth"
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1 INTRODUCTION

At the turn of the twenty first century the relationship between globalisation and global

inequality stands as a pivotal issue in global politics. The acceleration of inequality and

insecurity associated with contemporary globalisation has attracted significant public and

scholarly debate. The United Nations Millennium D; • ration stated that "while globalization

offers great opportunities, at present its benefits are very unevenly shared, while its costs are

unevenly distributed".1 Furthermore, a recent United Nations report indicated that the

faith in the ability of unregulated markets to provide the best possible environment for human

development has gone too far. Too great a reliance on the "invisible hand" of the »"arket is

pushing the world toward unsustainable levels of inequality and deprivation. A new baliince

between public and private interests must be found.2

Clearly, the social impact of globalisation is a controversial political question because while

some private interests benefit from the world being organised in a deregulated fashion, there

are many others facing deprivation. Indeed, the very nature and existence of contemporary

globalisation is controversial. While the world has been moving towards becoming a 'single

place' for many centuries,3 the significance of the contemporary image of a deregulated global

economy or economic globalisation is a subject of intense scholarly debate.4 The relationship

between inequality and insecurity with respect to the existence and significance of economic

globalisation has profound practical and ethical implications for the policy-making of

governments and international agencies. Contemporary globalisation also poses significant

challenges to contemporary political thought, particularly that of liberalisn-i.

Liberalism is important to the operation of contemporary globalisation for two reasons. In

one sense liberalism can be seen to support economic globalisation because liberalism,

especially in the form of neo-hberalism, is an ascendant discourse and practice in

contemporary global politics. Neo-liberalism in particular encapsulates a value system that

privileges non-interference in economic affairs, thereby promoting entrepreneurialism,

1 United Nations Millennium Declaration, Draft resolution referred by the General Assembly at its fifty-fourth
session September 18, 2000, Section 1. 5.
1 UNR1SD, Visiitk Hands: TakmgResponsibilttyfor Social Devdopmit (Geneva, UNRISD, 2000), p. viii.
1 See David Held, et al, GIOITUI Transformations (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1999)
4 In this dissertation the terms economic glolxdisatwn, neo-liberal globalisation and global capitalism are used
interchangeably to stress the changing organisation of political economic activity. The: term gblxtlisalion, in
contrast, refers to a long-term spatial process of increasing global interconnectcdness.



capitalism and material dividends. However, in another sense economic globalisation

challenges liberalism. On one level, there are practical problems with contemporary

globalisation that liberalism must address, including the basic provision of order and stability.

On another, there are differing accounts of liberalism as well as ethical tensions between the

liberal promotion of individual liberty and the social realities of contemporary globalisation.

While these practical and ethical problems are entwined, the central question that this

dissertation sets out to examine is whether liberals can govern within the context of economic

globalisation in a way that promotes liberty and moderates the rising social dislocation

associated with this form of economic organisation. While solutions to the social problems

stemming from economic globalisation will require working at global levels of governance, can

this be done without the state? In examining various liberal arguments, this dissertation seeks

to critically evaluate the potential of liberalism to address the harmful social aspects of

economic globalisation, as well as to contribute to the larger debates of how governance

should be conducted within the context of contemporary globalisation. Central to this

examination is an interrogation of the appropriate role of the state.

Governance and Ethics

The questions posed in this dissertation are normative questions revolving around the theory

and practice of liberal governance. The nature of normative reflection on global politics has

changed significantly over time. While there has long been scholarly reflection on the issues of

war and peace, scholarly activity has also focused on distributive justice and human rights.5

More recently, normative reflection has widened further still to include issues of

environmental ethics and "transnational harm" as well as the nature of political community

and moral obligation in a world where states increasingly affect each other.6 Another

development in normative reflection has been the ethical examination of the aims and means

of governance, that is, the ethical defensibility of the ways in which various actors administer

their common affairs by establishing institutional procedures and agencies. This entails

normative reflection on political arrangements within and between states, including the nature

s Charles Beit/., Politiail Tlxory and International Relations (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1979)
'' Andrew Linklater, "The Evolving Spheres of International Justice', International Affairs, Vol. 75, No. 3, 1999, p.
474. See also Nicholas Rengger, "Political Theory and International Relations: Promised Land or Exit From
Eden" International Affairs Vol. 76, No. 4, October 2000.



and future potential of democracy within globalisation.7 It is this dimension of ethical

reflection that this dissertation is engaged in. But rather than examining particular institutions

or particular issue areas, I consider the ethical composition of different liberal accounts.

Essentially' I am examining different accounts of what constitutes 'good government' in theory

and practice for particular groups of liberal authors.

Good government or governance rests on the idea that government ought to be animated by a

desired purpose.8 Scholars have made tiiis observation in many ways. Most famously there is

Aristotle's elucidation that

observation tells us that ever)' state is ain association, and that every association is formed with a

view to some good purpose. I say 'good, because in all their actions all men do in fact aim at what

they think good.''

David Hume considered that humans maintained society "from natural inclination, and from

habit" but aiso engaged in the establishment of "political society, in order to administer

justice".1" Hume claims that we should "look upon all the vast apparatus of our government,

as having ultimately no other objective or purpose but the distribution of justice".11 More

recently, John Rawls insisted that "justice is the first virtue of social institutions".12 Even

though these scholars concur that government is instituted on moral foundations, they differ

as to what purpose government ought to fulfil. Thus good governance can be understood in

an ontohffcal sense in that existing forms of governance can be conceived as an institutional

infrastructure shaped by an assemblage of prevailing ethics and norms. But such an assembly

is always contested. There exist alternative visions of what government ought to do in a

rxjrmatrw sense. Naturally actual conceptions of good government rest on "moral purpose" and

? Andrew McGrew, "Globalization and Territorial Democracy: an Introduction" in Andrew McGrew (ed.), Tfx
Transformation of Democracy (Cambridge, The Open University, 1997), Andrew McGrew, "Democracy Beyond
Borders? Globalization and the Reconstruction of Democratic Theory and Politics" in Andrew McGrew (ed.),
77v Tnmsfmnatum of Democracy (Cambridge, The Open University, 1997), and David Held, Democracy and the Gldxd
(.hler (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995)
* The terms good government or governance are used interchangeably despite the difference between
government (resting on authority) and governance (resting on co-operation). For further discussion on the
difference between these verms see James Rosenau and Ernst Czempiel (eds.), Governance without Government: Order
ami Qkmgein Woiid Politics (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1992)
4 Aristotle, TIK Politics (Harmondswonh, Penguin, 1986), p. 54.
10 David Hume, "Of the Origin of Government" in Knud liaakonssen (ed.), David Hume: Political Essays
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1994), p. 20.
1! Hurne, "Oi the Origin of Government", p. 20.
•-1 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 3.



inter-subjective beliefs at particular junctures of history,1' as well as particular interests held by

different political authors and agents. Hence, understandings of good government comprise

both ethics that have been actually institutionalised and those ethics that, although held by

some people as a potential form of government, have not been institutionalised in actual

practice.

In terms of the ethics that have been institutionalised within the context of economic

globalisation, it is neo-liberalism that has decisively shaped the purpose of the government in

many parts of the world. Neo-liberalism has also been influential in the constitution of

international agreements and agencies. A central concern of this dissertation is the social

effects wrought by this type of governance. While relationships between government and the

social effects it enables or produces are often oblique, Ambrogio Lorenzetti's murals of the

"Allegory of Good Government" and the "Allegory of Bad Government" within the Palazzo

Publico in Siena still serve as powerful pictorial expressions of the relationship between ethics

and government. These fourteenth century depictions can be interpreted as a visual

demonstration that the practice or theory of government can be understood by the values that

inform government.14 Yet these depictions extend around the walls of the Palazzo Publico to

include and encompass the murals of the "Effects of Good Government in the City and in the

Countryside" and the "Effects of Bad Government in the City and in the Countryside". In

doing so Lorenzetti draws a direct link between the virtues and vices that surround the artistic

depictions of good and bad governments to the harmony and vigour of the people in the

iormer and the discord and suffering of the latter. While understanding the practice of

government requires examining the ethics that inform government, forms of government can

only be judged by the social consequences that they produce or allow.

This inquiry's praxeological examination of the social consequences of governance informed

by neo-liberalism works within the analytical frameworks of "critical theory" and "critical

political economy" as advanced by Robert Cox.13 The methodological and epistemological

basis of this theory explains the historical and social construction of market systems and

13 Christian Reus-Smit, llx' Moral Ihfipose of tlx' State (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1999), clip 2.
'"' Christian Reus-Smit, T)K Moral Purpose oj tlx State, p. 155. See Quentin Skinner, "Ambrogio Lorenzeni as
Political Philosopher" Ihvceahngs oj tix BritisJj Acadany, 72, 1986.
'' Robert Cox distinguishes his articulation of critical theory from Frankfurt School approaches. See, Robert Cox,
"Critical Political Economy" in Bjorn Hettnc (cd.), International Political Economy; Understanding Gblxd Disorder
(Halifax, Fenwood, 1995) and Stephen Gill, "Transformation and Innovation in the Study of World Politics" in
Stephen Gill, and James Miulernan (eds.), hmoiution and Transfonnation m International Studies (Cambridge,
('ambridge University Press, 1997)



governance as well as the relationship between political and economic change. In mainstream

"problem-solving" theories of governance,1" the aim is to understand the "statesman" and in

order to do so "we look over his shoulder when he writes his dispatches; we listen in on his

conversation with other statesmen (sic)".17 By contrast critical theory as it relates to the social task cf

grjemance seeks to imderstand why statespeaple or other decision-makers act as they do by understanding the

material, institutional and ideational conditions that shape thevr acaons. But such theory seeks not just

to explain how the agents and structures interrelate. Critical theory seeks to understand how existing

orders can be transformed: Cox suggests that "critical theory can be a guide to strategic action for

bringing about an alternative order, whereas problem-solving theory is a guide to tactical

actions which, intended or unintended, sustain the existing order".!(i

A critical understanding of the prevailing order within global politics rests on four crucial

dimensions of political observation. First, a critical analysis of political affairs is only possible

within a world-wide context that departs from the assumptions prevalent within International

Relations theory, which assert that states are the only significant political actors and that a

divide exists between international politics and domestic politics.19 By contrast, global politics

is construed as a "dilfuse picture" of political arrangements "that persist at national,

international, and global levelsV: Second, critical political analysis is only possible if political

and economic processes are understood in an interrelated sense that examines the

construction of the global political economy."'1 Third, understanding global politics requires a

historical understanding of the material, institutional and ideational arrangements that inform

the present actions and ideas of agents across the world and the creation of institutions within

and between states.2- Last, stemming from the previous dimensions, the distribution and

relationships oi power are central to any political analysis that endeavours to comprehend and

reflect on global politics. Power can be understood in Machiavelli's representation of the

centaur, that is "half beast and half man","3 in the sense that there are "levels of force and

consent, authority and hegemony, violence and civilisation, of the individual moment and of

"' R< >bm (>)x (with Sinclair, Timothy) Appmadxs to Wmid Coxier (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1996),
p. 88.
171 lans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations Fifth Edition (New York, Alfred Knopf, 1973), p. 5.
1S Cox, Appmadxs to Wotid Older, p. 90.
'*' Stephen Gill and David Law, 'flr Glolxtl Political Economy (New York, Harvester, 1988), p. xx-xxiii.
r Jurgen Habermas, Tlx Postnational Constellation (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2001), p. 110.
•M C-ill and Law, Tlx GIOIMI Political Econany, p. xviii-xx and Stephen Gill, "Gramsci and Global Politics: Towards a
Post-Hegemonic Research Agenda" in Stephen Gill (ed.), (jiwnsci. Historical Materialism and International Relations
(('ambridgc, Cambridge University Press, 1993)
••' Gill, "Gramsci and C5lob.il Politics: Towards a Post-Hegemonic Research Agenda" and Reus-Smit, Tlx Moral
Pmjjnse of tlx State
M Niccolo, Machiavelli, llx Pnna\ tr. Bull, George (London, Penguin Books, 1981), p. 99.



the universal moment" within political life.24 However, power must also be understood not

just as the direction of human volition on one occasion, or in a more systematic-structural

context, but also as a "productive network" that encompasses potentially beneficial aspects of

life."? Emphasising the existence, purposes and effects of power is central to a critical

understanding of governance within the context of global politics.

The State and Liberalism

The state continues to be central to the practice of governance within global politics. While I

depart from the International Relations orthodox)' that the state is the only important actor in

global politics, the state nevertheless remains a crucial site of power and legitimacy. The state

is a territorial organisation defined by die juridical right and actual capacity to uphold

"internal" sovereignty (legitimate and supreme rule within its territory) and be recognised by

other states to have "external" sovereignty (autonomy from other states' intervention).26 The

power of the state derives from monopolies that the state holds in regards to the legitimate

use of force, the right of taxation, and the authority to make law including the right to bind

the state and society to international treaties and arrangements.'7 The state is also shaped by

other, more particular, elements that constitute the actual operation of a state. These include

the substantial role that the state plays in the formulation of the identity of its population, the

role that the state plays in economic regulation and social development, and the institutional

arrangement of a state that can vary between federalism and a highly centralised state. While

the nation-state is defined by the fusion of territorial sovereignty to political community,28 the

nation-state is a system of rule that demonstrates considerable variation in both historical and

cultural terms.

The state's role in economic regulation has clearly neither been a static practice or one

determined solely by factors internal to the state. Economic regulation has a long history of

being decisively shaped by hegemonic states acting in negotiation with other states.

Nevertheless, there has been a significant shift fro"! the post World War II arrangement of

the Bretton Woods system, and the consensus o "embedded liberalism" within Western

2A Antonio Gramsci, Selections From tlx> lMson Notdvoks edited by Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Smith (New York,
International Publishers, 1999[1971]), p. 170.
''' Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge (Harvester Press, Brighton, 1980), p. 119.
2b Hedley Bull, T)x> Amtvdjiad Society Second Edition (London, Macmillan Press, 1995 [1977]), p. 8.
•'7 Andrew Linklater, "Citizenship and Sovereignly in the Post-Westphalian European State", in Daniele
Archibugi, et al. (eds.), Rcfaiagnmg Political Gawnieitty, (Cambridge, Polity, 1998), pp. 118-20. See also Gianfranco
Pr>££i, Vx State (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1990), dip 2.
-'x Ernest Gcllner, Nations Mid Nationalist! (Ithaca, Q>rnell University Press, 1983)



societies, towards the ideas of market driven neo-liberalism.29 The objectives of welfare

pro\asion, a progressive taxation system and an active government role in markets have been

arguably overshadowed by neo-liberal and conservative aims of a minimal state and an

absolute confidence in free markets. However, neo-liberal forms of governance, evident in

policies of deregulation and privatisation, face problems of sustaining capitalism into the

twenty first century because of the social dislocation that stems from the organisation of

economic activity across state borders in a deregulated fashion. This means that neo-liberalism

is increasingly being challenged as a viable approach to governance by people protesting

against economic globalisation and by scholars both sympathetic and hostile to the underlying

rationale of liberalism.

Central to this dissertation is the relationship between liberalism as an actual practice of

governance and the philosophical aspirations of liberalism. While liberalism is a multifaceted

philosophy that "resists sharp definition", its core values revolve around the importance of the

individual and a minimisation of government restraints on individuals.30 The principle of equal

liberty is based on the belief that each arid every adult human is best able to determine their

own preferred life without interference from others.31 According to the various derivations of

liberalism, individuals are posited as possessing equal liberty that is universal across the human

species, according only "a secondary importance to specific historic associations and cultural

forms".32 This understanding is also reflected in the liberal norm of non-interference - the ideal

that the state ought not restrain individuals except when such restraint woiid prevent greater

restrictions on individual choice and action.33 This norm can also be understood in the terms

of "negative liberty" and paves the way for individuals to act on their individual interests, with

law imposing minimal restraints so that they may maximise their interests.34 On this view, "law

is always a 'fetter', even if it protects you from being bound in chains that are heavier than

those of the law, say arbitrary despotism or chaos".35 These values have been instantiated, in

the Western world at least, in a set of institutions that include a sovereign state based upon a

representative democracy and constitutionalism.

-C) John Ruggie, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home: International Liberalism and Domestic Stability in the New
World Economy", Milhmmm, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1994 and "International Regimes, Transactions, and Change:
Embedded Liberalism in the Post War Period" hitematianal Organisation 36, 2, Spring 1982.
w James Richardson, Contending Liberalisms in World Politics: Ideology and Power (Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 2001), p.
17.
M Jean Hampton, Political Phiiosopiyy (Boulder, Wesiview Press, 1997), pp. 177-8.
32 John Gray, Lilxralism Second Edition (Buckingham, Open University Press, 1995), p. xii.
" Philip Pettit, RqxMranism (London, Oxford, 1999), pp. 40-3.
'"* Pettii, Republicanism, pp. 17-8.
;s Isiah Berlin, Two Conoepts of Luxrty (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 8.



The influence of liberalism in the Western world and beyond is not limited to a certain type of

state. Indeed, liberalism is at the centre of modernity and the expanding recognition of human

rights.3" Moreover, liberalism has a close and enduring relationship with capitalism. Liberals

have confidence in the long-term benefits of capitalism despite differences with regards to the

policies needed to correct market imperfections and to enable the efficiencies associated with

"technological advance and... self-maximising decisions of private actors".37 Liberalism also

has an influential effect on international politics, most significantly, it has rejected "power

politics" in favour of efforts to "reconstruct international relations along new, peaceful lines",

which has included a support for "disarmament, the 'rule of law', arbitration

and... international organisation".38 The international aspect of liberal thought was driven not

just by the moral sensibility of liberalism but also by the practical concern to develop an

international context that will create a predictable order needed for capitalism to operate.39

Ultimately, the broad approach of liberalism aspires to equal liberty, order and stability as well

as expanding prosperity.

Given the social dislocation and inequality evident within contemporary globalisation, the key

question facing liberalism is how governance can promote liberal aspirations within this

unfolding context. It seems that liberalism is caught between the social reality of economic

globalisation and a theory that aspires to develop improved global circumstances. Deeply

embedded in liberalism is the notion of progress and the melioration of institutions - the

belief that social and political life can be fashioned towards equal liberty.40 Thus, while liberals

recognise that there may be slicrt-term social dislocation, the)7 are confident about the long-

term effect of free markets and the ability of human reason to develop institutions to

constrain social outcomes that adversely affect human liberty and welfare. In the meantime, at

least, Andrew Hurrell and Ngaire Woods indicate that three tensions exist between liberalism

and globalisation.41 The first key problem for liberals is the future role of the state within

economic globalisation. Liberals are divided between those who see the state as ineffectual

and those who see the state as crucial to the management: of economic globalisation. The

second key problem is how liberals can "balance economic objectives and market liberalisation

•'' Jack Donnelly, "Human Rights: a New Standard of Civilisation?" lnterruttwrial Affairs Vol. 74, No. 1, 1998.
17 Andrew Hurrell and Ngaire Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", Millennium, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1995, p. 448.
^ James Richardson, Contending Lilxralisms: Past and I^rvse/U (Working Paper No. 1995/10, Australian National
University, Dept. of International Relations, 1995), p. 14.
"' Craig Murphy, international Orgmisatian and Industrial Qxingc (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1994)
1C Gray. Lrfvralisn, p. xii.
•" Hun'dl and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", p. 453.



with liberal political and social goals" that include addressing poverty and inequality.42 The

third problem is that of the global management of economic globalisation in relation to the

"dynamics of liberal progress" in a world divided between a "cohesive, prosperous, and

peaceful bloc of liberal states and the instability and chaos of the rest of the world"/3

Clearly, there are man} dimensions to the contemporary debate of how liberalism ought to

operate in the context of globalisation. This dissertation concentrates on the first and second

of the problems indicated by Hurrell and Woods. As Richard Falk inquires: u how am the state be

pulled back from its current tilt towards market-dnuen globalism, and led to manifest a greater degree cf

receptivity towards people-driven gjobalism, therety over time achieving a new political stasis that supports the

kind of institutional and legd superstructure that could underpin iTumane governance for the planet"}" This

dissertation explores this contention by examining three questions:

(1) What is economic globalisation and how does this condition relate to liberal

thought and practice?

(2) riow do liberal alternatives to neo-liberalism seek to govern within the condition of

economic globalisation?

(3) How important is the state to governance that endeavours to both promote liberty

and moderate the social problems of economic globalisation?

The three parts of this dissertation seek to answer these three questions in succession.

This dissertation argues that mediating the adverse social effects of the unfolding order of

global capitalism requires a restored state. Such a state entails the movement away from market-

based instrumentalism towards an ethos that promotes individual security and balances

prosperity, liberty and social stability. This balance is not presently possible because many

states are enmeshed within economic globalisation. Many slates are now doininated by the

idea of the "competition state" and operate in the interest of opening up their respective

4; Hurrell and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", p. 454.
•° Hurrell, and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", p. 454.
44 Richard Falk, "An Inquiry into the Political Economy of World Order", New Political Economy, Vol. 1, No. 1,
19%, p. 16. Italics in original.



societies to global capitalism45 It is my argument that if economic globalisation is to be

mediated the state must take a 'republican turn' and be redirected from its unconditional

support oi economic globalisation towards the provision of security and liberty of its citizens.

Republican thought provides the basis of my critique of liberal governance and of an

alternative articulation of good government within the context of globalisation. The neo-

roman interpretation of republicanism is not a Utopian strand of political thought and it is not

a form of populism or communitariamsm.46 Rather, the interpretetioa drawn here of

republicanism offers a pragmatic approach to the development of governance that rests with

the state to enable libertv and security by an institutional design that constrains arbitrary

power. Republicanism does not seek a transformation in human nature but rather endeavours

to reframe existing institutions within the logic of restraining power in order to promote

individual liberty secured from various fonns of domination. This political arrangement fits

within Cox's observation that "critical theory allows for normative choice" but "it limits the

range of choice to alternative orders which are feasible transformations of the existing

world".4 The interpretation 1 draw of republicanism is feasible. It does not argue for

autocratic states or the end of capitalism; rather it argues for a regulation of capitalism that

protects individuals from powerful private interests and the worst vulnerabilities that stem

from unrestrained capitalism. Republicanism provides a compelling argument that a secure

form of liberty is only possible through the state and other forms of institutionalisation which

entrench the ability of people to contest power that would otherwise subject them. Ultimately,

"republicanism is a kaleidoscope of institutions" united by the purpose of preventing the

domination of people by public or private sources.411 In a context of contemporary

globalisation this republican purpose of institution building must rest on the existing

loundation oi the state but cannot reniam only on the state.

The Outline of the Argument

The argument of this dissertation is focused on the ethical and discursive nature of the

practices of neo-liberalism and the arguments of liberal observers responding to those

•̂  Phillip Cernv, "What New For the State?" in Eleonore Koiman and Gillian Youngs, Glnbulisatiav 'flxory and
Ihadicv (London, Pinter, 1996) and Stephen Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism" in Stephen Gill
(ed.), Cilolktlisdrian, ficmocrattsafianand MultiLkralisn (Basingsioke, Ndacmillan, 1997)
*'• Pettit, RepuUiamism, p. 8.
A7 ( A>X, Appimdxs to World Order, p.90.
4li William Everdell, Tlx End of King (New York, The Free Press. 1983), p. 13.
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practices of governance. This dissertation is n >t a detailed criticism of particular institutions

such as the World Bank. Nor is it a detailed criticism of liberalism as a political philosophy.

My efforts are focused on the ldeational and ethical justification of neo-liberalism as a practice

and the alternatives that are proffered within liberal circles. My goal is to critique liberalism as

an approach to governance within the context of contemporary globalisation and provide the

cot: ideas of a political alternative to neo-liberalism. There are three parts to this argument.

Part I of this dissertation contends that economic globalisation is an emerging reality. While

the world has been moving toward? being a single place in many dimensions since the onset

of modernity, the acceleration ind deepening of global processes since the 19t>0s and 1970s

has largely been conditso/ied by the influence of capital. This is because the conditions for

capitalism in the Western world during this time were in crisis.4^ This 'crisis' and its resolution

arc explored in Chapter 1. This expansion and transformation of capitalism is inseparable

from the development of informational technology, the re-configuration of political

institutions and the deregulation of economic policy. This means that rather than being an

minV;able monolithic economic force, economic globalisation is a contingent process of social

change engaging material, normative and institutional elements that constitute a new world

order - a social i^i^uticn defined by the social forces that predominated Chapter 2 outlines

\hc practices of governance that animate this world order. 1 maintain that these social practices

,uc underpinned by an emerging normative sensibility that provides a significant constitutive

influence over government best referred to as ?7eo-lihral gnxrnana'. This ethos develops the

fthico-political framework of market driven liberalism that involves international

arrangements and agencies as well as nation-states that combine a sense of national

community with the instrumental liberalisation and deregulation of markets. This world order

establishes the organisation of economic life that leads to the world operating as a single

deregulated space in real tune.

Chapter } contends that neo-hberal governance faces a variety of problems. These difficulties

arise from the ways in which neo-liberal governance allows economic globalisation to usher in

processes of social restructuring that have profound social effects across the world. These

effects include increasing inequality and considerable vulnerability around the world. This

Vl Manuel Cast ells .im.1 Jell rev Henderson, "Teclino-cconomic Restructuring, Socio-political Processes atv.f Spatial
Transformation: a Global Perspective" m Jeffrey Henderson and Manuel Caslells (eds.), Cilulxd Rcstmclwing and
Temumal l\nxhpmail (London, Sage, 1987)
'• (iill, "Transformation and Innovation in the Studv of World Polities", p. 15.
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chapter argues that these consequences represent two challenges to liberal values and effective

liberal governance. First, the social changes that stem from the development of global

capitalism are significant in extent and directly confront the liberal development of equal

liberty. Second, neo-liberal governance at a national and global level is seemingly unable to act

upon the emergent social problems or attempt to fa square the circle" of prosperity, social

stability and liberty, thereby undermining the legitimacy nested within the nation-state.51 The

key question facing liberals is whether there can be a reassertion of representative government

that acts as a foil for global capitalism. What son of public sentiment or ethic is required?

Part II examines three alternative hberal prescriptions to neo-liberal governance. In Chapter 4

I examine what I refer to as extended neo-lilvralism, which proposes that democratic nation-

states impede the proper and efficient functioning of capitalism and individualism. The

proposal of the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) and the arguments of Kenichi

Ohmae are examples oi liberal prescriptions that extend neo-liberalism by further weakening

the practice of the nation-state. Chapter 5 examines what 1 refer to as (xmtractual nationalism, a

program of action that makes a case for democracy within a liberal conception of the nation.

Robert Reich and Will Hurton are contemporary writers who have defended this line of

argument, which is consistent with the developing notion of the 'Third Way'. Chapter 6

examines amKipoluan gnxrnana:, wliich argues for a global system of democracy and decision

making to enhance individual autonomy. I examine the arguments of David Held and Richard

Palk who have furnished well-developed liberal arguments oi this alternative form of

governance.

Part 111 argues that these liberal alternatives of governance fall considerably short of a

program of action that will achieve a form of governance that successfully promotes liberty

and addresses the adverse social eflects oi economic globalisation. Chapter 7 argues that the

only feasible means to moderate the adverse social impact of economic globalisation is by a

'civic' state that establishes and institutionalises a republican ethos that reconnects the

individual and the state. The approach to governance articulated in this dissertation is termed

X'/o/W aac rcpuHicanism because it seeks a civic liberty achieved only within the state that in turn

is only possible in a global context that enables such civic states to exist. As such this chapter

outlines the scholarly resources that support the idea ol the civic state, namely, the neo-roman

'''• Rail 1 Xihrendorf, "Economic Opportunity, C ,ivi! Society and Political Liberty" in C'ynlhia Hewitt de Alcantra
d-d.). Stkiil Futmrs, Ghkil Visions (Oxford, UNR1SD and BLickwvll, 1«>%), p. 2.V
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1
strand of republicanism as delineated by Quentin Skinner, Philip Perth: and Richard Bellamy.5:

Furthermore, this chapter examines the "legacy" of republican ideas in world politics and

sketches the global context of association and governance required for civic states to be

possible."' The aim of global civic republicanism is the republican inspired goal of non-

domination; to construct a world where people "live in the presence of people but at the

mercy of none".'4 I endeavour to develop this sense of security in respect to the social impact

of economic globalisation.

Global civic republicanism is an approach to governance that finds economic globalisation

indefensible and the political task of constructing liberty within a world of democratic states a

necessary and feasible endeavour. The aim of global civic republicanism is to unravel the

mutually supporting structures of economic globalisation and the neo-liberal competition state

and, in their place, construct a joint democratic regulation oi the world economy by a world of

states underpinned and enmeshed within a republican framework of norms and laws. The

primary objective of these laws is a condition of non-domination: a circumstance where

people's liberty is not compromised by arbitrary power or avoidable vulnerability - including

the unrestrained power inherent in the actors and frameworks of global capitalism, as well as

the social insecurity stemming irom this deregulated economic system. Ultimately trie practice

of a 'civic' state is only possible if citizens think within a global context and direct their states

to enforce a global agreement that allows the public regulation of the global economy and

oilier issues that create flows of power that can only be adequately addressed by global co-

operation. Global civic republicanism is an approach to governing that demands public

responsibility for global politics both through the state and beyond the state without engaging

in cosmopolitan universalism.

Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation by further explaining xvljy global civic republicanism is

superior to the alternative approaches to liberal governance outlined in Part II. While neo-

liberalism is being challenged by arguments tor new values and forms of global governance

that are consistent with liberalism, this chapter concludes that the insufficiency of liberal

governance within economic globalisation stems from the limited liberal understanding of the

'-' Richard Bellamy, Lihrahsn caul Modem Society (Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Slate University Press, 1992),
LiUrahsn and Pluralism (London, Roulledge, 1999) and Rethinking LiUralisn (London, Pinter, 2000), Pettil,.
Republiavustn, Quentin Skinner, "On Justice, the (.bmmon Good and the Priority of Liberty" in Mouffe, Chantal,
Pvnmsions of Radical Danaracy (London, Verso, 1992) and LiUity litjmv Lilmtlisn (Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1998)
M Nicholas Onul, 'TlxRcpnhliaw Legacy in huemttiaml Tlxntght (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998)
•l Penh, RepuUuwusiu p. 80.
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power needed to secure liberty. Libert)- without security- and protection is a chimera. Properly

designed and publicly supported states can be a central, yet not entirely lone, guarantor of the

protection of people from the arbitrary power that can render them vulnerable. In a global

context this not only requires a normative rationale that enables the public regulation of

capitalism in a way that minimises the potential of vulnerability or mastery, but also the actual

elaboration of interstate co-operation imbued by this rationale.

This dissertation is underpinned by the conviction that governance is inescapably shaped by

underlying normative conceptions and that governance within the context of economic

globalisation is no exception. Demystifying the norms and interests that shape the governance

that supports economic globalisation is one important task that this dissertation undertakes.

The other key task is to provide an alternative rationale of governance. As such, critical

theory's attention to discerning patterns of dominance and the possibility of changing these

existing world orders, as well as republicanism's concern for power impels the argument

unfurled here. Ultimately, this dissertation seeks to contribute an alternative discourse to the

continuing debate as to how the world ought to be governed. I endeavour to provide an

alternative approach to neo-liberalism that demonstrates that the state is not only central to a

realistic attempt to moderate economic globalisation, but that the state, in its current

incarnation of the competition state, is also tied into economic globalisation in many parts of

the world. Untying the state from economic globalisation is the task that lies before us if there

is to Se any hope ol balancing the pursuit of prosperity, social cohesion and equal liberty

within a world where the ethical foundation of governance is the minimisation of

vulnerability. While this approach falls short oi an ideal that seeks a cessation of capitalism it is

an alternative that takes the distribution and exercise of power as the key concern that affects

the constitution of liberty. This critique of the underlying norms of liberal governance paves

the way for a republican-inspired alternative to achieve the liberty that liberalism is unable to

secure in an era of economic globalisation.
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CHAPTER O N E - THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF ECONOMIC
GLOBALISATION

Do we find ourselves at the threshold of 2. new world? Which one? And through what processes

will it be shaped?1

Societies across the world are typified by two concurrent social trends during the

contemporary period. The first is a disruption of the social and political fabric of social life

lhat is reshaping the contours of everyday life and the distribution of social opportunities. The

second trend is the increasing integration of economic activity and political negotiation at a

global level. These two trends, one of fragmentation and one of integration, are directly

connected within a process of profound global restructuring of social, economic and political

practice. The development of globalisation thus provokes the rethinking of various aspects of

political thought. The key political question is how should we govern in this new condition?

In order to examine liberal arguments regarding governance within a globalising context the

nature of globalisation must be explored. Globalisation is a contested concept that seeks to

capture the underhing logic of significant social changes across the face of the globe. The

central argument of the first part of this thesis is that there is a difference between

globalisation understood as a long-term process of "growing global lnterconnectedness"" and

economic globalisation as a relatively recent configuration of neo-liberal ideology and

economic organisation. This distinction is crucial to examining the way liberal approaches to

governance intersect with the social, economic and political realities of contemporary

globalisation. 1 will argue that economic globalisation is a contingent reality defined by the

reorganisation of capitalist accumulation that involves shifts in time, space and power. As such

this emerging structure entails changes in social and economic practices as well as shifts in the

dominant norms and in the function of political institutions. It will be argued that the nation-

slate, far from declining, is a central actor in the reorganisation of economic activity that is

occurring across societies of much of the world. This reorganisation of economic life is also

central to the rising levels of inequality and insecurity across the world.

1 Manuel Castclls, 77r EconaiucCmn. ami Atueriam Society (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1980), p. 255.
•' Andrew McGrew, "Globalization and Territorial Democracy: an Introduction" in Andrew McGrew, (ed.), T)r
I'nvKJannalum ojl^ktvooiicy (Cambridge, The Open University, l 'W), p. 7.
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This chapter will provide an explanation of what economic globalisation is and why it has

emerged. I will argue that economic globalisation, understood as the movement to a world

economy that operates as a single deregulated place in real time, is not inevitable. It is an

historical development driven by economic and political forces which stem from a

lundamental reorganisation of capitalism. This chapter will also illuminate the changing

material elements of a globalised economy indicated by changing technological, social and

economic practices.

Three Accounts of Globalisation

In an eifon to systematise the examination of globalisation, the book Ghfoal Trarisfanriatkms

presents three explanations oi globalisation. These accounts stem frorr. the literature that has

sought to explain the context of contemporary global integration. The first approach

encompasses conventional liberal formulations that reveal a rapidly changing world and its

t'ifect on business and government." This type of thought is referred to as

"hyperglobalisation" in that it proclaims that globalisation is not an incomplete process but a

result clearly evident in a global age with global capitalism as the centrepiece.^ There is also a

broad thesis oi pi ogress built into these arguments that rests on the notion that technology

allows companies and individuals to act upon a spontaneously formed 'self-regulating global

market. As such, economic globalisation is seen as an inevitable and monolithic development.6

In this context the ability oi the state to act is restricted to the extent that the state becomes an

obsolete organisation in a world defined by global capitalism', not to mention, global forms of

governance and civil interaction.

The second set oi observations posits a contrary perspective in response to the hyperglobalist

position. The 'sceptical' account of global transformation suggests that globalisation is not

occurring and is thereby a 'myth' in at least one oi two ways. The first line of argument posits

thai the persistence oi an international economy precludes the emergence of a truly global

N David Held, ct al, Glolxil Tnmsjomutions (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1999)
•* Ruben Reich, 77* • Work oj Nations (London, Simon & Schuster, 1991), kenchi Ohmae, 77*' lioiderlcss World:
Poiarand Strategy tn tlx (ilohilMarketplace (London, HarperCollins, 1990) and TJx' End oj tlx Nation State: JlxRiseqj
Regional Economics (London, HarperCollins, 1995).
1 1 leld et al, GIOIAI! Transformations, p. 3-5 and 11. Anthony Ciddens, Rwuntuy Worlii (1999 BBC Reith Lectures);
"1 .eciure One - Globalisation". <http://ne\vs.bbc.co.uk/hi/uk/enj;lish/static/evenis/reith 99/weekl/weekl>
(Accessed the 1* oi September 1999)
' Reich, 77*' Work of Nations. John Naisbiti and Patricia Aburdene. M^ahxnh 2000 (London, Pan Books, 1990),
<. Mimae, 'Fix lionlajess Woild and lh' End oj tlx Nation Stale

(. Mmiae, 77.v End of tlx Nation State
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form of economic organisation.*1 The evidence against a 'globalised' economy rests on the

c ontinued importance of states within the world economy. This position argues that, in some

senses, the level of global integration during the last decade of the twentieth century is less

than the period of 1870-1914.' Far from a world where markets have trumped states, the

world economy is still shaped by state to state interaction.1" Scholars sceptical of globalisation

note there remain significant differences between the strategic choices made by states in

response to the world economy.1' In addition, some sceptical scholars also note that states

have continued to adapt to increasing interdependence in global politics and that strong states

are still "able to work the system to their advantage".1"

The second sceptical position is based on the argument that capitalism has always been global.

This approach steins from Marxist arguments that emphasise the continuity of the capitalist

mode of production and thereb}' perceive globalisation to represent an exaggerated view of

change. Alter all, Karl Marx indicated in 1872 that

ihe need oi a constantly expanding market ior its products chases the bourgeoisie over the whole

surface ol the globe. It must nestle everywhere, settle every where, establish connexions

David Harvey, in particular, believes that globalisation is a "long standing process always

implicit in capital accumulation, rather than a political-economic condition that has recently

come into being".11 The idea that globalisation is an ideological term used to explain and

justify net) liberal policies in the western and developing worlds is also implicit within much

Marxist thought. Some Marxists have claimed that globalisation is an ideology that claims the

status oi "inevitability" and therefore "destroys" state capacity to manage economic activity.15

In both strands of the sceptical argument the state persists as an important form of

governance.1'

s I'aul Hirst and Grahame Thompson, ('ilohiliMtion in Qiwstum (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1996), p. 10.
'' Hirst and Thompson, Cilnlidifatum in (Question, p. 2.
10 Walt/, claims that "politics, as usual, prevails over economics". Wall/., "Globalisation and Governance", p. 9.
11 Linda Weiss, VxMylhoftJx'Pmatiiss Stale (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1998)
'•' Kenneth Walt/., "Globalisation and Governance", AS' Politiail Saanv and Politics, December 1999.
<hup://w\v\v.apsanei.org/PS/dec99/\valtz.am> (Accessed on the 30'1' of October 2000), p. 7. See also Robert
( iilpin, ('ilokil Ibliliatl Lcxniaiiy (Princeton Press, Princeton, 2001)
11 Karl Marx, 'fix-Manifesto ujth> (hwiumist Party (Progress Publishers,USSk,198(,[1872])
" 1 )avul 1 hrvey, ./«#/«', Natwv and tlx'ikxtgraphy of DijjemKV (Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1997), p. 421.
''' Manfeld Bieneield, "Capitalism and the Nation State in the Dog Days of the Twentieth Century", llx' Sc
RtXishr, 1994, p. 120.
": Held, et al, GhUiJ Tnvnfowitlums, p. 7. Weiss, Tlr Myth of lix Powrlcss State
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The observations of the hyperglobalists and sceptics miss some important elements of the

social change that have occurred since the 1970s. Both sets of observation set capitalism in

ST me. The}" do not examine the history of various types of capitalism or the changinf :<ieas

thai dominate and shape decisions within capitalist social development. In many wayi fiese

observations represent "two stopped clocks [that] gaze upon the movement of history".1' This

is particularly e^dent in the failure to examine the ways in which governance interacts with

changing social and economic practices. In the case of liberal observations there is much

description of what ic ! opening to governments and firms, but little questioning of why or

Ixra' tins global market ,;.. formed. Liberal perspectives take global economic structures for

granted, leading them to overlook the role that political structures, both within and beyond

the state, play in economic globalisation. Both liberal and orthodox Marxist derived arguments

run into trouble because they fail to examine the history of decisions within and between

nation-states as well as the ideas that shape economic hie.

The "transformationalist" perspective is the third account of globalisation.I8 According to

/Whom" McGrew, these authors seek to locate globalisation as a "fundamental historical shift

in the scale ol contemporary social and economic organization*".1' Anthony Giddens

exemplifies this account when he defines globalisation as "the intensification of worldwide

social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by

events occurring many miles awav and vice versa"." The processes of globalisation have been

liiteironnectii ', individuals and polities since at least the onset of modernity*1 with some

dynamics of globalisation evident within premodern social lorms." Giddens points to the

ability oi modern social lorms to exist across time and space via abstract systems of rule, belief

and exchange that are especially evident in empires, religion and trade. These processes of

increasing interdependence and "time-space distanciation" have operated on a global scale and

cut across borders in various iorms of economic, cultural and political activity."

Alain Lipiet/., "Now Tendencies in iht- lnlernaiion.il Division oi labour: Regimes oi Accumulation and modes
DI Regulation" in Allan Scon and Michael Storper (eds.) lhxxinclunu Work, Temkny: llx' tkng>'apl)i£ul Anatomy of
hu'instrud Capitalism (Boston, Allen and Unwin, 198b), p. 17. Si-; also Bob Jessop, "Capitalism and its Future:
Remarks on Regulation, Government and Governance" Raincoj IntmutunidPolitical Economy, Volume 4, Number
3, 1997.
'A 1 icld, et al, (iloUil Tnvisftw latwns, p. 7.
'': McC >rc\v, "(. ilobali/ation and Tcniional Democracy", p. 8.
'- Anthony, Giddens, lh> Ijomvjwnas of Motietvity (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1990), p. b4.
1 Roland Robertson, "Mapping the C jlobal Condition", 71x\ny, (jthunwul Scxnty, Vol. 7, 1990, pp. 2b-7. See Held

et al, C-loUtl Ihvisjimtimvis, p. 10.
'•' Meld et al, (ilohtl Trj/isfumiinaiv, pp. 415-8.
•'" Giddens. 77r Cti/iscqHtmn ol Modrrmty, p. 14.
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The authors of Global Transformation develop the transformationalist argument further by

examining various forms of global integration in an historical sense. In comparing the

globalisation of various forms of activity, such as governance, organised violence, trade,

finance and culture, across time, the account emphasises globalisation as a process. As such

the}- define globalisation as

a pnxxss (or a set of processes) w/noh embodic.; a transfanruOum m the spatial orgmaatum of social relations and

transactions- assessed m terms of their cxtermty, intensity, idoaty and vnpact- generating transcontinental or

l flam's and netmorks qfacinxty, interaction, and tlx' exercise qjpower?4

This spatial shift is evident in a "stretching and deepening of social relations and institutions

across space and time" such that people are increasingly influenced by events occurring on the

other side of the globe and the "practices and decisions of local groups or communities ecu

have significant global reverberations".*1* While these processes have been evident throughout

human history, the incidence of globalisation has varied according to the type of activity and

the time period, but lias been subject to "great shifts and reversals"."'1 Thus the

transformationalist account elaborated in Globed Transformations argues that globalisation is a

reality in a long-term sense that does not have an "emergent telos""'7 or an overarching

purpose.

The Silence of Neo-liberalism

globalisation is not new according to the transformationalist argument, contemporary

global integration is characterised by a condition where "the extensive reach of global

networks is matched by their high intensity, high velocity and high impact propensity across

all the domains or facets of social life".'15 This leads to the observation that politics is

globalising in the sense thai

political communities and civilisations can no longer be charact.erix.ecl simply as 'discrete worlds':

they are enmeshed and entrenched m complex structures ot overlapping lorces, relations and

•' Meld e! al, (.ilohd Tnoisfomuttians, p. 1(>. Emphasis in the original.
's David Held, "Democracy and Globalization" in Daniele Archibugi, et al. (eds.) Re-miagpung Political Community;
Studu-svi (asnapditan Democracy (Polity, Cambridge, 1998), p. 13.
•''• Held et al, (jlokd Tnoisfomwiions, p. 414.
; Meld et al, GloUil Invisjonrtations, p. 414.

s 1 Irk! et al, (ilohd Tnpisfonnarions, p. 21. Sec also pp. 429-31.
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movements... . But even the most powerful among them - including the most powerful nauon-

states - do not remain unaffected by the changing conditions, and processes oi regional and global

entrenchment-1"

Within this context the iunctions of governance are being increasingly placed in a multi-level

structure where the lines between foreign and domes'ac policy blur.3'" This creates the situation

whereby nation-states cannot be assumed to be the only political actors within global politics.

In this context, global organisations and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) are

increasingh' important to policy-irt .ing and political life.'

While the hyperglobalist position overstate global transformation and the sceptical position

takes a stance that misses the significance o! changing ideas and institutions, the

transformationalist account of globalisation argues that the integration of social relations is

occurring as a long-term anr1 indeterminate process. However, while the transformationalist

account is an observation that is important to understanding the contemporary globalisation,

it is silent on some oi the political iorces that influence and maintain the prevailing, form of

globalisation. In order to explain the nature of contemporary globalisation it is important to

outline both the farms of global integration and the political substance of these forms of

integration and interdependence. While, it is important to explain how the world has been

organised spatially over time, it is also important to examine what social forces dominate the

political context that is being stretched to a global level. In the case of contemporary

globalisation, the transformationalist thesis overlooks the importance of neo-liberalism and

understates the role that capitalist actors have played in construction of the prevailing type of

globalisation.

Understanding economic globalisation as a relatively recent and distinct phase of global

integration relies on an alternative approach to the transformationalist account of

globalisation. An alternative is evident in what Robert Cox refers to as "critical political

economy".1' This approach oilers an alternative understanding of economic globalisation. The

broad understanding oi a cntic.il approach to political economy is outlined by neo-Gramscian

scholars such as Robert Cox and Stephen Gill, and by scholars such as Manuel Castells, Alain

•"' Held ei al, (IIOIMJ 'IhvisfumimujHS, pp. 77-80.
<0 Held el al, Glolxil 1ransformalKwis, pp. 80-1.
11 Held et al, (Jlolul Transjimmttiivn, pp. ^2-b2 .i;id Jan Aart Schohe, (}loluii&ino>i, a critiail mtnxii4etian (Basingstoke,
Palgrave, 2000), clip 6.
'• Robert (<• ' , "Cnuca! Political F.conomy" in Bjorn H e u n t (ed.), bumuttiaud Iblitiad Ecomrny; Understanding
< .ioutl Disonin (London, Zed Books, 1995)
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Lipietz and Saskia Sassen who employ a loosely regulationist schematic.^ These scholars

analyse the movement towards a global economy as centring on the motivations of social

groups and dominant ideas, as well as changes in the technical and political infrastructure of

world organisation. While globalisation, as the slow and uneven expansion of modernity over

the last five hundred years, is an opened-ended process, the form and context of

contemporary globalisation is not preordained. The ratcheting up of global integration since

the 1970s is significantly linked to changes in the form of economic and technological

organisation on the part of firms, whole industries and societies arcnaid the world.34 This

change has led to increasing interactions between and across states, such that economic and

social relations are no longer only national or international tn that such processes routinely

transcend state borders and are "less tied to territorial frameworks".35 This qualitative increase

in global integration is also connected to the increasing prominence of neo-liberalisrn both as

a discourse and as political rationale that shapes governance in many states around the world

as well as international economic agreements. These developments explain the social

restructuring and the forms oi global interdependence, hierarchy and fragmentation evident

since the late twentieth cenrurv.

Because this phase of integration is characterised by the neo-liberal extension of capitalist

relationships beyond the borders oi the nation-state it is referred to as economic or neo-liberal

globalisation. Economic globalisation is the structured process where economic organisation is

global rather than national or international. While capitalism has operated on a worldwide

scale since the sixteenth century,*'' and the interwar period was characterised by low levels of

trade and rising state autarky, the post war period was defined by an expansion of

international trade and co-operation.1 But economic globalisation represents a development

from an international economy, in thai economic activity is globally organised by actors and

frameworks that conceive of the globe as a whole as being the location of economic activity.

This economic context has been accompanied by shifts in ideas and institutions that have

iacihtated the development ol a global • )my. To iurther examine this shift it is necessary

to first explore the way in which critical po1 : cal economy examines global politics.

" I vise the term "critical" in tlit" sense used by Robert Cox as distinct from Frankfurt school interpretations. See
Robert G:JX (with Timothy Sinclair), Apjmxtdrs to WcnidOnfa (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1996)
u Manuel Castells, Tlx Information^ City ((Word, Blackwell, 1989), pp. 2.V5.
'" Jan A an Scholte, "Global Capitalism and the State", lnkmuain.il Affairs Vol. 73 No. 3, 1997, pp. 430-1. See
Manuel Castells, Tfx' Rise of Oie Network ScKicty, \'ol 1 of Ih' lnfomialkm Apt-; liamatiy. Society ami Qdtitrv (Oxford,
Hlarkwell. 19%), pp. 92-3.
" lmmanuel Wallet-stein, "tix dtpiudist IV bnW/iawwn1 (Cambridge, Canibndge University Press, 1979), p. 37.
1 Riccardo Pe'rella, "Globalisation and lniern.uionalisation" in Robert Boyer, and Daniel Orache (eds.). States
Afrwist Markets (London, Routledge, 199(>), pp. f-,2-4.



Critical Political Economy

Critical political economy has two edges to its analytical framework. First, it is critical in the

normative sense of forwarding alternatives to prevailing patterns of power/8 Second, critical

political economy is critical in the ontologjcal sense - it does not take the world as given.

Rath ' * is focused on thu nature and potential of transformations of social structures. Hence

it

is concerned with the historically constituted frameworks and structures, within which political and

economic activity takes place. It stands back from ihe apparent hxitv of the present to ask how

existing structures came into being and how they may be changing, or how thev may be induced to

change.w

The approach of critical political economy outlined bv Cox takes a holistic picture of the

world and is shaped by a number of writers irom different eras.40 The world is not just

examined in terms of the relationship between politics and economics. It is also analysed

within historical and cultural levels of a particular world order: "history is always in the

making, in a complex and dialectical interplay between agency, structure, consciousness and

action, within what Fernand Biaudel has termed the 'limits of the possible'".'11 This requires

the investigation of the ideas, practices and governance oi everyday life.

In theorising the multiple and overlapping transitions in social hie, critical political economy

holds that structures of governance and the economic basis oi a given society are important.

But they are only intelligible within the context of the historical development of ideas, culture

.md knowledge. In addition, because ideas transcend political boundaries (and in large part

actually construct them), critical political economy attempts to integrate the domestic and

international fields and to "theorise the complementary and contradictor)' relations between

^ Robert Cox makes the distinction between "positive theory", which a:.ns at the maintenance oi the prevailing
order and 'critical theory" that seeks to understand how the prevailing ord.-r came into being and how it could
be changed. Cox, "Critical Political Economy", p. 32.
*'' C 'ox, "Critical Political hconomy", p. 32.
'• These writers include Karl Marx, Antonio Gramsci, Karl Polanyi, .md lernand Braudel. See Stephen Gill,
"Gramsci and Global Politics: Towards a Post-Hegemonic Research Agenda" in Stephen Gill (ed.), Gramsci,
IUstonarf Ahnml 19>1 and hncrtunatwl Rdrtiont. (Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 1993), p. 1.
" Gill, "Gramsci and Global Politics", p. 9.
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the power of states and the power of capital'1.4" Thus, the prevailing beliefs and ideas that are

embodied in the institutions of political and economic practice shape the ways in which actors

behave. The question this poses is aa bonar. "whose interests and ideas are embodied in the

rules and j.orms of the system"?43 In order to probe the construction of social life and

determined how global politics is shaped, five concepts become crucial. The former two stem

from Gramscian thinking, the latter three from regulationist analysis.

Antonio Gramsci and contemporary interpreters of his thought use the interlocking notions

of historic bloc and hegemony to explain the development of a contingent way of life. A

historic bloc is "a wider social and political constellation of iorces" which represents an

'organic' link between 'political' and 'civil society", .1 fusion of material, institutional, mier-

subjecuve, theorem : anil ideological capacities... Any new historic bioc must have not only power

within civil society ,t:;. economy, it also needs persuasive ideas aiu( arguments (involving; what

Gramsci called the 'ethico-poliiicaT level) which build on and catalyse us political networks and

organisation.44

Within a given historic bloc hegemony prevails.' ' Hcgsiwry represents a system of domination

that exists, not just in terms oi physical power and coercion, but also in terms of ideas and

consent, thereby giving cohesion to particular social structure/' Such ideas shape the building

oi institutions within states is wel! as ilic ideaj that dominate negotiations between states and

the building oi international institutions."1' in sum, a historical bloc depicts a normalised

paiiern of social hie while the notion of hegemony illuminates the norms and ideas, :->ud hence

the organisations and individual, that prevail over the shaping oi that historic bkv.

Contemporary Granisician scliolarr, partiatlarly Robert Cox and Stephen Gill, have asserted

that historic blocs exist at '• worldwide level, that global politics is more than just the

A? Stephen Gill and David Law, "Global Hegemony and The Structural Power of Capital" ir Stephen Gill (ed.),
(irionsa, .Historical Matcrudisrr: ami Inlmutnmal Relations (Cambridge, Cambridge University PR>.S, 1993), p. 91 .
41 Ng.ure Woods "liiiern.vuon.il Pi l.ucal Economy in an Age of ' ilobalr/.auon" in John Baylis and Steve Smith
ted>). 77v GlohilvMtwti oj 'XAnid Politic* (Second Ediuon), (<-Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001), p. 288.
11 C Jill and Law, "Global Hegemony and The Slnien.sr.il Power of ("apnal", p. 93-4.
•''' Cox, AppiDncixs to Witrld Chihr dip 10 and 12, and Steven Gill, "G1 ibalisaiion. Market Civilisation, ai-"d
I Jiscipliinuv Neolibeiiilisin", Millennium, Vol. 24, No. 3, 19'>S.
41 I iill and Law, ''Glob.;! 1 '.rgemony and The Structural Power of <• .apitaT, p. 93.
4i John Ruggic, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at 1 lome: International l.ibeialism and Domestic Stability in the New
World Economy", Milhmmm, Vol. 74. No. 3. 1994.
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interaction of states but also wa globally-conceived civil society".48 A worldwide historic bloc is

a social structure referred to as a world order. A world order is an assembly of material practices

and dominant ideas, as well as forms of state and international organisations, framed by a

dominant set of social forces who invest the contingent social formation with a sense of

coherence and normalcy. The composition of world order is shaped by what Cox refers to as

"social forces", which are those groups of people including classes, class fractions, mass

movements and intellectuals whose power is continuall}' being reshaped by the consensual and

conflictual nature of 'civil' interaction.44 Social forces exert their influence over the shape of

world order, either through control of the state, or tlirough the transnational transmission of

ideas or influenced" Consequent!}', a world order is a 'framework" consisting of a "particular

configuration of social forces" that acts as a background condition that

does noi determine actions in anv direa or mechanical way but imposes pressures and constraints.

Individuals ar. ' groups may move with the pressures or resist and oppose them, but they cannot

ignore them. To the extent thai they do successfully resist a prevailing historical structure, the)'

buttress their actions with an alternative, emerging configuration of iorces, a rival structure.*!

Thus, global politics is political in the sense that the particular configuration that determines

._. • character of world order is historically and politically configured by processes of control

and consensus. Moreover, the se;ial forces that dominate do not only decisively shape the

constitution of a world order; the}' also actively defend this framework from other potential

orders that do not suit their interests.'"

A world order can be examined in two different senses. In one sense a world order or historic

bloc can be seen as a akilitvni or "an alliance - a "bloc" ol those whose interests are served and

whose aspirations are fulfilled by this economic and social system" .M This entails the

hegemonic building oi a coalition of social Iorces that consent to the order, as well as norms

and ideas that legitimate this order. In another sense a world ordei is a pattern of life "that

must be looked at in different ways in order to be understood completely":

w Roben Cox, "damsci, Hegemony arid International Relations: An Ussay on Method" in Stephen Gill, [ed.)
(hwnsa, 1IistomuiMaterutltsrnand Intematumd Rdatiam (Cambridge, Cambridge University press, 1993), p. 61.
4 ' ('.ox, Appmadxs to Wcnid Order, p. 100.
s: C ;<>x, Appmadx* to W^or/d Order, pp. 100-1.
''• ( \>x. Approach* la WcnidO>der, pp. 97-8.
'' ('.ox, Appnxtdxs in WcnidOrdei\ p. 97.
" ( '.raig Muqih}'. hnenwhana!Or$vumtum <vidhidmtnal Chai$' (('-inIbridge. 1 '>A\\\ Pre-s. 1994), p. 27.
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Only when we have looked at all of the faces of a historical bloc - its biological-material face, its

economic face, its political face, and its cultural and ideological face - can we begin to understand

the ways they nre internally connected one to another, and therefore begin to understand what

makes the characteristic form of its overall social development possible.^

By examining the faces or elements that comprise a given world order, the interests that are

dominant and benefit the most from the order become clear. A world order is a social

formation shaped by those with power, where the faces or elements of a world order can be

understood as the material face, which includes the economic, social and technological aspects

jf organisation, the ideological-cultural face and :Jie institutional or political face.515
o

In a similar vein, regulationist writers seek to explain how capitalism perpetuates itself as a

social process within the state/' The interaction of the state and the market in the context of

the capitalist mode of production is not automatic. There are many different institutional

arrangements that are needed in order for capitalism to operate in a profitable manner. There

is no "global maestro" that directs capitalism.'7 Rather, there are a number of influences that

emanate from society that constrain, develop and shape capitalism within a given social

context. Regulationist thought examines these influences in light of three framing concepts.

First, there is the examination of the "regime of'accumulation", which consists of the manner in

winch production, innovation and consumption are arranged and stabilised over time to

enable the correspondence oi accumulation and consumption.^ Second, there is the "tnode of

ntfJ#tum'\ winch consists oi the "norms, habits, laws, regulation networks and so on that

ensure the unity oi the process" of capitalist accumulation and the governance of social life.5'

C.JI 'vernance relers to more than just the government or slate. It refers to the context of a

system of rule: the establishment and operation oi public and private decision-making

processes that shape how actors operate."" Hence, there is a constant social struggle which

"* Murphy, International Or^nnsatum toid huinstnal C/xot^, p. 28.
"s < lox, Appnxidxs to WoHii (hrfa\ p. 98
"" Alain Lipietz, "The National and the Regional: Their Autonomy Vis-a-vis the Capitalist World Crisis" in Barry
(Jills and Rouen Pal an (eds.), Transcnvkng tlx Sute-Cilolxd Dnndc: The Neostructurdist Agenda m International Relations
(I,nndon, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1994) and Castells, 77* lahnnunonalCity
' Lipier/., "New Tendencies in the International Division oi Labour", p. 17. Alain Lipietz elaborates; "No
exterior destiny, no general law oi capitalism dictates to any nation us place within an implacable division of
labour. I hiless, that is, 'extern'>r destiny' means simply the weight oi the past, inscribed in social structure ... for
wen on the basis oi given conditions, mhenit-d irom the past, we make our own history" (p. 39).

s Lipier/,. "New Tendencies in the International Division oi Labour", p. 19.
'"" Lipier/., "New Tendencies in the Intern at ion ill Division oi Labour", pp. 19-20.
''• Geoiirey Underbill, "State, Market, and Global Political Economy: Genealogy of an (Inter-?) Discipline",
International Affam Vol. 76, No. 4, 2000, p. 821.
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resolves itself within the context of the state and the mode of regulation,G1 that constructs an

institutional setting that allows for relatively efficient and profitable markets.6* Third, what can

be called a 'global regme' represents the nature of the economic relationships of production,

exchange and consumption that bracket and stabilise the various state regimes at the core and

the periphery of the world economy.113 However, regulationists do not point to a 'global' mode

of regulation because there are no global compromises in the sense of a global state, even

though there are international forms of governance in the forms of international

organisations,"4 and fundamental international institutions and principles."5 Instead, we can

point to the Gramscian notion of hegemony to indicate the field of dominion, or world order,

that enables a given global regime.'"

The account of critical political economy that I have presented here combines Gramscian and

regulationist perspectives to examine the underlying framework of global politics.07 In contrast

to the transformationalist account, that perceives globalisation to be transformation and process,

the critical account of economic globalisation suggests that economic globalisation is \

contingent social jurmttiarz a world order thai represents a constellation of social forces and

groups that support a particular political iramework. While globalisation is occurring in the

long-term sense that transformationalist's outline, the political logic of a world order is as!so

present. However, world orders are not immutable structures. The)' develop within a

particular historical juncture by those in a position to construct a world order that in time is

challenged and transformed by alternative practices and norms. 1 contend that economic

globalisation is a social construct th.n was lormed by a crisis in the social reproduction of

capitalism. For ilus to transpire the post Second World War world order that supported

international bargaining had to collapse and be supplanted by a new set oi social forces and

": The state is seen as a crucial institution of regulation thai resolves, at least temporarily, social struggles that
with the slate would be endless. Lipietz, "New Tendencies in the International Division of Labour", p. 21.
'•-' Robert Buyer and Daniel Drache, "Introduction" in Robert Hover and Daniel Drache (eds.), Suites Against
Miirk"ts (London. Routledge, lc->%), pp. 5-h.
; 1 ipietz, "New Tendencies m the International Division ol Labour", p.20. See \X alkistein, Immanuel, Tfr
(.ipittdist World-Fxxmatty

J Murphy, hitemalund ( tyansatum imd lndmtrud O*wjy
" Chnstan, Reus-Smit, "The Constitutional Structure oi lmernaiion.il Society and the Nature of Fundamental
Institutions", buemiitionai(hftvmaliuii. Volume 51, Number 4, Autumn ll?97.
'"' Lipietz, "The National and the Regional", pp. 2b-7.
' It is important to note that there are subtle differences between the Gramsican and regulationist approaches.
While they have much m common, especially the belief dial there is no structural destiny of capitalist society,
regulations thinkers tend to emphasise material features of social life. This is evident in the state bring kept al
the forefront, wurj social crises being crises in the reproduction of profitable activity. In contr.ust Gramscian
approaches emphasise the normative features oi social hie, meaning that crises in capitalism are a crisis in the
WIIMIC 'etluco-polifK.il' structure of the particular historic bloc. See Murphy, Intirruilwrud (.tyvu&aion Mid Ituiustnil
f̂ 'w/yjc, p. 3} and Gill and Law, "Global Hegemony and The Structural Power of Capital", p. 95 and Lipieiz,
" 1 Ik National ana the Regional", p. 2ti.
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agreements that forged new global forms of economic and social organisation. Before

outlining the world order of economic globalisation and neo-liberalism, it is crucial to see what

preceded it.

Changes in World Order

During the twentieth century there were a series of world orders that followed the demise of

the gold standard and the clear reign of Pax Britannia in the years leading up to the First World

War."8 The inter war world order was n^pified by the absence of clear hegemonic power and

by imperialism between western powers and most of the non-western world.69 Nation-states

across the western world were defined by economic nationalism as the mode of regulation,

despite different histories and cultures. The practice of sharing a common iate was fostered by

the developing Fordist regime of accumulation that ushered in mass production and

consumption. A tangible common economic fate within the nation-state was central to

economic nationalism. Economic nationalism involved "the belief that economic actors in a

nation-state all have a shared experience of the international economy, and that this

international economy is expressed as something alien - to be defended against or collectively

conquered"." The autarchic nationalism of the inter war period entailed the support of the

state for productive capital, ' and involved a rejection oi the laissez-faire liberalism of the late

nineteenth century. * Autarchic nationalism was evident in 'beggar thy neighbour' policies in

trade and currency depreciation during the Great Depression and conflict during the Second

World War.

The post Second World War order was underpinned by the hegemony of the United States.73

Tins world order was also defined by the breakdown oi imperialism through the beginnings of

decolonisation. Despite this shiii, there was the persistence ol neo-imperialism, evident within

a global regime of unequal exchange between the western core and the non-western

'"s Robert Cox suggests this period ended as early as 1875-90 Cox, "Gramsci, Hegemony and International
Relations", p. 60.
'•" Cox. "Grainsci, Hegemony and International Relations", p. 60.
* Hick Bryan, "Australian Economic Nationalism: Old and New", Australia EamawcPapers, Vol. 30 (56), p. 290.

See (lox, Appnwdxs to Woiid (hiicr, pp. 2')7-ti.
' Henk Overbeek and Kees Van dei Pijl, "Restructuring Capital and Restructuring Hegemony" in Henk

(. >vei beek (ed.), Kcstmaunng )iegpriany ui llx (;/o/«/ PolitiatJ Economy (London, Rouiledge, 1993), pp. 9-10.
: Phillip Corny. 77*' Ardntixlim-of Politics (London, Sage, 1990), pp. 212-3.
1 Cox, "Gvamsci, Hegemony and International Relations", p.60. Gill and Law, "Global Hegemony and The

Structural Power oi Capital", pp. 96-7.
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periphery.4 The United States presided over an economic system that fixed world currencies

to the US dollar (which in turn was fixed to gold) and established the set of institutions

arranged at Bretton Woods.? These institutions included the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. The GATT

was a framework aimed at expanding trade between member states by multilaterally

negotiating a degree of comparative advantage and avoiding unfaii : h policies. In order to

develop a stable international monetary system that avoided competitive currency devaluation,

the IMF was established as a lender of last resort for balance ol payment difficulties. The

World Bank was developed as a lender to states that were rebuilding or developing. These

instruments were aimed at promoting a global regime that promoted economic growth,

economic stability and an "active domestic roie for the state in order to ensure that equity and

growth went hand m hand".1

The post war world order was underpinned by ideas that can best be referred to as

"embedded liberalism", because eifoils oi economic liberalisation were balanced with social

stability and welfare within the nation-state. The observation that the ideas of embedded

liberalism animated western states and the Bretton Woods agencies at this time, was evidence

that policy makers had learnt lrom the "mutually destructive consequences of the external

economic polices states pursued in the 1930s". s h was also evidence oi a "synthesis" of an

"Americanised version ol liberal internationalism" and the interests of national productive

capital. Essentially, if the nation-state was to be prosperous, the international economy had

to be managed by international co-operation. This included policies to protect local markets

irom outside competition. Protectionism sought, not only to protect strategic industries, such

as iron and shipbuilding, but also to provide lull employment for a nation's workers and a

stable environment for domestic firms. Unlike die unilateral protectionism of the interwar

years these ell oils of protectionism were aligned multilaterally under the GATT. Contrary to

"ihe economic nationalism of the 1930s, the international economic order would be

'; Stephen Gill and David Law, llx1 Hlolul Political Ixwuru)- (New York, Harvester, 1988), p. 78.
John Ruggie, "Embedded Liberalism Revisited: Institutions and Progress in International Economic Relations"

in Emmanuel Adlcr and Beverly Crawlord, (cds.) Ihvgtxss in Postmv hitmunonal Rehttions (New York, Columbia
University Press, 1991), pp. 203-4 and Woods, "International Political Economy in an Age oi Globalization", p.
280.
1 Ethan Kapstein, "Workers and the World Economy", l:omgi Affain, Volume 75, No 3, May/June, 1996. pp.

20-1. See C ,ox, Approadirs to Worid (Mr, p. 297.
Kuggie, "Embedded Liberalism Revisited", p. 203. See also John Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions,

and (change: Embedded Liberalism in the Post War Period", International Or^misatton, 36, 2, Spring 1982.
* Ruggie, "Embedded Liberalism Revisited", p. 203. See also Ethan, Kapstein, "Workers and the World

Economy", pp. 20-1.
" < >verb(-ek and Van der Pijl, "Restructuring Capital and Restructuring Hegemony", p. 11.
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multilateral in character; but unlike the liberalism of the gold standard and free trade, its

multilateralism would be predicated upon domestic interventionism".80 The character of the

prevailing global regime was international.

The domestic aspect of embedded liberalism was made manifest by social bargains between

various national social forces; the government, business, unions and farmers. This "social

pact" involved the deployment of welfare mechanisms and social entitlements backed by the

Ke)Tiesian-interventionist state.*1' Keynesian economics provided a justification for being

sceptical that the market and Lzissez-faxre methods, both domestically and internationally, could

be smooth or self-balancing. Keynesian economists thereby asserted that governments should

use taxation and expenditure to manipulate aggregate demand in order to promote full

employment and economic growth. These domestic arrangements were ultimately

underpinned by "welfare-Keynesian modes of regulation" evident by an active government

presence in macroeconomic activity and the promotion of policies that enabled a range of

Fordist regimes of mass production and mass consumption to exist across the western

world.8' This intervention was aimed at economic growth and productivity as well as social

stability, the maximisation of welfare and the development the nation-state in terms of public

infrastructure.*' In contrast to the mterwar years this national bargain was an "historic

compromise" that promoted lull employment, the welfare state, increased trade and an

expanding international economy.*14 It was a particular relationship between the government,

business and organised labour than linked the nation-state into the international capitalist

economy that ultimately balanced capitalism and social stability in what became known as a

golden age .

World Order: Crisis and Resolution

The world order defined by the hegemony ol the US and the norms of embedded liberalism

tame to an end "sometime from the late 1960s through the early 1970s [when] it became

SuRuggie, "Embedded Liberalism Revisited", p. 203.
81 Cast ells, 1)x'Injannaficrud City, pp. 21-2.
s ; Adam Tickell and Jaime Peck, "Social Regulation after Fordism: Regulation Theory, Neo-liberalisin and the
(jlobal-Local Nexus", Economy and Society, Volume 24, Number 3, August 1995, pp. 361-2.
s ' ('asiells, 77* • hjomiutianal City, p. 22. In Amenca there was the G.I. Bill, the Employment Act and the National
Deience Highway Act, in F.urope there were significant welfare policies enacted.
s;i Peter Gourevitch, Politics m Hani Tmics (New York, Cornell University Puss, 1986), p. 18 and Kapstein,
"Workers and the World Economy", pp. 16-7.
v ( -astells, 77.*' hihmiMioruri Cjty, p 22. See also James Richardson, ibntauimg LUvmlisru m World Politics:
j/itlPimxi (Boulder, Lvnne Rienner, 200!), p. 42.
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evident that this US-based world order was no longer working welT.w> During this period the

economic growth of the post war period declined and inflation increased. The US also

withdrew from the "dollar-gold standard and paved the way for major currencies to 'float'

instead of sta}ing at fixed values".87 The norms underpinning the Brett on Woods system and

state poliqr-making began to be questioned. In addition, some of the social forces supporting

the Fordist arrangement, mort notably the interests of business, were disaffected. As a result,

the social practices and the ivieas associated with Fordism were challenged. This cnsis of the

late 1960s and 1970s

cannot be traced to any one single incident or to any one isolated dip in the normal business cycle.

It was a fundamental crisis of 'normality' affecting ail aspects ol the post-war order: social relations

of production, the composition oi the historic bloc and its concept of control, the role of the state,

and the international order.8"

Tins multifaceted crisis was a series of cracks in both the support for the embedded liberal

world order and T'ie various 'faces' of the world older of embedded liberalism and an

international economy.

By the late 1960s the material lace of the embedded liberal world order, the Fordist regime of

accumulation, was in a "situation ol structural crisis" across advanced capitalist societies.8'' The

contours of this crisis involved both declining profitability that stemmed from the successful

social and labour demands in the western world, as well ,is inflexibility associated with the

Fordist regime of accumulation.' The oil shocks of the early 1970s had the dramatic effect of

prompting stagflation across the western world and accelerating the crisis of Fordist regimes

of accumulation and the ability of the welfare-Keynesian state to maintain capitalism in the

western world." Such a crisis is deiined by the impossibility "to expand or reproduce the

system without a transformation cr reorganisation of the basic characteristics of production,

v Cox, "Gramsci, Hegemony and 'nternational Relations", p. hC. See Phillip Cemv, "Paradoxes of thr
t ompeiiuon State: The Dynamics of Political Globalisation" (kiurtviicni and (opposition, Vol. 32, n. ?• 1997, p. 259
::.J Cox, Approach* to Woiid Order, p. 29X.

s Woods, 'international Political Economy in an Age oi Globalization", p. 2X0.
"K Overbeek, and Van der Pijl, "Restructuring Capital and Restructuring J k-gemony", p. H.
*'' Castells, 7)x' Eamamc Cnsis ,oul Ammavi Sociity, p. K and Martin ( arnoy and Manuel Cast ells. "Globalization,
the Knowledge Society, and the Network State: Poulant/as at the Millennium". Ctlohd Networks 1, 1 (2001), p. 5.
'': Castells, 77*' lnprmaicnal O/v, p. 22.
" Cast oils, Hr In/unnatianal Cj/y, p. 22, Ccrny, "Paradoxes ol i he Gmipemion Suir", p. 259 and Stephen Gill,
" lowaiv1, ,\ US-Centred Transnational Hegemony" in 1 leak Overbeek (ed.), rlfttmcturity, I'-/egpnarn' in tlx> Gldxri
1'ohtnAl /.-. mci/ny (London, Roi-V Ige, 1993), pp. 250-4.
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distribution and management, and their expression in terms of social organisation".92 The

successes of the welfare state and the relatively strong position of labour in advanced capitalist

societies were restricting firms both in terms of realising profits on current investments and

pursuing further profitable options.93 There were two immediate responses on the part of

firms to open up profitable opportunities.94 One was to replace labour by increasingly utilising

information technology.95 The second was to extend production processes to cheaper parts of

the world.96 In effect, firms were encouraged by this economic crisis to take the "global

option" in orcL-r to develop a benign environment for profit.97 Ironically, it was also the

successes in the post war international economy of embedded liberalism that led to a

disembedded global economy. These successes included: the expansion of trade; the

rebuilding of Europe and Japan; the rise of the transnational corporation; and the expanded

production of new technological items, including information technology.98

The changes in social and corporate organisation were paralleled by an ideological and

institutional shift during this period of crisis. The ideas of a national bargain were also

weakening because of the development of transnational linkages of "informal networks of

ruling class consultation" between business people and government officials in private fora

such as the World Economic Forum (WEF), the Bilderburg conferences and the Trilateral

G)mmission.99 In particular, the Trilateral Commission was at the forefront of questioning the

mode of regulation that supported a Fordist national bargain and the "ungovernability" that

this type of circumstance produced.100 The ideology that emerged from the transnational

linkages of business during the 1980s and 1990s invoked the importance of free markets and a

minimal state. The ideology became referred to as "neo-liberalism" and expressed the view

that government should implement a "variety of measures intended to insulate economic

v-'Castells, 71x Ecanank Crisis and American Society, p. 8. See also Castells, 71xInformational City, p. 2\.
"* Castells, Tfx- Infarmatvmal City, p. 21 and Boyer, "Slate and Market", p. 93.
'w This is not to say that all firms immediately took the 'global option'. Different firms in different nations took
had different trajectories within this changing economic environment. See Ronen Palan, et al, State Strategies in tlx
Glolxd Economy (London, Pinter, 1996)
'̂  Castells, T\oc Informational City, p. 23.
"' Castells, TJx Infornational City, p. 26.
l>; Manuel Castells and Jeffrey Henderson, "Techno-econorruc Restructuring, Socio-political Processes and Spatial
Transformation: a Global Perspective" in Jeffrey Henderson and Manuel Castells (eds.), Gldxd RestmctWTng and
Territorial Development (London, Sage, 1987), p. 1.
l)if Overbeck and Van der Pijl, "Restructuring Capital and Restructuring Hegemony", p. 13 and Gourevitch,
Politics in Hard Tnrus, pp. 28-31.
'"' Overbeek and Van der Pijl, "Restructuring Capital and Restructuring Hegemony", p. 13, Gill, "Towards a US-
Centred Transnational Hegemony", p. 266 and Leslie Sklair, "Social Movements for Global Capitalism: The
Transnational Capitalist Class in Action" Review of International Political Econcmy, 4:3 Autumn, 1997.
1C0 Michel Crozier, et al., Tlr Crisis of Democracy (New York, New York University Press, 1975) See Cox,
Appmadxs to World Older, p. 304.
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policy making from popular pressures".101 While the influence of neo-liberalism varied from

country7 to country, it had transnational forms of connection at its vnceptan and was central to

the challenge made to the idea of the welfare state and to 'big government', evident within the

new right expressions of Reaganism and Thatcherism. Transnational neo-liberalism was also

shaped by the "perceived threat to capitalist relations of production" due to calls during the

1970s for a New International Economic Order.102 This ultimately unsuccessful order was an

appeal by developing countries and western social democrats to democratically regulate the

international economy and increase the representation of the developing world.103

The role that the US performed in this waning world order also shifted within this political

and organisational shift towards neo-liberalism and a global economy. The system of

supremacy with the US as the hegemon ran into problems by the 1970s, particularly after the

Vietnam War. While the US remained the world's superior military force by a large margin, it

no longer arranged rules and institutions in the way in had in the 1940s or 1950s. Stephen Gill

points out that there was a shift from 'total' US hegemony towards a "US-centred

transnational hegemony" where the US shared its hegemonic and rule setting capacity with

other like minded governments of powerful states. The development of the Group of Seven

(G-7) was evidence of this cooperation between powerful capitalist states.104 This shift closely

paralleled the transnational linkage of business consultation as evident in the WEF and the

Trilateral Commission.105 This convergence amongst capitalist elites and powerful states

created a "common cause between the US and its allies" founded on the formation of

arrangements that opened up opportunities for profit across the world in a way that differed

significantly from embedded liberalism.10*'

Consequently, the argument that is advanced by scholars of critical political economy is that a

globalised economy essentially developed from a breakdown of the international economy of

embedded liberalism. This decay of the post war world order stemmed from declining

101 Cox, Approadxs to World Oder, p. 305. Sec also UNDP, Himian Development Report 1999 (Oxford University
Press, New York:, 1999), p. 29.
102 Kees Van der Pijl, "The Sovereignty of Capital Impaired" in Henk Overbeek (ed.), Restructuring Hegmony in Ox
Glolxd Political Economy (London, Routledge, 1993) and Ngaire Woods, "International Political Economy in an
Age of Globalization", p. 281.
ltn Van der Pijl, "The Sovereignty of Capital Impaired"
KM Gill, "Towards a US-Centred Transnational Hegemony"
l0'' Gill, "Hegemony, Consensus and Trilateralism" Review oj biteniational Studies (12) 1986 and Cox, App)vadx!S to
WoHdOnfa; pp. 301-2.
10(1 Peter Gowan, "Neoliberal Cosmopolitanism", New Left Review, 11, September / October 2001, p. 88.
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profitability and economic stagnation in the western world.10 This crisis was central to the

L movement of economic activity and technological innovation towards a resolution that

t involved the development of world order with a different framework of normality than an

I international economy.108 Governments and capitalistic actors within advanced capitalist
I
I societies forged this resolution in three respects. First, new forms of social organisation were
r

' evident within a new regime of accumulation that was more flexible and increased the power

! of firms in relation to workers. This regime of accumulation, often referred to as *post-

f Fordism', endeavoured to extract a higher proportion of the surplus of the production process

I for capital through restructuring work and reducing benefits and wages.m Second, a change in

the mode of regulation involved a shift in the aims and mechanisms of public policy towards

the neo-liberalism and deregulation. This entailed a shift within national policy-making from

"political legitimation and social redistribution to political domination and capital

accumulation".!!0 This shift involves new forms of state activity that include deregulation,

privatisation, regressive tax reform and the shrinkage of the welfare state.111 The third element

of the restructuring of capitalism involved an expansion of profit-making opportunities to a

worldwide scale with "the system working as a unit, worldwide in real time".112

While capitalism has been a world economy from the sixteenth century, it is only since the

1970s that there has been the motivation and the technical infrastructure for capitalism to

operate as a single place in real time. During this period, economic activity ceased to be

conducted at arms length between distinct national economies that balance capitalism with

social objectives. Rather, capitalist markets and actors increasingly operated within global

networks that were increasingly deregulated and underpinned by neo-liberalism and the

business interests supportive of this context.

A Neo-liberal World Order

Economic globalisation is more than a continuation of 'time-space distanciation'. By the

account drawn from critical political economy, eamcmic or neo-lilxral globalisation is a continent

'- Cast ells and Henderson, "Techno-economic Restructuring, Socio-political Processes and Spatial
Transformation: a Global Perspective'', p. 3. See also David Gordon "The Global Economy: New Edifice or
Crumbling Foundations?" New Left Review, Number 168, March/April 1988.
10K Casiells, Vr lnforrnatiand City, Cox, Appmadrs to Woiid Onkr, p. 300 and Lipietz., "The National and the
Regional",
109 Castells, T!x' Informational City, p. 23 and Cox, Approadxzs to World Onir, pp. 300-1.
110 Castells, Vx" Infonnaianal City, p. 25.
111 Castells, 77x> Informatumal City, p. 25.
11: Casiells, Tlx' lnjorrnational Ci.y, p. 26.
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alteration m the world's social structure which weaves material, rujrmatrje and msttiutianal dements to fashion

a '•jxjrld order that operates as a srn^e deregulated place m real torts. This world order has been actively

developed by capitalistic social forces that have expanded and entrenched capitalist

relationships, as well as supported new forms of social organisation and ne* forms of public

poliq- and governance. Economic globalisation is not just economic. It represents a new

normative and institutional framework and a "new model of socio-economic organisation"

which is developing in an uneven way with national variations in order to achieve the basic

aims of capitalism, a higher rate of profit for the owners of capital.113 As such, economic

globalisation is not a natural development of generic capitalism, nor technology, but a social

construct formed from changing social forces that stem from capitalism, technology and

culture. The fundamental feature of economic globalisation that the critical approach seeks to

demonstrate is that the world order of economic globalisation was unleashed by social forces,

and therefore states, that desired a political economic context that differed from the world

order of embedded liberalism. Moreover, the social forces of capitalism acted politically and

economically in a way that ultimately undermined embedded liberalism. While it would be an

extreme exaggeration to suggest that the social forces supportive of neo-hberalism had

complete control over the development of the alternative to embedded liberalism, economic

globalisation was not automatic. It is a political economic process that has structural

properties that, while far reaching, are not inevitable or irreversible.

While economic globalisation is occurring within broader processes of globalisation, the

critical account argues that the contours of the globalisation evident in the last decades of the

twentieth century are wrought by changes in the social organisation of capitalism. The key to

this depiction of economic globalisation is that it binds the notion of an expanding global

market and international division of labour with the development of technological innovation,

flexible work practices and deregulated governance. Theie are other contemporary facets to

globalisation such as the rise of electronically mediated communications, global cultural

forms,114 and the notion of "global civil society".11<; There has also been an "institutional

reshuffling" with respect to the operation of states due to a series of shifts in international

111 Castells, llx Informational City, p. 23.
1M Cast ells, Wx> Rise oj tlx> Netwcrrk Socutyand Held, el al, (JI0U1I TnmsfnmiUumi, clip 7.
1 ;tl Ronnie Lipschuiz., "Reconstructing World Politics: The Emergence ol C Hobal Civil Society", Millavuum, 1992,
Vol. 21, No 3.
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norms, as evident within international human rights norms.n< While these are important

developments m world politics, the current configuration of globalisation and the prevailing

patterns of power are being decisively shaped by the background structure of the neo-liberal

world order. Contemporary globalisation is occurring on the terms of capitalist restructuring.

Market and corporate driven forms of integration characterise the neo-libera] world order.

The emerging framework of this world order consists of three interlocking dimensions. The

material dimension of the neo-liberal world order involves changing social and technological

practices across societies, work places and the world. At the heart of this change is the rise of

what Manuel Castells refers to as an "informational economy"11 that involves global webs of

production, flexibility in the workplace and higher productivity from technological

innovation.118 Associated with this development are new divisions of labour, a high capacity

for mobility of networks of transnational corporations and an increased scale and importance

of global finance which "has achieved a virtually unregulated and electronically connected 24-

hour-a-day network". n ' These webs cut across historically defined patterns of inclusion and

exclusion to produce clusters of economic activity within a new geographical pattern of

development such as that wiiich exists within "global cities".12"'

The narmawe and idedagcal dimension of this world order is associated with the broadening of

hegemony beyond the US to incorporate transnational capital interests in other capitalist

states'21 and the related proliferation of neo-liberal thought. The "neo-liberal ascendancy"

represents a new ideology shaping society and public policy with the belief that the world can,

and ou^Jt to, operate as a self-regulating market.12" Neo-hberalism is giving rise to a "market

civilisation" that infuses beliefs amongst elites and the broader public across the world that

capitalism should shape political institutions.123 The belief that the economy can act as a 'self-

regulating mechanism, first tried in England during the mid-nineteenth century, represents an

1"' Sassen, Saskia, Losing Control? Soumgrity m the Age oj Clohilisanon (New York, Columbia University Press, 1995),
p. 98. Sec also Jack Donnelly, "Human Rights: a New Standard of Civilisation?" International Affairs, Vol. 74, No.
1, 1998.
117 Manuel Castells "The Informational Economy and the New International Division of Labor" in Martin
("arnoy et al (cds.), Dye Hew Gldnl Economy m tJv Information Age: Reflectiaiis On Om Changing World (Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania University Press, 1993)
11K Castells, TJxInformational City, p. 23 and Gill, "Towards a US-Cx'nued Transnational Hegemony", p. 277.
11" Cox, Approaches to World Order, p. 301.
L'c Saskia Sassen, Cities in a World Economy (London, Pine Forge Press, 1994), dip 2. See also Allen Scott, Regans
andtlx World Econany (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998)
'•'' CJiill, Stephen, "Hegemony, Consensus and Trilalcralism"
' - Richardson, (./intending Lifxralisms in World Politics, p. 42.
LM Cill, "Globalisation. Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p. 399.
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effort to free market activity from social and political control.1*'' However the "truth is that

free markets are creatures of state power"."" For neo-liberal aspirations of a free market on a

global scale to be realised, the interests aiid ideology of neo-liberalism have to be globaliy

organised via groups such as the WEF and the state has to act in a supportive manner both

through its own actions and through the international institutions that it establishes.

As such the world order of economic globalisation also entails a changing tnstxtutumal Ixisis

involving a new complex of international institutions, the exercise of US power and

influence,1'1' and as a new patterns of state activity.1''' International organisations associated

with the "G-7 nexus" have entrenched nation-states into the neo-liberal agenda and have

tightened this connection at an ideological and policy level via global organisations such as the

World Trade Organisation (WTO) and regional groupings, such as the North American Free

Trade Association (NAFTA).i:K There have also been efforts at a legal level within and

between states to distance economic decision making from democratic accountability or

control.1"' In addition to these developments, the role of the state changes by undertaking a

"new form of intervention" that privileges private interests and entrepreneunalism.130 This is

achieved by promoting increasing levels of deregulation and privatisation-.131 The state is also

increasingly shaped by the material shirts within the global economy, most notably, the

expansion in global finance that leads to states competing with each other to provide

favourable financial conditions for capital. This leads to the practice of the "competition

stale", a condition where the state is increasingly shaped by the exigencies of the global

economy and is woven into the webs of globalised finance and international institutions.132

1 Jltimately, the emerging framework that stems from these dimensions constitutes a context

that influences and disciplines actors within this structure. The social forces of transnational

capital sustain this structure by decisively shaping the preceding dimensions of world order.

Nevertheless, actors such as corporations and states that are shaped by the practices of the

1M John Gray, falseD,iwi: Delusions ojCAohii Capitalism (London, (iranta Books, 1998)
'•"' t jiay, False Down: Illusions ojGlohtl Capitalism, p. 17.
'••'" Gowan, "Ncoliberal Cosmopolitanism". In the context oi the 1990s see Andrew Bacevich, "Policing Utopia;
The Military Imperatives of Globalization" 77x> National Interest No. 5(>, Summer 1999.
'•'"' Sassen, Cities ma World £cwra7zy pp.14-18 and Stephen Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism" in
Stephen Gill (ed.), Glolxtlisation, Denaratisation and Multilateralism (Macmillan, Basingstoke, 1997), pp. 6-14.
1>K Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", p. 8.
'•'" Stephen Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism: Economic and Monetary Union and
Alternatives to Democracy" New Political £co»cmy. Vol. 3, No. 1, 1998
n : Castells, 'fix bijomMtional City, p. 25.
1M Scholie, (Jlolvtlisatian, a critical nitmdnction, pp. 34-5.
1 u (>rny, "Paradoxes of the Competition Stale" and Gill, "C ilobal Structural Change and Multilateralism", p. 13.
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m
competition state actually perpetuate the structures of economic globalisation by simply

adapting to what states see as "global 'realities'".]ii In the next chapter I will elaborate the

normative and institutional dimensions of this world order. In the remainder of this chapter

the material dimension of economic globalisation will be outlined.

The Material Dimension: An Informational Economy

Information technology is central to the processes of social restructuring within the emerging
•f

structure of economic globalisation. While capitalism is inherently dynamic in reference to

technology and organisation, a globalised economy could not operate without the systematic

^ application of technology and the ability to process vast amounts of information.134 This

activity is evident in communications and computer technology as well as high technology

research and development in a rising number of industries. Castells refers to this new activity

* as the "informational economy" because

&| the fundamental source of wealth generation lies in an ability 10 create new knowledge and apply it

to even' realm of human activity by means of enhanced technological and organisational

procedures of information processing. The informational economy tends to be, in its essence, a

global economy; and its structure and logic define, within the emerging world order, a new

"* international division of labour.1 (£>

| j , All technology is utilised by people and societies with paiticular aspirations and objectives.136

In the case of the 1970s onwards it was businesses that in pursuing the 'global option' actually

developed and utilised information technology in order to promote productivity and

A profitability within a context that stretched beyond the constraints of the nation-state.137 This

utilisation of technology has qualitatively changed economic relations across the world leading

to "a new form of expansion of the capitalist system".131* This expansion has reshaped the

"limits of the possible" to the extent that it can be regarded as a "third industrial revolution"

1V1 Gerny, "Paradoxes of the Competition Slate", p. 251. See also Carnoy and Castells, "Globalization, the
Knowledge Society, and the Network State", pp. 5-6.
! M Carnoy and Castells, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, and the Network State", p. 5.
| U Castells "The Informational Economy and the New International Division of Labor", p. 20.
'Mi Castells, Tlx'Rise oftlr Netwwk Society, p. 5.
IV Castells, 'fix- Informational (jty, p. 29. Castells notes that the US government and the US military played a
crucial role in first developing informational information technology. Castells, 77r Rise oj the Netuurk Sonify, pp.
59-60.
M8 Castells and Henderson, "Techno-economic Restructuring, Socio-political Processes and Spatial
Transformation", p. 2.
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that alters time and space, reshapes political institutions and restructures social relations.134

Ultimately, a informational economy and a global economy are the different sides of the same

coin, which entail the

structuring of all economic processes on a planetary scale, even if national boundaries and national

governments remain essential elements and key actors in international competition. By a global

economy we understand one that works in real time as. a unit in a worldwide space be it for capital,

management, labor, technology, information or markets.140

Hence, economic globalisation, in addition to being an ethico-political expression of neo-

liberalism, is also a "techno-economic" process that is leading to new forms and spatial

patterns of development.1'11

In this sense economic globalisation involves a shift in the organisation of economic practice

and the development of new material practices within firms, various industries and societies.

Consequently, it is crucial to examine the material aspects that are entwined in the rise of a

regime of accumulation that involves an informational-global economy, which creates

alterations in the geography of economic activity as well as changes in the patterns of work

and consumption ior people. There are five main epiphenomenona associated with the

development of an informational economy.

First, there is a new international division of labour where the location of industrial enterprise

has expanded beyond the triad of North America, Europe and Japan into Latin America and

Asia. This new global regime has enormous consequences for those cities or regions that

obtain manufacturing industries, as well as those workers and communities that go through

the process of de-industrialisation. Linked to this spatial shift is the tendency for products to

be produced in different locations, in light of locational and cost advantage, then compiled in

a location and then sold in various markets.142 Hence, not only has trade expanded with

economic globalisation,143 but products of this system are global composites that are not

entirely made in one nation-state. The agents of tins production process are transnational

1W Phillip Cerny, "Globalisation and the Changing Nature ol Collective Action" lnterrutiiorwl Organisatiori 49, 4,
Autumn 1995, p. bO7. See also Castells, Tlx'Riscqftk' Network Smity, clip 2.
HC Manuel Castells and Peter Hall, TedmofxJesoftJx- Warid (London, Routledge, 1994), p. 3.
141 Castells and Henderson, "Techno-economic Restructuring, Socio-political Processes and Spatial
Transformation", p. 5.
N-' Fredrich Frobel et al, "The New International Division of Labour", Social Saenoc lnfonnmon 17 (1) 1978.
Ml UNDP, Htmuoi l>uiopmati Report 1999 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 25.
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corporations (TNCs) which co-ordinate the production process via a network of contractors,

assembly plants and regional headquarters.144

An interesting effect of this globalisation of production is a clustering of production in certain

areas, such as Silicon Valley, Baden-Wurttemberg or Singapore-Jahore.'45 In most cases these

clusters, often referred to as "technopoles", are quite concentrated because ot their planned

nature by either public or private coordination.!4(> At first blush this localisation of production

seems to contradict the idea of global organisation. Yet globalisation and localisation are

compatible in a number of ways, most notably, that competitive firms will follow each other

to sources of competitive advantage (be it cheap or high quality labour) and that firms will

converge on locations with infrastructure that is crucial to production and transport

processes.14 This process of "glocalisation" is testament to the competitiveness of "globe-

spanning actors who descend to roost in (and exploit) particular sub-national regions" and

hence the fragmentary effect of economic globalisation.1411 While production processes are

dispersed in clusters around the world it is important to emphasize that high technology

products and services remain concentrated in Europe (particularly Germany), the USA and

Japan.

Second, economic globalisation involves the development of a flexible/just in time regime of

accumulation.'^ The Fordist regime of mass standardised production and consumption, which

began with Henry Ford's automated car assembly lines in 1914, began to break down

"virtually ever)rwhere" by the late 1960s.1M The emergent regime of accumulation involves

"product flexibility", which entails the rise of differentiated products seeking niche markets

and "process flexibility", which is typified by an increasingly flexible production process.152

This involves flexibility of work, the weakening of organised labour, the increasing

m Castclls, 77*' Rise- of Or Network Sandy, p. 156.
HS Menc Gertler, "Globality and Locality: The Future ol 'Geography' and the Nation-State" in Peter Rimmer
(ed.), Pacific Ron Devdopment (St Leonards, Allen llnwin, 1997), p. 15. See also Scott, Regions and Or Worid Economy,
P. 12.
14(1 Castclls and Hall, Tedxmpales oj'Or Wadd
1J7 Gertler, "Globality and Locality", pp. 21-22.
14li Gertler, "Globality and Locality", p. 21.
u v G7 countries accounted for 90.5% ol high-technology- in 1990. Castells, Vr Rise of Ox Network Society, p. 108.
lsC Scott, Regions and Ox Worid Econany, pp. 20-2. See Castells, TlrRiseofOr Network Society, pp. 152-6 and Scholte,
Gl(>lulisatjony a cntiatl mtmdurtion, pp. 223-5.
1 ' ' Scott, Returns and Ox- Wodd Econany, p. 20.
l s ' Castells, Tlr Rise of Or Netmvk Society, p. 155. See also Cox, Appnudrs to Wodd Onh\ pp. 298-9 and Jeremy
Kifkin, Vr End of Work (New York, GP Putnam's Sons, 1995), pp. 94-5.
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'marketisation' of labour and the development of part time and casual work.1"' This regime

also includes new methods of team based management (also known as "Toyoasm") atfd

"strategic alliances" between firms.lr>4 Just as Fordism required and developed a set of

technologies to support that regime of accumulation, 'post-Fordism' requires information

technology to convey information within the economic networks required to operate

economic processes in a global environment.

A flexible, informational regime of accumulation is essential to a globalised economy. Many

production processes no*' occur in "global webs" where speed and agility have replaced

production lines and stock inventories. 1"r) Enmeshed in these webs is the TNC that itself has

been transformed from a vertical bureaucracy into a horizontal, "network enterprise7' that

connects "autonomous systems of goals".1S" These operational goals still coalesce around the

crucial questions of profitability and market share. It is this transnational production process

that gives rise to specialised markets and products. In such global webs, national economies

have been integrated into the global circumstance of production where the "global production

line" fabricates products composed in many different nations.15/ Ultimately, the

interdependence of firms does not exist at a national level as much as at a global level, with

products being constituted by components from different countries.1Sh This is obviously

facilitated by developments, not only in communications technology, but also in transport.

The third epiphenomenon of economic globalisation is the rise of global finance. International

flows of money and capital have become increasingly commodified and deterritorialised. "v

Since the US withdrew support for the Bretton-Woods financial system in 1971, finance has

become increasingly global and unregulated. The collapse of this regulative mechanism and

the subsequent termination of financial regulation in the late 1970s and early 1980s by other

western states, created a circumstance where financial activities are "being reintegrated at a

global level for the first time since the late 19th century".1''"1 While the liberalisation of financial

' ' ' Robert Buyer, "Stale and Market" in Robert Buyer and Daniel Drache (eds.), States Against Markets (London,
Rouilcdge, 1996), p. 88 and Carnoy and Cast ells, "Globalisation, the Knowledge Society, and the Network
State", pp. fa 9.
!""4 Castells, 7h'Rise-of tlx1 Network Society, pp. 157-b2.
! ' s Reich, Tlx' Work of Nations, p. 89. See also Scott, Regions aid tlx World Eamarry, p. 21.
1S|'Castells, Vx-Rise of tlx Network Society, p. 171.
'r'7 Reich, 7)x> Work of Nations, chp 10.
ISS Ruggic, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home", p. 519.
1V; Sassen, Losing (Jontivl? Sovemgnty in tJx' Age of Glol*rfisatum, p. 59 and Scholte, GlolxilisaUon, a critical tntnxiucoon,
pp. 116-23.
u>lJ Phillip Cerny, "International Finance and the Erosion of State Policy Capacity" in Peter Gummen (ed.),
Gluhilisation and PuUsc Policy (Cheltenham, Edward El gar, 1996) p. 83.
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markets occurred due to the embrace of neo liberalism, there v/as also a competitive element

to the deregulation of global finance.!<>1 Once some states deregulated, other states followed in

order to avoid losing the increasingly mobile financial capital and firms.10* The development of

global financial markets in the late twentieth centurv was also shaped by information

technologies that enabled "instantaneous transmission, interconnectivity and speed" to the

financial flows.163 As a result, global capital markets expanded from 10-20 billion dollars per

dav in the 1970s to 1.5 trillion in 1998.1*4

The emergence of global financial markets has seen the dominance of "transnational finance

capital", or money capital, over other forms of capital, notably long-term productive capital.165

Money capital, and the rationale it embodies, ushers in a framework of such speed, scale and

extent that there has been a rise in wealth for those directly involved but a significant increase

in financial speculation as :; major source of instability for the world economy.166 The

"symbol" economy has in many respects become independent of the "real" economy of

goods and services1"7 leading to tensions between "symbolic" or what Phillip Cerny refers to

as "dematerialised" financial markets and the 'real' economy.168 The 'symbol' economy

encapsulates credit and equity flows, as well as exchange rate speculations, while the 'real'

economy represents productive enterprise of primary production, manufactures and services.

The main implication is that the global economy may not operate in the interests of delivering

high quality products and services to fulfil consumers' wants, or providing populations with

jobs. This is indicated by the dominance of finance motivated by short-termism, abstractness

and fungibility over long-term productive investment.1"" The abstractness of this economic

''•' Cerny, "International Finance and the Erosion of Stale Policy Capacity"
"'•" Eric Hollciner, "Freeing Money: Why Have States Been More Willing to Liberalise Capital Controls Than
Trade Barriers" Policy Sciences ,Volume 27, 1994, p. 301.
1(l1 Sassen, Losuv Control? Souervtgntv in //*> Age of Glolxdisiilion, p. 43. See also Carnoy and Castells, "Globalization,
tlie Knowledge Society, and the Network State", p. 4.
1M UNDP, Uwmm Deudapneni Report 1999, p. 25. Also International bank lending grew from $265 billion in 1975
to $4.2 trillion in 1994 and Foreign direct investment "topped $400 billion in 1997, seven times the level in real
terms in the 1970s. Portfolio and other short-term capital flows grew substantially, and now total more than $2
trillion in gross terms, almost three times those in the 1980s".
"'s Gill, "Towards a US-Centred Transnational Hegemony", p. 264. See also Cox, Approaches to World Order, pp.
299-301 and Overbeek and Van der Piil, "Restructuring Capital and Restrucitiring Hegemony", pp. 19-20.
'"'' Gill, "Towards a US-Centred Transnational Hegemony", pp. 264-5 and Carnoy and Castells, "Globalization,
the Knowledge Society, and the Network State", p. 4.
1('T Peter Druckcr, "The Changed World Economy", Fofiign Again 1986, spring V'64, pp. 781-2.
"'K Phillip Cerny, "The Infrastructure ol the Infrastructure? Toward 'Embedded Financial Orthodoxy' in the
International Political Economy" in Barry Gills & Ronen Palan (eds.), Transcending fix State-Global FHi&le: V)e
Neostmaurcdist Agenda in International Relations (London, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1994), p. 226.
"'' Furthermore "in this situation, not only will financial markets dominate production and trade, but within the
financial sector itself, the most abstract of 'dematerialised' financial markets-those most concerned with the pure
Hading of complex financial instruments and therefore most detached from productive investment - will
predominate." Cerny, "The Infrastructure of the Infrastructure", p. 226.
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organisation enables investors to conceive of themselves as acting in a worldwide context

instead of a local or national one.170 The tension between the 'symbol' and the 'real' economy

leads to a situation where the "symbol" economy places a significant discipline over both the

"real" economy and national governments. As a result, the prevalence of deregulated financial

markets creates a general level of finanaal volatility that can readily impact economic stability

and predictability.1 ! This is evident in the periodic crises that not only affect business

confidence and restrict economic output and employment levels, but actually lead to the

profound human suffering evident in the Asian financial crisis of 1998.l172

Fourth, TNCs are a major component of economic globalisation. While corporations have

been existence in various forms for some time, during the post war period corporations

became increasingly diversified and transnational in operation. While TNCs first emerged

from the US and Europe, Japanese corporations also became actively engaged in transnational

production in the 1970s.173 While TNCs existed before and were a prompt for globalisation

they did not become major actors until the 1960s when production rates by TNCs began to

exceed the rates of trade growth and by the 1980s the volume of TNC production began to

exceed trade flows.174 Significant waves of mergers and acquisition in the 1980s and 1990s, due

in no small part to the increases in global economic competition, have led to increases in the

number of extremely large TNCs. The concentration and rise of TNC giants is most

pronounced in information technology sectors such as aerospace, film and music, insurance

and telecommunications.175

The mobility, sheer resources and size of these firms make them crucial actors in the global

economy. However, they are important for two other reasons. Firstly there is substantial

growth in intra-firm trade of TNCs - that is, between subsidiaries of the same firm. There is

evidence that intra-firm trade is growing considerably faster than conventional trade, thereby

signifying that "the international division of labour is becoming internalised at the level of the

firms" rather than at the level of nations.17(> This is evident by 40 per cent of international

;;'" Strange, Susan, "The Limits of Politics", Gownnmnt and Opposition, Vol. 30, n. 2, 1995, p. 293.
i ; i Sdiolte, Glclxtlisation, a critical uit/xxiuction, pp. 217-8. See also Ann Capling and Michael Croxier, "Broken on the
(Roulette) Wheel", Arena Magazine, 25, October-November 1996, p. 29.
i;- UNDP, Human DeixhpnentReport 1999, pp. 37 and 40-1.
i n Susan, Strange, "States, Firms and Diplomacy", International Affam, Vol. 68 no. 1, 1992, pp. 6-7.
17-1 Ruggie, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home", p. 518.
I7S Scholte, "Global Capitalism and the State", pp. 437-8.
17(1 Ruggie, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home", p.519.
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trade being conducted by the biggest 350 TNCs during the early 1990s.177 Secondly, there is

the rise of "state-firm'' and "firm-firm" diplomacy.17* State-firm diplomacy stems from firms

having to negotiate with states to operate within their territory and states trying to attract firms

to operate within the state.179 Firm-firm diplomacy stems from partnerships that are

increasingly taking place between firms either directly competing for market share or having a

compatibility of skills to penetrate or exploit opportunities.180 Both types of diplomacy

indicate a new stage in the development of TNCs as distinct and significant actors. It also

points to a phase where market actors politically shape the "substantive rationality of the

state" due to the power, mobility and scale of these private actors.1181

The last epiphenomenon is a "new geography of international transactions" evident through

the increase in global competition as a fundamental component of a global economy.18

Although economic activity is increasingly networked and decentralised, the dominance and

affluence of the "triad" of Europe, North America and North Asia still shapes flows of

capital.183 The "enduring architecture" of economic history is being overlaid with the "variable

geometry" of networks and flows of informational capitalism which are ever changing, mobile

and searching out locales of advantage and innovation.1M This mobility is shaped by global

production "playing off one territorial jurisdiction against another so as to maximise

reductions in costs" such that life is being transformed by the need for whole societies to

attract and to provide a stable and an attractive environment for the mobile webs of capital.185

As Castells contends while private economic actors are shaped primarily by profitability,

political actors, such as nation-states, are primarily concerned about the competitiveness of

their jurisdiction in relation to other jurisdictions.1K<>

p 7 Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism", p.7.
178 Strange, "Slates, Firms and Diplomacy", pp. 6-7.
r<> Strange, "States, Firms and Diplomacy", pp. 6-7. See also Robert Reich, "Who is Them?" in Kenichi Ohmae
(ed.), Tlx Evolving Global Economy (Boston, Harvard Business Review, 1995) and Susan, Strange, Retreat of the State
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1996), chp 4.
180 Strange, "Slates, Finns and Diplomacy", pp. 7-8. See also Castells, Tlx Rise of the Network Society, p. 160.
181 "In the multiple negotiations between national states and global economic actors we can see a new
normativity that attaches to the logic of the capital market and that is succeeding in imposing itself on important
aspects of national economic policymaking, though, as has been said often, some states are more sovereign than
others in these matters." Saskia Sassen, "The State and the New Geography of Power", The London School of
Economics, <http://www.lse.ac.uk/events/25 l_00sassen.him> (Accessed on the 18lil of October 2000), p. 10.
See also Strange, Retreat of tlx State, chp 4.
187 Sassen, Cities in a World Economy, pp. 10-11.
181 Sassen, Cities in a World Economy, pp. 10-11.
m Castells, Tlx Rise of tlx Network Society, p. 145
^ Cox, Appmadxs to World Order, p. 300.
1S(> Castells, Tlx Rise of tJx Netwoi-k SociOy, pp. 81, 86-7. See also Cerny, "Globalisation and ihe Changing Nature of
Collective Action"
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\ These developments give rise to the notion of "competitive advantage", which holds to the

idea that advantage can be made in a world economy that is constantly changing with

segmented markets, differentiated products and new opportunities.'87 However, the nation-

state as a whole cannot be competitive in a holistic sense, rather it can be competitive in

; certain sectors or industries within its territory.188 While die 'triad' still dominates capital flows

f it is no longer the case that competition exists only between nation-states nor between firms in

i the same geographical area;

; What is significant is that the unit of economic accounting, as well as i n frame of reference for

• economic strategies, can no longer be the national economy. Competition is played out globally,

not only by the multinational corporations, but also by small and medium-size enterprises that

connect directly or indirectly to the world market through their linkages.l8";

An increasing array of economic activity and social life is subject to these global forces of

competition. One key example of economic activity is the rise in the trade of services.

Activities like shipping, marketing, insurance and tourism account for between one fifth and

one quarter of total world trade and are increasingly being organised globally.190 The pursuit of

competitive advantage by firms or government is not guaranteed to improve the standard of

living of the entire nation-state. Certain industries or firms may prosper and certain regions

may attract a grouping of successful firms, but this does not translate into an economy that,

without distribution, will directly benefit the entire society. The development of this

competition points to "extreme social unevenness" in economic fortune and the formation of

technopoles, "global cities" and other concentrations of innovation and wealth.191

This competition is not played out by nation-states but across them by an increasing number

of firms that are either direct'iy or indirectly connected to the world market. Nation-states are

the location for these firms and governments are the actors who shape many of the important

components of economic and social infrastructure within the nation-state.192 "National

competitiveness" is not a new issue for governments, but the issue was historically limited to

187 Michael Porter, 71K (jxripetiawAdvantageof Nations (London, Macmillian Press, 1990), p. 20.
1KK Porter, VK Gampetittw Advantage of Nations, p. 9.
w> Castells, "The Informational Economy and the New International Division of Labor", pp. 18-9.
'c;0 These statistics do not include engineering, research and development or data processing. Ruggie, "At Home
Abroad, Abroad at Home", p. 513.
''" Castells and Hall, Tedmopo/cs of tlx World, p. 8. For discussion on 'global cities' see Sassen, Cities in a World
Economy
'''•' Porter, 'lh- Cl)m[x>litnx> Adiwitage of Nations, p. 29.
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trade with mercantilist aims to encourage exports and discourage imports.193 However, the

context of competitiveness has changed significantly,

'Competitiveness' is no longer predominantly a trade issue. Rather n is about creating the right

business conditions - infrastructure, deregulation of markets, skilled and educated labour, financial

stability - to attract or retain mobile capital.194

This means that states must compete with each other for investment. This contrasts to the

idea of comparative advantage, which hold to entire nation-states having certain factor

advantages such as labour costs or resources endowments that are relatively static. It should

be noted that the strategies that nation-states employ to remain competitive differ.195

Competitiveness does help to explain why certain firms, industries or industry segments locate

and stay where the)' do.ll(l Nation-states, or locales within the nation-state, that are less

competitive within certain sectors of the global economy will be biassed by economic actors

operating with those sectors.197

In an era where competitiveness is spatial, the role of government and the functions of the

state are important in attracting and promoting profitable capitalism.1'"* As we will see in the

next chapter, the structural competitiveness of the global economy shapes the structure and

policies of the state just as much as the ideology and sensibility of neo-liberalism.

Economic Globalisation as Social Change

While the transformationalist account of globalisation argues that contemporary globalisation

is a long-term process that is multi-causal and non-teleological,w the position of critical

political economy regards this depiction as an insufficient explanation of the constitution of

''" Vincent ('able, "The Diminished Nation-State: A Study in the Loss of Economic Power" Daedalus Volume
124, n. 2 Spring, 1995, p. 32.
m Cable, "The Diminished Nation-Slate", p. 32.
)l's Porter, 7)x Canpetitnv Advantage of Nations, p. 9. Nation-states are still critical factors in shaping competitive
advantage. In particular the home nation-state is still important to transnational firms despite a globalised
economic environment, largely because firms remain shaped by societal state relationships and tend to remain
once "locked in" to the nation-state: but only if such arrangements remain a source of competitive advantage.
Phillip Cerny, "Globalisation and Other Stories: the Search for a New Paradigm for International Relations"
International journal Volume LI, No. 4/ Autumn 1996, p.627. Also sec Castells, 77#> Rise oj tlx Network Society, pp.
102-6 and Reich, "Who is Them?"
1% Porter, 'Fix' Competitive Advantage ojf Natums, pp. 9-10.
|l':" Castells, Tlx Rise of th Network Society, p. 102.
'lJI< Porter, Tlie Competitive AdvanLipe ojNations, p. 30.
'"'' McGrew, "Globalization and Territorial Democracy", p. 10 aiH Held, et al, Glolxtl Transformations, pp. 7-10.
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contemporary globalisation. ^Cliile concurring that a long-term process of globalisation is

underway, the argument contained in this chapter regards contemporary globalisation as being

decisively shaped by the restructuring of capitalism. This social restructuring involves the

emergence of a neo-liberal world order that embraces deregulated capitalism, thereby rejecting

the international economy established at Bretton Woods that was animated by the aspiration

of embedded liberalism. It is no longer the case that "economic transactions are conducted at

arm's length between distinct and disjoint national economies", now "although physically

separated, these markets are global in that they function as if they were all in the same place, in

real time and around the clock".'"' The world economy is now a complicated global system of

transnational networks that operate across nation-states.

The material processes examined in this chapter operate within a context of ideas and political

institutions that abet deregulated capitalism. Economic globalisation is encoded with rules and

ideas that permit transnational economic connections and networks. The argument here is that

economic globalisation is not an automatic or inevitable development of capitalism,

technology or modernity. Rather, it is a highly political process. The development of a global

economy and the increasing influence of business and global markets is no "accident".201

Economic globalisation is an emerging world order that has been guided by the decisions of

investors, corporations, business councils and governments within a context of neo-liberal

aspirations and ideals. It has, in words of Richard Falk, been "globalisation from above".20202

The object of this 'ethico-politicaT assemblage is to "enhance the rate of profit for private

capital, the engine of investment, and thus growth".201 This neo-liberal assemblage, with its

emphasis on profitability and deregulated capitalism, is distanced from the balance between

capitalism and social stability that breathed life into embedded liberalism. Consequently, global

politics is shaped by an ongoing, indeterminate and tension ridden practice of social

restructuring where "the libertarian spirit of capitalism" has "finally found itself at home at the

last frontier where organisational networks and information flows dissolve locales and

supersede society".204 In chapiter 2 the normative iramework and the neo-liberal infrastructure

: o : Ruggie, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home", p. 517.
•'01 Strange, Retmit of Ox State, pp 44-5.
-'°-' Falk, Richard, "Resisting 'Globalisation-from-above" Through 'Globalisation-from-below' New Ihlitiari
F.amany, Vol. 2, No. 2 March 1997. SIT also Cox, Apjnmdrs in World (Mfa; p. 296.
'•; (.lastells, 77.v Informational G/y, P- 23.
';>l Castells, 77.x1 lnfonnatumal City, p. 32.
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that supports the "libertanan spirit of capitalism" will be ascertained, thus completing the

depiction of the world order of economic globalisation.
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CHAPTER TWO - THE POLITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE OF

ECONOMIC GLOBALISATION

The slate becomes a transmission belt from the global to the national economy, where heretofore

it had acted as the bulwark defending domestic welfare from external disturbances.1

The changing social practices of economic globalisation have no: emerged from thin air. For

economic activity to be organised on a global basis, an appropnate political infrastructure is

required to facilitate and legitimate transnational forms of economic activity. At Bretton

Woods in 1944 the international economy of the post war period was stabilised by the

arrangement of embedded liberalism that linked expanded world trade to welfare promotion

at home/ By contrast, during the 1970s, the emergence of a more disembedded global

economy was paralleled by the development of new institutions, most notably the Group of

Seven (G-7),1 and new roles for the Bretton Woods institutions aimed at promoting the global

expansion of market forces. Thus economic globalisation entails the refurbishment of

international institutions as well as new forms of public authority and influence on the part of

nation-states. Despite claims of hyperglobalisers, nation-states not only continue to exist

within economic globalisation, but also perform a crucial role in promoting economic

globalisation. Nonetheless, within economic globalisation the overriding purpose of the

nation-state differs markedly from earlier conceptions oi the slate, such as the welfare state,

that sought to protect the interests oi the domestic constituencies.

Underpinning this emerging political infrastructure is a significant normative and political shift

in global politics. According to the critical account oi globalisation that I unfurled in the

previous chapter, this normative shift was towards nco-libcralism and liberalised capitalism,

which in turn was enabled by capitalist social lorces and the government of the US. The

ideology oi neo-liberalism is central to the operation oi this emerging institutional context. As

1 Robert Qix, (with Sinclair, Timothy), Apptuadxs to WoHd ( hifa (Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 1996),
p. 302
'John Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions, and Change: Embedded Liberalism in the Post Wai Period"
Imenhituvudih^nnsiiticm 36, 2, Spring 1982.

1'he v j 7 Summits consist of the leaders Irom Canada, l'rance, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and
the United States. The G-7 was augmented by the G-8 in 1994 when Russia was admitted to most of the various
meetings.
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such, the infrastructure of the world order of economic globalisation represents a complex

formation that involves new- norms and ideas that animate the state and international

institutions. As a result, this effort to facilitate a free market is a more complex affair than the

English attempts to engineer free markets during the nineteenth century.4 Building the

consensus needed to give weight to the late twentieth century processes of deregulation is a

difficult task in that it has to operate at a global level in addition to reshaping the role of the

nation-state. Despite these challenges, neo-liberal ideas have succeeded in giving a form of

unity to these national and global developments."'

The purpose of this chapter is to complete a critical understanding of economic globalisation

by examining the ways neo-liberalism and deregulated capitalism influence governance. As

such, this chapter has two parts. The first explores the unfolding discursive and ideational

aspect of neo-liberalism and global capitalism. This part asserts that neo-liberalism is a

powerful constitutive influence over government in the cotemporary period. The second part

outlines the institutional basis of global and national governance evident in neo-liberal

practice. This leads us to foreshadow the problems for liberal aspirations of good government

given the tensions between the rationale and practice of neo-liberal governance and the

existence of the nation-state. Proponents of transnational neo-liberalism have a difficult

balance to strike within the nation-state between advocating a more open economy at the

same time as securing genuine public support.

The Neo-liberal Idea

Neo-liberalism, is a philosophy and ideology that supports individualism, free markets and a

minimal state." This market-orientated ideology is a revival of classical liberalism that now

posits the centrality of economic relationships in global politics. Neo-liberalism is "encoded"

in economic globalisation.7 As James Richardson observes:

In endorsing globalization die neoliberal elites seek 10 shape developments in a particular

direction. The)7 focus on the economic dimension: the transnational organization of production,

the global mobility of capital, and the removal oi all barriers to the construction of a world

''John Gray, False Dawn: Ddusums of GIOIMI Capitalist! (London, Granta Books, 1998), dip 1.
\James Mittelman, Tlx' GloUilisatiai .Syw/niw (Princeton, Princeton Press, 2000), p. 26.
' James Richardson, CcvUeruimg Lilxvalism in Wcniti Politics: Liealirgy and Power (Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 2001), p. 85.

James Mittelman, "How does Globalisation Work?" in James Mittelman (ed.), Glohtltsation: Critical Reflections
(Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 1996)
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market.... Neoliberal doarinc thus drasticallv narrows the potentially vast array of opportunities

chat muiudimensional globalization appears to open up.8

The observation that neo-liberalism is an intrinsic feature of contemporary globalisation

entails that the ideas of community, democracy- and the state being rearticulated within the

context of neo-liberalism and global capitalism. For neo-liberals, the ongoing practice of

economic globalisation is evidence of the progress of capitalist society and the triumph of the

idea of a 'self-regulating market. Neo-liberalism is an ideology that promotes profit, economic

growth and material progress as the ultimate aims of social life. It asserts that free markets and

minimal political involvement are the road to efficiency, economic growth and personal

liberty. Neo-liberal ideology is clearly manifest at a global level m institutional forums such as

the G-7 and IMF, and during the 1980s, was termed the "Washington consensus": the idea

that "minimum government and free markets are achievable and desirable" across the

developing world.9 In the western world the efforts of Ronald Reagan in America and

Margaret Thatcher in Britain made neo-liberalism an unfolding social reality.10

Neo-liberalism has permeated global politics and shaped the behaviour of various agents

through a series of different avenues. Some scholars, such as Robert Cox and Stephen Gill,

suggest that there has been a general shift in sensibility and 'common sense' in the many parts

of the world where capitalism has significantly permeated into social life. Under the sway of

neo-liberalism, capitalism has permeated areas of life once thought to be separate from market

mechanisms and therefore has increasingly shaped "social purpose" to the extent that

capitalist norms and practices pen'ade everyday life in a more systematic way than in the era of

economic nationalism and embedded liberalism in the period from the 1930s to the 1970s.11

This cultural spread and deepening of capitalist relationships of neo-liberalism is evident in

Gill's notion of a "market civilisation", which entails

cultural, ideological and mythic forms understood broadly as an ideology or myth of capitalist

progress. These representations are associated with the cumulative aspects oi market integration

and the increasingly expansive structures of accumulation, legitimation, consumption and work.1'

* Richardson, Contending LilxralisvK in World Politics, pp. 94-5.
'' (>ray, False Dawn, p. 22.
10 Gray, False Daion, clip 2.
11 Stephen Gill, "Globalisation, Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", Millennium, 1995 Vol. 24,
No. 3, p. 399. See also Will Hutton, The State to (hue (London, Vintage, 1997), p. 223.
i ; (Jill, "Globalisation, Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p. 399.
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4
Thus not only does capitalism increasingly shape society, but capitalist processes are

increasingly unalloyed by social and cultural constraints inherent in the balance of embedded

liberalism.

Before concentrating on the ways that neo-liberalism influences governance, it is essential to

examine the social forces that promote, and benefit from, neo-liberalism. According to

Richardson, there are three main sources of active support for neo-liberalism. The first source

is the "corporate and financial elites and their associates".13 Leslie Sklair couches this elite in

the stronger terms of being the "transnational capitalist class" operating through "social

movements for global capitalism".14 As Sklair, Cox and Gill indicate, social movements are not

only counter hegemonic social forces.1^ While for Gramcian inspired scholars 'civil society' is a

field where hegemonic forces and ideology are contested by counter hegemonic positions,

hegemonic social iorces do not stand still. Hegemonic social forces are active in the

perpetuation of their hegemony. Social movements that are organised by hegemonic interests,

such as business councils and bodies like the WEF, ultimately enable ruling classes and groups

to rule by disseminating economic, political and cultural influences across the globe.1*' The

social Iorces that support economic globalisation include an array of "local, national,

international and global organisations"." Because there are man}' organisations and social

movements that resist neo-liberal globalisation,18 the organisations that do support a world

order of global capitalism have to continually endeavour to produce and actively maintain a

hegemonic arrangement consistent with neo-liberal aspirations.

People within social movements lor global capitalism include corporate executives,

"globalising bureaucrats" and "proiessionals" as well as members oi media elites.1'' These

elites influence governments around the world, participate within organisations such as the

Trilateral Commission and WEF, as well as various business groups and neo-liberal think

1 Richardson, CJantendmg Lihralmmm UW<y }}<>iuics} p. Id9.
1-1 Leslie Sklair, "Social Movemen1'- r > . \pitalism: The Transnational Capitalist Class in Action" Rcviewcf
InternationalPolitical E e o n o n y , 4 : 1 . . . r , . " . • ' ' , . > 3 . 5 1 4 - 5 .
!> ( !ox, Appmadxs to World C • r'.: ••'••.: • '>. !:•. ' "geniony. Consensus and Trilateralism" Renew of International

Sti<(h(\ (12) 198b and Sklair, '•• . . : : ' • ; .:•••.,-.••!••!• k-r • lobal Capital ism"
!l1 Sklair, "Soci.il M o v e m e m i ; • .• • .,.; ; '..•••':.;,•..<>.r" ; i . 520.
1 Sklair, Leslie., "Social M o v . . ••• ho • '•}><'< '.•'•.. ipitaiism", pp . 514-5.
: s Sec Richard J-alk, "Resis . ...; ' • • • ; , . ; • rf i t in)- . ihove" Thronj>h ' ( I lobal i sa t ion- i rom-below' New lhhtiad

i'xommy, Vol. 2, N o . 2, March ,'.'•'•'

' ' Sklair, "Social M o v e m e n t s ioi <-uobal Cipi ta l i sm", pp . 524-32. See also Rober t C o x , "A Perspect ive on

C Globalisation'' in J a m e s MiUelman (ed.) irloUilvxtiton: Critical Reflections (Boulder, Lynne Rienner , 19%), p . 28 and

Stephen Gill, " T h e N e w Const i tut ion oi the Global Political E c o n o m y " a paper delivered at M o n a s h Universi ty

o n i h e l l ' i ' o f March 1999.
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tanks. Gill and Sklair ate the Trilateral Commission, a private forum incorporating wealth}

and powerful individuals from Europe, North America and Japan, as a particularly influential

forum for reaching common frameworks of values, ideas and goals."" These groups are central

to the development of neo-liberal capitalism because they forge links between national elites

and develop forms of transnational consciousness.1 David Korten notes that some members

of this "corporate class" forward neo-liberalism because they are driven "by self-interest,

others by moral conviction and many simply because they are employed to do so".22 Neo-

liberalism is also perpetuated by policy experts and technocrats in international agencies (such

as the World Bank) as well as by governments in many parts of the globe."3 Aside from these

influential groups, there are also globally connected owners, investors, managers and highly

paid professionals that benefit from, and are involved with, the expansion of transnational

corporations and global finance. Richardson is also mindful of the people, particularly in the

western world, who benefit from the existence of this elite and economic system that stems

from neo-liberalism, even if such support is "passive" and indirect/4 This extension of those

who benefit from economic globalisation in material terms points to way the prevailing order

of capitalism is legitimised by this elite via a "supportive culture and ideology" of

cons, .nerism.'5

As such, a neo-liberal world orW extends into the cultural milieu of society as well as its

economic practices. A market civilisation penetrates deeply into society via "cultural

mechanisms connected with consumerism, education, leisure activity and the construction of

individual identities" that, ultimately, normalise market forces and private interests.26 People

are also increasingly embedded in, and disciplined by, the extension of systems of finance and

': Gill. "Hegemony, Consensus and Trilateralism", p. 215. Sec also Sklair, "Social Movements for Global
(lapiiahsm" and Jail Aart Schoke, GlobaliSittuvi., a enticed introduction (Basingstoke, Palgrave, 2000), pp. 154-6.
•M Sklair, "Social Movements for Global Capitalism", pp. 514-5. See also Stephen Gill, "Towards a US-Centred
Transnational Hegemony" in Henk Ovcrbeck (ed.), iicstnictwvtg Hegprany m tlx Glolxd Political Economy (London,
Routledge, 1993), p. 256 and Scholie, Glolxtlisation, a critical introduction, p. 155.
•'2 David Korten, When Corporations Rule Ox World (London, Earthscan, 1995), p. 73.
M UNDP, Human Dadapmmt Report 1999 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 29 and UNRISD. Stales
ofDisiinay; Jlx> Social Effects oj Glohdisation (London, Banson, 1995), pp. 25-6.
•M Richardson, CanlendmgLilxralismsin World Politics, p. 142.
's Richardson, CxvUaviing l.ilrralwmm World Politics, pp. 142-4.
•'"• Stephen Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Democratisation and Global Political Economy" Padfica Review, 10 (1),
Febi uary, 1998, p. 31. Such a culture also affects those who are marginalized frosn society, via the 'pacification' of
banal media consumption - sometimes called "tittytainment". Hans-Peter Maiiin and Harald Schumann, 77xj

Glolxd Trap (London, Zed Books, 1997), pp. 4-5. See also Richardson, Contending Lilxralisms in World Politics, pp.
151-2.
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i debt into everyday lifer Such an environment is apdy described as a "culture of contentment"

} that is reproduced and unevenly extended across the globe.28 Such a culture promotes the

: fulfilment of material desires and protection of private economic interests. It also downplays

political involvement in economic decision-making in the public interests in many countries

while also reducing social entitlements or protections in most/9 Increasingly within a neo-

liberal shaped context, societal expectations revolve around mdzmdual living standards,

economic growth and consumption via the promotion of capitalist activity to such an extent

that "even social inequality is not a major issue".30 The processes of exchange that proclaim

consumption as the highpoint of social life give flesh to the ideology of neo-liberalism and

extend the id "as of the market deep into societies across the world.

-> The second source of neo-libera^i \ is the US. Not only is the US a major source of the

transnational capitalist elite and the culture of consumerism, but also "it can be reasonably

said that the neoliberal ascendancy reproduces the characteristic American version of

liberalism".31 However, it must be added that Britain too has a similar legacy in respect to

liberalism. Not only were the efforts to make neo-liberaiisin an unfolding social reality of

Margaret Thatcher in Britain contemporaneous to Ronald Reagan in America,32 but the

influence of finance within Britain was a key social force supportive of neo-liberalism.33 Yet

• the role of the US remains paramount to the development and maintenance of neo-liberalism:

So long as ii has no geopolitical rival, it can exercise its power by its preferred means, economic

and cultural. Reflecting the society's deeply embedded pragmatic but essentially dassical-liberal

political culture, U.S. governments played the key role in the global shift to neoliberalism and

remain committed to keeping the global economic order within its parameters.34

The US is an significant source of support for neo-liberalism and economic globalisation. As

we will see, while the neo-liberal ascendanq' was fostered by the heger:iony of the US, the way

•' Stephen Gill, "Finance, Production and Panopticism: Inequality, Risk and Resistance in an Era of Disciplinary
Neo-liberalism" in Stephen Gill (ed.) Gloltdisalion., Demoaatisatum and Mullilateralisn (Macmillan, Basingstoke,
1997)
->t! The phrase "culture of contentment" comes from John Kenneth G;.!Saith's book of the same name. Gill,
"Globalisation, Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p. tu/.
•"' Gill, "Finance, Production and Panopticism", p. 62.
'c Martin Carnoy and Manuel Ca>.:ells, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, and the Network State:
Poulantzas at the Millennium", Glolti! Networks 1, 1 (2001), p. 16.
11 Richardson, Contending Liberdism in World Politics, p. 145.
" Gray, John, False Dawn: Delusions of Glolxd Capitalisn, chp 2.
" Hunon, Will, Tlx State to Came, chp 3.
u Richardson, Contending Lilxralism in Wo>id Politics, p. 169. For an interesting parallel see Waltz, Kenneth,
"Globalisation and Governance", PS Pulitiau Science coui Politics, December 1999. <http://www.apsanet.org
/PS/dec99/waltz.ctm> (Accessed on the 30'1' of October 2000)
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neo-liberalisra has been enacted is very much in concert with elites and states in the western

world and beyond.

The third source of neo-liberalism is the academic and intellectual derivations of neo-liberal

and neo-classical economic thought.35 During the 1980s neo-classical thought replaced

Keynesian economic thought as the dominant economic paradigm in most universities and

many think tanks and research centers. More than this, neo-liberal economics became a new

orthodox}'-,36 a structure of knowledge that provided moral justification for a new range of

policies and institutions. Neo-liberal economists have acted globally as "epistemic

communities" that have "effectively structured negotiations" and policy by shaping the

overarching mo-al and rhetorical context, often through reference to 'technical issues'.37 These

economists in many cases began to function as "priesthood" over the public discourse and

policy.38 The language of neo-liberal economics emphasises the importance of economic

growth achieved by the development of free markets both domestically and globally.

According to this logic, governments ought to liberalise barriers to economic activity, engage

in processes of privatisation that shift decisions and assets from the public sector to the

private sector and concentrate on the promotion the rule of law in respect to contract law and

property rights.' This discourse operates with the assumption that if individuals pursue self-

interested financial gain, it will also be good for the whole society, thereby enabling "the most

efficient and socially optimal allocation of resources".40 Richardson notes that one of the

startling aspects of neo-liberal economics is its universal applicability. Whatever the particular

traditions of a country or problems facing it, the neo-classical remedy is always the same: a

complete reliance on deregulated markets.'"

However, far from being a self-regulating Utopia, neo-liberal thought actively supports and

promotes the interests of the 'transnational capitalist class' and wealthy states. As Richardson

*'' Richardson, Contending Lilxralisms in World Politics, pp. 153-5.
Vl Scholte, Cldjalisation, a critical introduction, p. 35.
r Jurgen Habermas, TIx> Postnaticnwl Cxmstellation (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2001), p. 109. See also John Ruggie,
"At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home: International Liberalism and Domestic Stability in the New World
Economy", Millennium, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1994, p. 525.
'x Richardson, Contending Lilxralisms in World Politics, p. 167. Richardson is not alone in seeing the religious tones
of neo-liberal economics. See Stephen Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism" in Stephen Gill (ed.),
Glolulisation, Democratisatian and Multilateralism (Basingstoke, Macmillan, 1997). p. 9 and Kortcn, When Corporations
Rule OK World, p. 69.
V) Korten, Wlxn Corporations Rule Ox Worid, p. 70.
40 Korten, When Corporations Rule the Woiid, p. 70.
•" Richardson, Contending Lilxralisms in World Politics, p. 160.
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indicates: neo-liberalism is "an ideology of the powerful".42 Neo-liberalism has elevated

economics to an intellectual justification for policies that promote econornic growth and

profitability while shielding critiques of the social consequences of these policies.*3 In a sense,

the neo-hberal myth of the 'invisible hand' comes undone because the hegemony of

transnational capital

is consistent with the outlook of a::uuent minorities in the OECD and in the urban elites

middle classes in the Third World. The current phase oi economic globalisation has cort\e to be

characterised increasingly not by free competition as idealised in neoclassical theory-. b^1 by

oligopolistic neo-liberalism: oligopoly and protection for the strong and socialisation of the risks,

market discipline for the weak.44

While the idea of oligarchy may be too strong, to say that the various interests of transnational

capital do not share material and ideological commonalities is too weak. Transnational capital

has a significant degree of discursive unanimity and thus dominates public policy discourse.

While the world order of economic globalisation is not the consequence of any single aaor, it

is clear that it is a result of "the actions of many people, corporate bodies, find states, that

cumulatively produce new relationships and patterns of behaviour".4S Neo-liberal and neo-

classical economic thought is the key relationship that has developed within the context of this

emergent world order and is an important foundation for the direction and purpose of

economic restructuring since the 1970s. While there have clearly been dissenting voices, neo-

liberal discourse has provided the primary justification of polices of deregulation a.s well as

patterns of privilege and distributions of wealth.

Before turning to the ways neo-liberalism shapes governance, it is important to note that neo-

liberalism is an ideology that possesses precious little of the breadth or generosity of the

broader liberal legacy.4" Korten savours the irony of neo-liberalism in his phr*se "corporate

libertarianism" because

41 Richardson, Cmlendvig Lihralisnis in World Politics, p. 90 (pp. 8>90 more generally).
41 Konen, Wlxn CjorponUxms Rulellv Wtrrld, pp. 71-2.
•)J GiU, "Globalisation. Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neolibenilism", p. 405.
4 ' Cox, Appmadxs to World Chrb\ p.29b.
A" Richardson, Cxmlending Lihwlisnx m World Politics, p. 90.
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Its consequence is to place the rights and freedoms of corporations ahead of the

rights and freedoms of individuals. Presented as an economic agenda, it is in truth

a governance agenda. Who will have the power to rule, and to what end?4147

Hence, neo-liberalism represents more than a shift in the ideas shaping economic knowledge

or public policy. While neo-liberalism is by no means the only idea permeating global politics,

it is having a decisive impact on the ways in which power and society are being structured.

Neo-liberal Governance

The transmission of neo-liberalism does not rest merely upon the discursive proliferation of

neo-liberal forms of knowledge and sensibility. Economic globalisation is made possible by

institutions that are consonant with neo-liberal ideas and norms. As Gill maintains, "ideology

is not enough".48 Not only has there been "an intensification and extension of capitalist

relationships" that are pervasive within and between nation-states, but these values and a

revived trust in the market have been strengthened by government action in line with

efficienqr and an open world economy.4'' A certain form of governance is necessary to make

the world order of economic globalisation possible. The governance required to enact

economic globalisation is inordinately complicated. Not only does governance include both

global and more local levels of governance (including the state) but it also includes public and

private forms of regulation.5" At a fundamental level, economic globalisation encompasses

"political globalisation".51 These political processes encompass the existence of

institutionalised neo-liberalism at the national and global level, on one hand, and the structural

effect of states shaped by global finance and mobile capital,52 on the other.

Before elaborating the ways neo-liberalism frames governance, it is necessary to examine ways

m winch governance can be seen to operate. While an often used and contested term,

4; Korten, When Corporations Rule the WoiicL, p. 74. This view is also held by John Ralston Saul, 77JP Unconscious
(htlisation (Ringwood, Penguin Books, 1997)
4K Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Democratisation and Global Political Economy", p. 24.
4'' Ronen, Palan et al, State Strategies in tix Qlolvi Economy, (London, Pinter, 1996), p. 19, see also Gill,
"Globalisation, Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p- 399.
v Geoffrey Underbill, "Slate, Market, and Global Political Economy: Genealogy of an (Inter-?) Discipline",
International Affairs Vol. 76 No. 4, 2000, pp. 815-7.

1 Phillip Cerny, "Paradoxes of the Competition State: The Dynamics of Political Globalisation", Government and
Opposition, Vol. 32, n 2, 1997. Sec also Susan Si range, Rctnut of lix- State (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
1996), p. xii-xv.
v Strange, Retool oftlx' State clip. 4.
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governance is best considered the practice of societal organisation.5' That is to say that the

basis of authont)' and the formulation of public policv- are not determined solely within or by

the authority of the state. Governance refers to a system of rule: the establishment and

operation of broader social institutions and decision-making processes. Governance is not

government, but clearly governments exist within the institutional and ideational context of

governance.'14 In many ways this explanation of governance is consistent with Gramsci's

notion of the 'extended' state, in that it includes both the state apparatus and the actors and

ideas of civil society.55 While this realm has long been influenced by structures and ideas that

transcend states or societies, it is clear during the twentieth century that governance is being

increasingly enacted in a worldwide context?'1 While the field of governance is broad and

influenced by a vast array of institutional and political practices, the state plays a significant

role within these practices. In the Gramscian sense of the "narrow" state, the state is a distinct

institution within fields of broader governance.^ The state is a territorial institution that weds

legitimate authority to law and the dispensation of force with the government acting as the

principal policy maker within the state. Lastly, market actors and frameworks also constitute

an aspect of governance. Geoffrey Underhill is at pains to note that "power is clearly not the

preserve of the formal institutions which pretend to monopolize it, particularly states - private

market power is very much part of the pattern of governance we experience". ̂

Consequently, we can see that governance is a complicated practice that includes consensus

I and coercion, persuasion and law. The actual configuration or pattern of these influences has

[ varied over time.sv Changes in ideas and norms have been central to changes in patterns of

b governance. As illustrated in the previous chapter, at any given time there is a contingent set

of values and discourse that are coupled with die hegemonic social forces that sustain a world

1 "Hew can human beings organise their social relations to enhance individual and collective security and
physical well-being and to enable the pursuit of common goals and the management of common problems?"
Christ an Reus-Smil, "Changing Patterns of Governance: From Absolutism to Global Multilateralism" in Albert
Paolini et al (eds.), Between Scji&eigntycoid Gloktl Governance (London, Macmillian, 1998), p. 3.
•"* Oian Young, International Ckrwrnancv: Ihvkxtmg tlx Ermn»vnent in a Stateless Society (Ithaca, Cornell University
Press, 1994) p. 17. Oran Young indicates that "governance involves the establishment and operation of social
institutions (in the sense of rules of the game that serve to define social practices, assign roles, and guide
interactions among the occupants of these roles) capable of resolving conflicts, facilitating co-operation, or, more
generally, alleviating collective action problems in a world of interdependent actors" (p. 15).
st' Ajuonio Gramsci, Selections From tix Ihison Notdnoks edited by Hoare, Quintin and Smith, Geoffrey (New York,
International Publishers, J999[1971'J), p. 263.
N Reus-Smil, "Changing Pattern.1: of Governance", p. 3. See also Commission on Global Governance, Our Global
Nagbfourlxnd (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1995), chr. 1.
' Gramsci, Selections l:ran Ox- l*nson Notelnoks, p. 261.
"•K Underhill, "Slate, Market, and Global Political Economy", p. 817. See also Strange, Retnul of the State especially
dip. 4.
v' See Reus-Smil, "Changing Patterns of Governance" and Craig Murphy, International Ch^anisatton and Industrial

Cambridge, Polity Press, 1994)
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order."" Such a prevailing discourse shapes the social task of governance and public policy and

represents in many ways Michel Foucault's idea of a "discursive formation" in that it

represents a "regularity (an order, correlations, positions and functionings, transformations)"

in respea to authority."1 Such a discourse transcends the enactment of a strategy chosen by

the actors within governance to the extent that it becomes a rationale. This pervasiveness does

not mean that the discourse or the practices it engenders are inviolate, or the power that is

exercised by this discourse is uncontested.62 Rather, it is a regularity that intersects with other

institutions, ideas and practices. Such a regularity represents "a set of ideas and practices with

particular conditions of existence, which are more or less institutionalised, but which may be

only partially understood by those that they encompass"."1 Consequently, the rise of neo-

liberalism has decisively shifted the ways governance is conceived by the actors involved and

the policies that have been fashioned by governments.

It is not the case that that this pattern of governance, or the authority agents operating within

this framework impart is shaped solely by neo-liberal political thought or neo-classical

economic theory. But while there are a few states that detach themselves from economic

globalisation, the majority of states are active participants in the neo-liberal and deregulated

approach of governance. It is important to recall why neo-liberalism came to prominence

since the 1970s. As I have maintained in the previous chapter, neo-hberalism became pre-

eminent because capitalist social forces attempting reconsitiute profitable capitalism within the

western world supported it. As a result, neo-liberalism since the 1970s has become the

prevailing mode of accumulation in many nation-states and has therefore influenced the way

economic activity is conducted globally.'"1 This has shaped the shift away from embedded

liberalism. It is this sense 1 use the term neo-liberal governance. There is more to neo-liberal

governance than neo-liberal philosophy - it "is not the pure, doctrinaire version of libertarian

theorists".''* Rather, neo-liberal governance is a policy-making sensibility inextricably tied up

with the political-economic interests shaping governance that enables and in fact, constitutes,

economic globalisation.

' Ciill, "Globalisation. Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", pp. 402-4 and Cox, Appnadjes to
U'WWQrtb-, pp. 98-99.
"' Michel Foucauk, lir Anixteolagii of Knowledge, Trans. A.M Sheridan Smith, (London, Travistock, 1972), p. 38.
"•' Gill, "Globalisation. Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p. 400.
"x Gill, "Globalisation. Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p. 402. Sec also Cox, Appmadxs to
U'f;?/,'/Qfir, chp 6.
"•' Manuel Castells, 77x> Informational City (Oxford, Blackwell, 1989), pp. 26-8. Sec also Manuel Castells, "The
Informational Economy and the New International Division of Labor" in Martin Carnoy et al (eds.), T)K New
Cloixtl Economy in tix Information Age: Reflections On Om Oungpig World (Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania University
Press, 1993)
"*' Richardson, (Jxintavimg Liivralistm in World Politics, p. 145.
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There are two prime political influences tied up with the way neo-liberalism has penetrated

into the structures of governance around the world First, there are the structural features of

the world economy, in particular global finance and mobile capital, which while enabled by

neo-liberal deregulation, have influenced how all states operate. Whether or not states seek to

uphold neo-liberalism or the interests of transnational capital, they are nonetheless shaped by

a context of deregulation that, once let loose, is difficult to control. As Manuel Castells and

Martin Carnoy elucidate, economic globalisation was induced by states attempting to move

beyond the crisis of the 1970s, however "once the process of globalization was set in motion,

it slipped largely out of control of states"."'1 As Phillip Cerny explains: "the genie is out of the

bottle" - competition between states for capital moves states inexorably towards polices of

deregulation regardless of their ideological commitment to neo-liberalism per sef As a result,

states have been built into a political economic framework of global markets that dramatically

reduces the chances of prosperity for countries left out of this framework and removes

eiiective state control over interest rates and monetary policy as well as reducing the viability

o( industrial policies.68 However, far from being the replacement of states by markets, this

points to the ways that markets are integral to governance. As Underhill explains, markets and

states are always intertwined, "a market without institutions and governance, including some

form of judicial authority or arbitration, is inconceivable"."' In sum: once open global markets

are set in motion, they provide an influence over the ways governance is enacted.

Second, it is important to emphasise the ways in which neo-liberalism dovetails with the

national interests of the US and the G-7 countries.7^ While the hegemony of US was tied up

with embedded liberalism, after the 1970s there was the shift towards neo-liberalism in US

policy-making discourse. Yet, policy-makers in other wealthy countries held this discourse as

well and were also concerned with the ways increasing economic integration could be

managed. So what was occurring during the 1970s, through the formation of the G-7 in

particular, was the "broadening of the management of world capitalism" beyond just the US

even though the US benefited greatly from broadening and entrenching of a global economy.

''' Carnoy and Castells, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, and the Network State", p. 6.
'" Corny, "Paradoxes of the Competition State", p. 269 and Phillip Cerny, "The Infrastructure of the
Infrastructure" in Barry Gills and Ronen Palan (eds.), Tnnisc&vltng tly Suite-Glolkd Divide: 17xNeostructuralist Agenda
m International Relations (London, Lynnc Rienner Publishers, 1994), p. 238.
"K Carnoy and Casteils, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, and the Network State", p. 6.
'''' Underhill, '"Stale, Market, and Global Political Economy:", p. 822.
7° Stephen Gill, "Hegemony, Consensus and Trilaleralism" Review of International Studies, (12) 1986, p. 208. See
also Peter Gowan, "Neoliberal Cosmopolitanism", New Uji Reutw, 11, September / October 2001.
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After the early 197Q's the US and the G-7 states sought to uphold an open global economy

free from impediments to their economic prosperity and political influence.71 Institutions such

as the G-7 indicate that other states, most notably Japan and the large European countries,

have some interests in common and strong reasons for co-operation: the maintenance and

extension of the transnational capitalist elite in these nation-states and the preservation of

world order supportive of capital in the face of third world consternation regarding the

international economic order.72 Yet there is also a moral dimension to the US extension of

neo-liberalism. As Richardson claims, one of the major reasons the US embraced the

proliferation of neo-liberalism was that the}- thought neo-liberalism was not only in the

interests of the US, but the in the interests of everyone, that it "coincided with a certain

conception of the international public good". *

Consequently, neo-liberalism is a discourse and rationale that is shaped by the aspiration of

those social forces seeking an open world economy. This rationale equates this form of

governance "with progress and civilisation" as well as 'necessity'.74 Indeed, a certain

conception of globalisation has "become normalized" by this rationale.75 As such neo-!iberal

governance can be considered as a form of 'good government' - it is a rationale imbued vnxh

moral purpose and influence. Because of this discursive influence, as well as the consensus

and coercive attributes supporting this ideology, neo-liberal governance shapes the exercise of

power and the characteristics of economic activity and integration. Neo-liberalism is

essentially a rationale of governance that entrusts the direction of social life to the "libertarian

spirit of capitalism".7'1 Thus I contend that neo-lii&al governance is a framework ojthought and action,

of jK)lrttad mtewentianism at a local and global level, that is required to make tlx realisation of dm spirit

! Richardson, Qmtouimg Liberalism m World Politics, pp. 150-1. See also Kees Van der Pijl, "The Sovereignty of
Capital Impaired" in Henk Overbeek (cd.), Restructuring Hegemony vi the Gtolxd Political Economy (London,
Roudedge, 1993) and Ngaire Woods, "International Political Economy in an Age of Globalization" in John
Baylis and Steve Smith (eds.), 77xJ Glolxdv/Mion oj World Iblitia (Second Edition), (Oxford, Oxford University
Press, 2001), p. 281.
' Gill, "Hegemony, Consensus and Trilateralism", p. 208. See also Kees Van der Pijl, "The Sovereignty of

Capital Impaired" in Henk Overbeek (ed.), Restructuring Hegeinany in tlx Glolxtl Politiail Economy (London,
Routledge, 1993)
'' Richardson, Cimtendmg Lilwalisnts in . Politics, p. 151. See also Bacevich, Andrew, "Policing Utopia; The
Military Imperatives of Globalization" lh' National lntervst No. 56, Summer 1999.

; (Jill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", p. 5. See also Gill, "Globalisation. Market Civilisation,
and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p. 40b. Gill claims that "relentless thrust oi capital on a global scale ... has been
accompanied by a neo-liberal, laissez-laire discourse which accords the pursuit of profit something akin to the
status of the quest for the holy grail" and any deviation from the orthodoxy, "is viewed as a sign of either
madness or heresy, a view which acts to disarm criticism and to subvert the development of alternatives" Stephen
Gill, "Theorizing the Interregnum: The Double Movement" in Bjorn Hettne (ed.), International Political Econart)':
I indetstandmgGldxd Disorder (London, Zed Books, 1995), p. bfc>.
rs Mittelman, The Globalisation Syndrome, p. 4.
7(1 Casiells, Manuel, The Informational City, p. 32.
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possible by the construction of free markets and deregulation at a global levd. As a rationale of

governance, neo-liberal political thought has been decisively coloured by the power of the US

government, the formation of a transnational capital class and the development of global

markets. This rationale infuses an institutional order that is at once national and international

as well as public and private, that possesses a grawtas that Saskia Sassen refers to as a "new

normativity"/7

This new normative order engenders economic globalisation and is defined by processes of

deregulation and liberalisation. Deregulation is defined by the removal of 'political' interferences

from the operation of markets. Politics is defined in this sense as democratic and social

influences that will distort market outcomes. In a deeper sense deregulation is a political

process that not only removes social impediments, but also guarantees contracts and property

rights.78 In the context of economic globalisation, "the deregulation of key operations and

markets in the financial industry can be seen as a negotiation between nation-based legal

regimes and the formation of a consensus among a growing number of states about furthering

the world economy".7V Thus, we can see that neo-liberalism and processes of deregulation are

designed to liberate the private resources of capitalists in order to promote an expansion in

economic activity.

Lihralisatum is the other edge of neo-liberal governance. Liberalisation entails the restriction of

the ability of states to protect domestic interests or capital in respect to trade and capital

movements.8"' While processes of liberalisation are far from complete with states still

possessing various means to protect particular domestic constituencies,81 Sassen describes the

implication of these processes as "denationalisation": where processes of neo-liberalism

delimit and transform state's poliq'-making such that international financial institutions or

networks of private market authorities shape policies that were hitherto domestic matters.82

Economic globalisation is defined by an expansion of economic activity across territorial

borders that is made possible by the "negative integration" of the processes of deregulation

Saskia Sassen, "The Slate and the New Geography of Power" The London School of Economics,
<kip://www.lse.ac.uk/evcms/25_l_00sassen.him> (Accessed on the J8lh of October 2000), p. 2.
s Sa^kia Sassen, Glohthsattan and its Discontents (New York, New Press, 1998), p. 199.
'' Sassen, Gldxdisatim and its Discontents, p. 199.

sc Scholte, Glolxdisation, a mtical introduction, pp. 103-4.
M Scott, Regions and tlx World Ecoriany, p. 13 and Scholte, GUxdisation, a oUiarf mttxxinchan, p. 104.
s- Sassen, Glolxihsation and its Discontents, pp. 199-200. See also Sassen, "The State and the New Geography of
Power" and Scholte, GhhJisation, a aitiatl introduction, clip 6.
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and liberalisation. The consequences of this development are far reaching. Not only does it

disembed key aspects of authority away from the state and shift them towards economic

concerns,84 but we can also see that these new forms of governance and 'good government'

are entrenched by ongoing political-economic practice. As Sassen notes, through "the multiple

negotiations between national states and global economic actors we can see a new normativity

that attaches to the logic of the capital market and that is succeeding in imposing itself on

important aspects of notional economic policy making".** Capital is in the process of being

liberated' from both social control and from territorial restriction.

The realisation of this libertarian spirit' and the acts of deregulation and liberalisation, are not

automatic or spontaneous. It is enforced by political action: "whereas capital tends towards

universality, it cannot operate outside of or beyond the political context, and involves

planning, legitimation, and use of the coercive capacities of the state".80 As Karl Polanyi

distinctively opined, a free market is "opened and kept open by an enormous increase in

continuous, centrally organised and controlled interventionism".87 Yet this 'political context' is

not limited to just the state within the context of the contemporary globalisation, it also

provides a rationale that reshapes the global economic infrastructure and rearticulates the role

oi ihe state within this infrastructure. As a result, neo-hberal governance not only embodies a

new purpose for government, it also reshapes global governance and embodies a new global

economic architecture.

Neo-liberal Economic Architecture

The global economic architecture is the collection of actors and frameworks, both public and

private, associated with the organisation and coordination of economic relationships across

the world. These actors and frameworks engage in the ongoing development of shared

understandings and rules that relate to global trade, finance and investment. While the global

economic architecture has become more complicated since the 1970s, the most significant

change has been the way in which the formal agencies of the global economic architecture

r> 1 iabennas, Tlx'Postnational Chnstellatton, p. 97.
M ^u8S^e' "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home", p. 525.
^ Sassen, "The Stale and the New Geography of Power", p. 10.
S(l Gill, "Globalisation, Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", p. 422.
A/ Karl Polanyi, The Gnat Trarisfonnitxjn (Boston, Beacon Press, 1957), p. 140.
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now acnveiy intervene and 'discipline' individual governments.88 The original intent of the

Bretton woods system was to enable states to cooperate on economic matters in order to

promote prosperity and social stability and avoid the calamity of the great depression.89

However, neo-liberal efforts to restructure economic activity and enable global market

exchanges have required the 'enormous' political intervention that Polanyi referred to in the

context of the nineteenth century to be stretched to a global level. Gill indicates that the neo-

liberal form of governance involves the exercise of power in a disciplinary sense. Consequently,

"disciplinary neo-liberalism is a concrete form of structural and behavioural power" that while

"not necessarily universal or consistent... [is] bureaucratised and institutionalised" in form not

just of markets but also by a range of public and private actors.9" These actors include

international financial institutions, such as the World Bank and the IMF, as well as private

forms of governance, such as credit rating agencies. The discipline of neo-liberal governance

also intervenes in the operation of state policy and narrows polity alternatives.91 As Peter

Cowan's provocative notion of "neoliberal cosmopolitanism" indicates; the intent of this

governance is not a world government but rather "disciplinary regimes - characteristically

dubbed, in the oleaginous jargon of the period, 'global governance' - reaching deep into the

economic, social and political life of the states subject to it, while safeguarding international

flows of finance and trade".'"

The broad approach of critical political economy suggests that this architecture, including the

state, has shifted decisively since the 1970s. This architecture is designed to constitute a

transnational business friendly environment - to ensure investor credibility, to allow

governments to maximise economic growth in thei: territories and to allow "the owners of

capital [to] determine how production takes place".7' As Sassen maintains, what has changed is

th' particular amtait nj tl)is new ngtme, which strengthens the advantages of certain types of economic

actors and weakens those of others. The hegemony of neoliberal concepts of economic relations

with its strong emphasis on markets, deregulation, and free international trade has in the

influenced policy in the 1980s in the United States and Great Britain arid now increasingly also in

" See Susan George, "A Short History oi Neo-liberalism: Twenty Years oi Elite Economics and Emerging
Opportunities for Structural Change" Conference on Economic Sovereignty in a Globalising World - Bangkok,
24-2fa March 1999. <http://www.millennium-round.org/> (Accessed the 15lh August 1999)
K" Ruggie, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home", p. 516 and Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions, and
Change:"
'/C Gill, "Globalisation, Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", pp. 411-2.
'" Gill, "Globalisation, Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliberalism", pp. 410-2.
''-' Gowan, "Neoliberal Cosmopolitanism", pp. 79-80.
n Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Democratisation and Global Political Economy", p. 25.
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continental Europe. This has contributed to the formation of transnational legal regimes that are

centred in Western economic concepts of contract and property rights... [that] has spread to the

developing world.94

This new framework can be understood as occurring through a process of "axraue socialisation"

which involves "a range of external pressures (both state-based and market-based) and a

variety of transmission mechanisms between the external and the domestic".95 From the

perspective of critical political economy thep3 7-e four mutually reinforcing mechanisms

whereby neo-liberal governance shapes the global economic architecture. Firsts there is the

field of influence and discipline of the formal international financial institutions such as the

IMF. Second, Gill's conception of "new constitutionalism" indicates the reconfiguration of

law.'"! Third, there is the emergence of private forms of governance, or wrhat Sassen refers to

as a "private institutional order".'7 Fourth- there is the policy direction of the nation-state

indicated in the practice of the competition state.

International Financial Institutiotis

International financial institutions play a central role in the exercise of neo-liberal governance.

An important development in the post 1975 global economic architecture was a shift in role

and function of the Bretton Woods institutions. By the 1980s, the institutions created in 1944

still existed but the function ol these institutions in the world economy had changed.98 The

World Bank had become focused on making large conditional loans to developing countries.

Although the GATT had failed to stop forms of protectionism during the 1970s, or satisfy

developing countries, trade negotiations created the World Trade Organization (WTO) that

could better eniorce tighter trade rules aimed at establishing free trade to all types of products

and services, including the complicated areas of agriculture and intellectual property rights.

The primary purpose of the IMF shifted with the debt crisis of the 1980s. The debt crisis

meant that the IMF's role in the world economy revolved around the "surveillance" of the

economic performance of economies and ensured that indebted countries undertook

'structural adjustment' in their economies as a form of 'conditionally' required for receiving

M Sassen, GlolxiJisation and its Discontents, pp. xxvii-xxviii. Emphasis added. See also Allen Scott, Regions and ttx
tt'W</ Economy (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. :38-9.
'''' Andrew Hurrcll and Ngaire Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", Milhmuon, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1995, p. 457.
Italics in original.
'"• Stephen Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism: Economic and Monetary Union and
Alternatives to Democracy" New Political Economy, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1998.

Sassen, "The Stale and the New Geography of Power", p. 2.
iS Woods, "International Political Economy in an Age of Globalization", p. 282.
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funds." Structural adjustment entailed measures aimed at the reduction of both inflation and

government expenditure in addition to promoting neo-liberal policies that transformed "the

role of the government in the economy" towards policies that included "trade liberalization,

privatization and deregulation".1" The highly interventionist influence of these institutions

and the discipline of conditionally have both served to entrench neo-liberal governance. Not

only are states being increasingly shaped by neo-liberal policies but they are also increasingly

accountable o "constituencies" that are external to the state.101

In addition to the shift in the Brecon Woods institutions there are two other pertinent aspects

of the formal global economic architecture. First, there was the rise of regional economic

organisations (otherwise kno^/n as 'trade blocs'). While shaped by factors other than

economics,1"" these blocs have been important components of a shift towards enmeshing

slates within free trade regimes.1'3 Although not a regional grouping, the Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is an institution limited to the 29

wealthiest states and has emerged as another portion of the neo-liberal framework. This

organisation has played an important role in promoting regimes such as the Multilateral

Agreement On Investment (MAI), a regime that protects the rights of investors, in addition to

possessing "a consul- :> <<: role in policy surveillance" over a wide range of environmental,

economic and social issues.134 Second, there lias been the creation and subsequent

development of the G-7 institution. Although it is often decried as little more than a glorified

phout opportunity, the G-7 represents a significant site for 'informal' consensus formation by

lea Jen: of the world's powerful states.105 The G-7 mirrors the development of a globally

one/Hated capitalist elite in the shape of a dynamic but loose form of management of the form

ol ongoing global integration.10'' While in the early 1990s the G-7 "thought that globalisation

held no fears lor the G7 countries themselves", by the late 1990s it became clear that "above

Martin Hewson and Timothy Sinclair, "The Emergence oi Global Governance Theory" in Martin Hewson,
.i.nd Tim 5ihy Sinclair (eds.), Apprvadxs to Cilobal Ciowrruma' Vxv.y (Albany, State University of New York Press,
ll>'.'9), p. 17 and Scholte, (.lMulisaturn, a aitiad i/itmiinctuvi, p. 149.
1JC Woods, "Internalional Political Economy in an Age of Globalization", p. 282.
'01 Scholte, Glokiiisaaon, a critical mtrodnawn, pp. 138-9. Hurrell and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality, p. 463.
1C- See Peter Katzenstein and Takashi Shiraishi, Network Power: Japan and ASM (Ithaca, Cornell University Press,
1996)
l0( These regional organisations include Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the North American
I'ree Trade Agreement (NAPTA). The European Union (EU) is a deeper and more complex international
institution that involves a conflict between "two alternative political-economic projects, a free trade and a
supranational welfare state-building project", Woligang Streeck, "Public Power Beyond the Nation State" in
Robert Boyer and i Daniel Drache (eds.), States Against Markets (London, Routledgc, 1996), p. 301.
1 J Scholte, (iloljaiisatuvi, a cntiad bitixxiuction, p. 149.
] " Nicholas Bayne, "The G7 Summit and the Reform of Global Institutions" (iaivmnioti and Opposition 30, No. 4
(Autumn 1995)
K" Cox, Approach* to WoHdOnh; pp. 301-2.
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all, the}- had to counter public fears about globalisation". 1C~ As such, the G-7s management of

global integration encompasses both the cooperation of its political leaders and the publicly

legitimising economic globalisation. The G-7 also embodies a site for policy deliberation and

institution building. During the 1990s, the G-7 engaged in a process of international

institutional reform (including the formation of the G-8 and G-20). The G-7 not only

recommended reforms to the UN,108 but also created its own institutions to respond to

emerging problems and promote "financial stability".10V The G-7/8 system of institutions is a

powerful hub of polity coordination and consensus building involving the leaders of powerful

stales.

These processes of consensus formation are especially important from the perspective of

critical political economy because the international financial institutions perpetuate the ideas

and discourse of neo-liberal governance. In particular, while the G-8 system attempts to

coordinate policies among the G-8 states - often with mixed results and various

disagreements and tensions110 - in doing so it binds states and institutions into a mutually

interlocking set of practices and ideologies. In addition, however, authors from a critical

perspective make the point that there are connections between the G-8 and the international

tinancial institutions, both in the terms oi the 'jurisdiction' of these institutions as well as their

membership. The strength of these connections and overlapping memberships is encapsulated

by Cox's term "nebulaix", the notion of "governance without government"1", or a loose unity

between these international organisations evident in Gill's idea of the "G-7 nexus",112 In

addition these institutions are largely unaccountable. In particular they are not subject to

regular, transparent oversight by democratic procedures or by non-capitalist social

! r Nicholas Bayne, "The G8 and the Globalisation Challenge" London School oi Economics and Political
Science 2000 <http://www.g7.utoronto.ca/g7/scholar/bayne20000713/> (Accessed on the 4lh of January 2002)
1 'A Bayne, Nicholas, "The G7 Summit and the Reform of Global Institutions", pp. 506-7.
•'John Kirton, "What is the G20?" <http://www.g7.utoronio.ca/g7/g20/g20whaiisit.hu-n]> (Accessed on the

X'1' ol January 2002) Recently, G-7 has sought to head off criticism thai it is an unrepresentative clique by
developing ihe new Group oi Twenty (G-20) forum of finance ministers and central bank governors was
formally created at the September 25, 1999 meeting ol the G7 Finance Ministers. According to the G7 it was
created "as a new mechanism for informal dialogue in the framework of the Bretion Woods institutional system,
to broaden the dialogue on key economic and financial policy issues among systemically significant economies
and to promote cooperation to achieve stable and sustainable world growth that benefits all" G-7, "Statement of
G-7 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors", September 25, 1999, Washington, D.C.
<http://www.library.utoromo.ca/g7/financc/fm992509siatc.him> (Accessed on the 81'1 of January 2002)
1 Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", pp. 10-1. See also Nicholas Bayne's analysis: Bayne,

"The G7 Summit and the Reform oi Global Institutions"
"'' Cox, Afijmoadxs to World Order, p. 301.
"•' (Jill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", pp. 8-9.
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movements113 - despite increases in openness during the course of 1990's.114 Cox refers to the

institutions that support global capitalism as undertaking a "transnational process of

consensus formation among the official caretakers of the global economy**.115 Within the

broader context of global governance, it appears that the operation of formal international

financial institutions are focused on economic issues and isolate them from strategic or social

goals. According to many observers they do so to such an extent that the)- dominate and are

more powerful than other regimes and organisations, including the UN.116

Reconfiguration of Law

I The promotion of capitalist economic activity is protected by a second element of neo-liberal

governance; the reconfiguration of law. While liberalism and capitalism have always entailed

some form of separation between 'politics' and 'economies', Gill refers to this recent

reconfiguration of law as "new constitutionalism" - a practice that legally entrenches this

separation." As Gill explains, "in neo-liberal discourse... private forms of power and

authority in capitalist society are only fully stabilised when questions of economic rule (e.g.

workplace organisation, the rights of investors) are removed from politics (that is from

democracy)".'1K This "politico-legal dimension" incorporates international elements and

domestic elements that entail a legal framework that immerses states within a new context that

fillers out influences to government except market ones.11" This observation is mirrored by

Sassen who claims that governments have responded to "new claims on national states to

guarantee the domestic and global rights of capital" with "new forms of legality".120 This legal

shift separates "economic policies from broad political accountability in order to make

governments more responsive to the discipline of market lorces and correspondingly less

responsive to popular-democratic forces and processes".1'1 Examples of this include

!!1 Cox, Appnxicfxs to World Onto; p. 301 and Philip McMichael, "Sleepless since Seattle: what is the WTO
about?" Review ofinternational Politiotl Eivncrny 7:3 Autumn 2000, p. 4(i7.
lu Scholtc points to Article V of the Marrakesh Agreement of the WTO as evidence of the ways international
t manual institutions are opening up to NGO's. Scholte, (ilolxtJiscition., <> aitiail mtmdiKtion, p. 154.
1 'H "-ox, Appioadxs to World Order, p. 301.
'" Cox, Approaches to World Order, p. 309, and Bayne, Nicholas, "The G7 Summit and the Reform of Global
Institutions", pp. 506-7, Gowan, Peter, "Neolibcral Cosmopolitanism", p. 84 and Palan et al., Stale Strategics in tlx
(Hohil Econotny, pp. 36-7,
'' Cjill, "New Constitutionalism, Demonetisation and Global Political Economy", p. 23.
11!< Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Demoralisation and Global Political Economy", p. 23.
1''' Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism", p. 5.
1A' Saskia Sassen, Glolulisatian and its Discontents, p. xxvii. See also Saskia Sassen, Losing (bnt)vl? Sozavigrit)1 in
of Globalisation (New York, Columbia University Press, 1995), pp. 25-8.
1 •'' Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism", p. 5.
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the provision of a quasi-constituuona) framework for the reconstkuuon of the legal rights,

prerogatives and freedom of movement for capital on a world scale. Here we have in mind

frameworks such as NAFTA, GATT, the European Union's Maastricht accords, as weD as other

initiatives such as the introduction of constitutional amendments requiring balanced budgets and

autonomous central banks (with zero inflation targets) and other means whereby important areas

£ of economic policy are taken out of the control of (elected) governments.122

New constitutionalism not only entails a shift in the character of international financial

- institutions, as discussed earlier, but also includes domestic institutions. Sassen elaborates with

reference to central banks:

™ Central Banks are national institutions, concerned with national matters. Yet today, over the last

decade, they have become the institutional home within the national state for policies that are

necessary to further the development of a global capital market, and indeed, more generally, a

g global economic system.

i

123

New constitutionalism bestows special rights on capital with the aim of maintaining and

'locking in' government credibility in terms of satisfying financial market actors and

frameworks.1"4 These tvpes of legal arrangements are most prevalent within the western world

but are extending across the world.

The aim of this legal practice is twofold. On one hand, it is to protect investors' rights and

" thereby ensure n^-'kets are able to promote profitability and economic growth. On the other,

u is to safeguard the processes of deregulation from potential social manipulation or reversals.

The emergence of forms ol new constitutionalism pouits to a protective phase of neo-liberal

i governance. It also points to the realisation that neo-liberalism and economic globalisation are

political processes that need to be secured from public interference. This development

|H indicates a deepening of new restraints on the state beyond the discipline of financial markets

and the negotiations ol TNC's. Gill and Sassen are pointing to a dramatic reshaping of state

law to the long-term advantage ol a relatively small but powerful group of people at the helm

| oi transnational capital as well as those who have made investments. In addition, the position

ol capitalists is also protected by ensuring that the rights of investors are protected from

1;' (iill, Stephen, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", p. 1
IM Sassen, "The Slate and the New Geography oi Power", p. U.
1M Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism:", p. 5.
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democratic consideration by various international and regional bodies aside from the state.121'

This context ultimately attempts t o establish a 'secure ' and predictable basis for firms

| operating across the world.

te Pmute Governance
I

While there has been a significant shift in the formal and public side of governance, there has

. also been an increase the influence of private forms of governance. The third way in which

neo-liberal governance infuses the global economic architecture is through the presence of

private or non-official actors and frameworks that have come to play a decisive role in the way

' governance is conducted. Sassen regards these new processes as a "pnvatized institutional

framework":

* Economic globalization has been accompanied by the creation of new legal regimes and legal

practices and the expansion and renovation of some older lorms that bypass national legal

systems. Tins is evident in the rising importance oi international commercial arbitration and the

variety of institutions which fulfil rating and advisory functions that have become essential for the

operation of the global economy.1''1

* While 'non-state actors' and the myriad of different actors within 'global civil society' have

been increasing prominent m the formation of global politics and the formulation of policy,127

a the emphasis here is on private bodies that have direct influence or authority in regards to the

processes of governance.''s These bodies are also crucial to the functioning of a significantly

deregulated global economy.

I
Examples of the importance of private frameworks oi governance include the expansion in

"international commercial arbitration" as a way of resolving commercial disputes that are

transnational in 'jurisdiction',1"^ and the "emergence of self-regulation in economic sectors"

that are either "dominated by a limited number ol firms" or dependent on specialised or

™ '-"" This international context is also referred to as the "internationalising of policy regimes" by" Bob Jessop,
"Capitalism and its Future: Remarks on Regulation, Government and Governance" Review of International Political
F.concmy, Vol. 4, No. 3, 1997.p. 575, "New Multilateralism" by Phillip Corny, "Paradoxes of the Competition
State: The Dynamics of Political Globalisation", p. 257 and "new legal regimes" by Sassen, Losing Gontml?

^J Sownignty m die Age oj Glolxdisation, pp. 12-14.
L>(> Sassen, "The Slate and the New Geography of Power", p. 11. Italics added.
''"' Scholte, Glolxtlisatian, a critical introduction, pp. 151-b. See also Obrien, Robert et al., Chntcstvig Gldxil Gavemancr
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000)
VK Strange, Retreat of the State, clip (•>.

A '-1" Sassen, Losing Controlf Soumgnty in tJr Age oj Gloluli&iiion, pp. 14-5.
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i
technical knowledge/3' However, the most prominent of private actors are credit rating

agencies, organisations that are involved in "credit research" to determine the risk and

f creditworthiness of firms and governments.131 While groups like Moody's Investors Sendee

and Standard & Poor's Ratings Group have been around for some time, the information these

^ groups generate and disseminate exercise a "considerable if subtle regulatory authority" on the

operation of both firms and states,132 Such agencies can be conceived as "private makers of

global public policy" because of the global extent of their analysis and the uniform standard of

- calculation that shapes different firms and states in similar ways.133 Not only are states shaped

• by private influences that are external to the state,1 "* but the}7 are also increasingly influenced

by market influences and market thinking.!3? As such, private forms of governance reinforce

' and expand the 'discipline of the market'.

Tloe Competition State

I
The last element of neo-liberal governance is a new type of state that manifests the 'libertarian

| spirit' of capitalism. For economic globalisation to endure, states have to operate in a manner

that both enforces neo-hberalism arid adapts to a world shaped by deregulation and

competition. Ultimatel)7, economic globalisation is held together by an ethos of governance

4 that operates at a global level and simultaneously holds nation-states apart - in a competitive

stance with one another - as well as together within a form of ideological consensus and

g coherence. This new form of state has become referred to as the competition state by Philip

Cerny and other scholars.1*1' According to Cerny, the policy orientation of the competition

state represents a shift away from the welfare state to the maxirn that "the main task or

function of the contemporary state is the promotion of economic activities, whether at home

or abroad, which make firms and sectors located within the territory of the state competitive

in international markets".13' The competition state represents a strategy that seeks to push

deregulating markets with the aim of attracting mobile capital and maintaining market

1 v-' Sassen, "Tlu- Slate and the New Geography of Power", p. 15.

f
1M Timothy Sinclair, "Between State and Market: Hegemony and Institutions of Collective Action Under
Conditions of International Capital Mobility" Policy Saaiars 27, 1994, pp. 451-2.
; ''•' Scholte, Glokihsation, a cntical intmindum, p. 155. See also Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism",
P. 8.
n i Sinclair, "Between Stale and Market", pp. 451-55.

% 'M Scholte, Glolxrfisation, a mtiaii mtrvduction, pp. 138-40. Sec also Strange, Retnut nj'tlx' Slate, chp. 6.
n s Sinclair, "Between Svate and Market", p. 455.
n<1 Phillip Cemy, "What Next For the State?" in Eleonore Kolinan and Gillian Youngs (eds.), Glohilisation: Tlxxny
and hacficr (London, Pinter, 1996) See also Palan ct al., Sute Stratifies in tJr Gldxd Economy and Gill, "Global
Structural Change and Multilateralism", pp. 13-4.

g lvCerny, "What Next For the State?", p. 124.
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credibility. As such the competitiveness of the national economy within global markets

becomes the critical focus for government. It is important to recall that economic

| globalisation was essentially developed by western states as a way out of the crisis in profitable

capitalism dunng the 1970s.m Subsequent processes of deregulation and competitiveness are

M essential for pushing economic globalisation forward. According to Cemy, economic

globalisation involves a process of "structuration" whereby agents and structure continually

reshape the other: as states adapt to the structures of the global economy by competing and

I deregulating they entrench economic globalisation.13'' The strategy of the competition state is

necessarily tied into economic globalisation.14t

1

* As we have seen, the state is also enmeshed with the public networks of influence and

discipline of formal international financial institutions, the principles of new constitutionalism,

as well as the private networks oi credit rating agencies. But these networks are limited with

respect to the degree to which they can actually "earn- out" the regulator)' arbitrage of neo-

liberal governance.141 These mutually interlocking material, institutional and ideational

| Irameworks constitute and shape the state. There is also a difference between states of the G-

7, and possibly the OECD, that actively advocate and enforce neo-liberal governance and

m;iny states that are merely attempting to adapt to economic globalisation and the forms of

I knowledge that are often imposed on them. In addition, there are wide ranges of strategies

whereby different states attempt to be competitive.iA2 My understanding of the term

- competition state reflects this multifaceted and variegated understanding of the type of state

that underpins, and is entwined with, the global economy.

I Bel ore turning to the ways in which states have embraced neo-liberal governance and adapted

to economic globalisation, it is necessary to examine the activist role that some states perform

with regard to neo-liberal governance. It is important to emphasise that the powerful states

that are represented in the G-7 and OECD forums, particularly the US, play an important role

in promoting economic globalisation via their supremacy in international financial institutions

and various regimes and alliances.143 While these states compete economically for investment,

HK ('arnoy and Castells, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, ami ihe Network Slate", p. 6.
1W Cernv, "Paradoxes of the Competition State", p. 253. The idea of "structuration" originates from Anthony
(iiddens. See Philip Corny, 77r AtvbitaUnroj'Politics (London, Sage, 1990)
M0 Sassen, "The Slate and the New Geography oi Power", pp. 2-3 and Pal an el al., State Strategies m OJC GloiaJ
J:a»iarr\\ p. 32.
m Scott, Regions and th- World Economy, p. 139.
M> Palan, el al., State Strategics m th'Glohd Eamatiy
i n Gowan, "Ncolibcral Cosmopolitanism", pp. N2-6. See also Strange, Rctnut oj th' State, p. xiv.
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they have "dearly broken with power politics as their governing impulse".1*4 The consensus

and coherence of these states is extremely tight. However, this coherence and shared interest

f does not rule out disagreement. As Gill explains, while "these forces are committed to the

reproduction of the global capitalist economic order this does not mean that agreement on the

most appropriate means to this end is easily forthcoming".145 Ultimately, economic

globalisation is backed up by the power and influence of the world's cornrnanding states.146

Nevertheless, states around the world play an important role in supporting economic

I globalisation by backing this process with a popular legitimacy that international agencies lack,

an authoritative law making power that is necessary for the processes of new constitutionalism

and, ultimately, military power.14' Gowan claims that despite the preponderance of the US and

* G-7 states and the influence of international financial institutions, states "remain crucial

cornerstones of the world order" not just because of their role in promoting liberalisation, but

because "their role becomes above all that of maintaining political control over the

populations within their jurisdictions".1» MS

| Hence, from the perspective of critical political economy the importance of the term

competition state stems from the observation that there is shift in the purpose of the state and

that states have been neither been bvstanders nor powerless within economic globalisation. It

I is important to underline that the state is not disappearing within the processes of economic

globalisation. Rather than bringing about the end of the state, economic globalisation requires

"the actual expansion of de facto state intervention and regulation in the name of

competitiveness and marketization".14J What is occurring is a shift in function and moral

purpose underpinning most states. The "new normativity" that Sassen emphasises has come

I "from the world of private power yet installs itself in the public realm and in so doing

contributes io de-nationalize what had historically been constructed as national slate agendas,

notably the Keynesian agenda".1St Consequently, the competition state fulfils a "new form of

intervention" that opens the way for a resolution oi the crisis in the world order of embedded

liberalism.151 The competition state entails more than a shift of power within the state towards

114 Gowan, "Neoliberal Cosmopolitanism", p. 81.
14s Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", pp. X-1
Uh Bacevich, "Policing Utopia"
H Sassen,. "The State and the New Geography of Power", p. 4.

S Gowan, "Neoliberal Cosmopolitanism", p. 90.
M'' Cerny, "Paradoxes of the Competition Stale: The Dynamics ol Political Globalisation", p. 251. See also
Sassen, Losing (bntn>l? Sarumgit)' in tlxAgcoj(.ilokilistUion, p. 11.
l v Sassen, "The State and the New Geography oi Power", p. 2.
' ' ' ( -asiclls, 77.*' lnjomuttiimal City1, p. 25.
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"those agencies in closest touch with the global economy".1"2 It entails a restructured function

and rationale across the entire apparatus of many states.

Neo-liberalism and the Competition State

The rationale of neo-liberal governance ii evident in states that engage in processes of

deregulation and liberalisation in order to enable global market forces to promote economic

growth. We can see that many states are being "internationalised" - locked into global

economic competition and neo-liberal practices at a global level, as well as being increasingly

"networked" with other states and international organisations, such that policy -making on

various issues (including economics, human rights and environn.- -J policies) is increasingly

shared.Is3 This cooperation is enabled by the existence oi international organisations that

coordinate and enforce such a framework that in turn is only possible by states relinquishing

their authority through the "unbundling of sovereignty" to such organisations and regimes.1^

Nevertheless, the nature of the prevailing form of governance is extremely invasive. As Sassen

f claims, neo-liberal forms of governance are producing a context of "denationalisation" such

that international financial institutions and global markets increasingly shape those aspects of

policy-making that were once regarded as domestic matters.1SS In addition, while the post war

) agreement of embedded liberalism and the weliare state balanced expanded international trade

between states with prosperity throughout society, the competition state does not seek this

balance. Rather than protecting the welfare oi their population, many states are engaged in an

effort to prioritise the pursuit oi creditability in global markets in order to obtain economic

growth.1" Therefore, the state concentrates on the promotion of economic growth by

. opening up the state to the global economy.1is?

Under the aegis oi the competition state the nation-state becomes a crucial part of economic

globalisation because in order to forge a single, increasingly deregulated world economy the

1V Cox, Approadxs tn World Chder, p. 302. Sassen, (.jlrfxdistUum and its Disavuoits, p. 198.
A '^ Cox, Apprvadxn to Wodd Oder, p. 302 and Camoy and Cast ells, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, and
* the Network Slate", p. 14.

lv) Sassen, Losing Control? Sowrngity in dr Age oj Cldxdisatwn, pp. 30-1. Hence sovereignty has not disappeared:
"Sovereignty and terriu i\, then, remain key features of the international system. But they have been
reconstituted and partiallv displaced onto other institutional arenas outside the stale and outside the framework

\ oi nationalised territory" (p 28). Sassen's views are built up from John Ruggic, "Territoriality and Beyond:
Problemaiizing Modernity in International Relations", International Oi^ant&itiai, 47,1, Winter 1993.
1Sr" Sassen, (..jlolxdisation and its Discontents, pp. 199-200. See also Sassen, "The Slate and the New Geography of
Power" and Schohc, Glohdisation, a aitKul introduction, chp b.

, ! ""• (:ox, Appmidxs to Wodd Otrln, p. 302.
£ ' ' Cainoy and (Casiells, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, and the Network Slate", p. lb.
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power of the state is needed to make this possible. In the constellation of institutions that

constitute governance in the contemporary world no other organisation has the sovereign

authority that is linked to public legitimacy and the ability to enact law.158 However, public

support for competitive processes is not easy to achieve, largely because the state can be

caught between its public constituencies and the transnational capitalist constituencies such as

financial markets.1'" In prioritising the uiterests of capital, the state is at risk of undermining

the legitimacy and public support that is essential to underpin economic globalisation.1<>c

Nevertheless, in a competitive global context, deregulation has been conducted in order to

uphold the 'national interest' in regards to economic policy and goals. Competition obliges

expanding the national interest to include market constituencies and pushing forward with

deregulation in order to be able to maximise economic growth."1' In a sense economic growth

becomes the polestar of the national interest. As such, with the exception of a few states that

have excluded or distanced themselves from the global economy, the v?st majority of states

have been moving towirds opening their mai'kets and loe^ning their regulation of economic

activity.

Accoiding to Cerny, states are also being 'marketised', in the sense that they are taking on an

entii-preneurial and competitive function within a global economy."J This consequence lies in

the mutual constitution of competition state and economic globalisation: processes of

deregulation are shaped by the ongoing development of economic competition between

states."1 Cerny refers to the shaping of state function and government policy by market

networks as "md-vcldedfinancial oi-doodoxy"."'4 This is where government policy and discretion in

taxation and expenditure "is shaped first and foremost by financial and monetary

imperatives"."^ Global finance and the networks of financial markets and credit rating

agencies are not only a growing influence on government policy, but the practices of the

competition state are an important source ol the extension of these markets through the

1SK Sassen, "The State and the New Geography of Power", p. 4. According to the World Bank, "an effective
state is vital for the provision of the goods and services - and the rules and institutions - that allow markets to
flourish and people to lead healthier, happier lives" World Bank, World ]\vdopniati Report Storonary 1997
(Washington, D.C, The World Bank, 1997). p. 4.
1S" Scholte, Glolxtlisatian, a critical intnxinction, pp.HO-1.

) '"c ( xrny, "What Next For the State?", p. 131.
"'' Cerny, "The Infrastructure of the Infrastructure", p. 224.
'"•' Cerny, "What Next For the State?", p. 124
'"•' Cerny, "The Infrastructure of the Infrastructure"

I 1M Cerny, "The Infrastructure of the lnlrasiructure", p. 21b. Italics added.
' "^ Cerny, "The Infrastructure of the Infrastructure", p. 226.
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"widening circle of deregulation".1'* These frameworks are having an increasingly integral role

shaping state polity, largely because states are competing wkh other states for deregulated

conditions on a "unilateral basis"."1 Hence, economic policy and deregulation are shaped by

the transmission of neo-liberd ideology and by the actual competition between states not only

for particular capital investments (by offering tax breaks for example) but for the regulatory

standards to attract capital evident in wage levels, skill bases, emironmental regulations and

general levels of taxation.1"8 This leads not only to a "subsidy auction" between nation-states

and ever) regions within nation-states1'" but leads to "competition in laxity", that is a

downward movement in the ioim of loo -r and looser regulation - a potential 'race to the

bottom'.17C Nevertheless, despite this doun^'ard tendency there is the persistence of subtle

and not so subtle forms of protectionism. Power 1 slates are stiiJ able to depart from trade

rules and many governments still politically accommodate key dissenting voices of

deregulation by protecting their interests.1 ' In addition there are firms that automatically

maintain 'worlds best practice' in respect to environmental and social standards and locales

were high environmental standards are a source of competitive advantage.17'

The competition state embeds neo-hberal governance mid the logic of global markets into

nation states across the world such thai global markets take ov. the form of an unavoidable

and "quasi-natural process".1 ( Since the 1980s there has been "nearly a complete turnaround

in economic policy" within developing countnes demonstrated by a general discrediting of

socialist models and an embrace oi deregulation and liberalisation.174 However, it is important

to emphasise that there are significant variations in the ways states across the world have

occupied positions in the global economy and have responded to competitive pressures and

''"' C/.rny, "The Infrastructure of the Infrastructure", p. 239 and Sassen, "The Stale and the New Geography of
i'owcr", p. 13.
"1? Corny "The Infrastructure of the Inirasiruct'irc", p- 239.
lhti (_ |̂-ny, "The lnli jstruciure of the Infrastructure", p. 225.
"'" Martin and Schumann, Vr (ilolxil Trap, p. 205.
'•° Cerny claims that this sets s relentless logic in place: "The state's response to economic pressures- especially
external pressures- increasingly becomes one oi adjusting levels oi i emulation and intervention dawuwml so as not
to lose competitive advantage vis-a-nxs stales which have looser regulation or greater market freedom for business.
In a globalising world, the competition stale r more likely to be involved in a process of competitive deregulation
and creeping liberalisation". Cemy, "What Next Poi the State?", pp. 134-5.
1 1 Sassen, "Tkr State and the New Geography of Power", p. 10 and Scott, Regans and dx World Economy, p. 13.
On the latter point sec Kenichi Ohmae, Jlx1 End o/dx Nation State: fix* Rise of Riytaml Ecinicmtcs (London, Harper
Collins, 1995), chp 4.
1 : David.Wheder. "Racing to the Bottom? Foreign Investment and Ait Pollution in Developing Countries"
journalof Envinmkr1, and Dadopmertt 10 (;>) 2001.
1'"i UNRISD, States of Disarray; 11* Social Eff&n aj CMxdisatwn, p. 33.
1 •' Thomas ftiersteker, "The 'Triumph' oi Neoclassical Economics in the I developing World: Policy Convergence
.ind Bases of Governance in the International Economic Order" in James Rosenau and Ernst Czempiel (eds.),
(*hiVAzna'o"it)xy<t Cimxrnmmt: (hhinid (hangin Wcnid Juhttis (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1992), p.
10(i. See al so LIN IW, Hioiuvi Deufapnent Rcixirt 1999, p. 29.
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neo-hberal thought/" In the western world, some states, particularly the US and the UK^ were

shaped by the enthusiastic and full-blooded neo-liberalism of Reagan and Thatcher

respectively. States in the former Eastern Bloc have also undertaken particularly strong

programs of neo-liberal reform - often referred to as "shock therapy".176 While neo-liberalism

has been extremely influential, there have still been states that have maintained nationalist or

social democratic policies as a "shielders' strategy".1 ' Many of the European nation-states that

have traditions of strong welfare systems were "successfully resisting the pervading hegemony

of neo-liberalism" because the welfare state, various industrial policies and skilled labour

offered an avenue of competitive advantage during the 1970s and 80s.1'* These states have

sought to avoid the social effects of economic globalisation by forms of "selective integration

into the world economy" - openness in regards to some manufacturing sectors but subtle

forms oi protection for other sectors.1 ' But this strategy is under intense pressure from

continued fiscal crises emerging from a shrinking tax base.18" This shrinking tax base is due to

the mobility of firms in both a physical sense and the ability of TNCs to shift profits within

the same TNC to low tax countries (a strategy referred to as "transfer pricing")."*1

In the non-western world, states have pursued differing strategies that have resulted in varying

levels of economic success. First, there has been the governmental practice referred to as the

"developmental state" that centres on competing by engaging in export led manufacturing.!tL

Such a strategy, as evident in Japan and in North and South-East Asia (and to certain degree in

South America), requires the active orchestration by the state."*1 Up until the Asian financial

crisis this model of stale was extremely successful at integrating the states of Asia into the

"circuits of the global economy". M However, like the social democratic model, the

distinctiveness of the developmental model is increasingly being challenged by neo-liberal

r s Cox, Apjmkidxs to World Onier, p. 302, llr Economist, "The Myth of the Powerless Sute" Oa 7 ' \ 1995, p. 16
and Palan ei al., Suite Strategies in tlx Glolul Econafiy
' ' < iiay, I-'tilse iXrwn, pp. 141-7.
'' Palan el al., State Strategies in tJxGlokil Eavumy, p. 103.
1 s Palan el al., Slate Strategies in tlx' Lilohtl Economy, pp. 1 h. ee POUT Kaizen stein, Small States in World Markets
(hh.ua, Cornell University Press, 1985), p. 192.
1 '' Palan el al., State Strategies in tixdlolxtl Econany, pp. 103-4.
:IC Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", p. 13, Vx Economist, "Stakeholder Capitalism", Feb 10-
KSth, 1996, pp. 22-23 and Ramesh Mishra, "The Welfare of Nations" in Robert Boyer & Daniel Drache (eds.),
States Agamst Markets (London, Rouiledge, 199b)
181 Martin and Schumann, TIXGIOIMI Trap, pp. 198-201. clip 8 more generally.
"**' Palan el al., State Strategies m th' UloUil Economy, clip 4.
"° Admittedly with varying levels and different types of state involvement See Manuel Castells, End of tlx
Millamiwn, Vol HI of Tlx Information Age: Econatry, Society <md Odtun; (Oxfoid. Blackwell, 1997), pp. 244-6.
1W Castells, l:ml of tlx- Millenmwn,p. 213.
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doctrine and the (act these states are so deeply linked into the global economy.185 States in the

non-western world have also engaged in strategies of finding a niche, which assists or in some

cases avoids, competition. Whether it is a valuable commodity such as oil, a widely illegal

commodity in the form of narcotics, or merely being an adjunct to the global financial system

in the form of a tax haven, there have been strategies that have enabled states to be a useful

part of the global economy.180 However, there aie some states that by choice or circumstance

that have been excluded from "joining the competitive game at all".187 States such as Chad,

Afghanis' <i Burma are eifectively excluded form the global economy by a "crisis of

capability" on the pan of the state.188 As Fernando Cardoso soberly notes, some states "will

end up in the 'worst of all possible worlds'. The}' will not even be considered worth the

trouble of exploitation; the}' will become inconsequential, of no interest to the developing

global economy".18'

Ultimately, there is no one distinct template oi the competition state.w0 There are clearly

certain niches of competition and methods that states actively pursue for advancing the

interests of transnational business. There is also the omnipresence (if not omnipotence) of the

ideological and disciplinary impact of neo-liberalism, even if some countries are excluded from

playing an active role in the global economy.1"1 The World Bank definitely sees its role as

improving state "capability" '-"verywhere across the world.1 "J Beyond western states the

international financial institutions, especially the "technical advice" of the World Bank and the

IMF,1'" play a substantially more interventionist role than the more ideological function that

these institutions play in the reproduction of the competition state within the western world."4

High levels of debt also discipline governments within Africa, Latin and South America as

| v ' Tir Economist, "Stakeholder Capitalism" SceCastells, End of t)r Millenmiotu p. 246.
|K" Pal an ei al., State Strangles in tlx> Glolul Economy p. 5.
u Pal an et al., Slate Strategies in tlxGldxd Ecnnany, p. 5.
lss World Bank, World faixdapment Report Swnmary 1997, p. 14. Although, ii should be noted that Afghanistan is
involved will) the global economy via us lone, history of involvement with narcotic production. Palan, Ronen et
al.. State Strategies in tlx> Gldial Economy, p. 10.
ls" Fernando Cardoso, "North-South Relations in the Present Context: A New Dependency?" in Martin Carnoy
et al (eds), Tir New Gldxd Economy in tir mfonruitwn Age: Rrfaiwns (>? OKT (fotngtrtg World (Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania University Press, 1993), p. 156. In truth social exclusion often occurs within the context of
economic globalisation at the level oi neighbourhood or region, not )ust at the level of the nation-state. See
Castells, Manuel, "Iniormational Capitalism and Social Exclusion" at <lutp://www. unrisd.org/engindex/publ
/news/19eng/castnews.htm> (accessed on the Is1 of November 1999)
|l'c Palan et al., State Strategies in tir G7«/M/ Economy, p. 10 and Cerny, Phillip, "Pai uloxes of the Competition Slate:
The Dynamics oi Political Globalisation", p. 251.
•'" Palan et al., Suite Strategies in tir Gfolul lummy, p. 201.
'"' World Rank, \\'\vld DeidopDient Report Swmtary 1997, p. 14.
'''' World Rank, World Development Report Summary 1997, p. 15.
'''•' Palan et al.. State Strategies in tir <ilob.il Eamot?n\ p. 201.
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well as Eastern Europe.1"' Indeed, while some nation-states have other stronger ideological

forces at play that curtail or frame the competition state (Islam, within states in the Middle

East for example),19' to ignore the discipline of the competition state and neo-liberal

governance for very long is to risk "marginalisat'on from global capital markets'*.197 Even

though the strategy of competition state intersects with differing ideological and institutional

forces in different parts of the world, stich a strategy designates a state that has the objective

of economic growth deeply etched into their policy -making and legal fabnc, thereby

intertwining and perpetuating economic globalisation.

The manifestation of embedded financial orthodox)- and the competition state not only shapes

governmental discretion, but also changes the very structure of the state. While states have

previously encouraged market forces,1''" state structures we now

being transfoimed in1. ore and more market-oriented and even market based organisations

themselves, fundamentally jltering the way ihai public and private good:; are provided Indeed,

stales are transforming - markeuzang - tlxf?ik4ix's in the search lor competitiveness in an

increasing' economically interpenetrated world.'""

The World Bank euphemistically refers to this process as on? of "enhancing state capability"

via the use of "competitive pressures".xx Across many states, particularly withm western

states, there are three tendencies that demonstrate the ways in which the state is shaped by the

market lorces of global finance and neo-iiberal rationality. First, the state is increasingly

involved with deregulated ''meta gnxmarur"^1 that JS, providing the basic rules, co-ordination

and the networking lor public decision-making rather than acting as a centralised author'alive

decision maker. Primarily in wester" states there is \ "new territory emerging, after the "welfare

state, for the manager'lent oi these micro-sectors" of j ivatc, public and quasi-autonomous

agencies.'1"' This has become known as "reirventing government", a strategy that swept

'''•' Gill, "Finance, Production ,'iid Panopiicism', pp. 9-10.
''"' Palan et al., S.iatc Strategics in tlx (ilokil Ecomtny, p. 37.
'"•' Gill, "Finance, Production inci Panopiicism", p. 9.
1'"1' Vincent Gable, 'The Diminished Nation-State: A Stuck m the Loss oi Economic Power" Daidttlm Volume
124, IT. 2 Spring, 1995, p. 32.
''•''' Gerny, 'What Next l'oi ihe State?", p. 124. Italics in original. Sec also Gill, "New Constitutionalism.
I >emociausation and Global I'olitica! Economy", p. 25.
K': ̂ X'orld Bank, Waiid Deudqwril Report Swmwy 19V7, p 10.

1 jessop, "Capitalism and its Future", p. 575.
'-'•' Nikolas Rose, "The Death, of the Social? Re-li»uring the Terntoiy oi Government" Econmiy and S<xiety,
Volume 25, Number 3, August J9%. p. 347.
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Western public administration during the 1990s.*03 The role of government became one of

'steering rather than rowing'. This provided the cue for widespread increases in privatisation

and corporatisation of public utilities around the world/"* Privatisation, epitomised by the

provision of public services by competitive tender and contracting out, is a policy inspired by

neo-liberalism's emphasis on the efficiency of market competition, in addition to the aim of

reducing public expenditure and the influence of the state more generally. Ultimately, the

reinvention of government involves the infusion of business logic into the heart of

government.

Second, there has been a shift in the modus, vperandi of economic policy. Under the rubric of neo-

liberal governance, states have enacted deregulation and the liberalisation of trade and finance.

The emphasis of economic policy -making has been on limiting inflation through orthodox

monetarism rather Keynesian budgetary controls. Keynesian macroeconomic management has

been replaced with microeconomic management of economic activity."0"1 Policy regimes of

microeconomic re- m are aimed at increasing efficiency in various economic sectors of

society and increasing the role oi market forces in labour markets and formerly public

sectors.2jl' As a result

the outer limns oi eliective action by the slate in tins environment are usually seen to comprise its

capacity to promote a relatively favourable investment climate ior transnational capital - i.e. by

providing an increasingly circumscribed range oi goods thai retain a national-scale (or subnational-

scale) public character or oi a particular type oi still-specific assets described as immobile factors

ol capital.-'0"

Such 'immobile factors' include transport and technological infrastructure as well as the

education and training of "human capital". Aside from competing via decreasing taxation and

regulator}' levels, export processing zones and other locales have been established in order to

attract global economic linkages.'Oh Ultimately, economic poliqniaking is no longer attempting

to maximise general well are, or self-sufficiency- Rather, it is an attempt to forge "a flexible

response to competitive conditions in a range oi diversified and rapidly evolving international

-1"1 David Osbourne and Ted Gaebler, KamaiWig (.kwrnvneru (New York, Plume, 1992), p. 25.
-'w Scholte, (jblulMlion, a critical vitirxinctuvu p. 122. This is particularly the case in telecommunications.
•c"' Cerr.y, "Paradoxes of the Competition State'1, p. 2hO.
-0'' Stephen Bell, IJngjuenung tlx' Economy, TJx> Political Eaviany of Amtralum Earnamk lhiicy (Melbourne, Oxford
University Press, 1997), clip 9.
;c'7 Cerny. "Globalisation and the Changing Nature oi Collective Action", p. b\ 1.
;cii Scholte, (>'lohihs<itii»i, it mtiail inttixlmticnj, pp. 77-8. Sec $]::"> Manuel Casiells and Peter Hall, Trxtmopcies oj tix
W(»id (London. Routledge, 1994)
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marketplaces, i.e. the pursuit of competitive advantage' as distinct from 'comparative

advantage'."' The goal of this response is to attract capital and economic opportunity to the

jurisdiction of a given state."u

Trie third characteristic tendency of the competition staie is the "de-socialisation of economic

•gnjernmenf :"A Again, this tendency is most evident western states that have witnessed a shift in

the way welfare programs have been enacted, from weKare provision to a displacement of

welfarism evident in government demands for welfare recipient 'enterprise' and responsibility

(evident in the strategy7 of workfare)."'1' This characteristic stems from Nikolas Rose's

conception of "advanced liberalism"/'1' The strategy of "advanced liberalism" seeks

"techniques of government that create a distance between the decisions of formal political

institutions and other social actors, conceive these actors in new ways as subjects of

responsibility, autonomy and choice, and seek to at! upon them through shaping and utilising

their freedom"."H Governing at "a distance" within a society is an essential component of a

pattern of governance that seeks to forge a state capable ol focusing on economic affairs

(regardless of their impact on society or welfare) and tapping into the global flows of capital.

The de-socialised nature of contemporary governance points to the heart of the shift in

rationale from welfare state to *he competition state, with the importance of national welfare

giving way to maximising those regions and individuals that am compete/1* This new way of

conceptualising economic government means that

ihe economy is no longer to be governed in the name of ihe social, nor is the economy to be the

justification lor government ui a whole range of other sectors in a social form... Government of a

whole range of previously social apparatuses is to be restructured according to a particular image

of the economic - the market. Economic government is to be de-soualised in the name of

maximising the entrepreneurial comportment ol the individual.-'1'1

•>c'' ('.emy, "Paradoxes of the Competition S'.ate", p. 2hO. See Michael Porter, 77.*' Clinpetunv Advantage ofNattans
(London, Macmilliiui Press, 1990)
•I|G Manuel Cast ells, Ih' Rise oftlx Network Sixiety, Vol 1 of Hxhifayruitiim Ape: Eammiy, Society and Cjdtwv, (Oxford,
Black well, 19%), p. 105.
111 Nikolas Rose, "The Death of the Social", p. 337. Italics added.
"•' Phillip Cerny. "Paradoxes of the Cximpetition State", p. 2bO and jessop, "Capitalism and its Future", pp. 572-
5.
•M( Nikolas Rose, "The Death of the Social", pp. ^0 1 and 338-40. Rose's conceptualisation stems from
Foucault's notion of "governmentality" - oi the notion that people are disciplined by the observation by
government. See Michel Foucauh, "Goverumentahty" in C-eollrev Burchell et al (ed.s.), JJx'Fotaaidt Effect; Sltidies
m (liTvmvmitcdity (London, Harvester Wheatshcaf, 1991)
•'M Nikolas Rose, "Governing"Advamed" Liberal Democracies" in Andrew Harry et a! (eels.), FoucuufiandIbliticaf
Reason (London, University of Chicago Press, 19%), pp. 53-4.
-1S Rose, "The Death of the Social", p. 340.
'"• Rose, "The I )eath of the Social", p. 340.
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Despite this process, the provision of social welfare has continued across westerii states.*17

However, there has been a shift in the purpose of these outlays from "social provision to

social control", largely because the rationale of the state has changed in a way that still, despite

the new de-socialised approach, has to manage the unemployed and poor and enforce the new

restructured social order.~1K Such a shift requires that social policy be subordinated to "labour

market flexibility and the demands of structural competitiveness".'14 This micro management

of individuals is augmented by the surveillance mechanisms of the modern state, even if such

observation is via data banks and computers."'1

Thus, the competition state represents a transformation of, and in many ways an increase in,

the way in which the state attempts to defend and sustain capitalism, not the elimination ci its

ability to coordinate economic life. This does not mean that capitalism entirely defines the

state. Even laissez-faire capitalism of the nineteenth century was "shot through with political

accommodations that provided the conditions of survival oi the entire system"."1 Likewise,

pragmatic accommodations, in the form of protections for sensitive industries or sectors, are

an essential part oi the enactment of neo-hberal governance. Nevertheless, there is a

.substantial diiierence between ihe welfare state's concern lor the maximisation of welfare

within society (such as concerns for public service delivers", full employment and

redistribution) and the competition state's emphasis on the "promotion of enterprise,

innovation and profitability in both private and public sectors"."'*1

Thus, far from protecting society, the state actively creates an economically flexible society.

However, as we will see in the following chapter, the competition state's attempt to balance

national goals of belonging and protc; • ng, on one hmd, and competitive less and efficiency,

on the other, is a diificult task."" This awkward balance represents how neo-liberal

governance is an ethos that decisively shifts the function ol lutherto-public institutions, at the

same time depending heavily on the public quality ol the nation-statc. As Cemy claims, within

• r Ramcsh Mislira, CMxtlisatum andtlr Wdjirn- State (Cheltenham., Edward Klgar, 1999), pp. 97-100.
l | s Rob White, "The Poverty oj ihe Welfare Slate: Managing the Underclass" in Paul James (ed.), 77x' Shite m
(Question (Si Leonards, Allen & Unwin, 19%). p. 109.
•'' ' Jessop, "Capitalism and its Hit lire", p. 572.
•'•'• Manuel Custells. llx POUXT O/ Identity, \'ol II of lit' In/nmutuvi Age: Eammiy, Smtty ami Qdtun', (Oxford,
Hlackwcll, 1997), pp. 299-301.
•'-M Scon . Rq>UPisandtlx World F.conmn\ p. 13.

•'•'•' Phillip Corny, "The Limits oi Deregulation; Transnational lnteqienetration and Polio,- Change", Emvpe.an
journal o/lblitiaii Reseaid), Vol. 19, n o . 2 & 3, 1991, p. 179.
•-M Cernv, "What Next For the State?", p. 131.
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the context of economic globalisation and neo-liberal governance the nation-state "laces crises

of both organisational efficiency and institutional legitimaq'"."'1 While these contradictions of

neo-liberal governance will be explored next chapter, In chapter 4 1 will critically explore an

even more drastic, alternative vision oi liberal governance that departs from this prevailing

balance between the nation and neo-liberalism in order to free deregulation from the

constraints of the nation-state. This is a perilous endeavour for neo-liberalism exactly because

of the importance to the neo-liberal agenda of the legitimacy of the nation-state's claim to

represent the public and maintain a historical sense of community. While neo-liberal

governance has been extremely successful in providing the context for economic globalisation,

the balance between the nation-state and policies of deregulation and privatisation <•; a process

oi muddling through rather than a sustainable basis to support the development of a free I

market at a global level. How the tension between the pro-notion of national belonging and

the pnontisation of transnational private interests will resolve is unclear.

Conclusion

The outcome of neo-liberal governance is an environment that is supportive oi an open and

flexible regime ul capitalist accumulation."""' Within the o.mtcxt oi economic globalisation the

only viable road to economic growth is to attract transnational capital by ensuring the

maintenance oi market credibility. The aim of this environment is a predictable and secure

circumstance ior investment that protects property rights. This entails low levels of inflation

and taxation and the maintenance of law and order. As such the institutions of neo-liberal

governance are aimed at embedding i urket principles deep into society at the same time as

expanding the realm of the market. These arrangements are also "politically locked in so that

economic agents will be able to realise their investment plans with a longer political shadow of

the iutureV Due to the iact that the state has had achieve this transnational 'business

Inendly' environment, as well as to deal with the levels of unemployment and social

dislocation that have stemmed from this regime, it has not become a 'miiumal state' in terms

oi expenditures."''

L

•'-' Phillip Corny, "Globalisation and the Changing Nature oi Collective Action", Inlmutianal Orgmisanan 49, 4,
Autumn 1995, p. 598.
•"' I\ilan et ill., Suite Strategies m th'ClaUil I-cnncrn\\ p. 6 and Cast oils, Manuel, 77*' Injomuhorid City, p. 25.

•'•'' Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism", p. 11.
>: Scholte, (Holuhsiilion, a mtioii mtmimiioii, pp. 134-5 and 77K1 I'.conmust, "The Mvth of the Powerless State", p.16.
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This and the previous chapter combine to present an understanding of the political economic

framework of contemporary globalisation. The approach of critical political economy- that I

have unfurled here rests on the distinction between globalisation and economic globalisation.

ÔChile die transformationalist account of globalisation convincingly demonstrates that

contemporary globalisation is a long-term process of spatial compression, the critical account

of economic globalisation rests on a more recent «:- ••••.• •• • ideas that shape business decision-

making, public policy and public expectations. The critical un-.Jerstanding of economic

globalisation >.s important because it endeavours to understand the actions, interests and

deliberations of private and public decision-makers. In doing so, the critical approach

conceives of contemporary globalisation as a amtmgnt political process. \Chile critical political

economy emphasises that economic globalisation is a discursive and ideational formation just

as much as a material one, this approach emphasises the iorms oi agency and power required to

create and maintain economic globalisation. While there is clearly no central organiser or cast-

m-iron global capitalist ctass, there arc organisations and powerful social forces that have

complex forms of association and shared assumptions that have been effective in shaping the

prevailing forms of economic and political practice. Contemporary globalisation is not the

"runaway world" that it is sometimes characterised as being."* Economic globalisation

involves, not only changes in social and technological practice but also changes m cultural

patterns, dominant ideas and the institutional framework of capitalism such that the world

increasingly operates as a single deregulated place in real time. This chapter has sought to

draw out these connections and reveal the forms of power and knowledge that prevail and

construct economic globalisation.

Furthermore, the argument that 1 have drawn here asserts that not only is economic

globalisation actively constructed but it is also underpinned by norms that have a powerful

amsMutnx' influence over government. Neo-liberal governance is an emerging rationale of

governance that alters existing state institutions and creates new institutions consistent with

the normative and material dimensions oi a new world order. As Sassen underlines "in this

new normative order, certain claims emerge as legitimate, others are delegitimated"."9 What is

legitimated is the discipline of market forces on individuals and states. Hence, the private

entrepreneurial interests of capitalistic agents and states that deregulate in order to attract

"N Anthony Giddens, Runaway World (1999 BBC Reiih Lectures); "Lecture One - Globalisation"
<lutp://news.hbc.co.uk/hi/uk//enj;lish/static/iivents/reiih 99/weekl/\veekl> (Accessed the Is1 of September
1999)
v" Sassen, "The State and the New Geography oi Power", p. 10. See also Gill, "Theorizing the Interregnum: The
I )ouble Movement", p. Wi.
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capital and thereby pursue economic growth, are clearly legitimate within this rationale.

Consequently, I conclude that neo-liberal governance is a prevailing articulation of good

government that most states do not npicallv disregard. However much this moral foundation

is contested, debated and even violated, I contend that this ethos still shapes political

processes in much of the world. Ultimately, while there are strong disciplinary aspects of neo-

liberal governance, the motivation of economic growth and of economic returns that states

seek to achieve arr enmeshed in the moral purpose of neo-liberal governance. The ethos of

neo-liberal governance can be understood in five principle dimensions.

First, neo-liberal governance represents the growing concern with maxvrusmgecrjnarucgrowth and

[Jx> security coid profitability of investors on the part of public decision-makers. While neo-liberal

governance is created by principles founded in ne.>-liberal political theory and neo-classical

economic theory, this approach to governing is also shaped by the social forces, notably

investors and business interests, that in turn shape the creation of global markets. While

private forces shape contemporary governance in quite overt ways, it is important to

emphasise the role of the powerful G-7 states in supporting economic globalisation.

Second, the principle means tc the goal of economic growth and profitability 1? via an extensive

\>lohtl regmn'of dovgdatum. The principle goal of such measures is to provide a 'business friendly'

environment that allows market iorces to determine economic life and promote profit. Such

an environment is secured as much as is possible by legal procedures that minimise the

intrusions oi democracy or non-economic concerns such as claims to justice or ecological

sustainability.

Third, associated with the processes of deregulation are practuxs of lihralisaticm and openness tioat

pn'wnt states from pmteclvig domestic capital. While protectionism is not eliminated, the focus of

neo-liberal governance is on minimising the effect oi borders on global market forces and

th'.'reby promoting competitiveness. Liberalisation limits the potential of domestic groups

from being protected economically by the state, thereby compelling economic agents to

compete in a global context.

Fourth, despite the lad that neo-liberal governance is being promulgated at a global •f.-.'H, th>

nation-state, imdcr tlx aegs of tJx' competition state, plays a cmaaJ mle in avatvig and enforcing di^fik'ii^n

and hhralisatian hi many cowitnes. While the relationship between economic globalisation, arid the
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nauon-state is tension ndden, especially in democratic states, the nation-state is not

disappearing because it is a crucial lynchpin c. neo-liberal governance.

Fifth, ecanamu. gldxzlisation is no: a natural or inevitable process Imt ratioer one enabled by the coeruvepower

and amsensHoI influence of powerful states and tJx> international financial mstajaxm. Neo-liberal

governance represents the moral purpose underpinning the exercise of this power. Thus, neo-

liberai governance represents more than an ideology and discourse that shapes policy making;

it represents the way in \diich market forces and private interests are normalised and

sanctioned to shape the character of global politics.

The argument of this cnapter is that behind this emerging global economic structure is a 'new

normativiry' aimed squarely at rancrjDig impediments to the operation ol a global capitalist

system, mtensifymg the influence of market lorces in the hope ol obtaining economic growth

and protecting the interests ol investors around the world, transnational corporations and the

governments ol wealth}- states. In mam' pans of the world the purpose of the state has

conlirmod Robert Cox's aphorism: the state has become a hihmrk for protecting an open and

deregulated form of global capitalism. As a result, states around the world are increasingly

shaped by the discipline ol the market. However, in doing so, populations ol these states are

increasingly open to the fluctuations and risks ol the market. As a result economic

globalisation produces significant levels ol social vulnerability and dislocation. It is to these

concerns that we turn in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE - THE LIBERAL DILEMMA OF PUBLIC POWER

IN A GLOBALISED ECONOMY

One response to globalization is to pose the question: Is it ethically sustainable? Morally and

politically, is it possible to maintain a global system in which the world's 225 richest people have a

combined wealth equal to the annual income of 2.5 biliion people, the poorest 47 percent of the

worlds population? ... Is it ethically defensible to claim that this is the price paid for the gains that

accompany expand'ng market iorces?1

In the previous chapters we have looked at the prevailing world order from the standpoint of

the ideas, interests and institutions that dominate. This chapter examines the patterns of

disadvantage that open up problems for the continuance of this world order. After all, this

dissertation has defined economic globalisation as a developing formation of material,

ideational and institutional elements underpinned by the dominance of capitalist elites around

the world and wealth)' states. This order is a contingent reality; it is not an inescapable

extension of globalisation. Maintaining economic globalisation is an inherently political task

that faces a stark series of moral and political challenges. The ongoing political struggles that

stem from reinforcing this world order and the social consequences that flow from

deregulated capitalism pose a series of challenges for policy-makers and political theorists

alike.

Governing within the context of economic globalisation is difficult because global politics is

shaped by the structure and power of market forces to such an extent that public legitimacy

and social stability cannot be assumed. The role that the state performs within economic

globalisation is an awkward one where the state is drawn away from its domestic constituency

and is considerably subject to the discipline oi market Iorces and international organisations

lied to neo-liberal conceptions of good government. Policy-makers operate within a context

where neo-liberal governance prevails thereby strengthening claims relating to the promotion

of economic growth, profitability, market creditability and competitiveness, while de-

piiontising claims concerning welfare, democracy and the strategic development of a state's

economy towards social ends. Since market forces have been largely freed from public

James Miuelman, 71x'(JloUilisMion .SVW/HJW (Princeton, Princeton Press, 2000), p. 246.
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constraint and market and private forces have increasingly shaped public institutions, there has

been a significant nse in inequality and \ailnerability around the world. These social

consequences pose significant problems for policy-makers wishing to su^ain global capitalism.

^liile the observation that free market capitalism undermines itself comes as no surprise to

those critical of capitalism, it does pose a difficulty for those who embrace capitalism and

liberalism. This difficulty is underscored by the public protests against economic globalisation

that have continued since the protests in Seattle against the WTO in 1999. These protests

emphasise the importance of legitimating the institutional infrastructure of economic

globalisation and addressing (and being seen to address) the adverse social impact of the neo-

liberal project across the world. While the tensions between these tasks are obvious, these

concerns affect liberals at both an ethical level, in the sense of promoting the values of liberty'

and a sense of justice across the globe, and a practical level, in the sense of sustaining

economic globalisation. Central to the latter question is what role can and should the state play

in order to govern societies in an effective way that both solves public problems and allows

the values of liberalism to prevail. As such, this chapter has two tasks. The first is to outline

the ways economic globalisation generates accelerating inequality, polarisation and insecurity.

In addition, economic globalisation threatens the legitimacy of many states infused by the

logic of the competition state as well as international financial institutions that inexorably

promote economic growth at the expense of social and developmental goals. The second task

is to examine the ways in which economic globalisation and neo-liberal governance pose

dilemmas to both liberal values and effective liberal governance. While liberalism is a "broad

church" that contains many different positions in relation to the desirability of deregulated

capitalism," I contend that there are commonalities that substantiate a pervasive concern that

liberals have for the social consequences that arc accompanying economic globalisation. While

the majority of liberal strands assume that in the long run free markets will promote material

wellbeing, 'progress' and liberty,1 the reality of economic globalisation is far less reassuring.

The overall social impact of economic globalisation has been addressed in a number of

books,4 UN conferences5 and reports." Despite some exaggerations the picture is almost

•' Andrew Hurrcll and Ngaire Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", Millavmen, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1995, p. 448.
( Hurrell and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", pp. 448-9.
4 Especially Manuel Casiells, Vx Rise oj tlx Network Society, Vol 1 of 77*' bifonnatuvi Age: Eivnany, Society atvi Qdturv,
(Oxford, Blackwell, 1996), Hans-Peter Martin and llaiald Schumann, 'Ih- GIOIAII Trap (London, Zed Books,
1997), Robert Reich, 77x> Work of Nations (London, Simon and Schuster, 1991), Jeremy Riflun, Tlx End of Work
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imaniriiously gloom)' even though economic globalisation has produced significant levels of

weal'ih overall including wealth in poorer regions of the world. The problem is that this

wealth has neither been spread evenly nor produced sustainably, and has had an adverse

impact on a wide range of societies. I do not dispute that there have also been significant

social gains within the context of economic globalisation and there are significant benefits

derived from a global informational economy. However, I do doubt that the distribution of

these gains is equitable or sustainable. This chapter seeks to examine the implications of the

social consequences of economic globalisation for the liberal tradition of political thought.

Inequality and Polarisation

The restructuring of the world economy through the processes of economic globalisation

dramatically reorganises social life and produces many serious implications for people and the

societies in which the)' live. These consequences stem from the deregulation and liberalisation

of policy-making and the flexibility and mobility of business decision-making typified by the

development of globally composed products where "capital considers the productive

resources oi the world as a whole and locates elements of complex globalised production

systems at points ol greatest cost advantage"/ The increasing density and scale of global webs

of innovation, finance, production, circulation and consumption, are producing widely

diverging fortunes for people across the globe. The world as a whole is more interconnected

and more prosperous but the distribution of wealth is extremely uneven with the reliance on

the "quantity of economic growth" (rather than its "structure or quality") having profound

eflects around the world.' These effects include increasing levels of inequality, polarisation and

poverty.

(New York, GP Putnam's Sons, 1995), Jan Aan Schohc, GloUdisatnvi, a critical intmchictuvi (Basingstoke, Palgrave,
2000)
'" The World Summit for Social Development h-12 March 1995, Copenhagen, After the Social Summit:
Implementing the Program of Action 4 July 1995, Geneva, Globalisation and Citizenship 9-11 December 1996,
( leneva, Advancing ihe Social Agenda: Two Years alter Copenhagen, 9-10 July 1997, Geneva, 52nd Annual DPI-
NC JO Conference: Challenges ol a Globalised World: Finding New Directions September 15-17, 1999.
' Especially United Nations, World Social SiMtlkn vx tJr 1990s (New York, UN, 1994), UNDP, Human l~)eidofinenl
Rcf\m 1992 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), UNDP, Hioum IXxifopment Report 1996 (New York,
Oxford University Press, 199b), UNDP, Hwrian Deufopnmt Report 1997 (New York, Oxford University Press,
1997), UNDP, Human Deuiopttm Report 1999 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1999), UNDP,' Human
I\ixhj»mnt Report 2001 (New York, Oxford University Press, 2001), UNR1SD, Glolulisation and Otizenslnp
(Geneva, UNRISD, 1997), UNRISD, States of 'Disarray; T1x> Social EJJivtsofUlnluIi&timn (London, Banson, 1995)
~ IINDP, Human Deuhpmen: Reprt 1999, p. 25.
sRobert Cox, (with Timothy Sinclair), Appnxidxts to Wudd Ottir (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 199b),
p. 192.
" UNDP. Human l'kuhpmait Report 1996, pp. 2-3 and UNDP, ilwnoi lXixhpmmt Report 1999, p. 25
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Inequality has nsen within and between countries as well as at a global level.1: Despite a

"dramatic surge in economic growth" the levels of global inequality have risen in the last

twenty to thirty years." The global distribution is such that according to the Human

Development Report of 1992 the richest fifth earn 82.7 per cent of the worlds income and the

poorest fifth earn just 1.4 per cent. ' The Human Development Report of 1997 noted that the

ratio of income of the world's poorest fifth compared to the wealth of the richest fifth has

increased from 30 to 1 in 1960 to 78 to 1 in 1994" with significant groupings of poverty

within Asia, Africa and Latin America.'4 Inequality between countries, particularly between

wealthy OECD states and other states has also risen.1' While the second half of the twentieth

century saw- one of the greatest advances in reducing, poverty in human history', since the

1980s, there has been a series of setbacks across much ol the world - including the western

nations of the OECD."' Inequality within states has been

rising in most OECD countries during the 1980s and into the early 1990s. Of 19 countries, only

one showed a slight improvement. The deterioration was worst in Sweden, the United Kingdom

and the United States.1

The levels of inequality in other western nations were lower but changed in a similar manner."1

Across the developing world the levels ol inequality have been more varied but general!)'

replicate this trend.1"

In addition to intensifications ol inequality there have also been new patterns of inequality that

have increasingly bisected nation-states around the world. While the legacy of a wealthy North

and a poorer South persists,-v in an era ol economic globalisation there has been

'• Manuel Cast ells, End of th' Milloumcn, \'ol 111 oj 'Die hifonnitum Age: f.amtny. Society and Cjdtwv, (Oxford,
Black well, 1997), pp. 80-1.'
!1 UNDP, 1honan Dadopnent Report 2001, pp. lb-7. See also UNDP, 1 iwnan lXiekipnent Report 1996
; ; I 'NDP, Hmrnvi lXuhpnent Repon 1992, p. 2.
1511NDP, llwrhvi DaxAopmern Report 1997, p. 9.
14 IINDP, \homtn IXuhpvml Report 1997, \x 3.
' ' 1 INDP, llwnan I"kirloftnaitReport 2001, pp. l<w. "Despite a reduction in the relative differences between many
countries, absolute gaps in per capita income have increased. Even lor East Asia and the Pacific, the fastest
growing region, the absolute difference in income with high-income OECD countries widened from about
$<>.000 m ]%0 to more than $13,000 in 1998 (1985 1TPUSS)".
!l UNDP, lltm-um DevdopnoU Report 1997, pp. 2-4 and 89.

I INDP, Human nevelapirKnt Rtport 1999, p. 37. In America, horn 1977-88, the bottom eighty per cent of family
incomes./// suffered from income losses in real terms. The bottom twenty percent of family income fell by eleven
percent while the top ten percent of family income rose by sixteen and half percent. Kevin Phillips, 7h- Politics oj
Rich and Pwr; Wealth and tlr Amenaoi Electorate in tlr Reagan Aftermith (New York, Harper, 1990), p. 17.
ls Katherinc McEate, "Introduction: Western Stales in the New World Order" in Kalherine McEate el al (eds.),
Ponnty, Inequality, andtlr Futwvof Social Polity (New York, Russell Sage Foundation, 1995), p. 7 and UNDP, Human
I \\iioj)»wnl Report 1999, p. 39.
! ' I 'Nl )P. 1 Iwnan Denhpnent Report 2001, pp. lv-8.
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an accemuauon ni uneven development, this time- not only between North and South, but

between the dynamic segments and lemtones of societies evervwhere. and those- others that nsk

becoming, irrelevant from the perspective oi the system's logic. Indeed, we observe the parallel

unleashing of formidable productive forces oi the informational revolution, and the consolidation

oi black holes of human misery in the global economy, be it in Burkina Faso, South Bronx,

Kamagasaki, Chiapas, or LaCourneuve.-1

While local conditions of disease, war and social dislocation effect patterns of inequality within

the developing world," within the advanced industrial world a significant gap exists between

ihe cities and rural regions.*3 Even within urban regions there has been an extension of social

exclusion because of a "disarticulation" of some parts oi cities from the global economy.'4

These uneven patterns of wealth and povert)- are further fragmenting societies in accordance

to the flexible circuits of production and exchange of the global economy.

Another defining feature of inequality within the context of economic globalisation is a

marked polarisation between the rich and the poor. While there is nothing new about poverty,

"what appears to be a global phenomenon is the growth of povert)', and particularly of

extreme poverty".""1 While poverty is evident through processes oi social exclusion across the

developed world:

< ~)| the 4.h billion people in developing countries, more than 850 million are illiterate, nearly a

billion lack access to improved water sources, and 2.4 billion lack access to basic sanitation Nearly

325 million boys and girls are out ol school. And 11 million children under age five die each year

irom preventable causes—equivalent to more than 30,000 a day. Around 1.2 billion people live on

less than $1 a day (1993 PPP USS), and 2.8 billion on less than $2 a day.-'"

While povert)' is widespread across the developing world the poor wages and working

conditions of the "informal economy" arc present not only in rural settings in the south but

•'' I'oi example "the lop fifth of the world's people in the richest countries enjoy 82% of the expanding export
trade and 68% of foreign direct investment—the bottom fifth, barely more than 1%." UNDP, Human Development
Report 1999, p. 31.
•' Cast ells, lix1 Rise oj tJx1 Netwwk Society, p. 2. See also Scholie, (i/aluliSiilnm, <i oituul intnxfactton pp. 213-5.
•'•' UNDP, Hitman Dcudaprxnt Report 1997
M Saskia Sassen, Cjtus in a World Ecominy (London, Pine iorge Press, 1994), pp. 5-6.
' Sassen, Citws m a World Eammry, p. 39. See also Castells, EndojtJx Millamuon, pp. 137-45.

•'•' (last ells, End of tlx- Milfamuan,\). 81 and dip 2 more generally.
•'' I INI )P. Hioinvi Dcuhprnvt Riport 2001, p. 9.
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within large western cities as well.- Likewise clusters of unempkn-ment and "superfluous

labour" are tound around the world;h

Across the developed world the restructuring of economic life has decreased the magnitude of

the middle class,"' with the continued development of an underclass and an "overdass"

coming at the expense of an increasingly "anxious" middle class.1' The idea of the underclass

embodies lost human potential and represents "a profound violation of social equality"'1

stemming from the "social exclusion" of inequality.1' The underclass is a condition where

causes and symptoms blur but the crucial element is "that the}-' feel that the}' have no stake" in

society/1 Clearly the interlaced causes of poverty create a "feedback" effect, keeping those in

the underclass in poverty and disadvantage/4 The crucial determinant of the persistent poverty

is the circumstance for unskilled workers caused by sustained structural unemplo)Tnent by

being excluded from the flows of capital," and altered tvpes of work generated by "increasing

bifurcation in the occupational structure" within the industrial world.'1' The flexibility ol

contemporary capitalism is also evident in an increase in the working poor across the Western

World consisting of those people typically working in service sectors or the informal economy

with low wages, low job security and reducing government benefits in many countries.''

On the other side of this emerging social order is an elite that is increasingly wealthy and

detached from society in some respects. The size of this elite is debateable but it is typified by

Sassen, O/ft*.;/;// World Lawurtty, p. 13b.
"• Robert Cox. "A Perspective on Globalisation" in James Mittelman (cd.), (rlol*ilisatian: Critical Reflection*
Boulder, l.ynnc Rienner, 199b), p. 2b. In die OECD alone there are more than 35 million people who are

unemployed, ami "another 10 million have given up looking for a job". UNDP, llwrutn l^kixiopnetit Report 1999,

'" Particularly in the I IS. See Casiells, End of Or MOkivwon, pp. 130-2.
'•' Robert Reich, "The Over, the Under, and the Anxious" Speech before the Center for National Policy in
Washington D.C, Aug 31, 1994.
"•' Mick\ Kaus, Vx End of Equality (New York, Basic Books, 1992), p. 103.
' Ralf Dahrendort, "Economic Opportunity, Civil Society and Political Liberty" in Hewitt de Aleantra, Cynthia

(cd.). Social Futons, (Holul Visunu (Oxford, UN III SI) and Blackweli, 199b), p. 28. While debate continues on the
del Million of this underclass it is clear that "beyond persistent poverty and residence in inner cities, specific lists
mav include membership in racial minorities, long-term unemployment, lack of skills and training, long-term
well are dependency, female-headed households, present orientation, lack ol a work ethic, crime, drug and alcohol
abuse". Barry Heisler, "A Comparative Perspective on the Underclass", Ihviyand Society!, N 20, 1991, p. 455.

s Rail Dahrendorl, "The Erosion ol Citizenship and its Consequences lor Us All", New Statesman, 12'1' June
1987. V 113. p 13.
J ( )ne particular source of social exclusion that deepens the plight of the underclass is the extension of

incarceration as punishment. This is most significant in the US where the number of people in prison tripled
from 1980 to 1995. Castells, Endof0rMilbmuoti,p. 145.
1 See Castells, Manuel, "Informational Capitalism and Social Exclusion" at <.hup: //www.unrisd.org
/engindex/publ/news/19eng/castnews.lum> (accessed on the Is1 ol November 1999)
"• I Inited Nations, World So<ial Situation m Or IWO's (New York, UN. 1994), pp. 85-6. See also UNRISD, States of
PiSiitTiTy; lh' Saial Effects c.fC iMnlisattoti, p. 12 and Rifkin, Tlr Etui of Work, d ip 14.

Sassen, (jtuf in a World Emnimy, p. 10b.
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wealth, high-income jobs and participation m global networks of commerce and travel.*

Participation in globai networks points to an important way this elite connects across national

boundaries and forges cornmor identities and interests that rely upon their local societies less

and less. Christopher Lasch makes the point that

a more salient fact is that the market in which the new elites operate is now international in scope.

Their fortunes are tied to enterprises that operate avoss national boundaries. The)- are more

concerned with the smooth functioning of the system as a whole than with any ol its parts. Their

loyalties -- if the term is not itself anachronistic in this context - are international rather than

regional, national or local. They have more in common with their counterparts in Brussels or

Hong Kong than with the masses of Americans not yet plugged into the network of global

communications.*1'

While this detachment is by no means a complete withdrawal Irom society, it has profound

political consequences that will be discussed shortly. However, the detachment of the wealthy

is apparent in developments in cities around the world, most notably through the proliferation

of 'gated' suburbs and neighbourhoods that are protected by private security firms.4"' These "hi

lech castles" are a part of metropolitan areas irom Los Angeles, to Pans, to Australia's Gold

Coast.'" The polarisation that stems from the global-informational economy is shaping the

verv organisation and architecture ol the cities across the world. Man}' cities are moving

towards the duality that David Riefi observed in Los Angeles, where the metropolis consists

of "discrete communities" that are interdependent at the level ol work and sen/ices but which,

despite being in the close physical proximity ol each other, have diverging fortunes aid a

yawning chasm in lifestyle and opportunities.4''

These patterns of inequality, polarisation and poverty are decisively linked to economic

globalisation in three ways. The lirst source oi accelerating inequality and poverty \sg.nxnmvnt

polity zviditn tlx framawrk of neu-lihral gramata'. In the developing world, the capacity of states

to avoid poverty has been limited by the sheer scale oi poverty and historical weakness of

'•"Reich, 77x' Work oj Ntttiom. p. 179. This amorphous category is highly contested depending on what criteria are
used such as wealth, income or tertiary1 level education. I'Or instance 83.1 percent of stock market wealth in
America belongs to just 10 percent ol lhe population. David Korten, \Y1X?I (. brpamtions Rule tlx World (London,
Harthscan, I99f»), p. 109. The UNDP emphasises the mobility ol this elite compared with the poor who cross
borders: the "global, professional elite laces low borders". UNDP, Ihothvi LXidopmail Report 1999, p. 31.
''('hristopher Lasch, flx' Remit of tlr J:lites and tlx1 lirtnryul of IX'nKxnuy (New York, W.W. Norton & Company,
lWS),pp. 34-5.
1 ( last ells, "flx'Rwoftlx' Network Sonety, pp. 415-r>.
41 Mike Davis, City of Quart?. (London, Verso, 1990), p. 248.
•' David Riefi, Los Angles, Cipual of tlx' Tlnnl Wmid (New York, Simon&Schusier, 1991), p. 159. Also Sassen,
S.iskia, ('.Uut in a World F.txmctJry, p. 39.
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manv states."' The impact of the policies of the IMF and the World Bank, most notably

through processes of structural adjustment, have also been central to the "unprecedented"

advance oi poverty across many states.44 This has been accompanied by declining levels of

development assistance from the developed world/" Across the developed world the

competition state acts as a stratagem that reinforces and permits growing inequality by

impeding public investment, especially in education,4 and social redistribution.4 The

movement from the welfare state to the competition stale was underwritten by n e o

liberalisrn's "antagonism to the welfare state" and the belief that it had to be wound back.41'

This leads to the "politics of austerity and a cut back in state provision of social, welfare,

health, and public expenditures".4" These cutbacks teed directly into the development of

poverty. Neo-iiberal governance does not pnontise social outcomes such as full employment

or redistributive-poverty alleviation measures. However, we can see that the competition state

policies intersect with deeper ethical and cultural influences oi policy with a distinct division

between "reluctant welfare stales" such as the US and "redistnbutive regimes" within central

and noithern Europe where the values associated with the welfare state are firmly established

in society.''1 Nevertheless, redistnbutive regimes came under increased strain during the 1980s

because of the discipline oi fiscal restraint and the declining political acceptability of

redistribution/1 The underhong tendencv oi the compelition state is to accept that a

•' Scholte, (.j'lolulistitunu a aitiod mtnxbtctvm, pp. 228-9.
:'; Michel Chossudovsky, 17.x1 (iUulr.uiion of Ponrty (London, Zed Books, 19f>7), p. 2b.
J' Scholte, (llohihkUum, a cnliail mtnxinctiatu p. 245.
'"Reich. 77A• Work of Kalians, p. 207. Also see Castells, Manuel. "'Informational Capitalism and Social Exclusion"
.md Robert Reich, "The Real Economy", 77*' Atlantic Monthly, February 1991, p. 4b. As Reich notes that
education expenditure m the U.S. as a percentage of GNP was .51 percent m 1980 and .37 in 1990. In the
physical investment equalled 1.14 percent of GNP in the US 1980, ten years later it was just .75 percent of GNP
with maintenance also being cut back. The perverse thing about this shift is that expenditures are "falling short
iusi as intellectual capital has become a uniuuelv important national asset". See also Reich, 77*' Work of Nations, p.
254 (clip 21 more generally).
1 Eddy Lee, "Globalisation and Employment: Is Anxiety Justified?" Intmutiotul Lahnn-Review, Vol. 135 (1996),
no 5, p. 49b.
'• Anthony Giddens, 77x- Ihmi Way (Cambridge, Polity, 1998), p. 13.
'" Stephen Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism" in Stephen Gill (cd.), Glalultsatum, Democratisatian
<i>hlMuhiLuwdlwn (Basingstoke, Macmillan. 1997), p. 13.

Katherine McFatc (et al), "Markets and Stales: Poverty Trends and Transfer System Effectiveness in the
1980s" " in Katherine McFaie, et al (eds.), Ptnxtty, Inerjiudity, ami Ox IKtiov of Saaal Policy (New York, Russell Sage
Inundation, 1995), p. 29. Government policies can influence social outcomes, especially if the policies are put in
place by broad social support. For instance during the 1980s 0.5 percent of poor U.S. families were lifted out of
poverty by tax and transfer programs. This compares with bl.b of poor families in the Netherlands that were
lilted in the same way, 51.6 in France, 4b.1 in the U.K., 36.4 in West Germany .ind 20.1 in Canada (p. 39).

; Ramesh Mishra, Glolulisaluvi and Ox' W'elfaw Suite (Cheltenham, Edward Elgar, 1999), pp. 97-100, Gill, "Global
Structuial Change and Multilateralism", p. 13 and llx l.conanm, "Stakeholder Capitalism", Eeb 10-lbth, 1996, pp.
22-2^
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divergence of economic outcomes is an inevitable pan oi competition and economic

flexibility/1:

The second cause for inequality stems from the wav the old' drjtsum tKtween izag:earrangandprofit

earning took a new turn with the expanded horizons of a gh^jal ratJxr tloan a national limit for tnuestment.

The mobility and flexibility of the participation of the investor contrasts with the immobility

oi wage earning labour.'1 The owners and managers of capital have benefited substantialh-

from the restructuring of the American and European economies in particular.54 The massive

increase in the sheer scale of lucrative financial and stock trading can be attributed to the

policies of financial deregulation and the rising needs ol globally integrated corporate

finance.^ The general effect of embedded financial orthodoxy demonstrated by "reduced

deficits, reduced spending, reduced taxes, and the most exalted deity, low inflation - have

favoured financial interests at the expense of workers and have created an international rentier

class".'"'

Third, inecitiality starts from tlx flexilnlity of tix #/o/w/ droisum of lahnrr and the earning difference

between workers on the basis of what they individually add to the global economy.^7 A fact

emerges that there is a global division of labour that will benefit workers depending on where

ihe worker fits into the worldwide division of labour and occupational structure - if at all.SK

Si niie worker's skills are valued by the global economy and some are not," but this valuation

changes over time. Belonging to large lirms or living in wealthy nation-states no longer offers

security because "stepped-up global competition [has] kept redesigning the variable geometry

ol work and markets".0'*' Instead of a single movement or arrangement that benefits all, there

is now a multiplicity of movements that effect various professions in differing ways - ushering

dramatic inequality and insecurity for many. However, this "deterioration oi living and

1 Nikolas Rose, "The Death ol the Social? Re-figuring the Territory oi Government" Ecomrrry and Soaety,
Volume 25, Numbei 3, August ]')%. p. 339.

Sdiohe. (ilolulistUiun-, a critical mtnxinaion, pp. 239-40.
•"' I '.nil Krugman, 77*' Age of Donvuslxd Expectations revised edition (Cambridge. The MIT Press, 1994), p. 17b and
Martin and Schumann, 77*' Lilolxil Dap, dip 4. New sets ol jobs to facilitate financial transactions (risk arbitragers,
leveraged buyout and lake over specialists) and entrepreneurs who utilised linance lo a means to personal
1'iriunes, were distinct winners in the main part. Krugnun, lix' Age of Doumisixii Expatatvms, p. 177.
:''' New sets of jobs to facilitate financial transactions (risk arbitragers, leveraged buyout and lake over specialists)
and entrepreneurs who utilised finance to a means lo personal fortunes were distinct winners in the main pan.
Kmgman, '77*' Age of Dimvuslxii Expectations, p. 177. See also Chossudovskv, 77*j Cilohxh/utuvi oj Poverty, p. 20.
""• Kihan Kapstein, "Workers and the World Economy", lomgn Affair* Volume 75 No 3 May/June 199b, p. 29.
•' ( asiells. End of tlx Mtlhvnwn, p. 72 and Reich, 77*' Wmk of Nations, p. 172.
" ( -lstells, 77*' Risi'oJ tlxi Network Society, pp. 278-9.

1 Reich, 77*• Work o) Nations, pp. 174-9.
< 'astells, 77*' RiscoftJx' Ncfwrrk S<xnr\>, p. 27K.
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working conditions", which takes on different forms in different nations and different regions

within nations."1 affects already \*ulnerabie people with increased exploitation.'' Most notably

there is the structural unemploMnent evident within European countries and decreasing real

wages and rising job insecurity in the USA." However, the main implication for work in the

informational-global economy is that of

a am-lalxn force, formed by information-based managers and those whom Reich calls "symbolic

analysts", and a disposal^ laixp fonv that can be automated and /or hired/hred/off shored,

depending upon market demand and costs. ... So that in the absence of specific agreements on

stabilising one or various dimensions of work, the svstem will evolve imo mulufaceied, generalised

flexibility for workers and working conditions.'"

This flexibility and the rise of part time and casual routine production and sen/ice employment

and the rise of informational work are all tightly caught up in the diverging fortunes of

workers.'" Pan of this flexibility has come from the weakened position of organised labour in

a context where firms "play workplaces and production sites off against each other'""' and

where governments actively oppose trade union activity." Indeed this divergence of fates is

central to increasing national inequality in western countries, despite differing institutional

arrangements across the western world.'1*

The consequences of the patterns and accelerating levels of inequality and poverty are

significant. This changing network of economic relations appears to be producing a global

hierarchy of social relations in addition to patterns of fragmentation and polarisation. This

hierarchy represents a fundamentally uneven distribution of social opportunities that produces

the social dislocation and vulnerability seen across the contemporary world. Not only do these

trends produce horrific levels of suffering and vulnerability but the}' also pose significant

challenges for policy-makers and scholars. These challenges include various forms of

insecurity, deeper forms of vulnerability and social exclusion, as well as problems with social

•International Labor Organisation (ILO), \X\nii l.ulutn Rc[*<rt 7 'W ((. knev.i. 1LO, 1994), p. 1. See also Scholte,
< •hiiuIiSiitum, ,i cntuul mtnrimiVTn, pp. 222-4.

I ( '.istells, lind of llx Millennium, p. 72.
[ ' ( 'asiells, lh' Rik- of tix- Mtunrk Six.nT)\ p. 273.
i '"; <• -asiells, 77.*' Rise of th> Nctiunh SiKitty, p. 272.

'•' Kifkin, Tlx- Bid of Wink, pp. 167-169 and UNDP, Hie turn llufaprmu RefxM 1W9, p. 37.
! '•' JG-Metall chairman Klaus Zwickel cited in Martin and Schumann, lh (ilohil Trap, p. 131. See also Lee,
i "Globalisation and Employment: Is Anxiety Justified?", pp. 492-3.

"' ( Mist ells. 'Ux'Rise of tix' Nehmrk Soatfy, p. 278.
"s < 'asiells, Tlk-Riscofth: Nctuvrk Soaet\>, pp. 276-8.
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cohesion and political representation that ultimately culminate in the public questioning of the

legitimacy of prevailing forms of governance.

Insecurity

Nonetheless, these social and political challenges should not come as a surprise. Economic

globalisation translates into societies across the world adjusting to free market capitalism that

produces substantial social divisions that are continually being reshaped by technology,

economic flexibility, and global competition. While \ailnerabiliry is obviously borne by those

around the world who live in conditions of poverty, economic globalisation develops forms of

insecurity and risk that diffuse in wider and wider circles. In man}1 ways Gill's notion of a

"market civilisation" is manifest by people being increasingly affected by the fluctuations and

vicissitudes of deregulated transnational capitalism. The shift in governance, new7 information

technologies and organisational shifts towards 'post-Fordist' work practices all contnbute

towards "minimizing the distance between economy and society". Consequently, insecurity is

extending across the world because working conditions are increasing shaped by the

fluctuations of markets in ways that affect even wealthy people. As the UNDP claims:

In both poor countries and rich, dislocations Jrom economic and corporate restructuring and

dismantled social proieclion have meant heavy job losses and worsening employment conditions.

Jobs and incomes have become more precarious. The pressures of global competition have led

countries and employers to adopt more flexible labour policies, and work arrangements with no

long-term commitment between employer and employee are on the rise.v

This flexibility is not exercised evenly. It is felt more severely in some quarters such as by

women (who dominate the services industry) and by older workers from declining industries.71

Insecurity is extremely high for people in unskilled work because poverty and unemployment

are ever-present dangers." Processes of "re-engineering" or restructuring of companies have

become a source oi 'jobless growth' and insecurity for a range oi workers. Even in highly paid

' Manuel Cast ells, Jh' lnjomwtwnal City (Oxford, Blackwell, 1989) p. 17.
I INI )1\ liwtuvi l\-vdopmmt Report 1W9, p. 37.

'Preface m Daniel Drache and Meric Gen her (eds.), Jh- New Em oj (llolul ixr}if*.1Uio?h Suite Policy and Market
,:>';C>r. p. xi and Cynthia Enloe, "Maid lor Expon" No? Suncsnwi 6 Sixirty, Dec 1, 1989 vol. 2 no. 78, p. 29. In
.tikliim!) ilit illegal trafficking in women and girls for sexual exploitation is growing immensely with the growth
'! globally connected organised crime. As the U N D P indicates, such exploitation is "a form of slavery and an

!'Conceivable violation of human rights. In Western Europe alone, about 300,000 women and girls from
..'.{ veloping and transition economies are entrapped in this slave trade each year". UNDP, lhanati DnvloptTKfU
t\r/\)rt /99V, p. 42.

Kifls.m, Tlx llndoj Work, p. 5. Reich claims, "if you graduated from college, your earnings improved; if you did
noi and especially if you were male, you got poorer". Reich, 77* • Work of Nations, p. 207.
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or high technological work there is increasing insecurity as companies utilise technology at the

expense of labour, use part time workers in order to cut costs, and move certain jobs to other

cheaper locales.73 Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that the greatest insecurity and

\-ulnerability rests with those around the world, especially in the developing parts of the world,

who exist in the ranks of the poor. "

Another source of considerable insecurity stems from the volatility of financial markets. While

changes in the value of products can have a destabilising effect for a region dependent upon a

product that decreases in price, changes in capital movements have a w«der and more severe

destabilising effect. The widespread deregulation of financial markets has meant that capital

moves across borders more readily and affects societies more sharply. When there has been a

general crisis in confidence that a particular country" can address its debts, for example,

financial cnses quickly develop. Within the context of economic globalisation these crises have

occurred with greater frequency and the "harms have extended far beyond tne investors who

knowingly take risks. Indeed, the greatest pains ot global financial instability have often hit

highly vulnerable social circles".75 Financial crises in Latin America in 1994-5, Asia in 1997-8,

Russia in 1998, Brazil in 1999 and Argentina in 2001 are all examples of the national economy

interacting with the global financial system to produce significant levels of inflation,

unemployment, bankruptcies and other forms of human suffering. The subsequent

interventions of international agencies like the IMF that are designed to alleviate economic

instability often have the effect of magnifying the social distress.7'' In addition, the human

impact of these crises persist long after the economic problems are addressed.77 In this way

the global economic system can capriciously reduce and condition the social opportunities of

people around the globe.

A third way insecurity extends across the world is via forms of ecological insecurity. While

many of these forms of insecurity and risk ultimately threaten everyone, actual processes of

ecological degradation and pollution affect the lives of people presently. Such degradation is a

"chronic and 'silent emergency' that threatens the livelihoods of some of the poorest people

^ Schohe, Glolktlisalian, a cntical introduction pp. 220-1. See also Richard Senneu, Tl)e Gomvsum ofQiaracter (New
York, WW Notion, 1998)

4 Schohc, Glolxdisation, a critical bumiuctum, pp. 215-7.
!" Schohe, Glohilisdtion, a critical intmduaion, p. 218.
• Oiossudovsky, Tlx1 Gloljalizatwn of Pourty, pp. 15-h.
"" UNDP, llwrnm Deuelopnait Report 1999, p. 40. The Report notes that while economies recover "studies of past
economic crises show that unemployment persists long alter inflation subsides and exchange rates recover.
People take longer to recover than economies" (p. 40).
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oi the world". 'h Not only are there many poor people living in low King lands likely to be

aflected by rising sea levels or extreme weather created by global warming," but also poor

people around the world obviously do not have the resources to cope with these threats.

NX'liile free market capitalism certainly accelerates the degradation of ecological systems, neo-

liberal governance has not only licensed this acceleration but has limited measures aimed at

curbing ecological degradation.8" While there have been significant developments with global

environmental governance through the proliferation of environmental treaties, such measures

have operated in the ideological shadow of neo-liberal governance and the practical politics of

governments prioritising embedded financial orthodoxy or structural adjustment programs by

abandoning environmental projects.*1

These forms of insecurity are compounded by the absence of political avenues whereby

people can obtain some sense of surety or control. Because states have increasingly become

iacilitators of global capitalism, people are not only vulnerable to the vacillations of the market

but many are also vulnerable to the operation of private concentrations of power that are not

lightly restrained by the state. Powerful market actors such as TNCs are able to exercise

considerable influence because the}' posses ihe resources and mobility to open up economic

opportunities in particular states/' But the power that these companies' posses and the

potential they have to leave a given locale creat-r a lack of local control. The operation and

influence of the global financial markets, high levels oi debt and the advice and influence of

the international financial institutions also generate this powerlessness."3 The judgements of

; b̂al capital can severely curtail and discipline a given nations' domestic choices.1*4 In

addition, social arrangements can be rearranged by economic crisis and the means imposed by

governments via international organisations such as the IMF to strengthen economic

fundamentals.1^ Principles of new constitutionalism are evident in the ways these processes are

protected from political interference from democracy. Ultimately, the context of economic

globalisation reduces the significance of democracy and citizenship to offer forms of

"UNI )P, l-hmian Development Report 1999, p. 43.
'" UNDP, Ihonm Devdirpncnl Report 1999, p. 43.
s- Matthew Paterson, "Car Culture and Global Environmental Politics", Review of International Studies 2b 2000, pp.
254-5 and Ken Conca, "The WTO and the undermining ol glob.il environmental governance" Review of
hitenititional Political liamany 7:3 Autumn 2000.
sl Schohe, Glduhsation, a critical vtinxiuction, p. 212.
*•' Sec- Cynthia Knloe, "The Globet roiling Sneaker", Ah. Aiagazuu: March-April I')1) 5 vol. 5 no. 5.
•s' Schohe, (ilohiliSiiium, a cntical mtmiiidion, pp. 215-b.
iSJ Korten, \Yixn (hrjxmMom Rulctlx' W'oHd, p. 131.
v I 'NDP, 1 Iwium lXtrinpmenl Report 1999, p. 40.
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protection or opposition. Dissenting or questioning voices are often only found at the fringes

oi civil society.

The nation-state has been the forum for democracy and citizen involvement in public

decisions across the Western World and has spread across much of the globe. However, just

as this spread of democracy has been increasing, neo-liberal international organisations, the

practices of new constitutionalism and the competition state all place discipline on

government action that reduce the state's contact with its public and naximise its

responsiveness to the global markets. In this context democracy, in its liberal representative

iorm where people select their representatives, runs into a series of problems within a

globalising age. In terms of democratic participation in public policy and political outcomes,

there are a series of "disjunctures" in a globalising age between the public and outcomes

because so many global influences cut across the territory of the state.K" These disjunctures are

magnified by the rationale of neo-liberal governance. The influence of global market forces

and the states need to maintain credibility in the face ol these forces places even more

significant restrictions over the ideal of a vibrant democratic sphere. Not only is there an

ideological convergence of political parties in man)- nation-states around neo-liberal policies,87

but the promotion of market forces and economic growth removes many political alternatives

and control over aspects of economic policy from democratic consideration.88

Likewise, active citizenship has been curtailed m those countries where democracy is

exercised. Citizenship is an organising principle of political authority that bestows certain

tights and obligations as well as the competency to be engaged in political affairs on the adult

populace granted with this status.8' While liberalism has long emphasised representative

democracy and taken the view oi citizenship as being limited to rights and status,110 neo-liberal

governance sidelines active participative governance. The practices of the competition state

and new constitutionalism restrict the rights that citizens can expect to enjoy. In many ways it

y'' David Held, Democracy and tlr Glohd Onler (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995), clip 5 and 6. See also Scholte,
(. ilahdiSiiticn, a oiUcal mtivdnction, clip 11.
s Mishra, Glohdisatian and tlr Wdfatv State, pp. 102-3.
ss Richard Falk, "State of Siege: Will Globalisation Win Out?", Intsmatuvul Ajjatn, 73, 1, 1997 See also Gill,
"(ilobal Structural Change and Multilateralism", p. 13.
"•'' Alastair Davidson, Fnrn Sulked to Citv/cn (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 5 and 13.
''•' Will Kymlicka and Wayne Norman, "Return oi the Citizen: A Sumy of Recent Work on Citizenship Theory",
Ethics, 104, January, 1994.It should be noted that there has been series of exclusions from the full entitlements of
citizenship throughout the world. Both in historical exclusions of migrants and indigenous peoples (See Alastair
Davidson, From Sidtject to Citizen) and in terms of privileging those who work. See Jocelyn Pixley, "Citizen,
Worker or Cilent? Slate, Class and Welfare" in Michael Muct/clfeldi (ed.) S(xiet\>, Suite Mid Politics, m Australia
(Marrickvillc, Southwood Press, 1992)
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overturns the gradual development of the types of citizenship rights seen since the

seventeenth century, as outlined by T H Marshall,"' by restricting political and social rights in

particular. The generally distanced nature of the citizen from an increasing array of

international agreements and institutions that are often aimed at economic goals restrict

political participation by privileging capitalism in law and in public polity.''" Social rights are

limited by the rationalised nature of the welfare state, the persistence of an underclass of

people without "full citizenship", and the general austerity and priorities of the competition

state. ' Yet, the aspiration of state citizenship as evident in Marshall's theory of citizenship

"assumed some form of nation-state autonomy in which governments were relatively immune

irom pressures within the world-system oi capitalist nations"."4 However, the practices of neo-

liberal governance and the competition state devastate this assumption. They open up society

to the pressures of increased competition and decrease the autonomy of society from global

pressures as a matter of institutional necessity. This dismantles the rights and processes of

citizenship and democratisation that have "involved centimes of struggle for representation".'3

Consequently, we can see that insecurity stems Irom both the presence of market forces and

the absence of protective political mechanisms. Ultimately there has been a double

displacement of state power towards prutfr market viftuena's such as corporations and financial

markets, on one hand, and towards external "supraterritorial" influences of global and regional

institutions on the other." The development of this world order places limits on democracy

and often frustrates the ability ol people to determine their own future.

Social Fragmentation

There is also ample evidence to suggest that the fragmentary eilect of economic globalisation

is weakening the social cohesion of societies around the world. The fragmentary consequence

oi globalised capitalism on social hie was a duel concern of the World Summit for Social

Development in 1995.' While the weakening ol civil hie depends heavily upon the historical

circumstance ol a given society, it is clear that the impact of inequality and polarisation has an

"• I H Marshall, (.lass, iMr/xtisinptvuiSocialLXiihpnmt (Westport, Greenwood Press, 1%3)
Siephe.il Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Democrat i sat ion and Global Political Economy" Padfiai Review, 10 (1),

Kbruarv, 199S.p. 32.
1 'ahrendorf, "The Eros ion oi Citizenship and its Consequences tor Us All". See also Mart in, and Schumann,

7h (;IOUJI Trap, pp. 205-X.
M Biyan Turner, "Outline of a Theory of Citizenship", Sixuhffl, 24, 2, 1990, p. 195.
' (iill, "New Constitutionalism, Democrausauon and Global Political Economy'", p. 38.
'"• Scholte, i'dohihsaticni,aoitiatluitmludion* pp. 138-9.
' Sclx>lte, (Jlolxilisiition, a mtuuJ mtnxludum, pp. 227. See also IINKISI), States of Dnan<r\<
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unravelling effect on social cohesion.9* Inequality, for instance, can disrupt already precarious

relations between ethnic groups:

Social tensions and conflicts are ignited when there arc extremes of inequality between the

marginal and the powerful. Indonesia shows what can happen when an economic crisis sets off

latent social tensions between ethnic groups - or between the rich and poor. Recent research on

complex humanitarian emergencies concluded that 'horizontal inequalities" between groups -

whether ethnic, religious or social - are the major cause of the current wave of civil conflicts.^

Not only can social cohesion break down when inequality exacerbates divisions, but poverty

can create circumstances where paramilitary action becomes a way of making a living for many

and new forms of "identity politics" becomes "a way of legitimizing these new shadowy forms

oi activity".1" It is also important to recognise the role that leaders play in invoking and

extending these divisions to maintain power within a context where the}' are often unable to

promote poverty alleviation or otherwise maintain their legitimacy.1101

Within the developed world problems of social cohesion axe rarely as violent as paramilitary

action. Nevertheless, there are still clear signs of a break down of social cohesion and comity.

In particulai" there are signs that inequality and polarisation as well as the decreasing role of

welfare functions under the aegis of the competition state are responsible for the gradual

1 raying of the "social compact" that was so prominent when embedded liberalism held sway

across the western world.1"' Indeed, the "need to avoid socially disintegrate activities has not

been joined by a clear policy understanding of how to minimize dislocation in the face of the

tensions inherent in the structural imperatives of economic liberalization".103 This is precisely

Uutuse of the neo-liberal trust in economic growth and markets - there will be a divide

between those who benefit and those who do not. The underlying tendency of neo-liberal

governance is to accept that the "economic fates of citizens within a national territory are

uncoupled from one another, and are now understood and governed as a function of their

's 1 )ahrendoi\, I'alf, "Economic Opportunity, Civil Society and Political Liberty", pp. 28-31, Sniitu Kothari,
"Where arc the People? The United Nations, Global Economic Institutions and Governance" in Albert Paolini
et al., 1-ktweai Sovctmnity and Glnlxd Ckrwrnancc (London, Macnnllian, 1998), p. 187 and Richard Falk, On llwnane
(iaurriana' (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995), p. 174 and clip 6 more generally.
" UNDP, Hitman Deixhpnmt Rejnrt 1999, p. 3<>.
1: Man' Kaldor, New and OM Wan (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1999), p. 78
| ; | K aldor. New and ( )W Wars, p. 78.
'••' John Ruggie, "At Home Abroad, Abroad at Home: lntcrnation.il Liberalism and Domestic Stability in the
New World Economy", Millennium, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1994, p. 523 and Richard Devetak and Richard Higgott,
"Justice Unbound? Globalization, Slates and the Transformation oi the Social Bond" htfamtitmal Affairs 75, 3,
19')<).
K1 I level;ik and Higgoti, "Justice Unbound", p. 488.
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own pa/<dcular levels of enterprise, skill, inventiveness and flexibility".104 This fragmentation is

accepted by the competition inspired state, despite the fact that it weakens forms of collective

action svch as the collective bargaining for wages and decreases the likelihood of

redistribution.

Rather than societies coalescing around a national bargain and sharing a common fate, it is

increasingly the case in some countries that wealthy groups within societies are increasingly

unwilling to bear the burdens of contributing to the common good. Robert Reich asserts that

this detachment is a form of secession and that it is "occurring gradually, without fanfare" and

that while the elites still pledge national allegiance the "new global sources of their economic

well-being have subtly altered how the}' understand their economic roles and responsibilities

in society".1J> While the fragmentary effect of economic globalisation is not a violent secession

it does pose significant consequences for societies around the world, especially through

shifting patterns of taxation. The secession of the wealthy is evident with a decreasing tax

burden on the rich and on corporations and au increasing tax burden on middle and low-

income groups.K% This shift is possible through the physical mobility of TNCs and the ability'

ol TNCs to shift profits via "transfer pricing".10' This leads to the competitive stance of states

via 'market iriendly' reductions in taxation ol the wealth}- and "company-specific tax

concessions" (otherwise know as 'sweeteners') as governments feel the pressure to remain

competitive and attractive to global markets.108 The result of these forms of "corporate

welfare" is such that the corporate share of taxes has fallen in America from 21.51 per cent in

19SS to 7.87 per cent; a "trend [that] holds for the OECD as a whole".10'' Thus while there are

signs of polarisation, there is also a fragmentary effect associated with economic globalisation

th.it challenges egalitarian aspirations associated with a social compact in which everybody

shares Irom the economic successes of the national economy.

Reduced taxation results in a reduction in public services, public education and health and

basic infrastructure across many developed countries. This not only feeds into the problems of

^ Rose, "The Deaih of the Social", p. 339.
1 'Reich, 7/x' Work ofNutiom, p. 253.
1 '" lh' I:a)na?it$t, "Disappearing Taxes", May 31st 1997, p. 19. See also Reich, Tlx" Work of Nations, p. 253 and
I Vvetak and Higgott, "Justice Unbound", p. 4S8. Not only can they move the production process to
competitive- low lax places but the)' can also move the prolits to low lax areas. Places in the western world with
high taxes such as Germany and the Scandinavian nations are especially susceptible to this activity and are under
I1 instant pressure to reduce laxe.s. Man in and Schumann, 'HX'CJIOIUI Imp, pp. 198-201.

Martin and Schumann, Ih'ClloUil Trap, pp. 198-201. Clip 8 more generally.
;-" Kenneth Thomas, "Corporate Wei I are"' Campaigns in North America", New lhlititid Eamomy,\Jo\. 2, No. 1,
1997, p. 117 and Jurgen Habermas, Vx IbsUuttnvud (imstcliuum (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2001), p. 69.
1 '' Thomas, "Corporate Weliare'" Campaigns in North America", p. 117.
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inequality and insecurity but it create i society that operates at different levels with an elite

than not only does not use these services but, according to Lasch, has also

made themselves independent not only of crumbling industrial cities but of public services in

general. They send their children to private schools, insure themselves against medical emergencies

by enrolling in company-supported plans, and hire private securiry guards to protect themselves

against the mounting violence against ihem.r':

While Lasch may exaggerate this point, it is fair to claim that patterns of polarisation and

iragmentation are evidence of an increasing triumph of the private over the public. Beyond

the social problems already noted, this has significant implications for the legitimacy of the

state that presides over these developments and allows those flounshing within economic

globalisation to decrease their responsibility to those who are not.

The Antinomies of Neo-liberal Governance

While economic globalisation entails political-economic processes that transcend and

circumvent the nation-state, economic globalisation is dependent upon the nation-state.

Although capital and economic decision-making have become increasingly global and

disembedded from the nation-state, these processes are still "partially embedded" in the

term on' ol the slate and thus dependent on the state "in producing and legitimating new legal

regimes".11' The nation-state has been central to modern developments in the spread and

consolidation oi liberal democracy and the dev< lopment ol international and (now) global

capitalism. Under the aegis oi the competition stale, the nation-state is required lo maintain

law and order via a monopoly on authoritative coercion. The nation-state is a form of polity

that has legitimacy, stemming from the fusion oi administrative apparatus and community,

and control over territory thai international institutions simply do not have. By linking a vision

oi community to the administrative apparatus oi the stale the "power over life and death" is

legitimised by "appealing to and mobilising deeper and more demanding feelings"."* The

nation-state is critical to neo-liberal governance because the nation-state allows tor the

overlapping notions of competition and consensus to coexist, that ';, with nation-states

1': - I asch, Tlx- KaiJt of //<• Elites and fix Hetntuii of Denanicy, p. 45.
1 :i Saskia Sassen, "The State and the New Cieographv <>! Power" The London School ol Economics,
•--hnp://w\v\v.lsi\ac.uk/events/25 1 O0.sasscn.htm> (Accessed on the IS'1' ol October 2000), p. 21. See Robert
Hover. "State and Market" in Robert Hover and Daniel Drachc (edv), ShiUf Ag.wist Markets (London, Routledge,

; ; ; ( Jianiranco Poggi, JhJ 1\\ihpimtiof ilr M<xiov Suit1: (Stanloid, Stanford I Iniversity Press, 1978), p. 101.
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competing against each other for capital upon a backdrop of a consensus regarding neo-

liberalism. Undoubtedly, the nation-state also provides an enclosed-domestic belief system that

continues to motivate forms of loyalty, sacrifice and acquiescence - even if nationalist claims

are often disputed.113 The idea of national community provides a crucial resource for effective

and consensual governance. Thus far from being the end of the nation-state, neo-liberal

governance requires the nation-state.

, Yet, the combination of neo-liberal governance and the nation-state is deeply problematic.
I

The nation-state is clearly in danger ol losing its "legitimacy, institutionalised power and social

embeddedness"."4 The practice of the competition state can be seen to undermine this

• historical sense of legitimacy in a number of ways despite the persistence of nationalism across

, the world.1 lr< First, the competition state is limited in the social policies it can readily enact.

Because states are shaped by embedded financial orthodox)' and the actual operation of

™ financial markets, states have to consider the reactions of these markets and weather financial
j

bubbles and panics."" While the discipline of competition and embedded financial orthodoxy

fe place severe limits or the ability of government to reach iavourablc social outcomes,117 the

| state also actively enforces and extends the market discipline into social and economic life.

I This promotion of eliiciency and competition requires breaking down organised labour,

regulated work conditions, restrictive trade practices and breaking up monopoly situations

including state enterprises."8 Historically derived political or ethical principles are replaced by

v the lree market logic. While there are some gains via increased efficiency' the way these gains

are enforced is not smooth or always accepted by society - it often requires elements of

secrecy and iorce. Tliis ushers in a context of conflict between the government and unions

and local populations as seen across the advanced capitalist world during the 1980s, especially

iM Manuel Casu'lls, 77* • l\nar of Identity, \'ol II of 77.*" hpmutum Age: Eammry, Society and Cnhwv, (Oxford,
Blackwell, 1997), p. 29.
:M I'hilip Ccrnv, "Paradoxes oi the Competition Slate: The Dynamics ol Political Globalisation", (.kiurnvnait and
()pfxx.itio>i, Vol. 32, n 2, 1997, p. 251.
111 See Michael Billig. litnal Nationalism (London, Sage, 1995), Michael Mann, "Nation-states in Europe and
Oilier C/miinrnts: Diversifying, Developing, Not Dying" DaaLilus, V 122, 1993 and Paul James, "As Nation and
Slate: a Postmodern Republic Takes Shape" in James, Paul (ed.), 77A' State tri (.Question (Allen & Unwin, Si
Leonards, 199b), pp. 224-5.
'"' Philip Cerny "The Infrastructure of the Infrastructure? Toward 'Embedded Financial Orthodoxy' in the
International Political Economy" in Barry Gills and Ronen Palan, (eds.), Tnaisanivig t)x: Shitr-Glolul Daide: Dx
Neostmctimdisl Agenda tn inlematuPhil Relations (London, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1994) p. 226. See also Philip
Cerny, "International Finance and the Erosion oi Stale Policy Capacity" in Phillip Gummett (ed.), Glolulisatvm
,»*//WVK7WKV (Cheltenham, Edward El gar, 199h)
1 ' ' Rose. "The Death of the Social", p. 34b.
" s Stephen Bell, Unfframing tlx- Iuonrny, Wx- Political Ecomtny of Auatralum Ecvnmiic Ibliiy (Melbourne, Oxford
I 'Diversity Press, 1997). pp. 10-13 and Castells, 77*1 Itifonnational (jt\>. pp. 23-4.
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under Thatcher in the UK and Reagan in the US.n" Richard Bellamy notes that in the case of

Thatcher we see:

I
The abuse of the electoral mandate to push through unpopular policies on the one hand, and the

confrontation with independent associations inside and outside the state on the other... Together

™ they reveal, far from coping with complexity and plurality of contemporary societies, this system

encourages a logic of exclusion of internal and external 'enemies' that threaten the putatively

' sovereign will of those in authority.1''0

i
i Across the non-Western World the enforcement is harsher with governments often not

subject to democratic oversight - often with the financial aid and 'advice' of organisations

such as the World Bank and the IMF.1'1 Union activity is often suppressed by military force

for instance.1"' Ultimately, the role of the competition state ushers in policies that may prompt

social conflict and thereby challenge the democratic notion that the state is on the side of

society.

• Second, as a result of the limits and requirements of deregulation, states become shaped and

beholden to constituencies beyond the nation-state, which can undermine the public sense

that the state is responsible to society.1''1 As such, states often prioritise the interests of

• transnational market actors instead ol the constituencies within the nation-state. Thirdly,

under the aegis of the competition state, government policy is ultimately enmeshed in the

£ same manner of thinking as that of market actors, such as corporations.124 This is because

! government policy is not just locked into considering market reaction to economic and social

'' policy but the state is actively marketised - promoting itself within global markets.125 This

| short-term, market orientated context problematises the ability ol governments to pursue

j long-term democratic or social objectives. The enactment ol long-term programs and public
[ goods, such as those pursued by welfare states that cultivated public support within a context

"" Cast el Is, 'flx'hifowkiliunal (.'/A', pp. 24-5.
L': Richard Bellamy, Rtihbikmg Ldxralisii (London, Puncr, 2000), p. 102. See also Richard Falk, "An Inquiry into
the Political Economy ol World Order", New1 hi Mad liaj>ia?n>,\o\. 1, No. 1, 19%.
11 Stephen Gill, "Globalisation. Market Civilisation, and Disciplinary Neoliheralism" MilUnumn, 1995 Vol 24, No
3, p. 405, p. 401 and Konen, Wlxv ('.hipmtiumsRuletlx- World, clip 3.
'•'•' I;or example, sec the case ol South Korea in F.nloc, " Hie Globetrotting Sneaker", p. 12.
1M Schoke, (.ildkdisation, a cntxail uunxiuctnvu pp. 138-9.
IM Sassen, "The State and the New <• ieography oi Powei", p. 10.
•'" Philip Cerny, "Globalisation and Other Stones: the search lor a New Paradigm lor International Relations"

hnmuilional Joimud Volume 1.1, No 4, Autumn 199b, p. 634 and (lerny "Paradoxes oi the Competition State", p.
251.
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of embedded liberalism,'"' become increasingly difficult within the context of economic

globalisation.

These processes threaten to undermine the historical legitimacy that makes the nation-state so

important to enacting a neo-hberal schema. The major implication of embedded financial

orthodox)' is that governments cannot uphold the protective or strategic functions crucial to

this legitimacy.127 In one sense the state is becoming an instrument, or a "transmission belt" as

Cox avers,1"* built around the task of pursuing economic growth by liberalising and

deregulating. Thus, not only does this discipline potentially clash with responsibilities to the

electorate and to long-term social objectives, but by increasingly being an instrument, the

nation-state risks losing the associative and public character that gives the state its

legitimacy.1*" In addition, because governments are sensitive to the discipline of global markets

and locked into pursuing economic growth, the)- can overlook the social requirements of large

sections of the population. The competition state is increasingly tightly wound into global

financial markets and international financial institutions and less responsive to the electorate

or to notions of national community or justice. Ultimately, the integrity of the nation-state

cannot be assumed when "the policy orientation oi the state has been pulled away from its

territorial constituencies and shifted outwards".11" Thus in some senses the state is turning

inside out. In addition, economic results (in particular the improvement of lhing standards)

are increasingly crucial to state legitimacy.1'1 The national interest is a major argument made by

governments to support deregulation and other efforts to open a state to the global

economy.1'"' But this source of legitimacy is clearly a two edged sword: after all, while

economic growth and economic success may bestow some transient form of legitimacy upon

governments enmeshed by neo-liberal governance, such gains are not guaranteed, and are

certainly not spread evenly.

i

i

'-'' Corny "Paradoxes of the Compet i t ion Stale", p. 2b9. Phihp Cerny "Globalisation and the C h a r . :L •'••.':.••: . , •.'•;'

C lollective Act ion" bUemalumal (h^r/usation 49, 4, Autumn 199S, pp. bO4-7.

'•'• Phillip O r n y . "What Nex t F o r the Stale5" in E l e o n o n Kolm.ui and Gillian Youngs , (ilolvh • ;•'".-•' s :'

ftiicliu' (London, Pinter, 199b) , p . 131.

'-'x Cxix, Appnadxf to WoHdOnh, p. 302
'•"' Omy. "What Next For- the State?", pp. 124-5.
"Talk , "State oi Siege", p. 129.
IM Martin Carnoy and Manuel Cast ells, "Globalization, the Knowledge Society, and the Network State:
Poulamzas at the Millennium", Cllnkil Ncticorks 1, 1 (2001), p. Id.
' ; ; ( rrny, "What Next For the State?", p. 13b.
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i Thus there are signs that there are severe restrictions on the "things people can expect from

even the best-run government".i33 This undermines the "s}Tnbolic social function" of the

| nation-state leading

to a growing disjunction between democratic, constitutional and social aspirations of people -

! which arc still shaped by and understood through the irame of the territorial state - on one hand.

and the dissipating possibilities of genuine and effective collective action through constitutional

political processes on the other.1 u

I
I Clearly, this not only leads to "an erosion of the idea of a public interest",135 but is also

. problematic for the stab].: reproduction of forms oi governance suitable for any form of

complex social organization, not to mention a moral license for the interventionism of neo-

liberal governance. The ability ol the nation-state with this symbolic sentiment to pursue

g political objectives is a source of considerable social power. The potential consequence of the

competition state casts a long shadow over this power.

- Hence we can observe the contradictions of the competition state. The emphasis of the state

on the mobile owners of capital seems to be at the expense of those who are rooted to the

society. This privileges competitiveness oi firms over the citizenship of people. This also

provides the central contradiction regarding the role oi the state within neo-?;K'ral

governance; economic globalisation requires the support of the rule of law, the lnstit.;uonal

t| support that is rendered by states and the international institutions set up by them.111' Nation-

states require the idea oi national belonging and sharing a common fate, but this belief is

difficult to sustain within an economic system and a pattern of governance where social life is

| being reduced to efficiency and competitiveness.M/ Thus while the competition state, in the

i Western World at least, ensures that the state survives economic globalisation and promotes

^ the free market, the competition state does not guarantee public legitimacy in the long term.

The weakened capacity of the competition state to promote welfare potentially endangers a

stable society and, ultimately, capitalism. In many ways the competition state reflects Edmund

_ Burke's notion that "a state without some means of change is without the means of its

all 'iX ( >iny, "Paradoxes of the Competition StaU'", p. 258.
<u Clerny, "What Next For the State?", pp. 130-1.
MS Philip Cerny, "Globalisation and the Erosion oi Democracy" l:.nv)[\:m joimud ojPolitiailRcscunJ) Vol. 3d, no. 1,
August 1999, p. 2.
1 Xl' Susan Strange, Ketnut of tlr Stole (Cambridge, Cambridge University 1 'ress, 1996), p. xii.

g M ' (lerny, "What Next For the Slate?", p. 130.
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13Kconservation".'•"' The competition state is clearly a course of action that will enable states to

adapt and survive in an era of economic globalisation. But the survival is a p)Trhic one that is

problematic and tension ndden. While the state will survive, will capitalism survive in the long

term? Will democracy or liberal society?

Protesting Globalisation

There are two indications that the legitimacy' of the state is being questioned in parts of the

world due to economic globalisation. The first is through reactions against economic

globalisation within states. Some groups within societies around the world, most notably the

Zapatistas in Mexico, explicitly resist neo-liberalism.!W Other groups feel that the nation-state

has lost its traditional legitimacy and increasingly identify with sub-national forms of

identity,140 because the state does not provide the desired sense of belonging, often because

the state prioritises narrow economic goals and is locked into various external concerns.

Despite the benefits of economic globalisation, the reliance on economic growth is not

enough to secure widespread public support in man}' parts of the world because this 'progress'

involves a "lessening, or in some cases a negating, of the quantum of political control

exercised by the encompassed, especially in the least powerful and poorest zones of the global

political economy".141 This discontent is fanned by the inequality that stems from economic

globalisation. Across the world there are sections of societies that seek some solace in forms

oi autarchic nationalism or despotism.14" Richard Falk refers to this shift as "blacklash

politics".'41 While there are significant signs of a progressive reaction against "globalisation-

from-above" through the operation of social movements with global connections (what Falk

refers to "globalisation-from-below"), an extreme nationalist backlash is evidence of insecurity

and exclusion felt by some people.144 Benjamin Barber warns that ultimately "if we cannot

I

$

'As Edmund Burke, Reflations on th'Revolution tti Fnmer (Hannondswonh, Penguin, 1%8[ 1790]), p. 105.
1'" Casiells, Tlx Poiar of Idaitity, pp. 68 and 72-83.
140 Man hew Horsmaii & Andrew Marshall, After tlx Nation-Slutc; Citizens, Tnhilism ,mii tlx New World Onkr
(London, I larperGollins, 1994), p. x. Sec also Benjamin Barber, Jiktd vs Me World (New York, Ballaniine Books,
1996)
141 Miuelman, Tlx Glolulisation Syndntne, p. 5.
14' Manin and Schumann, Tlx Glolxd Trap, p. 10 and Robert Kaplan, "Was Democracy Jusi a Moment" Tlx
A thmtic Monthly Dec 1997 <http://wmv.Theatlamic.eom/i.ssues/97dec/denioc> (accessed Is1 of July 1999)
141 Richard Falk, "Resisting 'Globalisation-from-above" Through 'Globalisation-from-below' New Political
Lamaniy, Vol. 2, No. 1, March 1997, p. 22. See also Mittelman, Tlx Gloluliutiai Syndmme, pp. 234-5.
144 Falk, "Resisting 'Globalisation-from-abovc" Through 'Globalisaiion-from-below'", p. 19. See also Miuelman,
llx Cilohihsation Syndrane, pp. 234-5.
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secure democratic communities to express our need for belonging, undemocratic communities will

quickly offer themselves to us".'"'

I

This danger is evident with social reactions against the fragmentation and imrmseration of a

globalised - laissez-faire social order similar to the circumstances of the 1930s as documented in

Karl P L A s notion of a "double movement".141' Polanyi sought to explain the rise of

extreme nationalism, economic protectionism and war in the early twentieth century. His

explanation indicated that these phenomena were a movement against the mid-nineteenth

century attempts to create a self-regulating market.14 The double movement thesis consists of

the first movement, which is the institutionalised liberalisation and the dominance of the

abstract market over society. The second movement is the sharp social reaction against the

liberalised society, a reassertion of some sort of popular solidarity and control over social life

so that people become more than an "accessory" ol the capitalist economy.148 Such reaction is

evident in contemporary concerns regarding the inequality' and insecurity stemmirg from

economic globalisation.14' Mark Rupert indicates that within the American context there are

"at least two distinct positions - one which might be described as the cosmopolitan.,

democratically-orien-ed left (a position I will call "progressive"), and another - the

nationalistic/ individualistic far-right'Vx The latter stream ol thought is fascinating because it

exhibits the delusions and fears of a significant segment of a population that benefits

massively from the operation of economic globalisation. In particular, the fears of the far right

reactions to economic globalisation, in the shape of a "new world order" or world

government, are evidence of profound suspicions of the power of external economic forces

and the belief that the state is complicit in this condition.lr>1

f

MS Bt.ijaniin Barber, "Democracy at Risk" World Policy joiorud. Volume XV, Summer 1998, pp. 3 }-5. Emphasis in
original. Ralf Dahrendori also warns oi the "temptations of authoritarianism" in Dahrendori, "Economic
Opportunity, Civil Society and Political Liberty", pp. 31-4.
1411 Karl Polanyi, TljeGmtt Tntnsfomiation (Boston, Beacon Press, 1957), p. 130. See also James Mittelman, "The
Globalisation Challenge: Surviving at the Margins" Tlnnl World Quartaiy, Vol. 15, No. 3, 1994 p. 428 and Cox,
Appnkidrslo World Order, \i\i. 31-2.
U7 Polanyi, Tlxj Grail Iran^onnation, pp. 68-9.
UK Polanyi, TlxGmit Transformation, p. 75. See also Miuelman, Tlx' Globalisation Syndrome, pp. 234-242.
14'' Sec Kaps;ein, "Workers and the World Economy" and Miuelman, 77*' Glohzlisatton Syndiurnc
1S0 Mark Rupert, "Globalization and the Reconstruction of Common Sense in the US" in Stephen Gill and James
Mittelman (eds.), btiujuition and Tntnsfomiation vi lnurnatkmal Studies (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
1907), p. 142.
1M Rupert, "Globalization and the Reconstruction of Common Sense in the US", p. 150. Rupert notes that
variants ol this anti-government, anti-globalist "conspiracy narrative circulate within and among the following
communities": The John Birch Society, which claims 40-60,000 members and a circulation of 50,000 for its
magazine, 'Pr Nnc Amaican; The Liberty Lobby and readers ol its publication, 77x> Spotlight, which claims a
circulation o! 120,000; Overlapping segments of the Pairioi/Miliiia/Gun-Right.s/ami-Tax movements The
Militia Task Force oi the Southern Poverty Law Outer has identiiied 441 militias and 809 Patriot groups active
nationwide; Neo-Nazi and aiiiliated while supremacy groups, with an estimated 10-20,000 hard-core members
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The second way in which the legitimacy of the state is being challenged is through the protests

against the formal institutions of the global economic architecture, most notably the WTO

and the G-7. The street protests in Seattle, Genoa and other places where the organisations of

the global economy have convened is evidence of the constructed and contested nature of

economic globalisation. However, the way these reactions dr ;. A economic globalisation

relate to the legitimacy of the state is somewhat convoluted. The tension between democratic

governance and financial openness, or what Susan Strange referred to as the "clash between

the legitimacy of the liberal economy and the legitimacy of the liberal polity",'" is apparently

being played out 'above' the state. In many ways the protestors against globalisation do not see

the state as having a capacity to resist or moderate globalisation. The state, it seems, is ..**

even worthy of being protested against. While I consider that this dismissal of the state is

misguided in light of the crucial role the state plays m promoting economic globalisation, it

points to the ways in which those seeking to resist economic globalisation doubt the

legitimacy and capacity of the slates influenced by neo-liberal governance.

Naturally, these protests are also evidence of disillusionment with the legitimacy of the formal

institutions oi the global economic architecture and economic globalisation more generally.'w

The appearance of protest movements and NGO's criticising these institutions not only opens

up and complicates processes o\ policy formation but also challenges the ideas that underpin

these institutions.1M Vx' liamcmist underscores the impact of the protest movements on neo-

liberal governance:

They are right on two matters, and the importance of these points would be difficult to exaggerate.

The protestors are right that the most pressing moral, political and economic issue of our time is

third world poverty. And they are right that the tide ol "globalisation", powerful as the engines

driving it may be. cm be turned back. The fact that both these tilings are true is what makes ihe

and perhaps ten times as many sympathisers; Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition (claims 1 million members, 1.8
million adherents on us mailing list, and Robertson's publishei claims about 550,000 copies oi New World Order

g are in print). See also Castells, 11xx Pamr of Identity, pp. 84-97.
f 1V Susan Strange, "Wake up Krasner! The World has Changed", Rauwof hnmutiaiuil Political Eanicniy, 1:2, 1994,

p. 21b.
! ^ Jan Aart Scholtc, "Cautionary Reflections on Seattle" Millennium, Vol. 29 No. 1, 2000 and Stephen Gill,
"Toward a Postmodern Prince? The Battle in Seattle as a Moment in the New Politics of Globalisation"

1 Millennuov, Vol. 29 No. 1, 2000. There were also the earlier protests against the MAI that were conducted
principally on the Internet. See Stephen Robrin, "The MAI and the Clash of Globalisations" I'omgi Policy, N 112,
Fall 199«!
|lH Robert Obrien et ,tl., (bnicsting UloUil (.HKIVUDUV (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 22. See
also Kobrin, "The MAI and the Clash of C Ilobalisations" Fomgri Policy, N 112,1;all J998, p. 106 and 77* • Economist,

g "Anti-Capitalist Protests", Sep 23KI, 2000.
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protestors - and, crucially, the strand of popular opinion that sympathises with them - so terribly

dangerous.1SS

While there are many different motivations for the various protests, a central feature of these

protests appears to be a belief among the protestors that the way economic affairs is currently

organised is unjust and unsustainable. There are particular concerns in regards to the impact

of structural adjustment on developing countries, the way trade regimes are insulated from

ecological or social concerns and the generally secretive nature of processes within the

international financial organisations.!>(' Hence the legitimacy of the international financial

institutions and the global economic architecture more broadly is being actively contested.

This contest reflects the debated legitimacy of the WTO widm the WTO membership at the

1999 Seattle meeting, especially among the poorer states despite a broad commitment to a rule

based trading system.1*7

These protests also feed into an even broader and more profound question: how is this world

to be governed? Processes ol economic globalisation have accelerated the long-term

development of globalisation and have emphasised the importance of global forms of co-

operation and governance. The development of global governance is a relatively new

endeavour stemming from the intensification of globalisation and interdependence during the

twentieth century, massive crises in the form of world war, genocide and decolonisation, and

the extension of multilateralism as an organising principle of the relations between states.1'8

The types of problems that are manifest in this context are those that no single nation-state

can manage on its own. These problems include managing economic interdependence,

environmental management, ensuiing security and moderating disputes between and within

states, as well as the maintenance of an often disputed "common commitment" to human

rights.ly; As I argued in the previous chapter, neo-hberal governance has been very influential

in the development of contemporary global governance. Nevertheless, neo-liberal governance

'^ 11x' Eamamst, "The Case for Globalisation". Sep 2}"K 2000, p. 17. See also Mittelman, 77r Glolxdisation
Syndntne, pp. 234-5.
''"' In respect to the WTO meeting in Seattle in 1999 see Scholte, "Cautionary Reflections on Seattle" MillavvioJu,
Vol. 29 No. 1, 2000, Philip McMichael, "Sleepless since Seattle: what is the WTO about?" Rrjuw of international
Political Eco>ia?jy 7:3 Autumn 2000 and Conca, "The WTO and the undermining of global environmental
governance"
|S7 Chakravarthi Raghavan, "Alter Seattle, world trade system faces uncertain future" Reviewoj internationalIhlitiatl
Exomvny 7:3 Autumn 2000, p. 496.
lstl Christian Reus-Smit, "Changing Patterns of Governance: From Absolutism to Global Multilateralism" in
Albert Paolini el al, lietwan Saunvigity mid GlolW Gaamiana' (London. Macmillian, 1998), pp. 20-1.
1V) (bmmission on Global Governance, Our Glolul Ncighknrrincki (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 48.
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and economic globalisation does hinder the promotion of effective global governance through

the UN system.

It is not only the case that economic globalisation has deepened some key environmental and

social problems,160 but it has also ushered in a world order that sidelines institutions that are

not involved with the neo-liberal project - including the UN system. Because neo-liberal

governance extends deeply into the institutions of governance at a global and local level, other

moral discourses, such as liberal internationalism or social democracy, have been sidelined or

rearticulated by this dominant conception of governance."'1 This means that the UN can only

be "the architectural facade of an underlying structure of power" - it cannot readily enact its

role as a representative fulcrum tor progressive global governance.1'" This is evident in the way

the G-7 attempts to restructure the LIN,1"3 and the way in which issues of competitiveness and

principles of new constitutionalism and neo-liberal ideas penetrate into environmental and

social policy regimes.1"4 This particularly concerns those countries in the developing world that

are subject to the discipline of international financial institutions which the}' have little input

into, while being linked into a UN which is representative but performs a relatively small role

in global economic governance.1"'' This dominance ensures that the UN, as well as other

international organisations and regimes, are on a second rung of importance beneath the

dominant international financial institutions.

Oi especial concern to the UN is the future of "developing countries and countries with

economies in transition" witlun the context of economic globalisation.'"'' The task of global

governance supporting these countries is an increasingly difficult one because the rising levels

oi inequality, poverty and insecurity complicate UN efforts to promote development and

human rights - practices that reduce the conditions that ferment interstate conflict and

achieve the UN promotion oi "social progress and better standards of life in larger

"'c Falk, On Hwtuvic Goumvia; Koncn, 1̂ 7*?; Gnponitions Rule (Jx Worid, John Gray, False Dawn: Delusions of Gloliil
Gipilahsrr? (London, Crania Books, 1998), UNDP, Human Development Report 1999 and Susan Strange, "The
Westfailure System" Reaew of Intematuml Studies (1999), 25.
"'' In reference to the way liberal internationalism is effectively sidelined see Richard Falk, "Liberalism at the
(ilobal Level: The Last of the Independent Commissions?", Millovwon, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1995. In reference to the
ways social democracy has been reformulated under the banner of the Third Way see Alex Callinicos, Against t)x
Ihnl \X'ax (Cambridge. Polity, 2001)
'"-' ( hx, Appnudx? to Woiid Oirier, p. 309. See also Scholte, GhUthation, n oitiail oitnxhtctian, pp. 244-5.
'"l Nicholas Rayne, "The G7 Summit and the Reform of C ilobal Institutions" (.knvmnmt &<'.d Opposition 30, No. 4,
Autumn 1995.
1M Martin and Schumann, 77*' GkJul Trap, pp. 214-6 and UNI )P, Jhmuoi l\uhpnent Report 1999, pp. 34-5.
"lS Scholte, Glohilmtum, a cntical uitnxbictwn, p. 249 and Kothari, "Where are the People"
"''' United Nations Millennium Declaration, Draft resolution referred by the General Assembly at its fifty-fourth
session September 18, 2000, Section 1. 5.
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freedom".10 Ultimately, economic globalisation produces a hierarchy of power, a

fragmentation of social outcomes and a political sensibility of neo-liberal governance among

the vanous authorities that obstructs efforts to manage co-operation towards social ends. This

provokes and propagates the public attitude, evident at protests against agencies associated

with economic globalisation, that the only way to effectively address issues of inequality and

poverty is to challenge the core principles of neo-liberal governance and to question the

fundamental practices of economic globalisation in order to respond to the serious problems

that threaten humanity. In the words of the UNDP Development Report of 1999:

"reinventing global governance is not an option - it is an imperative for the 21st century".1n K.K

Those protesting against the various agencies of the global economic architecture appear to be

arguing that the current system of global economic governance is allowing unfettered

capitalism to dominate to the detriment of many across the world. The legitimacy of prevailing

institutions is in question precisely because the global economic order deepens social

problems such as inequality, insecurity and societal fragmentation. With these protests it is

clear that it is not just the UNDP or scholars arguing that global governance needs to be

rethought in a world that is smaller and increasingly deregulated. At present many people

around the world arc also arguing that the way the world is governed needs to be rethought as

well.

Liberalism and Economic Globalisation

The rethinking of governance is important exactly because of the scale of the social problems

illustrated earlier. Even so, the rethinking of governance within a globalising context is

especially difficult for scholars and policy-makers who subscribe to liberalism. Liberalism's

close relationship with capitalism contrasts with socialist and many communitarian arguments

that are chiefly opposed to globalised capitalism."' Nevertheless, wliile some strands of

liberalism can be seen to support economic globalisation, others are troubled about the effect

of economic globalisation on liberty and welfare. Ultimately, tJx' social consequences stenvningfivm

twmonm glolwhsation pniivhc questions ofhrth a practical and edoica! nature for dx)se inspired by lUxralisn.

"'•' The Charter oi the United Nations, preamble
'"s UNDP, liimian Dcuhpmiu RepcM 1999, p. 97.
"''•' For a communitarian response see Richard Douihwaite, Slxni (ba/il (Devon, Green Books, 1996). For a
republican argument see Barber, Jihad v> Me WoHtl. For a socialist argument see Sol Picciotto, "The
Internationalism^; of the State", Cupiul and CLif.f<< Volume 43, Spring 1991 or Kim Mood)', Workin. iti a Lean World
(London, Verso, 1999)
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Questions relate not only to the practical issue of how the legitimacy of neo-liberal governance

may be bolstered but also to etlucal issues of how the inequality and injustice of economic

globalisation can be moderated. While liberalism has been an influential normative component

of global politics through episodes of embedded liberalism and neo-liberalism, within the

context of economic globalisation liberalism faces significant challenges as a broad perspective

of governance.

It was indicated in the introduction to this dissertation that liberalism is defined by its

emphasis on the importance of individual liberty. The broad tradition of liberalism can be

understood in many different senses ranging from an "art of government" that leads to a type

of society, to a political philosophy or to a party political platform.17' While difficult to pin

down,1 ' liberalism is a historically developed way of thinking that has

emphasized reason instead ol tradition, contract rather than status, the present and the future

instead of the past, the value and rights of the individual instead of that of existing power-holders,

whose claims based on the superiority oi cast or creed it challenged. Basically liberalism has been

an attnude in defence of the individual man and citizen in defiance of the arbitrary acts of

government. It has been anti-authoritarian in its desire to challenge and limit the strength and

.•>». opt of the poivcrs. that be. •

Although tliis bod)' of thought aspires to promote individual liberty through a democratic and

constitutionally defined order,1'' economic prosperity' and entrepreneurial freedom have also

been especially prominent parts of the liberal legacy.17"' Liberalism is both a philosophical

approach to political life and an ideology that has actually shaped modern political practice

both within the state and beyond.

In a philosophical sense liberalism is "a body of ideas about social and political values, the

principles that should govern political life, the grounds lor political legitimacy".175 In addition

to the importance of liberty,17" John Gray claims that liberalism also entails the ideas of

1 • Guido De Ruggiero, 71x 1 hstoiyoj liumpuin Lilrralisru (Beacon 1 lill, Reacon Press, 1927), p. 357.
r i James Richardson, (bHkndmg Lilmihsrm m Wodd Politics: Idtvloft1 ivulPomr (Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 2001), pp.
18-20.
1 -1 E.K. Rramsteadand K..J Melhuish, Foreword in K.K Bramstead, and K..J Melhuish, Western Lihralism (London,
Longman, 1978), p. xvii.
|M Jean Hampton Political Pbilosopl.n' (Boulder, Westview Press, 1997), pp. 179-80.
i?A John (.Ira)', Lihralism Second Edition (Buckingham, Open University Press, 1995), pp bl-3.
l7-'1 Richardson, Cxmtending Lihralmm m World Politics, p. 18.
1 '' De Ruggiero, fix1 History oj Eumpean Lihralisnu p. 358
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individualism, egalitananism, umversaiism and meliorism.' These ideals lead to the notion of

equai liberty, which is based on the belief that each and every adult human is best able to

determine their own preferred life without arbitrary interference from others.178 Deeply

embedded within liberalism are the conceptions of progress17'' and the melioration of

institutions - the belief that social and political life can be fashioned towards equal liberty.18"

Nonetheless, there are various divisions within liberalism as to how these values can be

understood and pursued.181 Most notably there is the division between neo-liberalism or

"laissez-faire'' liberalism that emphasises non-interference in the market and "social" and

"welfare" liberalisms that support government interference to enable the market to produce

more equitable social outcomes.18" While liberalism can be understood in this philosophical

sense, liberalism can also be understood as the ideology that underpins modernity183 and the

constitutional arrangements supporting capitalism.184 Despite historical variations within

liberalism,!K5 liberal norms, particularly the principle of non-interference and the promotion of

property rights have profoundly shaped political institutions across the western world, as well

as at an international level, and have legitimated the existence and spread of capitalism across

the world.181' While normative conceptions of equal liberty have always been essentially and

inextricably contested, at various times and places certain liberal conceptions have prevailed

and shaped the content of political economic practices.

1 " Gray, Lilxrahsrn, p. xii.
r s Hampton PoluiatlPhilosoph, pp. 179-80.
r " The central challenge to liberalism is to "unite the principle of conservation with that of progress" (De
Ruggiero, 77*' History of Eumpean Lilxralisr?!, p. 3b2) or "how can we combine that degree of individual iniiiaiive
which is necessaiy foi progress with the degree of social cohesion that is necessary for survival?" (Bertrand
Russell, Autlxmty and tlx lndnxdnal (London, George Allen and Unwin, 1%9), p. 11.)
i s : Gray, Lilxralisn, p. xii. Or as Ralf Dalirendorf claims "societies ma}- be more or less free. More or less pleasing
to the liberal; but liberty remains under all circumstances a challenge and a task. It is a challenge which arises
from fundamental uncertainly ol the human condition: since we do not know what is best for us, we must try to
explore solutions." Ralf Dahrendorf, Life Qxzncrs (London, Weidenfield and Nicolson, 1979), p. 37. However,
from the perspective of critical theory this melioration merely suggests "problem solving" because it asks how
the prevailing social order can be sustained and carried forward - rather than examining the full range of
potential alternative orders. See Cox, Appruadxs to WoridOnkr, pp. 88-90.
1S1 See Richard Bellamy, LilxraJistn and Modem Saitty (Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Stale Univer*-V ress, 1992),
Will Kymlicka, (bntairpcwary Political IVvlosopljy (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1990), clip 2-4, Richardson, Contending
I.literalism m World Politics, clip 3.
I s : Richardson, (hntendmg Likralism in World Politics, p. 32-8. See also Conrad Waligorski, Lilxritl Economics, and
Domxracy: Keynes, Galfoaitb, TJxavwand Reid) (Kansas University Press ol Kansas, 1997), pp. 4-8.
181 Ronald Beiner, "What Liberalism Means", in Ellen Frankel et al (eds.), 77*' (Jonvmcutaruoi GW/fWgp to LUxralisn
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 199b)
IIM Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Democratisaiion an J Global Political Keonomy"
1SS Bellamy, Lilxralisn and Maiem Soaity
]Ku Richardson, Qmtmdmg Lihrahsnis in World Politics, p. 5S-b. See Craig Muiphy, httematiaruil Chy>misatum and
Industrial Oxmg.' (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1994)
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Consequently, liberalism has been a crucial ideational influence over the notion of acceptable

government as it has actually existed in the modern period."17 While ontological conceptions

of liberal government have been contested in actual terms by socialism and fascism during the

twentieth century, and in a theoretical sense by various strands of philosophy, liberalism has

nonetheless survived its competitors and spread across the world during this time. Also, while

liberalism has been resisted in various ways by some societies in Asia and the Middle East,

liberalism has still been partially encoded in the spread of capitalism and national self-

determination as well as the development of international institutions and regimes.181*

However, the spread of liberalism has reached a high point with the global development and

diffusion of neo-liberal governance.'"" While this rationale of good government is by no

means purely neo-liberal philosophy or indeed the only normative alternative of liberalism, it

has ushered in a new expansion in the influence of liberalism. It is pertinent to note that

although this ascendency is deeply problematic, it is not without some important and

progressive developments in the ways states aiound the world can cooperate and promote the

rule of law"L - even if there is a hierarchy within this cooperation between the elevated

concern for economic matters compared with other concerns. Nevertheless, neo-liberal

governance faces significant problems.

li is my contention thai liberals are laced with a series of dilemmas by the social and political

impact of economic globalisation. While these dilemmas are framed by already existing

normative positions within liberalism in respect to the debates between neo-liberalism and

social liberalism regarding capitalism, these positions do not eliminate the practical or ethical

dilemmas that economic globalisation poses. It is not only the emerging world order that is

challenging for liberals. The manner by which economic globalisation can be moderated is

also deeply problematic. For while liberals believe in the centrality of capitalism for

individualism and prosperity, it is this system in its global form that is the source of problems

to other liberal .urns of stability, equal liberty and democracy. I contend that there are three

main difficulties stemming from the social impact of economic globalisation for liberalism.

'*•' Sec Christian Reus-Smit, l)x Moral I'mposc of tlx' Shite (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1999), clip 6.
Reus-Smit asserts that in the modern period "the moral puiposc oi the modern state lies in the augmentation of
individuals' purposes and potentialities, in the cultivation oi a social, economic and political order that enables
individuals to engage in the sell-directed pursuit oi their 'interests'" (p. 123).
ISS Richardson, CjontmimgLilxralwmm Woiid Politics, pp. 59-65.
IS'' Richardson, Contending Ulvralisms. in Wotid Politics, pp. 85-90.
r ' : Hurrell and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", p. 449.
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The first difficult}' for liberals is the financial and social turbulence that results from the

unregulated nature of economic globalisation. The emphasis on economic growth and the

profit of economic agents has meant that the vacillations of the markets have become

accepted even though "they have failed too man}' people [for] too long".1"1 Even in the

extreme case of the turbulence generated by global finance, efforts so far to moderate the

system have been partial and aimed at securing the interests of investors more so that slowing

down global finance, even despite the financial crises around the world.r)i Likewise

redistributive programs within and beyond the state have been de-legitimised by the growing

neo-liberal faith in market outcomes.1 " Development and prosperity are following the

networks of capital that bisect the nation-state, leaving dislocation and despair in the 'black

holes' in the global informational economy. The reliance on economic growth is also posing

problems of'ecological and social sustainability. As James Wolfenson, the President of the

World Bank, maintains "if we do not have greater equity and social justice, there will be no

political stability and without political stability no amount of mone}" put together in financial

packages will give us financial stability".1 M However, as obvious as the weaknesses and

contradictions in this global social order are, it is entirely possible that the entropic social

order and restricted prosperity in the arms of the elite could endure. The global economy can

function with considerable disorder. Indeed history demonstrates that political disorder,

insecurity and social conflict have to reach a high level and breadth of severity before all

economic life grinds to a halt.1''* The global economy can operate without widespread

prosperity or earning power amongst nations or people. The extension of a global economy

with a patchwork of order and insecurity, prosperity and debt ridden poverty seems "to

suggest that like a human body whose limbs have had to be amputated, the world economy

can still continue to find ways to function in a less than complete or ideal fashion".1"' There is

nothing to suggest that this is pleasant or overwhelmingly stable, let alone consistent with

liberal values.

Second, the problem of these social effects for liberals is that the}- affect the condition of

liberty. Increasingly people's ability to plan and live their lives is hampered by the political,

economic and civil conditions imparted by economic globalisation. Indeed, while economic

''" Kapstein, "Workers and the World Economy", p. 37.
'''•' Schohc, Glolxihsatton, a cntiatl mtmduction, pp. 218-9.
''" Scholte, (Molulisatum, a critical mtmiuctwn, p. 245.
vu Cued in Devetak and Higgoti "Justice Unbound", p. 483.
!')s Strange, RetmU of Ox-Suite, p. 191.
''"' Strange, Retmtt of Ox State, p. 192.
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globs'"sation "has improved economic efficiency and it has provided enhanced individual

liberty for many; ... in xts failure to secure social justice on a global scale, it also inhibits the

liberty for many others".''' Economic globalisation has altered the conditions in which equal

liberty is maintained by liberal nation-states and thus challenges liberal -\isions for a sustainable

and workable liberal society.1'* Social opportunities are polarising along with incomes and

location within the global webs ol economic activity. In sum economic globalisation is aimed

at increasing the liberty of capital not people and thus "is not working to advance human

freedom".m Where liberty exists within the networks of the informational-global economy it

exists at the expense of the liberty and personal sense of security of people elsewhere within

the networks of the global economy, or more probabh' beyond them, in the bypassed parts of

the global economy.

Third, even those liberals not overly concerned about the ethical consequences of economic

globalisation still have to be concerned about the legitimacy of neo-liberal governance.200 Neo-

liberal policymaking strikes a difficult balance in promoting economic globalisation. On one

hand, neo-liberal governance attempts to utilise the "nation-state" as a cultural cloak for

legitimacy and efficacy in promoting an interventionist and deregulatory program that opens

up society in order to promote economic growth and profitability. On the other hand, the

neo-liberal policies enacted dn'est governments ol wide ranges of discretionary power over

directing economic goals by surrendering power to markets and international institutions.'01

As examined earlier, this calls into question the legitimacy of the state and thereby threatens to

undermine the gradual and incremental nature of the enactment of neo-liberal governance.

While this muddling through has supported the reproduction of global capitalism so far,

despite .leaving entropy and polarisation in its wake, can this balance last for long? Wliile some

claim that economic globalisation needs to be 'explained better',"'0" even those enthusiastic

supporters still need to demonstrate how capitalism will hold together in the short-term and

how governance will unfold in the long-term. It is difficult to emphasise enough the concern

that liberals have with at least appealing to travel in the direction of just and legitimate social

order - this is a practical "jnliucal fvxMem" as well as a moral one."03 The significance of public

legitimacy is interesting given the importance that liberals place on individualism, but points to

v'7 Devetak and Higgott "Justice Unbound", p. 483.
|1)K D.miendori, "Economic Opportunity, Civil Society and Political Liberty", pp. 22-3.
m (srey, False Dawn, p. 208.
-on See Kapstein, "Workers and the World Economy" and Deveiak and 1 liggott, "Justice Unbound",
-L1 Hurrell and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", p. 4()3.
•':: Vx Economist, "The Case for Cjlobalisation", Scp 23ui, 2000, p. 17.
-V1 Pevetak and Higgott, "Justice Unbound", p. 488. Emphasis in original.
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the dependence that liberalism has on consent rather than coercion for the social cohesion

and stability needed to ' *cure stable capitalism.

These problems indicate the ways the social impact of economic globalisation concerns

liberals. This creates the question of whether liberalism can adequately address tlx social pwbhns that

stem from economicglobalisation. My response to this question is one of doubt. While the next part

of this dissertation explores this doubt, there are two underling reasons for my scepticism

that liberalism can moderate economic globalisation. The first is that there is an underlying

reluctance on the part of liberals to regulate or interfere in the activity of individuals,204

especially when they are operating as economic agents.20* This reluctance to regulate is best

captured by Karl Polanyi's criticism that the underlying rationale of liberalism provoked the

fascism of the inter war years:

The victor)' of fascism was made practically unavoidable by the liberals' obstruction of any refonr.

involving planning, regulation, or control... Freedom's utter frustration in fascism is, indeed, the

inevitable result of the liberal philosophy, which claims that power and compulsion are evil, that

freedom demands their absence from a human community."0'

The reluctance to plan or regulate in the interests of society is currently manifest in the many

ways states leave the fate of their society to the fluctuation of markets.207 While this is a

distinctly neo-liberal unwillingness to interfere in the lives of individuals, what about those

social liberals who are more willing to interfere? With the notable exceptions of social liberals

such as T. H. Green and L. T. Hobhouse, and welfare liberals such as John Rawls and Ronald

Dworkin, social strands of liberalism have been more about improving the operation of

markets by regulation rather than democratising or socialising markets by regulation.208

Nonetheless, liberalism of laissez-faire and social derivations faces another significant limit to

the ability of liberalism to moderate economic globalisation. In many respects despite

philosophical strands of liberalism at the fringes expressing doubt and apprehension,

liberalism as an ideology has denied the social problems that capitalism produces and has

thereby become tin apology for established power relations.

•'°4 See Philip PettiM Rcpniiliaoiism (London, Oxford, 1999), pp. 40-3 and Berlin's assertion of "negative liberty" in
lsiah Berlin, Two Cxmeqtis ofUIrrT}' (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 8.
-os Cjill, "New Constitutionalism, Demoralisation and (i'lobal Political Economy'", pp. 25-7.
•'°'' Polanyi, Tlx' Giutt Transformation, p. 257.
-°7 Scholte, Glohtlisatum, a cnikal vitmdnctum, pp. 215 and Falk, "Liberalism at the Global Level, p. 568.
•':s Richardson, Contending Lihralisms in Woiid Politics, pp. 36-9.
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The second avenue of doubt stems from whether and how political power could be mobilised

to moderate economic globalisation, even if liberalism could overcome its inveterate aversion

to significant regulation. It is one thing to desire to regulate economic activity but it is another

thing to have political institutions and public support to enaa such regulation. In a globalising

age this becomes a complicated issue because while many liberals have long dreamt of

institutionalising universalist principles across the entirety of the globe, the state has been the

main instrument of governance for nacting liberal principles of justice in practice.209 This

leaves liberals having to decide first either to construct a global polity or begin by defending

the veracity of the state. This boils down to a quandary- firiiig liberals: rethinking governance, a

lilmcd dil&nma ofpublic power within an era of economic globalisation: where shouldpi'Mic power be

situated? In order to deal with economic globalisation, do we begin by attempting solutions at

the level of the state or do we develop global strategies first? While the state has been the

context where citizenship as a leg Ĵ and normative framework has been constructed that

enabled the possibility of stable, prosperous social relations, these relationships have been

significantly unravelled by economic yjlobalisation. Tins dilemma is sharpened by ethnic and

national resurgence within the nation-state that raise* the imagery of stratifying community,

which may be seen as a danger to liberal values. As .such the overarching goal is to avoid the

twin dangers of resurgent nationalism and possible conflict on the one hand and an unjust and

unstable social order on the other. As to the latter, can forms of governance that exclude the

state operate to mediate the soda) effects of glob.il capitalism? Can the state be redirected

away from neo-liberal governance?210 While the vkw circulates in some circles that the state is

finished as an effective political unit within the context of economic globalisation/11 in the

first part of thi: rhesi > I have argued otherwise. However, while 1 argue that the state is central

to the trajector., JH economic globalisation, this does not invalidate the arguments made by

authors who locate the possible form of governance that can best moderate global capitalism

elsewhere. The complexity of global capitalism will in all probability require a complex, multi-

level strategy of action that will combine not only institutional and policy elements, but new

and pre-existing elemenB of governance. Yet the role of the state cannot be disregarded.

While these underlying doubts frame the potential of future liberal governance to moderate

economic globalisation, these doubts is particularly sharp for rationale of neo-liberal

;r ' ' Held, iyniKxiv;y ttivi llx> Glokil Onki\ p. 233.
•MC' Falk, "An Inquiry inio the Political E c o n o m y of World Orde r " , p. l(i .ind Schohc, GloUtJi&ilion, a critiail
intnxluction, pp. 2$b-7.
•'" See Kenchi Ohmae, 77*' Bid of th- Hitton Stole: Vx>Riseo] Regoml Eavuttiics (London, Harper Gillins, 1995)
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governance. Proponents of neo-hberal governance have two rejoinders to those who doubt

the validity of economic globalisation. The first is that while there will be short-term problems

and costs associated with deregulation and liberalisation, in the long-term they will produce

expanding prosperity.'11" The second is that there is simply no alternative that is superior to

liberal representative democracy and free markets."1' The response to these rejoinders is clear.

To the first: the long-term gains are doubtful and the problems of legitimacy are problems

now. The long-term gains of the market are unlikely to be either evenly or quickly allotted

without political redistribution. The second rejoinder is that there is a clear need on the part of

neo-liberals and liberals who more reluctantly support economic globalisation to forge

adjustments to economic globalisation or to rethink the underlying rationale of governance.

Not only arc there actual liberal alternatives to nco-liberal governance, as we will see in the

second part of this dissertation, but liberal policy-makers and scholars have faced the ways in

which capitalism produces social problems in the past."14 Economic globalisation is yet

another case where the mehorist nature oi liberalism and the need to perpetuate capitalism

gives rise to alternative formulations of governance to those that actually prevail.

Yet the evaluation by liberals of global capitalism vanes from the confidence of libertarian

thinkers who see the extension of economic globalisation as good, despite some short-term

pain, for the whole of humanity, to other liberals who are lar less confident. Many liberals and

some capitalists have reservations about the ethical consequences, viability and sustainability

of global capitalism, not to mention the effect on the elaboration of liberal democracy in the

Western World and elsewhere."1S In short there are liberals who argue that something must be

done, that alternative programs oi public action are required. Evidently

everything is in flux, nothing lasts, not even the blessings of prosperity, civil society and

democracy... The overriding task oi the First World in the decade ahead is to square the circle of

wealth creation, social cohesion and political freedom. While completely squaring the circle is

impossible, one can get close to it- which is probably all a realistic project for social well-being can

hope to achieve/1"1

M: Hurrell and Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", p. 448. See also Waligorski, Liixmil Econortks
l\mocracy, pp. 4-5.
: n Tix Economist, "The Case lor Globalisation", p. 17.
•A4 Richardson, Contending LihruJw/x in World Politics, pp. 36-9.
•1IS George Soros, "Capitalism's Last Chance?", Fonigi Policy, No. 113, Winter 1998-9.
'"' Dahrendorf, "Economic Opportunity, Civil Society and Political Liberty", pp. 22-3.
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This task is a challenging one for liberals. A movement towards squaring the circle requires a

new7 account of good government that addresses the social problems stemming from

economic globalisation. It is clear that economic globalisation creates social effects and

political consequences that cannot be merely "tinkered" with. Efforts to place minor

restrictions on global capitalism ignore the deep and profound nature of a world order where

ideas and institutions have a natural fit. Grafting institutions at odds with the fundamental

organisational principles and material reality of world order is simply not possible. Ultimately,

"while we wonder about risks, we must not forget to think about solutions"/17 In forwarding

an alternative account of good government we need to recontextualise and rethink the

fundamental conditions of our political association if a foil for global capitalism or indeed a

different krnd of capitalism is to be possible.

Investigating Liberal Alternatives

If the global economy operated so that it did not produce graphic inequality, polarisation and

the contested legitimacy of institutions that underpin this economy, liberals would have few

qualms about economic globalisation. The fact that it does indicates how liberals confronted

by the reality of global capitalism in an ethical and practical sense. In the face of these

problems, different authors emphasise different effects as the crucial issue that liberals should

be concerned about when rethinking liberal governance. Some are interested with the future

of capitalism,'1 ls some are more concerned with the welfare of people,"!y while others are more

concerned about the future and the possibilities ol ellective democraq'."0 The three most

distinctive approaches to governance within a globalising context that have emerged from

liberalism will be examined in the next three chapters. Each prescribes a different form of

governance based upon a different argument of how governance ought to be arranged to

respond effectively to economic globalisation. The first set of governance is extended neo-

hUralism, a form of governance argued by proposers of the Multilateral Agreement on

Investment (MAI) and Kenichi Ohmae. This approach argues lor the limitation and ultimately

the disaggregation of the nation-state in order to secure prosperous global capitalism. The

second set oi governance is arntractnal tMtiarialism, according to which Robert Reich and Will

Hutton, as well as the broad political approach ol the Third Way, argue that the effects of

•1? Dahrendorf, "Economic Opportunity, Civil Society and Political Liberty", p. 35.
-MK Ohmae, llr Endofllx* Nation Stale
•'•'' Such as Held, D(mcxrac\>ami tJx'Glolxil'Onto-
; : c Such as Palk, (.fo ] htinani-1 (knjmuna1 and Rvich, Tlx Work of Nij
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global capitalism can only be moderated and the gains maximised at the level of a cohesive

nation-state. The last approach to governance is cosmopolitan gnxmancc in which Richard Falk

and David Held argue for a globally integrated system of rule.

These three liberal positions all concur that economic globalisation has a profound influence

over both people's lives and political institutions. However, the manner of dealing with the

nature and social effects of economic globalisation differs significantly. These authors have

been selected not only because of their focus on economic globalisation and contemporary

changes in the nation-state. The}- also stand out because they each posit a definite program of

action that extends beyond tinkering with governance and suggests a distinctively liberal

assemblage of values, institutions and policies. As such, they represent discernible but

divergent views of the future of the nation-state and different responses that point toward a

liberal future which departs from some or all of the elements of neo-hberal governance. Each

oi these authors has a differing vision of liberalism and their own distinct view of what

economic globalisation is and the problem it represents. These authors, and this dissertation,

address the important question of what ideas could shape how the world should be governed.

The first part of this dissertation set out to examine the nature and significance of economic

globalisation ior liberal aspirations of governance. It has found that economic globalisation is

a world order of transnational capitalism consisting of interlocking material, normative and

institutional elements that occur within longer-term processes of globalisation. The ethical

rationale of neo-hberal governance and related processes of deregulation and liberalisation

underpin this world order. These structures and processes engender a wide range of social

problems that undermine the legitimacy of neo-liberal governance. The writers in the next part

grapple with these consequences. These responses go beyond merely being concerned with

practical and ethical consequences of economic globalisation and pose practical plans of

action that seek to rearrange prevailing lorms oi governance. As this chapter has beheld this is

not an easy task; the observation by liberals of the scale ol the social problems evident across

the world and the dramatically reshaped role oi the state is not a comfortable view.
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CHAPTER FOUR - EXTENDED NEO-LIBERALISM: GOVERNING

WITHOUT THE STATE

We are writing the constitution of a single global economy.1

No more than Canute's soldiers can we oppose the tides of the borderless world's ebb and flow of

economic activity. The only real question, then for political leaders - the only responsible question

- is whether those tides can be harnessed to provide a better life for their people.-

Qearly there is significant social dislocation associated with a global economy that is primarily

organised on a deregulated basis. Yet there are also significant gains in wealth to be made.

There are some liberals who argue that these long-term gains are worthwhile but will require

stronger forms of hberalisation and deregulation than prevailing neo-liberalism to be fully

unleashed. This approach of liberal governance is depicted in this chapter as extended neo-

liberalism. While there are different ways in which an unfettered global market can be enabled,

the approach of extended ne^-hberaiism sees the nation-state as an impediment to the

economic and ethical gains of an even more deregulated economic order. While neo-liberal

governance relies upon the nation-state to enact deregulation, the approach explicated in this

chapter perceives the nation-state to be a threat to the realisation of high levels of deregulation

as well as possessing the potential to reverse this deregulation in the future. This is because the

state ultimately embeds more than just capitalism or competitiveness; it also reflects the

various interests in society.1

The ideas preserved in this chapter represent differing ways the nation-state can be sidelined

in order to restrict 'special' interest groups, democracy and cultural values that could impede

the neo-liberal project. As such these ideas represent both a continuation of the neo-liberal

project and a break with the neo-liberal practices outlined in Chapter 2. While neo-liberal

governance seeks to deepen capitalist practices into the nation-state, the ideas of extended

neo-liberalism seek to dramatically entrench and protect neo-liberalism by reducing the

presence of the nation-state. While neo-liberal governance advances capitalist interests mostly

1 Renaio Ruggerio, Director-General of the World Trade Organisation, speech delivered at the WTO Singapore
Ministerial Meeting, December 1996.
' Kenichi Ohmae, "Putting Global Logic First", I hmxmi Business Reuew, Feburary 1995, p. 125.
1 Allen Scott, Regions and Ox Woiid Eaman\> (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998), p. 13.
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by incremental and shadowy de facto lnterventionism, I contend that the approach of extended

neo-liberalism seeks to separate economics and politics in a more obviously de ptre sense by

ensuring that market forces overtly dominate politics. This goal echoes the 'minimal' state ai

characterised by the 'public choice' and libertarian schools of thinking that seek to propel

reforms in public institutions so that the discretion of state activity is narrow and limited to

market supporting goals.4 However, the de jure approach of extended nec-liberalism entails

reforming the operation of the nation-state within a global context.

Two ways in which the nation-state could be curtailed are presented here to outline the

possibility of an approach to governance that extends beyond the balancing of neo-liberalism

and the nation-state, towards the substantiation of a system of governance even more distant

from people and democracy than neo-hberal governance. The first approach is demonstrated

in the form of the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) organised within the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD; an unsuccessful but

portentous attempt to create a regime that dramatically constrains what the nation-state can

protect and regulate. This attempt sought to entrench corporate power by way of a legal

structure across nation-states under the aegis of the OECD. The second stems from the ideas

of Kenichi Ohmae. Ohmae argues that the nation-state is an anomalous form of governance

in a globalising world and that there needs to be a radical devolution of authority to the local

level to make the most of economic globalisation. To this end, Ohmae argues for the

transformation of the internal structure of the nation-state in order to advance global

capitalism. After outlining these two approaches, the chapter will then examine the significant

problems that the underlying rationale of these approaches has in being able to moderate the

social exclusion evident in economic globalisation.

The Multilateral Agreement on Investment

The MAI is an international economic agreement that was negotiated at the OECD. The MAI

was intended to enhance the mobility of assets oi investors across international borders. The

MAI would take the investment provisions of the North American Free Trade Area

(NAFTA), amplify these provisions, and apply them globally by beginning with the wealthy

OECD nations and then extending the agreement across the world.s Confidential negotiations

' Peter Self, Goumviieni ly Ox Market* Tix- Politics of Puttie Oxiicc (London, Macmillan Press, 1993), clip 3.
s This meant excluding the developing nation-states from involvement in the negotiations. Stephen Kobrin, "The
MAI and the Clash of Globalisalions" Fomjp Policy N 112 Fall 1998, p. 100.
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I began in Ma}' 1995 within the OECD. The agreement was originally scheduled to be

? completed by May 26, 1997, but by the April 1998 Ministerial meeting of the OECD,

negotiators agreed to postpone further negotiations until October 1998, although bilateral

meetings occurred throughout the summer of 1998/ In October 1998, negotiators met in

Paris and decided to consult again in December but France withdrew from the last round of

discussions, leading to the failure to assemble the MAI at the OECD.7 As of early 1999 the

MAI was switched to the WTO. So while the OECD round of negotiations was a failure, the

ideas of the MAI are far from finished. Also, at its core, the OECD round of the MAI

represents an approach to governance that continues to be compelling, especially for those in

the corporate sector.

The key draft provisions of the MAI indicate why neo-liberals and those involved with

corporate capitalism are so in favour of this type of an international regime that adapts free

trade principles to transnational investment flows." The provisions include

National Treatment^ which requires countries to treat foreign investors at least as well as domestic

firms. While governments would be prohibited from discriminating against foreign investors, there

would be nothing to stop governments from treating foreign corporations more favourably than

domestic ones.

Most Favonri Nation (MFN), which requires governments to treat all foreign countries and all

foreign investors the same with respect to regulatory laws.

A limitation on Performance Requirements, which are any laws that require investors to invest in the

local economy or to meet social or environmental goals in exchange for market access.

Banning restrictions on the Repatriation of Profits atid tJv Movement of Capital, thus ensuring that

corporations and individuals can move their assets more easily.

A ban on Uncompensated Expropriation of assets. The MAI would require governments, when the)'

deprive foreign investors of any portion of their property, to compensate the investors

immediately and in full. Expropriation would be defined not just as the outright seizure of a

property but would also include governmental actions "tantamount to expropriation." Thus,

certain forms of regulation could be argued to be expropriation, potentially requiring governments

to compensate investors for lost revenue.

'' The Preamble Center, "The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: Timeline of Negotiations"
<linp://www.cepr.net/globalization/MAl/maihist.html > (Accessed 10th of February 2002), p. 1.
The Preamble Center, "The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: Timeline of Negotiations" p. 1.

K Jan Aart Scholte, Glolxdisation, a aitiailinttvduction (Basingstoke, Pal grave, 2000), p. 104.
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The MAI includes "Roll-back" and "Standstill" Pruusianc that require nations to eliminate laws that

violate MAI rules (either immediately or over a set period of time) and to refrain from passing any-

such laws in the future. State and local, as well as federal laws, would likely be affected Some

existing laws will be exempted.

In its current form, the MAI does not contain language on the Responsibilities of Corporations

regarding treatment of employees, environmental protection, fair competition or other issues.

There is discussion of including an existing OECD code of corporate responsibility in the MAI.

but these provisions would be non-binding.

Irruestor-UhStau: Dispute Resolution. The MAI would enable private invests -;<id corporations to sue

national governments, and seek monetary compensation, when they believe a law, practice or

policy in a country violates investors' rights as established in the agreement."

These provisions clearly extend beyond the need to rationalise the 1,600 bilateral investment

treaties that already exist into a single multilateral framework.1'" Paiticularly, there is an increase

in the power and protection that investors have with regards to governments and citizens, as

well as a decrease in the types of action that governments can undertake to influence investor

activity. At the heart of the MAI is a globalisation oi investor rights, including the right to

legally challenge governments that disadvantage foreign investment, in all nation-state's that

have ratified the MAI.

Given that the series of MAI drafts negotiated between 1995 and 1998 were not enacted it is

impossible to determine how these provisions would have been implemented in reality.11

However, for our purposes it is possible and important to draw out the intent and some of the

implications of this approach of governance. The intent is clear in the preamble of The MAI

Negotiating Text (as of 24 April 1998):

Considering that international investment has assumed great importance in the world e momy

and has considerably contributed to the development oi their countries;

' Siorza Michelle et al., "Writing the Constitution of a Single Global Economy: A Concise Guide to the
Multilateral Agreement on Investment - Supporters' and Opponents' Views" <http://www.cepr.net
/globalization/MAl/keyprovs.lumi> (Accessed 10th of February 2002), p. 4
10 Kobrin, "The MAI and the Clash of Globalisations", p. 100.
11 Kobrin, "The MAI and the Clash of Globalisations", pp. 100-101.
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Recognising that agreement upon the treatment to be accorded to investors and their investments

will contribute to the efhcient utilisation of economic resources, the creation of employment

opportunities and the improvement of living standards;

Emphasising that fair, transparent and predictable investment regimes complement and benefit the

world trading system;

Wishing that this Agreement enhances international co-operauon with respct to investment and

the development of world-wide rules on foreign direct investment in the framework of the world

trading system as embodied m the World Trade Organisation;

Wishing to establish a broad multilateral framework for international investment with high

standards for the liberalisation of investment regimes and investment protection and with effective

dispute settlement procedures.1-"

In short, the overriding objective of the MAJ is to further entrench neo-liberalism in way that

legally compels participating states to protect the current level of global integration and to

pave ihe way for further global economic integration. This necessarily means protecting

corr^rat*3 business interests from political and legal interference. Thus the OECD draft of the

MAI represents an extension of Stephen Gill's concept of "new constitutionalism".13 While

new constitutionalism represents an attempt to insulate economic policies from political

scrutiny in order to make governments more responsive to the discipline of market forces and

therefore less responsive to democratic processes, this type of attempt has hitherto mostly

been conducted within nation-states or within regions.14 James Goodman maintains that the

MAI was a "remarkably bold (and reckless) bid for power".!S It represents an attempt to take

new constitutionalism to a comprehensive and global level that dramatically strengthens the

power of corporations. This clearly represents an intensification of prevailing patterns of neo-

liberal governance and confirms Renato Ruggeno's claim that the MAI is the new constitution

of a 'single global economy'.

'•' OF.CD, Vr MAI Negotwtmg Text (Directorate for Financial, Fiscal and Enterprise Affairs, as of 24 April 1998),

13 Stephen Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Democratisation and Global Political Economy" Patijka Ra.#iw, 10 (1),
February, 1998 and "European Governance and New Constitutionalism: Economic and Monetary Union and
Alternatives to Democracy" New Political Eamany, Vol 3, No i, 1998.
14 Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism", p. 5.
'•* James Goodman, "Stopping a Juggernaut: the anti-MAI campaign" in James Goodman and Patricia Ranald
(eds.), Stopping tJr Jugpnaiti: pMk mien's! ivrsus tlx Multilateral Agreement on lrnxsonent (Annandale, Pluto Press,
2000), p. 35.
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What would the draft MAI have changed or done if it were successful? Clearly nation-state's

that ratify the MAI will be required to ensure that states and lower levels of government

comply with the MAI.10 This means opening, all economic sectors to foreign ownership and

treau/Lg fore*' • »• ^stors no less favourably than domestic firms by removing performance

requirements ,. ^tner laws that require investors to behave in prescribed ways in exchange for

market access.17 This potentially includes- local economic development and local content laws,

laws that ban the production or sale of dangerous products and laws designed to conserve

natural resources, since such laws may put foreign investors at a corr^ titive disadvantage.

Thus governments would have to dismantle restrictions on the movement of capital.18

Governments would also have to compensate investors if their assets are exprof ated, either

through seizure or "unreasonable" regulation and accept a dispute-resolution process allowing

investors to sue governments for damages before international panels when they believe a

nation-state's laws are in violation of MAI rules. Corporations would play a direct role in

enforcing the MAI since they will have the rsght to challenge governments and seek damages

when they believe a law is in violation of the agreement.1'

Supporters of the MAI argue that .n comprehensive set of rules governing investment is

needed to lock in the deregulation that has already taken place over the last two decades of the

twentieth century. The primary purpose ol such an agreement would be to reduce the "market

distorting" effects of policies that require investors to respond to a discipline other than that

of market forces or discriminate against foreign capital."'0 Thus the MAI protects the rights of

investors to free and predictable access to markets as well as conflict resolution mechanisms

lor disputes between governments and TNCs. Supporters of the MAI argue that these

changes will ultimately lead to overall increases in efficiency and competition and thus levels

of investment and economic growth leading to the creation of new jobs and other economic

opportunities including benefits to consumers in the form of lower prices."1

'''James Goodman, "Stoppings Juggernaut: the anti-MAI campaign", p. 34.
r James Minelman, Tlx ClolvIisMion Sywhnnc (Princeton, Princeton Press, 2000), p. 229.
Is This rules out measures ,-umed at moderating finanoai instability by restricting the vse of investment controls
which some countries have usi'd to avoid rapid disinvestment and disasters like the Mexican or the Asian
iinanci.il crises. Sforza et ai., ''Writing the Constitution oi a Single Global Economy", p. 7.
!" T\i<i iear is that "this could invite widespread di.?j.liin?1es to existing and future regulations and could allow
investors to use the inere ikivat ot potentially cosily lawsuits to intimidate governments that are considering the
passage of n«*w reg.'laiory laws". Sforza et al., "Writing the Constitution of a Single Global Economy", p. 6.
->c Mittdmar., Vx Ghlxthsatiun Synd>vnu\ p. 229.
•?! Furthermore 'o: pu-ponen'iS of globalization, the process is not only inevitable - yncc it is seen as a direct
product of ihi- steady maich u uvimokgical innovation - but ovenvhehningly beneficial. Proponents
acknowledge thai »:ot • |inii ne :.,.ms from the increasing, integration oi the world economy - unskilled
manufacturing wickers in Ingh wati. • mntries, f -r ixampie, may \>e displaced. But they argue that the gains from
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Behind the Multilateral Agreement on Investment

The confidence in the MAI's ability to generate substantial economic benefits was central to

the OECD's efforts. But entrenching the business interests of the twenty-nine member states

was also imperative, so while governments negotiated the MAI, TNCs and business interests

were involved from the start." Like the NAFTA agreement, the idea of locking in neo-liberal

refonns and liberalisation stemmed from both governments and business. This is manifest in

giving TNCs a legal standing that protects both their interests and their ability to pursue

redress for government actions that affect the profitability of businesses under the MAI

provisions. Thus despite losing areas of policy discretion, most state governments welcomed

the idea of not only entrenching neo-liberal policies but also magnifying corporate power and

putting it in law.:3

Nonetheless, this observation was to become problematic as negotiations progressed. While

the organisers of the MAI within the OECD agreed upon the principle of a codified

investment regime, disagreements existed as to what areas of economic activity should be

covered by such a regime, hi particular France and Canada argued for "cultural" exemptions

that the US (particularly because of its significant film making industry) did not want.24 The

US also disagreed with the EU negotiators who argued that preferential treatment to member

nations of the EU might be an "unavoidable by-product of integration".'5 The US

government strongly opposed an}' exemption that would enable the EU to have policies that

may place US firms at a competitive disadvantage to EU firms.

Corporate interests clearly dominated the negotiation of the MAI. The US was represented at

MAI negotiations by the State Department and the office of the United States Trade

Representative (USTR) which was working "hand-in-glove" with the US Council for

International Business (USCIB) - a business council whose membership ir ' . s senior

increasing competition and the more efficient allocation of resources are far greater than the losses faced by any
particular group." Sforza et al., "Writing the Constitution of a Single Global Economy", p. 2.
-'•' 487 of the Fortune 500 largest TNC have headquarters in OECD nations. Maude Barlow and Tony Clarke, Tlx
MAI andtlx Vnval to Ainenatn Freedom (New York, Stoddaii, 1998), p. 7.
?1 Barlow and Clarke, Die MAI and t\x' 'Hmul to Amem<m Fraxian, pp. 11-12.
M Harlow and Clarke, Dx MAI and the fl.mut to American Fn-edam p. x.
•'s The Preamble Center, 'The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: Timeline of Negotiations", p. 1.
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executives of large US TNCs.2f> While the US government wanted a "'high standard'

investment agreement" there were 36 Advisory Committees that advised the USTR,27

moreover

of these 36 committees, only one is formally charged with assessing the impacts of multilateral

agreements on the environment. By the same token, there are oily a handful of labor

representatives on the advisor)' cammirrees while there are more than 500 business

representatives.28

The aim was clearly to ease the flow of capital by ensuring predicability before and after

investment, not to promote labour or environmental standards. Indeed the MAI draft claimed

that these tasks, while important, were a task for other international regimes and

organisations.'*' As such, the implicit goal on the part of business interests was to give

unparalleled power to investors and thus safeguard these interests from social standards,

government interference and public scrutiny.

Thus it is no surprise that despite the MAI draft's profound implications, few outside of the

circles of the technocratic and business elites were initially aware of the MAI's objectives and

level of development. Little attempt was made by OECD governments to inform their

respective publics of the purpose of the MAI even when the negotiations were at an advanced

stage.30 In fact a policy ol secrecy was followed in most OECD nation-states.31 Just before the

MAI was to be debated in the US congress, two congressmen remarked, "if you have never

heard oi this agreement, you are in good company. Most members of Congress haven't

either".'' Knowledge of the MAI began to spread in January 1997 when a draft of the MAI

-'"' Barlow and Clarke, The MAI ami the TJmui to AmervMi Fnxdnn, p. 12. See also Goodman, "Stopping a
Juggernaut", p. 38.
•'•" Barlow and Clarke, 1)x MA I and tfx' Dmxd la Amenum Frmian, p. 10.
•K The Preamble Center, "The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: A 'Bill of Rights' for International
Investors"? <http://www.cepr.net/globalization/MAJ/4-pager.htnil>(Accessed 101'1 of February 2002), p. 2.
•"' "Renewing their commitment to the Copenhagen Declaration of the World Summit on Social Development
and to observance of internationally recognised core labour standards, i.e. freedom of association, the right to
organise and bargain collectively, prohibition of forced labour, the elimination of exploitative forms of child
labour, and non-discrimination in employment, and noting that the International Labour Organisation is the
competent bod}' to set and deal with core labour standards world-wide." OECD, The MAI Negating Text, p. 9.
10 Goodman, "Stopping a Juggernaut", p. 33.
" Barlow and Clarke, 77*' MAI ami th' Vnmt to Amenazn Fntfio>?u p. 13 and Goodman, "Stopping a Juggernaut",
pp. 38-43.
i ; Letter from Representatives Ron Klink and Cliif Stearns to the House of Representatives, August 28, 1997.
The Preamble Center, "The MAI in the Words of Framers, Supporters and Opponents"
<ln.tp://w\vw.cepr.net/globalizaiion/quoies.html> (Accessed 10th oi February 2002), p. 1.
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was leaked to some interested citizens and put on the internet, thereby prompting a massive

level of public disquiet in \irtually all participating states.v

Because a climate of concern regarding economic globalisation already existed, many

environmental, labour, human rights and community groups feared that the MAI could have

serious consequences.34 They maintained that aside from bypassing democracy, the MAI could

deepen economic globalisation's 'race to the bottom' by making it easier for investors to move

finance and production facilities from one country to another and thereby increase the

pressure on nations across the world to compete for investment by lowering wages and

labour, environmental and consumer-safety standards/' These public concerns played an

important part in the failure of the MAI in the OECD because they prompted a .substantial

international campaign by interested social movements and parts of some governments against

the MAI. Anti MAI forces gathered in significant strengu- . Precisely because the MAI would

affect a wide range of NGO concerns, from the environment to indigenous rights.3"

Importantly, this public dissatisfaction points to the ways that developments within economic

globalisation provoke a civic reaction that was coupled with an mcreasing global awareness of

the machinations of international financial institutions such as uV OECD. This campaign was

organised and enacted mostly over the internet and placed the OECD organisers under

"unprecedented scrutiny" as well as placing information regaiding the proposed agreement in

the public arena.37 This had the effect of not only politicising the MAI in many nrtion-states

but turning the MAI into a visible "lightning rod" for public dissatisfaction regarding

economic globalisation across the western world and NAFTA in Noith America.3* This

scrutiny had a substantial impact on the disagreements berween OECD delegates because the

"growing pressure from civil society further ex Acerbated the differences of opinions within the

OECD".W Thus, the national differences and ta- international campaign coml ined to slow

and ultimately derail the OECD attempt to implement the MAI.

'v Harlow and Clarke, Tlx MAI and dx Vimit to Amenovi l^edmu p. x, Scholte, Glolulisatian, a critical intrvductwn^ p.
270 and Kobrin, "The MAJ and the Clash of Globalizations"
u Kobrin, "The MAJ and the Clash of Globalisations", pp. 104-5.
1S Barlow and Clarke, Tlx MAI aruitix V;i\M to Amencan hvcdoni, p. 2.
Vl Goodman, "Stopping a Juggernaut", p. 34.
1 ' Kobrin, "The MAJ and the Clash of < % •balisations", p. 98.
™ Kobrin, "The MAJ and ihe Clash o( uiobalisations", p. 105.
v> Kobrin, "The MAJ and the Gash of Globalisations", p. 99. J,um-. Goodman claims that the "sxiti-MAI
campaigners had adeptly exploited the OECD's legitimacy deficits and politicised its 'backroom' negotiations".
Goodman, "Stopping a Juggernaut", p. 43.
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Clearly, while the MAI was a dramatic failure in the OECD, the idea of the MAI is very much

still alive. In an ideological sense it continues to hold much weight in business and

government circles and in a legal sense it is still being discussed to see what form the ideas of

the MAI could take. The WTO has emerged as the forum where the MAI is being negotiated

after ideas to forge a scaled back agreement or a MAI as a set of "hortatory principles*' within

the OECD were not followed.40 Canada, France, the UK and Holland have supposed this

approach, while the U.S. originally opposed moving negotiations to the WTO, on the grounds

that a WTO agreement would probably be much weaker.41 A WTO version of the MAI is

unlikely to have the strength of NAFTA like investment provisions because of developing

nation desires to protect national sovereignty (the reason that the OECD was the location of

the MAI in the first place).42 Yet the WTO is still an organisation shaped primarily by neo-

liberal ideas that could forge a strong investment regime that, while lacking the boldness of the

original MAI, may still serve corporate interests well.

At its core, the MAi is a very simple idea: eradicate any restraints on capital markets by

enacting a decentralised legal regime that takes the discretionary power away from

governments. This is significant step within the development of new constitutionalism where

what is being attempted is the creation of a political economy and social order where public policy

is premised upon the dominance oi the investor, and reinforcing the protection of his or her

propert)' rights. The mobile investor becomes the sovereign political subject.'41

However, the entrenchment of this order on a global scale not only seeks to make the neo-

liberal supremacy of public policy more securely dominant, but it also provokes the type of

reaction seen against the MAI precisely because the proposers of the MAI overstepped the

bounds of neo-liberal governance. The incremental adjustments wrought by neo-liberal

gov nance operate through the nation-state in a way that steadily widens economic

globalisation without obviously and blatantly dismissing the democratic nature of the nation-

state. The MM is a form of extended neo-liberal thought because it steps out from the half-light

of the practice of neo-liberal governance and seeks not only to protect investors but also to

make them 'sovereign'. In doing so, this development utterly reshapes governance in a way

that undermines people's belief in the nation-state and eliminates the relatively minor forms of

) : The Preamble Center, The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: Timeline of Negotiations", p. 2.
4l The Preamble Center, "The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: Timeline ol Negotiations", p. 2.
"'•' Barlow and Cl.u ; e, Ilr MAI unddv Tljtrat to Anicnavi Fnvdan, p. 10.
41 Gill, "New Cxii.^iiiutionaiism, Democratisation and Global Political Economy", p. 2.).
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social protectionism, such as 'cultural exemptions', that tend to satisfy the public and suborn

discontents to the prevailing direction of liberalisation and deregulation embedded within the

nation-state. However, there is another way to deepen neo-liberal capitalism that does not

involve a 'global constitution' that enmeshes the state, but rather seeks to alter the state from

within.

Operating Wichin a Borderless World

Kenichi Ohmae's writings about the future of politics are an extension of his work as a

management consultant, where he emphasised the need for corporations to adapt to the

newest economic forces and trends. His books regarding the changing basis of worldwide

economic activity have emphasised the role that technology and TNCTs play in changing the

manner and level of competition.44 Ohmae's analysis of this transformation turned to politics

in 77jf End of Nation State, where he stated that it is not only corporations that need to adapt to

a global economy but the nation-state as well. In his view the nation-state and a global

economy are fundamentally at odds and it is the nation-state which must adapt to the forces

of transnational competition and the way the global economy is functioning, not the reverse.

Ohmae believes that since the J970s there has been a fundamental change in the world

economy and the way corporations operate.4^ The driving force of these changes has been the

impact of information technology, which he claims has allowed transnational capital

movement" to be easier and therefore more significant, as well as increasing the flexibility and

responsiveness of corporations and economic processes to the preferences of consumers.46

This change has three main implications. The first is the changing patterns of where economic

activity is occurring. In 1985 Kemchi Ohmae forwarded the idea of the "Triad" existing

between the economies of Japan, the United States and Europe.4' While economic activity and

profit making opportunities are centred on these key economies, the dynamism of this new

pattern of economic activity is evident through wider economic linkages that radiate from

these three hubs, such as Japan's linkages with Asia.4" This "Interlinked Economy" represents

lor Ohmae a new engine of dynamic growth and technological invention that is profoundly

"•'• ;\enichi Ohmae, Triad Power: Vx Cxvjung Sljape of ijldxtl (.Jompeti'Mn (New York, The Free Press, 1985), Tfx
BoiHerkss World: Power and Strategy in tix Gldxd ALtrkitplacv (London, 1 iaiper Collins, 1990), The End of tix Notion
State: TJx Rise of Regions Ixuriumwi (1 ondon, Harper Collins, 1995).
4' Ohmae, 77.v End oj the Nation State, p. 27.
•'" Ohmae, lh: Endofllx Nation State, p. 27.
4 'Ohmae , Triad Power
JS Ohmae, Triad Power, pp. 121-2.
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shaping how firms do business and governments govern.4'' In addition, the continued

intensification and spread of information technology has developed networks of capitalism

that flow to opportunities within a state or across multiple states. As suck, Ohmae emphasises

the rise of regional clusters of capitalist development or what geographer's refer to as

"glocalisation".50 Ohmae refers to these clusters as "region states", actual existing "natural

economic zones" that may fall within the borders of a nation-state (such as Baden-

Wuttemberg in Germany) or span nation-states (such as the Growth Triangle of Singapore,

Johore in Malaysia and the Riau Islands of Indonesia).M

The second element of Ohmae's analysis of a changing world economy is the rise of a new

logic by decision-makers in business and government. Ohmae believes that a new global

economic structure that rewards flexibility stems from the four "Fs" of globally fluid

Investment, globally orientated Industry, globally enabling Information technology and

globally onentated Individual consumers.s~ These global economic forces are defining the

landscape by which all institutions operate.^' In fact a new "global logic" is in place that

rewards those decision-makers who make decisions by thinking globally and opening up to

what Ohmae refers to as "global solutions', meaning resources and markets.54 This requires

ignoring the dictates or interventionist efforts of the nation-state because

if allowed, global solutions will flow 10 where they are needed without the intervention of nation-

state. On current evidence, moreover, the)' flow better precisely because such intervention is

absent."1-1

As such, "global logic" requires moving away from thinking of the nation-state as the sole

means of solving public issues, or facilitating what really matters to Ohmai maximising the

possibilities of the private (quality of life) interests of consumers and the economic interests of

capitalists.s"

4V (Mimae, 77*' Bcmfaias World, p. xi.
' Meric Gertler, "Globaiiry and Locality: The Future of "Geography" and the Nation-State" in Peter Rimmer
(ed.). Pacific Ron Development (St Leonards, Allen Unwin, 1997), p. 21.
^ Ohmae, T)x End of the Nation State, pp. 80-1.
'•' Ohmae. 7Jr Endofilx Nation Stale, pp. 1-5.
S1 Ohmae, 'Tutting Global Logic First", p. 119.
M Ohmae, 'Ih> Endoftfa Nation State, p. 4.
ss Ohmae, 77*' End of the Nation State, p. 4.
•"• < ")hniae, 7h' Endof dx Nation State, p. 42
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The last element of a changing world economy follows from the second: the end of the

nation-state. At one level, Ohmae sees rising individualism and increasing consumer

knowledge as weakening the claims of economic nationalism auid creating "global" consur~ers

that are more alike in many respects; a process that Ohmae refers to as the "Californization of

taste and preference".57 Ohmae argues that this new discretion and awareness of individual

consumers is <: jninishing people's perceptions and expectations of their nation-state.5* At

another level, Ohmae believes that the nation-state is fundamentally at odds with a global

economy smce although

nation-siaies were created to meet the needs of a much earlier lustoncal period, they do not have

the wiB, the incentive, the credibility, or the political base to play an effective role in the borderless

economy of today...The bottom line is that the}1 have become unnatural - even dysfunctional - as

actors in a global economy because the}1 arc incapable of putting global logic first in their

decisions.w

Ohmae's claim is that the only viable route to prosperity n to be open to the global economy.

He believes that states are inward parochial institutions that are unable to fully open up to the

global economy.60 Now, countless market based decisions are occurring globally and rather

than attempting to be a "middleman" m connecting and funnelling these markets to

individuals,1'1 the state should simply stand aside.

Nation-slates in a Borderless World

i

The crisis within the nation-state according to Ohmae, relates to a form of political association

that is inherently interventionist, slow, centralised and witnessing a decline in legitimacy.62 This

is evident in a reluctance of nation-states to draw upon the global economy without regulatory

arbitrage, or accept that decisions should be made with "global logic" in mind. Instead

decisions are made to keep the global economy under some form of control in order to

protect die vested interests of powerful interest groups, to uphold a government's advantage

in an election or to build up a region of a nation-state that is not economically fending for

^ C ")hmac, 77x> EndojOx Nation Suite, pp. 27-28.
SK Ohmae, Vx- End of Ox Nation State, p. 39.
'"'' Ohmae, "Putting Global Logic First", p. 120.
"~ Ohmae, "flx End oj the Nation State, pp. 59-bO and Kenichi Olimae, "Globalization. Regions and the New
Lconomy Working" Paper No 1, Center lor Globalization and Policy Research, School of Public Policy and
Social Research, UCLA, 2001, p. 4.
"'• Ohmae, The End oj'Ox Nation Stele, p. 4.
"-' Ohmae, "Putting Global Logic First", pp. ] 19-120.
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itself. The problem for Ohmae is that while these forms of activity were once possible, they

are now inefficient and unsustainable. Hence the nation-state has become a powerful "engine

of wealth destruction" that utilises resources in an unproductive manner, a practice that is in

Ohmae's mind both senseless and unsustainable because the global mobility of resources

ensures that inefficiency provides an incentive for economic activity to move e\se**Jwrf* °3

The added danger according to Ohmae is that the nation-state is very slow due to the

routinised and centralised nature of its organisation. This makes it hard to avoid the wealth

destro}ing potential of the state. Even federal nation-states with extensive state autonomy are

hindered by the same set of limitations of more centralised nation-states in that they must pay

attention to powerful interests groups and public expectations of the state."4 Ohmae refers to

this as the "civil minimum" - the various services undertaken by the government all across

society at a more or less universal level thereby requiring cross-subsidisation/'5 According to

Ohmae, despite being well meaning, the nation-state's provision of the civil minimum cannot

succeed in raising living standards. He claims this is not just because of the difficulties of

providing the same public services in different situations within the same nation-state.*3'1

Within the context of economic globalisation, Ohmae asserts that the civil minimum comes

under new stresses that make it unsustainable because the more that the government

sponsored civil minimum determines economic policy, the "less the whole arrangement

squares with the logic of either economics or equity.'"

L -

The problem in providing the civil minimum is that the various forms of cross subsidisation

are unsustainable in an economic sense. Ohmae argues that not only does the number of

claimants rise, and the expectations of those who have access to various services increase, but

that it becomes more and more difficult to exclude groups from accessing civil minimum

services, especially during election time in democracies."8 In short, the inefficient use of

resources for both subsidies and broad-based social sendees "ratchets up".*'9 According to

Ohmae this is unsustainable in a global economy because ol the strain it places on the

economy of those states who support these programs and, importantly for Ohmae, consumer

" Ohmae, 'TuningGlobal Logic First", p. 120.
ll4 This echoes public choice economics. See James Buchanan, ilvistitutitvuil Eamaniia (Oxford, Basil Blackwell,
1991)
'•'• Ohmae, Tlx- Endofth Nation State, p. 47.
'"• Ohmae, Tlx' Endoftlx1 Nation State, p. 52.
"' Ohmae, Tix Endoj ilx' Nation Stale, p. 54.
"x Ohmae, The Endoftlje Nation State, p. 47.
"'•' Ohmae, Tlx' Endoftlx Nation State, p. 55. This observation is a vanation oi the public choice conception of
"rent seeking". See James Buchanan, Lbnstitunoiwl Ecunanks
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aware people are cognisant of this inefficiency.70 Ohmae claims that the civil minimum seems

like "exploitation" because people are now aware that some people are paying, through

taxation for the civil services that others use at the same time that groups are fighting for

increasing shares of an ever expanding civil minimum7' Ohmae is also concerned that in

addition to the burgeoning cost, the allure of the civil minimum focuses governments'

energies away from the global economy. Ultimately, Ohmae is arguing that the nation-state is

unsustainable because it is inward looking when it ought to be upholding the welfare of its

people by looking to the global economy for the solutions to economic problems rather

focusing on how wealth should be distributed.7"

Does the nation-state have the resolve to ignore the civil minimum and open up to the global

economy? Ohmae's answer is no. According to Ohmae, the nation-state, especially liberal

democracies in the western world, has neither the will nor the mechanisms to take this crucial

step and embrace the global econom)'.71 Ohmae believes that western states are especially tied

to the civil minimum and claims that liberalism is no longer capable of holding society

logether within the context of a global economv. He claims

historically, the classical liberal idea represents a genuine, creative effort to deal fairly and

honourably with an unprecedented level o! social pluralism - that is, to strike an altogether new,

workable balance between the uniformity ol behaviour traditionally demanded of citizens by the

state aJid the limited unity of purpose those states genuinely required 'o survive and prosper in the

contemporary world. For this ideal to work in practice, however, there must be mutual respect...

mutual trust... and transparent information.74

Yet Ohmae contends that these three practical principles that are needed to support the liberal

ideal are not operating in western nation-states of the late twentieth century75. He claims that

there are declining levels of civic responsibility due to competition among interest groups over

civil miniinum resources and significantly opaque decision making processes involving these

interest groups.7*' Consequently, there is the proliferation of narrow individualism and "no

motivation to strive - or accept - a reasonable balance" between competing demands. As a

result, pluralism decays thereby making it difficult to achieve long-term decisions for the

7C Ohmae, Tlx Eivloftlx Nation State, p. 55.
' ' Ohmae, TJje Fndojtix Nation State, p. 50 and 56.
72 Kenichi Ohmae, "The Rise of the Region Slate", Fonigi Affairs. V72, Issue 2 1993, p. 83.
n (")hmae, The Fndoftte Nation State, p. 71.
'•' Ohmae, 7\x> Endoflix Nation Stale, p. 76.
'' Ohmae, 77*- F.ndoftlr Nation State, p. 76.
1 Ohmae, 77x- Fndojth Nation State, pp. 7b-7.
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common good. Not only does this undermine the public legitimacy of the state, according to

Ohmae,7* but this "collapse of liberalism" and the related rise in corporatist interest group

politics is no small part of why liberal democratic states fiiad it especially difficult to make

long-term decisions such as to embrace the global economy.9

Ohmae's analysis of the transformation of the world economy points to a significant change in

the relevance of the nation-state. He claims, "precisely at a time when the economic wellbeing

of people around the world increasingly depends on their ability' to participate in the global

economy, the nation-states in which they live find it both structurally and philosophically

difficult to offer systemic continuous support for srdi participation".8" In an era where the

nation-state no longer holds public legitimacy, no longer reflects consequential flows of

economic activity for its public and cannot operate in a sustainable way, it appears to Ohmae

that we must turn to alternatives other than the nation-state. The argument here is not just

that this change is desirable or possible, but that it is occurring in the shape of emerging region

states.K1

The Region State

The crux of Ohmae's alternative conception of governance is the region suite. These natural

economic zones, which Ohmae uses to describe the actual contours of the global economy,

are also the alternative to the nation-state. Thus he uses the term region state in a double

sense; to describe what is occurring and what slnuld lx' the political organisation of the world.

Ohmae's prescription to promote economic welfare within economic globalisation is to

encourage the development of region states. Indeed, he is arguing for regional autonomy to a

substantial degree - that regions within and between states should be left to their own devices

to compete for capital and to raise infrastructure needed for capital to operate.82 While region

si ates are forms of local governance they are not local in focus."' Ohmae claims region states

are outward looking in that the)' try to connect into global capital flows and are not tied to the

preferences of civil minimum cl.ums or national protection.8"1 The *V>cus oi region states is also

Ohmae, Tix End of die Nation Stale, pp. 76-7.
7* Olunae, The End of the Nation State, pp. 77-8 and "Tin- Rise of the Region Stale", p. 86.
7y Ohmae, 'flx End of the Nation State, p. 77.
*z Ohmae, Tfx End of the Nation State, pp. 77-8.
81 ( Mimae, " P u t t i n g G l o b a l Log ic First" , p . ]?>.
s- Olnnac, Tlx End of tix Nation Slate, p. 119 and 127.
*° Ohmae, "Putting G.'obal Logic First", p. 1.22.
M Ohmae, Vie Endoj tJr Nation State, pp. 88-9 and "The Rise of the Region State", pp. 86-7.
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economic and not political: "regional autonomy is a great - essential - lever for taking

advantage of the global economy to the benefit of all citizens and residents".85 The main focus

is on maximising the economic advr.utage of linking to the global economy by "being reliable

ports of entry" .8u Ohmae's region state develops around increasing the latitude of economic

decision-making responsibility within a federal nation-state. Yet it is global capitalism that

really diaates the public decisions that the region state makes. Hence, as the region state gains

increased autonomy from the nation-state it falls more under the sway of the global economy.

The prescriptive view of the region state is local in form yet tied to global capitalism in

practice. Ultimately, Ohmae sees the centralised nation-state as the problem and the global

economy as the solution.

Region states are systems of rule that Ohmae believes will be able to make the most of a

giobal economy in a more substantial and sustainable way than the nation-state. But they are

not invented from thin air. They are already forming from the practices of a global economy;

The boundaries of the region state arc not imposed by political fiat. The}' are drawn by the deft

but invisible hand of the global market for goods and sen-ices. The)' follow, rather than precede,

real flows of human activity, creating nothing new but ratifying existing patterns manifest in

countless individual decisions.*'7

The scale of these region states varies according to economic linkages and certain

infrastructure needs (such as at least one international airport and a freight handling harbour)

with a population in the five to twenty million ranged Also of importance in placing the

borders of a region state is the extent of communications and marketing considerations. This

last iactor is the most revealing, with Ohmae arguing that the size of the region state ought to

be an attractive market by being small enough for consumers to share tastes and interests as

but large enough for certain economies of scale.89 This underlines the way in which the region

state is shaped not by local forces but by the principles of capitalism.

The role and aim of the region state is clear. Nation-states should permit their regions to

autonomously act as powerful "engines of development" by being giobal in focus,

emphasising efficient economic linkages, welcoming foreign investment and by sidelining

KS Ohmae, TJx End of Ox Nation State, p. 119.
S(> Ohmae, 71x End of OX Nation State, p. 89.
S7 Oliniae, "The Rise of the Region State", p. 78.
ss Ohmae, "The Rise of the Region State", p. 80.
*' Ohmae, The End of Ox Nation Suite, p. 89.
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claims to any civil minimum.4' Ohmae makes the point that nation-states encourage regional

economic development but stop when it "threatens current jobs, industries and interests".91

The effect of this is costly. Ohmae notes that "in Japan, a nation with plenty of farmers, food

is far more expensive than in Hong Kong or Singapore, where there are no farmers" because

the latter two nations are open to the benefits of the global economy.'92 In short, by

consistently forwarding the "global logic" and encouraging the development of region states,

people will benefit from such openness. This necessitates region states that are directed at the

attraction of the capital and the provision of communications and transport infrastructure

needed to support networks of global capitalism.

Ohmae deploys three main arguments to support the idea of the region state. The first relates

to the "effective engines of prosperity" that the region state would be.93 Ohmae clearly

believes that quality of life issues should be central to policy-making of the region-state and

the nation-state. This is enabled by the efficient use of all resources, not the inefficient

production of goods that are then subsidised by the government to placate powerful interests

or to maintain jobs. By acting as a port of entry, the region state is not only opened up to the

global economy in a way the nation-state cannot be, but is also embracing a market discipline

that will ensure this efficiency. The region state allows and establishes a "proactive policy" that

exists in between industrial policies and hands off free markets, that encourages local

businesses to network together and outwards into the global economy.94 The region state

opens up the conditions for interaction with the global economy by assisting companies to

respond to changing conditions rather than sheltering them. The goal is

not to solve all problems locally, but rather 10 make it possible to solve them by harnessing global

resources. The effectiveness of region states depends on their ability to tap global solutions... The

implicit goal of their policies and their actions is not to defer some outdated insistence on self

sufficiency, to buy off some well-wired constituency, to satisfy some emotional craving for the

trappings of sovereignty, to tie up some bloc of votes, to feed some vocal demand for protection,

or to keep some current government in power. It is to improve the quality of their people's lives

by attracting and harnessing the talents and resources of the global economy, not by warding that

economy oif so that special interests flourish.1'1'

' : Ohmae, 77xj End of tlx Nation State, pp. 88-9.
II Ohmae, "The Rise of the Region State", p. 87.
1J? Ohmae, "The Rise of the Region State", p. 87.
III O h m a e , Tlx EndojUx Nation State, p p . 148-9.
1)4 O h m a e , Tlx Endofth' Nation State, p . 96.
'* O h m a e , Tlx'End of tlx-Nation State, p . 96.
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The outward looking nature of the region state should not overlook the active nature of the

policies employed by the authorities located in a region state to clear the way for globally

attractive business conditions. Implicit in Ohmae's writing is the idea that success will create

the public support for this form of polity.

The second argument relates to the way prosperity would spread from one region state to

another. Ohmae argues that when region states are left to their own devices they will be

efficient and prosperous and that this prosperity necessarily "spills over" into neighbouring

region states.11"' Also, there is the motivational danger of being recalcitrant and inwards looking

- thereby missing out on the opportunities of global capital. The rise of some flourishing

region states encourages linkage and discourages autark)'. Because region states are freed from

centralised support, a competitive - Darwinian 'survival of the fittest' scenario threatens those

regions that do not engage with the global economy and other region states with economic

obscurity. This motivation and the rationale that there is no gain for a region state to hoard its

prosperity in a global economy provide a case for the expansion of successful region states.

The third line of argument that Ohmae advances is that the autonomy of the region state is

presented as a strength. There is the strong implication in The End uft/je Nation State that one

of the great virtues of the region state is that it unleashes the 'true' self-interest of a region to

stand for itself and provide for itself. The fact that it is not tied to a centralised nation-state

with the civil minimum trickling in from the centre htib allows and forces the region state to open

up to the only source of prosperity that a global economy provides: the flows of resources that

only go to those places that are open and flexible.97 Because the region state is freed from the

encumbrance of special interests and the civil minimum, it has the aptitude to engage with the

global economy. Ohmae believes, fundamentally, that those decision-makers and the public of

region states are "flexible communities of interest" that are in the best position to know what

is needed to forge a prosperous life.''"1 For Ohmae the contrast with the nation-state is stark,

with the centralisation, support of special interests and provision of the civil minimum

providing a strong reason for the nation-state to be replaced by the region state as the main

complex of governance.

'•"• C )hmae, T!x> Endoftlx Nation Slate, p. 100.
''' Ohmae, Vx Endoftlx Nation Slate, p. 96.
^ Ohmae, Tlx Endoftlx Nation State, p. 9b.
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The State in a World of Region States

What happens to the nation-state in a world where important areas of policy discretion rest

with the region state? This is where Ohmae's argument becomes increasingly circular. Ohmae

believes the devolution of power is both the "end" of the centralised nation-state and the only

wav the idea of nation-state can survive a globalising era." This is because he sees a continuing

but residual role for the centralised nation-state. But it is a role that is a far cry from the

traditional role of the nation-state that provides a more or less comprehensive frame of

authority and justice for its citizens. Not only would the nation-state open up society to

transnational capital but it should also willingly relinquish control to region-based decision-

makers and cease to provide civil minimum goods and services.IX Some of the political

machinery of the nation-state would remain but any notion of political community or societal

concern that could influence the policymaking process would not. Region states would go it

alone in the large area of policy making that could influence that region's ability to attract

capital. It seems in all cases where the decree of the centralised nation-state and the discipline

of the global economy conflict, the clash would be resolved in the global economy's favour.

\Xliat is not full)7 explained in this shift to the region state is how the region state is less

susceptible to special interests and how the nation-state could give up virtually all control of

us regions.

The residual role of the nation-state means in effect a break up of the centralised nature of the

state. This break up occurs on two axes. Firstly, by devolution of power into a federal system

of government that would allow the region states to undertake their roles in embracing

economic activity as their first and overriding goal. This form of federation seems to be loose

because it is dependent on a central government that does not interfere in the working of any

of the region states it encompasses. According to Ohmae region states must be "handled

gently by federation" and "are not - and need not be - enemies of central government".101 In

short, the region state has more authority to develop economic polity than the central nation-

state. Secondly, the nation-state must go "cold turkey" in regards to any provision of the civil

minimum or any other centralised protection or redistribution.10' This fundamentally curtails

the policy latitude as well as any possibly effectual role of the centralised nation-state. Any

'': ( Mimae, Vx' F.rui nj' tlx' Nation Stak\ p. 129.
i : : ()hmae, 77*' End0/llr Nalvm State, pp. 130
1 ! I )hm.u\ 'Ih huinf th> Nation StMt\ p. 100.
1 •••' (. Ilini.u-, 'fix- Etuloftlx> Nation Slate, p. lib.
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1

provision of a centrally administered civil minimum would undermine the whole notion of a

federated system of region states. It also places restrictions on the region state by forcing them

to be looking to global capitalism for opportunities while being limited in the infrastructure

the}* can develop by their own ability to actually afford such infrastructure.1D?

Through the shift towards the primacy of region-states, there are some functions that remain

with the nation-state and there are new nation-state functions that develop regional autonomy.

There are some functions that Ohmae concedes to the remainder of the nation-state. The

"traditional issues" of foreign policy and defence, macroeconomic and monetary policy as well

as education and training all remain under the direction of the nation-state.'^ Yet of these, the

provision of macroeconomic conditions is somewhat dlusionary in an economic system where

the global mobility ol finance and equity capital makes such policy latitude marginal at best.

The government of the nation-state will not fund infrastructure but it should lay down

regulations to facilitate common standards and compatibility.'^ To lay any more responsibility

than this in the hands oi the nation-state would invite the possibility of interest groups

lobbying lor the central government to set up infrastructure rather than a region to organise

;:iid provide it itself. Indeed according to Ohmae, the new role of the state is to be a "catalyst"

that develops the economic latitude needed to unleash the competitiveness of regions-states.10"

The nature of being a catalyst will differ for states with economies at different levels of

development. For developing countries, the emphasis is on getting "the right policies,

institutions and infrastructure in place at the right time".10 This means states ensuring that the

infrastructure needed to open up to the global economy is present while opening up

opportunities for regions to be economically autonomous and thereby loosen the "heavy hand

oi government regulation".m For states of the western world, the central challenge is how to

avoid stifling region states such as Silicon Valley or Baden-Wuttemberg and at :he same time

facilitate new region slates without holding on to discretionary economic control and the

desire to be the "prime movers" too long.10'

The region state represents another tangent of extended neo-hberalism: governance that is

apparently local in authority and organisation but totally tied into global capitalism. It is a type

^•l Ohmae,
1 j4 Ohmae,
''-•'' Ohmae,
10(1 Ohmae,
K Ohmae,
''* Ohmae,
K'' ( )hmae,

llx Endoj tlx Nation State, pp. 12b-7.
"The Rise of the Region Stale", p. HI.
77*' Endoj tlx Nation Slate, p. 129.
'Ih1 End oj t)x' Nation State, p. 136.
"Putting Global Logic First", p. 123.
"Putting Global Logic First", pp. 123-4.
T!x> Endoj tlx Nation State, p. 13d.
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of governance that looks past the 'special' interests of its citizens to provide them wkh

program that delivers efficient networks within the global economy. Ohmae claims that

nation-states are intrinsically domestic in focus and have "begun io dissolve" in economic

terms because of this underlving rationale.ll" Nation-states may trr to engage with the global

economy but are always limited by the ways it is beholden to its population's appeals to the

provision of common standards of public services and the protection of certain interests. The

region state is a form of polity that embraces the 'global logic' by looking towards global

capitalism and thereby providing no such services or guarantees to its citizens. Ultimately,

locating authority with the region state places the nation-state at a less than a residual footing

- with the nation-state being little more than a loose term thrown over the political structure

of given national grouping region states. It is unclear how this system would work in practice,

without totally collapsing into a world of region states. One is left with the distinct impression

that this is what Ohmae would not mind seeing at all, with the nation-state having a brief

transitionary phase before drifting into history.

The Elements of Extended Neo-liberalism

Both the proposers of the MAI and Ohmae take different journeys to the same destination: a

dramatically reshaped and weakened nation-state. Both arguments attempt to limit the ability

of the nation-state to interfere with die discipline of market forces. As such extended neo-

liberalism goes beyond neo-liberal governance in two respects. First, extended neo-liberalism

eschews the incremental deregulation and liberalisation of neo-liberal governance in favour of

a dramatic and obvious delimitation of the nation-state and democracy that legally entrenches

a 'credible' context lor investors. Second, extended neo-liberalism does not engage nation-

state in a substantive way whereas neo-liberal governance relies heavily upon the nation-state

for the legitimacy of 'market friendly' polices and practices. The social forces supportive of

neo-liberal governance have largely co-opted nation-states around the world and locked them

into maintaining and expanding economic globalisation both in terms of ideology and

practical competition for economic activity. By comparing extended neo-liberalism with neo-

liberal governance we can see how neo-liberal governance enacts deregulation, liberalisation

and privatisation in a gradual and pragmatic manner by transforming existing forms of political

association ratJoer than creating tlxm anew as extended neo-lihralisrji contends. Nevertheless, the

arguments presented in this chapter culminate in an approach to governance that claims that

11C Ohmae, Vx- End oj tlx' Nation State, p. 79.
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the best wav to govern in a globalising environment is to unleash market forces by limiting the

actions of national governments. This convergence is made clear in four interdependent

points.

First, extended neo-liberalism contends that tn order fur tfx potential ofneo-liberal reforms of economic

efficiency and investor security to be fulfilled t/jey ?nust be locked m and protected from pditkd or democratic,

manipulation. The separation of 'economics' from 'politics' is essential to the neo-liberal project

but in order to secure the material gains of globally deregulated markets this means further

restricting governments by legally reshaping and sidelining the nation-state.

Second, extended neo-liberalism attempts to drainahcally mcrease the significance of economic relations

across the world. Whether achieved by a global regime or by radical federalism, \bc only

extensive and systematic discipline that should be exercised over governments is the desires of

people as capitalists and consumers, not as citizens. As such the only justification for this

restriction is the material prosperity that results irom encouraging market activity. Social

stability and legitimacy is provided by material prosperity and economic tree choice.

Third, democracy is restricted and limited by extended neo-liberalism. Economic polio.' making is

quarantined from public opinion and protected against future popular movements or reactions

against deregulated capitalism. Thus democracy cannot trump global market forces because

authority is either lifted from the state by a global legal regime or authority has be devolved to

competitive locales too small and locked into competition to eflect large scale change.

Fourth, within the approach of extended neo-liberalism, tide overriding power vests witlo global

capitalism and the economic actors that act within the networks of capitalism. TNC's and

mobile investors are the actors who take an increasing role in the direction of governance to

such an extent that market discipline and the influence of TNC decisions become the

dominant influence over political affairs. The goal is nothing less than establishing a

predictable political-economic context for the sovereign investor."1

Extended neo-liberalism is testament to a deep suspicion of democracy, where democracy is

an instrumental lorm ol protection of individual liberty from the state that can enlarge into a

111 C Jill, "Now Constitutionalism, Dnnocrausauon and Global Political Economy", p. 23.
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more invasive and centralising threat to individual liberty^". Extended neo-liberalism also

represents a supreme confidence in unfettered capitalism in not only producing substantial

gains in levels of wealth across the world but also in providing a self regulating society capable

oi basic levels of financial and social stability with minimal state interference.

The question is whether global capitalism can deliver? Can unfettered global capitalism

promote prosperity that extends across the world? I contend that there are substantial doubts

that extended neo-liberalism can spread prosperity widely across the world let alone ameliorate

the social effects of economic globalisation. After all, the problems indicative of global

capitalism: inequality, polarisation and insecurity all stem from the unregulated and

uncontrolled manner of this configuration of capitalism. The rationale of extended neo-

liberalism is a radical extension of the prevailing pattern of governance that is holding sway

across the world. Hence we have the unusual situation of both the proposers of the MAI and

Ohmae simultaneously understating the actual role thai ihe nation-state plays in enabling

economic globalisation and suggesting thai the nation-state is undesirable to further

developments of economic globalisation.

On one hand Ohmae is arguing that the nation-state is a hindrance to citizens enjoying the full

benefits of a global economy. On the other, we have man}' governments actively using neo-

liberal policies to shape the nation-state and enable global capitalism. Ln claiming that the

region state is the desirable form of governance and the nation-state the outdated

unsustainable form of governance, Ohmae ignores the active role the nation-state plays in

supporting the form of global economic activity thai he believes is the solution. At the heart

of Ohmae's prescription is a fundamental misunderstanding of the npe, nature and scale of

government activity in supporting global capitalism. For the proposers of the MAI, the

dilemma of the role of the nation-state is reversed. In legally restricting the ability to conduct

economic policy-making, decision-making power and hence legitimacy is drawn away from the

state. While the MAI approach accepts the interventionism ol the state in keeping markets

open, the global legal restraint ol the MAI visibly weakens people's confidence in the

sovereignty oi the nation-state. The virtue neo-hberal governance's combination of

deregulation and the nation-state, as compared with extended neo-liberalism, is that while

there is relatively quiet cicjacto liberalisation on a signilicant scale, there is not the bold de jwv

liberalisation that visibly emasculates the nation-slate and provokes public disquiet.

'•' Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Democratism ion and Global Political Economy", p. 23.
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As a result of the unconcealed approach of extended neo-liberalism, there are problems with

the viability of this alternative articulation of good government. The rest of this chapter

addresses three primary problems. First, there are problems with the idea that the region state

or legaJJ>' enmeshed state can actually create prosperity that moderates inequality and fashions

a significant level of social cohesion. Second, there are also problems with the notion that the

region state or legally enmeshed state can support global capitalism with the same

effectiveness as the neo-liberal inspired nation-state? This leads to the question of whether the

idea of extended neo-liberalism is the wary-' forward for liberal and especially neo-liberal

thought. Even if extended neo-liberalism can moderate the adverse consequences of

economic globalisation across the world or is able to sustain global capitalism, this does not

mean that liberal outcomes can be guaranteed by extended neo-liberalism. As we will see, local

representation can lead in so many different directions; many of them are not even vaguely

liberal.

The Minimal State and Inequality

The proposers of the MAI and Ohmae both believe that an unlettered global economy will

produce prosperity that addresses poverty and inequality in an indirect way. If social life is

determined by the market mechanism, then the production of cheap public services, cheap

goods and senaces will ensure that inequality will become a non-issue with the market creating

"no absolute losers nor winners, as market mechanisms adjust participating nation's

competitiveness rather fairly through currency exchange rates and employment".113 Ohmae

makes the classical liberal/neo-liberal assumption that wealth will circulate to provide

everybody engaging in economic activity with an ample living standard.114 Yet on a global

scale, this is not occurring through the processes ol deregulated capitalism that are in

existence. The global economy is producing clusters ol wealth (or what Ohmae calls region

states in the descriptive sense) that do not spread out lor reasons associated with the strategic

compatibilities of local linkages and resources. Ohmae believes that by liberating local decision

making, more places around the world will embrace the global economy and usher in

11 • Kenichi Ohmae, Herbert Hen/Jer MU\ I'"red (Jluck, "1 >eclaration ol Interdependence Towards the World-
200!̂ " in Ohmae, 77x- IhnMiss World, p. 2 If).
iM See Andrew Hurrell and Ngaire Woods, "Globalisation and Inequality", Milhmuc?}, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1995, pp
448-9 and Jurgen Habermas, llxPost7uuoruJ (}»isteiLtiu»i (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2001), p. 93.
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prosperity that will not only bring wealth to that locale, but will radiate to other locales. But

can every locale be a successful region stater1

Even if we, like Ohmae, close our eyes to the active role that national governments have

played in political!)' sustaining the formations of local clusters in the name of competitiveness,

it is clear that not everywhere can be a prosperous region state.''""' Even if all locales were to be

weaned from the benefits and public sendees provided by the state, there would still be places

that would not provide a stable environment for global capital for a variety oi reasons. There

are places that are geographically isolated, that have been devastated by long-term hostilities or

simply do not have the social cohesion or social c.pital required to create the conditions for

capitalism.1" Ultimately, there are limited places that can be host to lucrative leading edge

technological production, with many places that are "black lodes ofinformational capitalism"that

Manuel Castells explains are a "social landscape" defined by systematic social exclusion.11

Obviously places in the developing world, especially Africa, are a long way from being able to

provide basic infrastructure and social cohesion, let alone the opportunity of being a

prosperous linkage in the global economy.'lS This is manifest with vast differences between

nation-states in the growth in trade and investment flows across the world,11' as well as access

to telecommunications infrastructure and technology.1^ Castells makes the point that these

black holes can lie dxtngad, that "purposive human action can change the rules of social

structure".1*'1 My contention is that the ideas of Ohmae and the MAI do not embody this change

because the ideas are aimed at the economic goal oi increasing deregulation to assist

businesses, not the removal oi social divisions. Extended neo-libcralism seeks to direct the

rules in the same direction as neo-hberal governance but to push them even farther by

extending deregulation and restricting redistribution.

"•'Manuel Castells, "Informational Capitali':,n and Social Exclusion" at <htip://www.unnsd. org/engindex/publ
iR\vs/'lc5eng/(asinews.lHni> (access'.u on the Is' oi November 1999) See also Manuel Casiells and Peter Hall,

Jixbiopok's of the World (London, Ivoutledge, 1994)
" Manuel Casiells, End of llx> Millavwon, Vol 111 o) 'Iix In/onnatian Age: Ecvna?iy, Sixicty ami Qiltitrv, (Oxford,

Hlackwell, 1997), pp. 161-4. See also Robert Putnam, "The Prosperous Community; Social Capital and Public
l.ile", Vx Ainenwn lhvspect, nl3, (Spring 1993).
i: ( .astells, E?id of Ox Millcfvvnm,p. 162. Emphasis in original. See also Scott, Regions and Ox World Economy, p. 136.

World Bank, World Development Report Smvnary 1997, (Washington. D.C, The World Bank, 1997), p. 14. See
.iJso IINR1SD, Suites of Disarray; Vx Social Effects of Glolulisation (Banson, London, 1995)
1'" IJNDP, Human DevdopmatiReport 1999 (New S'ork, Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 27.
uc Casiells, End of Ox Miliamumi, pp. 92-5. Casiells makes the point "technology per se does not solve social
problems. But the availability and use of information and communication technologies are a pre-requisite for
economic and social development m our world. The)' are the functional equivalent of electricity in the industrial
era". Castells, Manuel, "Informational Capitalism and Social Exclusion", p 4.
! ; : Casiells, End of Ox Millavwc?i,p. 162.
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Moreover, the type of economic growth is more important than the lead of economic growth in

determining levels of development and inequality.i:~ In particular economic growth does not

automatically improve poverty unless the growth is both "pro poor" and sustained within

poor communities.1*3 Unfortunately, Ohmae does seem to be aware of the ways capitalist

working conditions can produce radically harmful forms of economic growth, including paid

child labour, and accelerated forms of social exclusion.'M In addition, global capitalism does

not ensure long-term investment but does usher in capital volatility and mobility and thus

competitiveness not just for capital but for the conditions for capital that increase the fragility

oi some regions.1"'̂  Ohmae's assumption that embracing the global economy will provide

prosperity may not be shared by the people cf Liverpool or Sierra Leone, leading to the

possibility' of inward looking regions. This ma}' mean that the virtuous processes of the market

that Ohmae and the OEGD technocrats lay faith in may in fact degenerate into regional

ghettos that rave markedly lower living standards and stability than nearby regions.1*'

This extension of the neo-liberal panacea also overlooks the differences and inequality within

a locale or region-state. Jn a global economy, the real divisions in what people earn is not only

due to their location in the global economy but also what they add to the global economy.1"'

People who work in knowledge based professions, that is, those who are "symbolic analysts"

to use Robert Reich's neologism, are connected in a stronger way than the service and

manufacturing sectors. People who are connected to the global economy in a direct way are

fundamentally on a different boat than those who are not, with significant inequality

resulting. 1'tv The global economy does not just divide people on the basis of whether this or

that location is connected to the webs of prosperity but what individuals do within the webs of

the increasingly global division of labour. This problem is likely to be exacerbated if nation-

states follow Ohmae\s advice and relinquishes control oi welfare and redistributive programs,

(iiven that the declining levels of government support are partial!1' responsible for the severity

ol current levels of inequality, this is even more disquieting. As Castells soberly observes,

'• •'•' I INI )I\ Hitman lleixAopment Repent 1996 (New York:, Oxford University Press, 1996)
'• ' UNDP, Hwthoi Deudapmnti Report 19V?, p. 71.
'•'•' C "astells. End ojOx Millennium, pp. 72-3.
'•"' Susan Strange, Retivat oj dx State (Cambridge", Cambridge University Press, 199b), pp. 197-8. Sec also Castells,
"Informational Capitalism and Social Exclusion", p. 4.
'•''• Strange, Retnut oftlx State, p. 191.
'•' Robert Reich, Tlx Work of Nations (London, Simon and Schuster, 1991), p. 172.
: >K Saskia Sassen, (jties ma WcnidEconomy (London, Pine forge Press, 1994), clip b.
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when society is "left to market forces, there is an undeniable tendency toward a polarized

social structure, between countries and within countries".12'

The State versus the Region State

Contrary to Ohmae's argument, the declining level of government intervention in regards to

social issues has not entailed the end of the state. As Allen Scon notes "those, like Ohmae,

who foresee its virtual dissolution fail, in particular, to take into account the social and above

all perhaps the cultural pressures - as opposed to the economic relations - that continue to

make the state and the nation potent political realities in the contemporary world".130 On one

hand people are not merely shaped by economics, political and social interests also acculturate

them, but on the ether, these cultural and political forces actually constitute and legitimate any

form of capitalism.131 As examined in Chapter 2, a particular type of government action is

required to underpin economic globalisation. The active nature of the state, in the form oi the

competition state, which buttresses the shift from the balance between deregulation and social

regulation to increasingly global deregulation by states is something that Ohmae does not

seem to fully reconcile with the notion of the region state. While Ohmae points towards a

radical path of complete dismantling of social policy and the devolution of authority to the

smallest form of governance as possible, he doesn't recognise the role that the state in its

deregulated and increasingly micro interventionist form actually plays in supporting and

legitimating economic globalisation. He hopes that governments will accept that it is their role

to provide "a steady and small hand, not to interfere".13*1 However, to enact deregulation, a

strong disciplinary hand is required, and this necessitates the controlled use of power via the

state.

A state shaped by the practices of the competition state may not be compatible with the

localised authority of the region state or indeed within a nation-state embedded within a MAI

like arrangement. The region state may undermine this role by drawing authority to a localised

level. This authority runs the distinct risk of being unable to maintain the discipline associated

wath a nation-state that is intimately connected to the deregulated political economic linkages

ol a global economy yet still maintains a semblance of popular legitimacy. Contrary to

'•"•' Casiells, "Informational Capitalism and Social Exclusion", p. 5.
1 K Scott,, Regions and Ox World Economy, p. 46.
m See Scon, Rcgiims and Ox World Economy, p. 152.
1 " Ohmae, Tlx- lioniaicss World, p. 212.
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Ohmae's intent, the authorities of the region state may be captured by 'special interests' of

their constituents. In addition, while the competition state is welded into the global economy

it still possesses a level of legitimacy and a (admittedly diminished) public belief in

democracies that citizens can work through the state to attain their public goals. It is not clear

that the region state can work simultaneously at a global and domestic level as effectxueiy as the

national competition state can in most cases, because the competition state imbues a complex

network of technocratic control with a historical sense of legitimacy and community. The

region state will probably be too small and caught up with external evaluations of the global

economy to be able to govern in a way that both manages to uphold the "symbolic

function"'3 necessary to hold public legitimacy at the same time as enacting the creeping

program of neo-liberal governance. In a similar way, states enmeshed within a MAI like

agreement would find it hard to maintain this public sense of legitimacy. The lesson for neo-

liberal reform is evident in the way the MAI's attempt to lock in' the neo-liberal project from

public interference provoked a vociferous public reaction in so many OECD nations.1134

Problems associated with the coexistence of the region state and the nation-state raises doubts

that the region state could operate so as to manage the political conditions needed to support

a global economy with a winnowed nation-state. A world that has free markets that enable the

economy a> act as a single place in real time needs a political and legal infrastructure that has

the ability to support such an economic system both within and between nation-states.

However, the region state is too fixated on trying to make the most for individuals in such a

system that it lacks the public sentiment as well as the institutional organisation and breadth to

sustainably underpin the complexity of a global economy. In particular, the region state, by

being built so single-mindedly around principles of commerce, would be unlikely to provide

the funds needed to solve problems of global governance. While Ohmae claims he would like

to pay a third of his taxes to a global body for global problems like the environment and

development, a third to his local community and the last third to his nation-state,135 this tax

requires structures that would envelop the region state. Not only would such global funds

interfere with the operation of the market but the}' would also cut across the region state with

specific political programs that would clash with the economic goals of the region state. The

resolution of these clashes would be in favour ol the region state by Ohmae's account,

Phillip Corny, "What Next For the Stair?" in Eleonore Kofman & Gillian Youngs (eds.), (iblvlisation: Theory
/ZW/a-(London, Pinter, 1996), p. 131.
Kobnn, "The MAI and the Clash of Globalisation*", p. 99.
Ohmae, Tlx Bonieriess Woiid, pp. 212-6.
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meaning that global governance would be an incomplete affair. Thus ultimately, even if

extended neo-hberalism can dismiss the ethical problems associated with inequality and

insecurity as a practical problem, this approach does not offer practical and immediate forms

of strengthening the effort to institutionalise r.eo-liberalism. It asserts that the only faaor

needed for social stability and legitimaq- is economic prosperity. The provision of political

mechanisms that address global problems are woefull)- understated. This leads us to conclude

that the region state is far from being what is needed for the long-term support of a global

economy or a world where complex threads of interdependence forge the need for concerted

global governance.

In sum, extended neo-hberalism, in sacrificing public legitimacy for the gains of a completely

deregulated world economy, endangers tfx mechanism* and political association essential for the state

intervention needed to open markets and keep them open. Both the MAI proposers and

Ohmae are seeking to replace or minimise the nation-state in order to both entiench and

deepen the neo-liberal project. This is dangerous, not only because it endangers the neo-liberal

project by inviting public resistance, but because it also endangers effective global governance

and the stability needed at a global level for neo-liberalism to operate.

Extended Neo-liberalism and Local Representation

Even if extended neo-liberalism could resolve the tensions originating from dealing with

inequality and the long-term governing ol a global economy without an empowered state,

regions are shaped by more than economic concerns.1"' In trying to forward an alternative to

neo-liberal governance, the ideas of extended neo-hberalism place great faith in trying to

liberate capitalistic frameworks and agents within global capitalism in order to facilitate an

increase in the opportunities and material conditions for individuals across the world. But can

the practice of a legally enmeshed state or the region state open the possibility for stable and

prosperous liberalism within a global economy? Clearly Ohmae sees political communities as

being shaped primarily by economics when he discusses shared consumption patterns as being

central to the composition of a region state. The fact that the region state is defined by the

flows of the global economy ultimately means that the public sentiment that underpins the

region state is very weak - the term 'flexible communities of interest' suggests an ultimately

instrumental and eeonomistic polity. Would this type ol elastic community hold together or

1 Vl Scon, Regions itnd llx WcniJ l:ammi\\ p. 153. Sir thr contrast with ihe way Ohime downplays the political and
cultural factors oi regionalism. See Ohmae, "Pulling, (ilobal Logic First", p. 119.
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ward off undemocratic forms of community' such as chauvinism or fascism?'1 It is highly

doubtful. In terms of political rights, the discretionary power of the citizen to elect regional

government to do anything other than build infrastructure and attract capital is also limited

within the region state. Likewise economic and social rights such as minimum standards of

pav, health and safety and enforcing the obligations of corporations, would seemingly be in a

similar limited and curtailed shape. Citizenship in a region state would be a weak and purely

procedural affair. The proposers of the MAI also thought (wrongly as it turned out) that

people were primarily the hamoeajnaraais'oi economics textbooks.

Given the minimal bonds of association and a thin and procedural model of citizenship, can

such local representation usher in prosperity without being taken over by other concerns such

as local political agendas, ethnic desires and nationalist aspirations? Ohmae is quite candid

about the dangers of devolution because "it can also be used as a plausible rationale, under the

cover of which religious, racial, ethnic or tribal groups privately aspire to advance only their

own, self interested ends".1(ii This 'danger' is highlighted by the desire for local autonomy in

areas such as Scotland and Quebec where devolution is sought after but for reasons associated

with community autonomy.13" It is clear that while the scale of the polity may be determined

by the exigencies of the global economy, the intent of the polity' cannot. The possibility of the

region state being taken over by other agendas or interests is real and ubiquitous. Many of

these possibilities are devoid of the ethical values and the political structures needed to

underpin not only the visions of those who wish to embrace extended neo-liberalism but of a

liberal society as well. Clearly, devolution can be a good thing but only if it operates within a

structure that balances commercial goals with cultural and ethical values. The EU principle of

"subsidiarity" is a good example of devolution that occurs with peoples' complex and

manifold lives in mind because it embeds "the principle that decisions should be taken as

close to the citizens as possible" and does not embed only economic concerns.140 Federalism

can be crucial part of governance because it is capable of ethically managing complexity not

Iust because of a mechanistic logic connected to the global market.

11 Benjamin Barber, "Democracy al Risk" Wotid Policy Journal, Volume XV, Summer 1998, pp. 34-5.
n H )hmae, 7 lie End affix Nation Stair, p. 119.
: " Manuel Cast ells, 77x- Poiur oj kiairity, Vol 11 of 77*' Infomutum Age: Economy, Society and Culttm:, (Oxford,
Blackwell, 1997), p. 27. This is not to mention forms of partition or secession m places such as Israel -Palestine or
hast Timor.
H- F.uropean Commision, ihrwDix* tk' Eum/Xivi I hmm Work? (Brussels, EC, 1996), p. 14.
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This raises the possibility that the globally competitive devolution of authority is really the

wrong way for liberalism to go in order to enact a conception of political or chic rights. Even

though Ohmae wants some form of global legal guarantee that he would have political rights

that would be supported by a political structure,'41 where and how it should be enforced is far

from clear in his account. The nation-state within his approach lacks the real authority to

ensure political rights. The region state lacks the motivation to ensure rights in a context of

competitiveness that extends into social life. A global order may be the logical location of a

charter that allows states to collectively establish human rights. Yet such a political and legal

order will always be subservient to the logic of the global economy in exactly the same way

that the MAI proposers seek to combine a strong investment regime with weak social

provisions. An}' attempt to provide a substantial set of human rights and social or

environmental standaids would interfere both with the market mechanism and the power of

the investor.

Since there is no guarantee, let alone justification, of the ethical underpinning needed for a

liberal society, the ideas of extended neo-hberalism do not inspire confidence that these ideas

will culminate in an acceptable form of liberal governance. Whether one is a neo-liberal or a

social/welfare liberal, it is clear that the ideas of extended neo-hberalism make the liberal vision

t>j equal liberty and social stability increasingly precarious. Even if we ignore the narrow views

ol democracy that the technocratic approach of extended neo-hberalism holds, it is clear that

even the potential of impressive economic results of <i deregulated economy are not enough to

satisly people. Ultimately there .ire basic rights, guarantees and a sense of security that the

ideas ol extended neo-liberalism do not provide in their single-minded preoccupation with

providing the right conditions for the 'invisible hand'.

Conclusion

Main' people searching lor an approach to governance within a globalising world would

dismiss the arguments ol the MAI proposers and Ohmae out of hand. While it is apparent

ih.it there are severe problems with the approach of extended nco-liberalism, this chapter has

also demonstrated that this alternative rationale of governance is distinct from neo-liberal

governance. Even before the protests against economic globalisation began to build

momentum, it was clear that this rationale was extremely audacious and more than a little

111 Ohmac. Kcmchi, Hcn/.ler Herbert and Gluck, Fred "Declaration of Interdependence Towards the World-
-005" in Ohmac, Kenichi, Vx Ihnioicv Winid: Pcnurand Strategy m //>• G'/o/W Markctplaa-,p. 2\(i.
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naive. By turning away from the nation-state as the locus for governance, the ideas of

extended neo-liberalism are not only radicalising the current direction of public policy across

ihe world but also embarking on a potential!)' dangerous and irresponsible direction. While

Ohniae espouses the importance of people having increased economic openness and choice,

and while he criticises interest groups for frustrating governance that forwards such choice, in

the end Ohmae is a lobbyist himself. It is just that Ohmae's constituency of the interest

groups includes transnational corporations and not domestic interest groups, like the

proposers of the MAL, Ohmae is willing to merely have a change of the relevant interest

groups that dominate policy making - ones that usher in the interests associated wim the

global economy and depose those interests connected to societal or civic interests. Ultimately,

while extended neo-liberalism seeks to ensure that global markets and T*NCs have increased

power and mobility, there are no guarantees that people will find themselves in a stable society

that provides even a modicum of protection against these global flows of capital.

Wiiile the tensions between the national competition state and a global economy are fairly

dear it is not clear how stable a world of capitalism sans the nation-state would be.

Nevertheless, it is unlikely to assist the most vulnerable people around the world or promote a

groater sense o{ political and economic stability. In addition, when it comes to sustaining

global capitalism the state is a necessary, albeit imperfect, friend oi economic globalisation.

Kxtended neo-liberalism and Ohniae in particular are reluctant to accept the importance of

the nation-state as an institution thai enforces and supports the processes of economic

globalisation - instead relying on a context where capital reigns without such broadly

legitimate institutionalisation. Ultimately neglecting the state both as a means to a stable

society and as the support for the continuing reproduction global capitalism is a risk)'

proposition. In harnessing, in tact surrendering to the global economy, the proposers of the

MAI and Ohmae are endangering \x>th the possibility of societies being able to address

inequality- and insecurity, as well as the form of economic organisation that they place so much

laith in.
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CHAPTER FIVE - CONTRACTUAL NATIONALISM: GOVERNING

THROUGH THE NATION-STATE

The challenges of this age are also extraordinary and the cost of failing to meet them is high. The

actions we take today will determine what kinds of jobs Americans will have tomorrow, how

competitive our businesses will be in the global economy, how well our children -especially the

poorest among them - will be to succeed... and how secure we will be as a nation in an

increasingly complicated world.1

Another way that liberalism can govern in a global economy is to respond directly to social

dislocation by government action. While neo-hberal governance and extended neo-liberalism

address social dislocation indirectly, relying on the market to achieve desirable outcomes,

other liberals have emphasised the importance oi developing social cohesion in order to

sustain both liberal values and global capitalism. Rather than break the state down to region

states or attempt to govern at a global level, the arguments analysed within this chapter

.lUenpt tc retrieve the nation-state as a viable location for governance. This position which I

term here as contractual nationalism," asserts thai the reason that the nation-state is sought as

the site for governance stems from the need for a legitimate locus of stability within the

turbulence of economic globalisation. Contractual nationalists argue that in order for social

stability and belonging to be renewed, a national community needs to be remade so that

mutual responsibility can be the foundation for the perpetuation of economic globalisation.

1 he approach of contractual nationalism draws from the ideas of economic nationalism1 and

social liberalism,4 in that it seeks to maximise the wealth oi the nation-state by way of

governmental activity. Economic nationalism asserts that

.1 11.111011 s citi/.eniy largely shares (or should share) a common economic late, the state has a crucial

fxistlnv role in guiding the national economy to better ' •"•rlornunce, and the imperatives of

nationalism should guide tin1 slate's economic policies.''

1 Bill ('linton, tieriMti I/o/na/hi l/iston (New York, Random 1 louse, 1 <>%), pp. 1 \-2.
I am indebted to Paul James lor coming up with this title, all hough naturally he is not responsible for the

lormulations 1 make with it.
' Alex I lallinicos. Against th' Tlnnl Way (Cambridge, Polity, 2001), pp. <v7.
J James Richardson, (imienduig Lilxrahsm w Warhl Politics: hinitr^ ,vui 1\wn (Boulder, Lynne Rienner 7001) p
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Economic globalisation clearly challenges the idea of a common economic fate "within the

nation-state. As such, the position of contractual nationalism attempts to found a new national

social contract that fosters social cohesion and the pursuit of economic globalisation.

Ultimately, contractual nationalism seeks inclusion and a shared future in a way that neo-

liberal governance does not, without this national cornrnunity itself being illiberal. In contrast

to the confidence of full-blooded neo-liberalism, the proponents of contractual nationalism

acknowledge that the social dislocation and inequality inherent in economic globalisation is a

threat to stable government, liberal values of justice and potentially to the smooth functioning

oi capitalism itself. The aim of this project is social stability that endies effective governance

and profitable capitalist enterprise.

Contractual nationalism, as I will outline in this chapter, consists of three overlapping

arguments. The first stems from Robert Reich and his idea of positive economic nationalism.

The second is Will Hutton's critique of Thatcherite neo-liberalism and his argument for a

siakeholding society. The third draws a heavy influence from both Reich and Hutton and

operates under the title ol the Third Way. This argument is expressed by Anthony Giddens

dnd by the policies articulated by President Clinton of the USA and Tony Blair, the Prime

Minister ol the UK. All these writers and political leaders are often placed under the banner of

the Third Way. However, this is misleading essentially because of substantial differences

between Reich and Hutton on one hand, who represent the first generation of contractual

nationalist thinking and the Third Way that has enacted only a selective understanding of the

earlier arguments of Reich and Hutton. The chapter will then iurnish the argument that these

perspectives possess an underlying rationale that has substantial problems of realistically being

able to moderate the social exclusion evident in economic globalisation.

Robert Reich: The Shift to a Global Economy

Robert Reich is scholar of political economy who was also the Secretary of Labour during the

hist Clinton Administration. As Secretary oi Labour his major projects involved effoits to

aise the minimum wage, increase training, instigate good corporate 'citizenship' and improvedr

).vvid Levi-Faur. "Hcononiic Nationalism: hum Friedndi List to Robert Reich" Rnwwof bUirrutiumd Studies
7
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labour-business relations." Ultimately, although political forces at play in the U.S. political

arena hindered these efforts, he argued thai a new social compact was needed between

workers and business to stay productive and competitive in an increasingly competitive global

economy. This argument was developed in his book TJye Work of Nations. This book examines

the political ramifications of the changing world economy and the social impact of these

changes.8 Robert Reich identifies the nature of the globalising economy by emphasising the

movement from "high volume" to "high value" production, the increasing importance of

information technology in the production process and the nature of production taking place in

global webs that, in many cases, transcend any one nation-state." Reich is concerned about the

effects of economic globalisation on the populace oi the Western world and believes that this

process is responsible for the generation of inequality and fragmentation.

It is Reich's contention that the global economy is bisecting the nation-state in such a

jundamental way that it makes it difficult to talk about a nation-state as a single coherent body

with a shared fate. Despite the fact we talk and organise our thoughts in line with our nation,

he claims "there is no longer a 'we'".1" The national bargain that linked workers and the

owners of capital has come undone. Within the context of economic nationalism, national

corporations were routed within the nation. In the 1950s the national corporation was the

"national champion", with firms such as General Motors and U.S. Steel being the cornerstone

oi the American economy." While other nations had their own 'champions', by the 1990s,

Reich contends that corporations from all over the world were no longer clearly acting within

tin- national interest of their home nation since corporate decisions were increasingly "driven

b\ the dictates oi global competition, not by national allegiance".1-1 Not only is it increasingly

diiiicult to determine the nationality of an actual product that is made from components from

'• Robert Reich, "Pink slips, Profits, and Paychecks: Corporate Citizenship in an Era oi Smaller Government"
Speech at George Washington University, Eeb (>, 1996 and "The New Corporate Citizenship" Speech at the
Town Hall, Los Angeles, Apr 16, 1996.

I hese factors included a Republican dominated congress and the Clinton administration's aim to reduce the
tcder.il deficit.

Robert Reich, flx: Work of Nations (London, Simon and Schuster, 1991). His other important publications are
Ih Next Animcan Fnmtur (New York, Times Books, 1983) "Toward a New Public Philosophy", Tfx1 Atlantic
Monthly, V 255, May 1985, "The Economics of Illusion and the Illusion of Economics", Forvigrt Affairs, V66 n3,
1988, '/h1 Resurgent LihraJ (New York, Random House, 1989) and "The Real Economy", 'Fix Atlantic Monthly,
I-ehruary 1991.
' Reich, 77* • Work of Nations, p. 81.
1 Robert Reich, "American Society in a Global Economy", ScKVty, V2X, nl, Nov/Dec, 1990, p. 67.
]' Reich, 7/JC Work of Nations, pp. 43-44.
'••' Robert Reich, "Who is Them?" in Kenichi Ohmae (ed.), lh-Evolving (Sloixtl Fvonamy (Boston.Harvard Business
Review, 1995), p. l6l.
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different nation-states,1 but corporations are also owned by people from different nations-

states.1'1 In addition, corporations have been forced to operate according to new principles of

international competition that emphasise "speed and agility" on z global scale. ' The

competitiveness and flexibility of corporations and the owners of capital has created a context

that cannot be readily reconciled with the long-term interest of a nation's workers.

Reich sees a distinct clash between the interests of workers/citizens and corporations.b

Gearly there is a deep dmde between those nationals who are globally mobile and in control

of the circuits of investment on one hand, and the majority, on the other, who are rooted to a

particular place where they live, work, pay taxes and raise their families. While an increasing

array of actors in the global economy are operating according to a globally competitive

mentality, there remains a deep divide in the impact of policies on various people's interests.

Reich claims that the idea that "the strength of the American economy is synonymous with

the profitability and productivity of American corporations is thus an axiom on the brink

anachronism".1 Therefore, Reich is keen to distinguish between the nation's economic

interest and the interests of national companies. A conception of the national interest that

joins the two is increasingly difficult to sustain because of the different trajectories ot the

investors and workers. Policies that assist investors may not be the in the interests of workers.

This clash of interests is most obvious when it comes to political debates in Western nation-

stales regarding economic polity, of which the political debate in America is illustrative. Reich

claims that traditionally the Right wing Republicans represent the interests of the wealthy and

i he owners of industry and the Left wing Democrats represent the interests ol the workers

and the poor."1 The economics of Republicanism in the U.S. is built around the belief that

wealth "trickles down" from the wealthy, so that a tax cut to the rich or lowering capital gains

tax will boost the national economy.1'' On the other side oi U.S. politics, the traditional

Democrat claim is that the allocation of the tax burden is not fair and that taxes on the rich

should increase so as to pay for social and educational piv-»*••»'--« to aid the lower and middle

classes. It is Reich's contention that both viewpoints : ••'.;, * th;ii this deadlock creates

Ki-idi, 1)x Work of Nations, clip 10.
J Reich. 77* • Work of Nations, clip 9.

1 Reich, lh> Work of Nations, p. 89. This speed and ability i<, • .-•„•<••<; :;• • -.w o! dir corporation kself with ihe
"enterprise web" replacing the hiei ai chid model as the predo^ . : . " , : .xpuiau.>n. See T)x Work of Nations,
dip S and 10.
'' Reich, 77*• Work of'Nations, p. 133.
1 Reich, 77*' Work of Nations, p. 135. See also Reich, "American Soueiv m a Global Economy"
;s Reich, "The Real Economy", pp. 36-37.
'''' Reich, "The Real Economy", pp. 3(v37.
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a "false picture of where the economy is heading and what must be done".2c Reich claims that

ihe Republicans are wrong, because the future of the U.S. economy no longer rests in the

hands of motivated American capitalists. Rather a nation's "unique attributes" are the skills

and insights of the work force, and how well those skills and insights are linked to the global

economy."1 Moreover wealth, instead of trickling down, increasing!}'' "trickles out" in the form

of foreign investments.22 ^Cliile the benefits for wealthy capitalists from foreign investments

are clear, the benefits for others within the nation are limited; "with the connections between

American capitalists and the American economy thus unravelling, all that remains rooted

within our borders is the American people".^ The traditional Democrat position is also wrong

in Reich's view, because in the current global context, the government's role must go beyond

the attempt to spread wealth and should seek to "build our human capital and infrastructure,

and bargain with global capital on our behalf".M In such negotiations it is the type of work

associated with that capital that matters - the nationality oi the owners of the capital should

noi make a material difference.^

Compounding the divide between corporations and workers is the divide between the

dilferent types of work that citizens undertake and the significant cleavages opening up within

society as .. result."' The inequality and polarisation that stems from the diverging fortunes of

various forms oi work - the differing value added by peopk- ven within the same nation-state

means that the majority of workers in most nations ,;re "losing ground" in relation to

"symbolic analysts" (knowledge workers) and the owners of capital."7 Yet the crux of the

dilemma for Reich is that the wealthy are loosing their connectedness with the poor within

their nation-state. This "secession" stems from the fact that economic fortunes have diverged

so significantly that the wealthy no longer depend upon the poorer sections of society at all.28

I his .secession is evident in declining public investment and services because of decreasing

taxation regimes on the wealth)-. Ultimately,

1 Retch, "The Red Economy", p. 36.
>; kneh. "The Real Economy", p. 3(; and 71.r Work ojNations, p. 135.
•' Retch, "The Real Economy", p. 36.

Retch, "Tlic Rc.iI Economy", p. 36. Italics in original.
1 Retch, "The Real Economy", p. 3d.

' Reich, 'llx- Work of'Nations, pp. 166-8.
•"• Reich, 77*' Work of Nations, p. 154.

Reich, lh' Work of Nations, p. 244.
; s Reich, Jlx' Work of Nations, p . 252. See also Christopher Lasch, 77* • Rt-zult of t)x Elites and llx- lietrayaJof Democracy
(New York, WAV. Notion & Company, 1995), p. 45.
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if the future could be predicted on the basis of trends already underway, laissez-faore

cosmopolitanism would become the dominant economic and social philosophy of advanced

nations. Left to unfold on its own, the world wide division of labour not on!y will create vast

disparities of wealth within nations but may also reduce the willingness of glob-J winners to do

anything to reverse this trend towards inequality - either within the nation or without.29

The inequality that stems from the changing global division of labour and the detachment of

the wealthy from the fortunes of the rest is precisely the problem that Reich seeks to

moderate. Given these processes, Reich outlines a policy prescription that aims to maximise

the welfare of people within this emerging global economy. This is called "positive economic

nationalism",30 and while he presents this suggestion in the context of the U.S.A., it is clearly

applicable to other Western nation-states.

Renewing the National Interest within a Global Economy

Reich details three ideal type responses to the globalised economy. It is instructive to examine

why Reich discards the first two responses. Firstly, Reich identifies "zero sum" nationalism as

a response to economic globalisation that suggests a protectionist and isolationist position

regarding the rest of the world. Reich claims that the "the)' win or we win" thinking that zero

sum nationalism develops is increasingly incorrect and ultimately "endangers global economic

prosperity" largely because it closes opportunities for foreign capital to invest, and fails to see

the value ol technology to a society even if it is produced elsewhere.3' Likewise,, zero sum

nationalism, while pointing towards a common social bond that Reich is sympathetic towards,

is regressive and unhelpful in a globalised world. While the impulse to protect the interests of

those within the nation-state is a potent one for the state, Reich argues that defensive and

protectionist strategies are no longer in the long ran interests of people within the nation-

state. The webs of production that now cross the globe make everyone a potential partner in

global production.3' Efforts to insulate society from economic globalisation are unlikely to

succeed and will only distance the citizens from opportunities that global capital or

•'' Reich, Tlx- Work of Nations, p. 315.
K Reich, Tlx Work of Nations, p. 311.
11 Reich, Tlx> Work of Nations, pp. 307-8. Reich indicates that, "People may be willing to forgo absolute gains to
prevent their perceived rivals from enjoying even greater gains. While understandable, such zero-sum impulses
are hardly to be commended as a principle of international behaviour. Since economic advances rarely benefit the
citizens of all nations in equal proportion, such an approach, ii widely adopted, would block most efforts to
increase global wealth'* (p. 308).
(; Reich, 7h- Work oj Nations, p. 153.
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international co-operation may pro\ide. The ability to perceive or address problems outside

the nation-state's borders is also constrained within this response.33

Reich refers to the second alternative as "cosmopolitanism".34 This is where the 'global citizen'

is in the position of having a detached and impassive perspective to the world's problems and

is ' ? -J ) uclined to pursue zero-sum solutions.35 However, Reich is certainly of the opinion that

this detached position also exists in relation to any responsibility for a solution. Thus while he

believes that cosmopolitanism is becoming a dominant force in society, he is opposed to the

detached and impassive stance it projects. His fear is that cosmopolitanism is particularly

prevalent among the wealthy and that these people are successful in relation to the rest of

society but "may feel no particular bond with any society".3' Without a societal bond, any

iorm of sacrifice for others becomes unlikely. This fragmentation of national solidarity

emasculates any meaningful notion of citizenship or civic responsibility and a public

inclination that can provide the financial means to deal with the consequences of a global

economy. This creates a ch-̂ jm between the wealth}* and other groups in society and places

the idea of public polio7 that will promote the interests of the less fortunate sectors, or the

society at large, m jeopard}'.37

Reich's third and preferred response is that of "positive economic nationalism", in which

each nation's, citizens take primary responsibility for enhancing the capacities of their countrymen

for lull and productive lives, but who also work with other nations to ensure that these

improvements do not conic at others expense. This position is not that of the laissez-faire

cosmopolitan, because it rests on a sense of national purpose - oi principled historic and cultural

connection to a common politic.il endeavour.1*

Neither is this scenario zero-sum in the sense that the "overarching goal" is to increase global

wealth and welfare. Positive economic nationalism does not seek to increase the welfare of

l'roiii the perspective of dealing with global problems, zero-sum mindsets are a formidable problem when
identifying or dealing with these concerns. Environmental problems, nuclear proliferation, the drug trade and
terrorism are issues thai cross borders and require global co-operation to solve. A3 so co-operation will be
required to assist the circumstance ol the poor in many regions of the world. This co-operation and the
institutions that need to be torged can only operate if a broader notion of the national interest is pursued. Reich,
77* • Work of Nations, p. 307.
14 Reich, 77* Work of Nations, p. 309.
^ Reiu>. The Work of Nations, pp. 309-10.
"• Reich, The Work oj Nations, p. 310.
r Keith, Tix Work of Nations, p. 309.
1K Reich, 77* Work of Nations, pp. 311-12.
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one nation-state at the expense oi another.3'' This position also rejects any idea that the

"national bargain" of the post-war period, between 'national' corporations and the people of a

nation-state, can be resurrected.

Positive economic nationalism seeks to deal with globalisation in a productive and realistic

way that enhances the workforce of the nation. While fragmentary- effect of a globalised

economy undermines the historical basis of the nation-state, where people and corporations

worked together with a shared fate, Reich believes that the idea of the national interest is not

dead. He notes that while nearly everything is "fungible: capital, technology, raw materials,

information" - a nation's workforce is not.4' Reich acknowledges that corporations and all the

factors oi production at their disposal operate on a global field, but claims that th*. workforce

is becoming more essential to prospent)' in the global economy. Supporting and improving

the workforce and the social environment that develops it is the core of any 'new' national

interest.

The central objective of national government in Reich's view is to maximise and improve the

living standards of its citizens.41 Given the fact that there has been a divergence of the aims of

ine corporation and citizens/workers, the way the government is to pursue prosperity

concentrates on attracting capital that provides quality work W the nation's workforce. How

this can be done has less to do with the success oi native companies operating within the

nation than with the competitiveness of people and firms ol whatever origin operating within

tht1 nation. Tins means it does not matter ii nigh wage opportunities in the US arise from

capital that originates from Japan, Germany or indeed from the US The corporation as a

"national champion" is no more. Rather it is a separate, mobile entity that must be courted for

the jobs and opportunities that it can provide a nation-state. In respect to the economic

prospects of American citizens, Reich claims that

ilic poiiH, rather, is that efforts to increase the profitability oi American-owned corporations are

the wrong vehicle for achieving this end. Habituated n> an older economy in which corporate

nationality mattered, policy makers have been more concerned about who owns what than about

winch nation's work force learns to do what.4-

v' Reich, 71x> Work of Nations, p. 312.
""'-1 Robert Reich, "Who is Us?" in Kenchi Ohmae, (ed.), Vx Fiuking dlokil Econany (Boston, Harvard Business
Review. 190S), p. )4H.
" Robert Reich & Ira Magaziner, Mmdui£ Amcncx's Business (New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982), p. 11.
''•' Reich, 77.*' Work of Nations, p. Ibis.
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For Reich, two points stem from this observation. Firstly, government should attract

corporations of any nationality ii they can provide high quality jobs. Merely supporting native

corporations because they are native is dubious in the emerging global economy. Secondly,

some groups of workers, most notably blue collar-routine producers, have not been adding

sufficient value to the global economy to maintain or increase their standard of living.4 This

contrasts with the workforce that is closer to the global webs and flows, such as symbolic

analysts, who are succeeding and considerably enhancing their standard of living. These points

mean that there is only one thing governments can do to improve living standards and reduce

polarisation within a global economy: invest in people.44

There are clear opportunities for government action within a global-informational economy

where the standard of living depends on what people do or know, as well as what they own."

But as a means to improve the prospects of individuals, public investment in areas such as

education, skill and infrastructure development have been traditionally considered by business

and neo-hberal circles as expensive and frivolous. Yet Reich's explanation turns this on its

head. Reich's vision is of a global economy in which the source of wealth for a nation's

citizens is their accumulated skills and education, as well as the quality of the social and

material infrastructure, which is essential to attract mobile capital, especially Irom the high

technology sectors.4"

BY actively courting capital of an}' 'nationality', the competitiveness of a nation-state to capital

is crucial. Positive economic nationalism is formulated around an understanding of the

mobility and power of transnational capital. It seeks to harness this capital by providing an

attractive environment and a "competitive advantage" to those iirms who undertake economic

activity within that nation-stale's tern tor)'. According to Reich, there are two paths that the

nation can take in the contest for global capital. The first is the creation of a "virtuous cycle",

where education attracts global capital that enables workers to perform complex tasks, which

develops experience, on the job training and Further education that leads to more and more

complex tasks. The people working in these fields "receive more and more from the rest of

the world in exchange for their services", which Reich claims "permits them to invest in better

" Reich, 7/x- Work of Nations, p. 245.
" Reich, 77x> Work of Nations, pp. 301 and. 312-3.
'• Reich, 77*' Work of Nations, p. 301.
Jl Reich, 77*• Work of Nations, p. 245 and "Training a Skilled Workforce; Why U.S. Corporations Neglect Their
Worke.s", Dissent V 39, n l , 1992.
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schools, transportation, research and communications systems".4 The second path is a

"vicious cycle" in which global capital is lured only by low wages and low taxes.4* These

conditions make it extremely difficult to finance education and training, hence making it hard

to escape the vicious cycle. In addition the conditions of global competition can keep pushing

wages down. Clearly in both cycles not everyone can work in an informational job or even a

highly skilled manual job. But an education system can improve the skills of workers and also

provide mobility to other fields of work.49

Ultimately in Reich's piaure of positive economic nationalism, the nation-state is the key to

social and economic stability'. He presents the case for the state being responsible for its

members by making the most of the opportunities of the global economy. While "money is

unpatriotic", Reich claims that

People... are relatively immobile, and the}' belong to societies with particular cultures and histories

and hopes. It is up to governments to represent people, to respond to their needs and fulfil their

hopes - not to represent global money.^

The core value of positive economic nationalism is that the state can and should influence the

way the nation-state interacts with the global economy, rather than letting the global economic

forces wash over a nation-state and determine the 'successful' and the 'unsuccessful'.

The Policies of Positive Economic Nationalism

Positive economic nationalism has six main policy themes that attempt to make global

integration mesh with national welfare. First, the core of positive economic nationalism is

aimed at promoting a high quality workforce to attract world-class firms in order to promote a

high standard of living. The policies to achieve this are ongoing training and education

programs. In order to tap into the global economy and unleash the virtuous cycle of

knowledge work an extensive education system for all will be required with an ongoing

commitment to life long education and training. It will not be enough to rely on firms to do all

of the training because of the mobility of workers and the short-term profitability mentality of

1 Keieli, "The Real Economy", p. 43.
''•* Reich, "The Rc.il Economy", p. 43.
4•' See Reich, Ih Work ofNatuvn, clip 20.
"; Roben Reich, "Who Do We Think They Are?" Vx Arnmcoi ftvs/xa, n 4 (winter), 1991, p. 53.
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many firms. Reich argues that the government •will have to lead the way with human

investment.31

Second, a high level of public investment in physical infrastructure such as roads,

communications and airpons -will be required. This is in order to attract capital to smoothly

running cities "With efficient transport and communications systems. These elements of

investment are clearly important to attracting capital but the public infrastructure relating to

childcare and health care provision is also important to positive economic nationalism.52

Having children, health problems or being unemployed ior a long period are all barriers to

entrv into the work force. Selective public investment can enable entr)' into the workforce for

people who would, if left to the market, be excluded from productive enterprise.53

Third, the pursuit of high quality jobs may require more than just an attractive environment

lor globally mobile investors. Reich's conception oi positive economic nationalism

demonstrates an admiration for European style social democracy7 by arguing that governments

should also consider an industry policy, in the form of public subsidies, public research and

development funding and joint ventures with private industry to attract high value added

pj\>duction, as well as research and development."'" Such subsidies would neither be across the

board protection or limited to domestic firms. The aim of selective state intervention in the

production process would be to aid "sunrise" industries and to help fade out "sunset"

industries and would be aimed at maximising the interests and potential of workers.55

lourth and more ambitiously, Reich suggests that there should be forms of collective

bargaining by nation-states for investment flows. Reich is intent on minimising the disruptive

impact he believes stem from investor mobility both within the nation-state and

internationally. Within the nation-state Reich advocates the idea of collective bargaining

between various provincial levels of government by centralising the investment negotiations

conducted by regional governments. Reich believes that "by avoiding internal bidding

contests, they [goveniinenls] end up paying iar less to attract investment and have an easier

Reich, 77r Work of Nations, p. 249 and "Training a Sidled Workforce'
Reich, 77.v Work of Nations, p. 313.
Reich, '7U Work ofNatKvis, p. 249.
Reich, '/;*> Work of Nations, p. 313.
Reich, 77r Work oj Nations, pp. 313-4.
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time getting the jobs they want"/' Internationally, he claims that the provision of subsidies

and the bargaining with capital would have to be international!)' negotiated with the result

being "a kind of GATT for direct investment" that would set out "the rules by which nations

could bid for high-value-added investments by global corporations''.5' Nevertheless, the

international edge of positive economic nationalism is not particularly well developed. Reich's

references to policies aimed at assisting developing economies are confined to a generalised

support for debt reduction measures and for free trade in the shape of maintaining the

openness of wealthy markets.'* As we shall see, the vagueness of the external context of

contractual nationalism is a recurring theme.

Fifth, Reich articulates the idea of "new" corporate citizenship. For Reich, co-operation

between society, corporations and government is an essential component of economic success

in a global age since "if the government is to do less, then the private sector will have to do

more"/' This means government should reward firms, possibly through tax exemptions, that

invest in the training and health of their workers.'1' Corporate citizenship is another way of

moderating "bidding wars" engendered by corporations between localities for tax breaks. Such

behaviour does much to undermine local government finances and, ultimately, society.

Corporate citizenship should encourage businesses to balance their shareholder and

community obligations and reverse declines in corporate philanthropy."1

Sixth, and underpinning the previous policies, Reich defends the idea of a new social compact

and a renewed moral bond within the nation-state. In order to implement these policies that

enhance the competitiveness of a nation-state and the skills witliin society, somebody has to

pa}'. Reich emphasises that "good education, training, health care, and public

infrastructure... will be costly".'1' Reich notes that only the symbolic analysts and the wealthy

that can afford to increase their tax burden but

herein lies the paradox: As the economic fates of Americans diverge, the top may be losing the

lung-held sense of connectedness with the bottom iiith, or even the bottom four-fifths, that

" Reich, "Who is Them?", pp. \7b-7. Reich looks favourably at the European Union's efforts to review
investment and minimise bidding amongst member states. See p. 177.
v' Reich, Ux> Work of Nations, p. 313 and Reich, "Who is Them?", pp. 180-1.
^ Reich, Tlx Work of Nations, p. 314.
V) Reich, "Pink slips, Profits, and Paychecks", p. 1.
'"• Reich, "Pink slips. Profits, and Paychecks", "Toward a New Social Compact: The Role of Business" Speech
before the National Alliance of Business in Dallas, Sep 27, 1994 and "The New Corporate Citizenship".
'•' Reich, Tlx Wurk of Nations, pp. 279-81.
"-' Reich, 77*' Work of Nations, p. 250.
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would motivate such generosity, lronicallv. as the rest of the nation more economically dependent

than ever on the fortunate fifth, the fortunate fifth is becoming less and less dependent on them.1"

Reich addresses this issue by pointing to both the claim that "our mutual obligations as

citizens extend beyond our economic usefulness to one another",M as well as Tocqueville's

notion of "self-interest rightly understood".''5 While these republican notions are admittedly

less compelling with the fragmentation of the economic fates of rich arid poor, Reich claims

that positive economic nationalism is superior tc the options. Both visions of autarkic zero

sum nationalism and Uissez fcure cosmopolitanism endanger cohesive nation-states and the

future of a stable global economy.0'' Thus there is the long-term interest of the wealthy

embedded with the idea of positive economic nationalism. A society dislocated from the

global economy and set upon a vicious cycle is not inevitable or in the interests of the

successful. The preferred alternative is a nation-state where the successful invest in other

people within the nation-state in order for more people to add value to the global economy

and thus attract capital and prosperity within an informational-global economy- Furthermore,

iliis loyalty to a nation and its people will have to reverse the secession of the successful and

polarisation in order not just for that nation-state to make the most of a global economy but

to enhance the human capital needed to facilitate and expand the global economy itself.

Will Mutton: Britain within a Global Economy

Another account of contractual nationalism originates from Will Hutton, an economic analyst

who examined the social impact of free market policies and global capitalism within the

British context. Like Reich, Hutton advocates the development of a capitalist society that

carries forward a joint concern lor social justice and expanded opportunities for involvement

by people excluded from neo-hberal economic enterprise. Hutton does not believe that

capitalism is self-forming or sell-regulating. He claims that capitalism is "socially produced and

politically governed".1"' As such llx State Wen- In represents a critique of the neo-liberal

project of the Thatcher government and the English cap'* dist elite more generally.

" Reich, Hr Work of Nations, p. 2-Vl
"•' Reich, T!x- Work of Nations, p. 315.
'•'' Reich, 77*' Work of Nations, p. 303. See Alexis Tocquevtlle, A?;JU?;;Oin Arnoiui translated Lawrence G, edited
Mayer J I1 (London, Font ana Press, 1994), pp. 523-8.
'" Reich, 7h< Wvk of Nations, pp. 305-311.
'••' Will Hutton, 'Ih'State Wc'wln Revised Edition (London. Vintage, 19%). p. 17.
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Hutton's analysis of Margaret Thatcher's government is interwoven with the development of

global capitalism and the idea that "there is no alternative" other than deregulation and

privatisation.'* He notes

the world had changed in ways that decisively favoured her project. The lady, as she famously

opined, was not for turning - a statement she made, safe in the knowledge thai the world

economy was pushing all states in the direction in which she wanted to travel.09

Hutton's critique questions the alleged economic success and the social sustainability of this

new direction of capitalism. He claims that this new direction has failed to benefit large

sections of society, spawning inequality and sacrificing the "civilising values of an inclusive

society".'" In critiquing this new social order oi economic globalisation and Thatcherism,

Hutton emphasises principles of inclusion and public involvement in his formulation of a

"stakeholder society".''

The social order that Thatcherism created in Britain echoes the observations made earlier in

Chapter 2. Hun on points to the extension of capitalist logic and the "market principle"

iurther into areas oi government and social life." Hutton also emphasises the dominance of

linancial markets at a global level. Within Britain this has unleashed the dominance of finance

over production, long latent within Britain according to Hutton, and influenced government

polity in terms of extending financial deregulation and aiming at low inflation/1 The

dominance oi finance over productive investments also leads to rampant short-termism and

an undercutting of a nation-state's capacity to produce goods and employ people.74 Hutton

emphasises the interventionist role that the Thatcher government played in redefining the role

of the state and pushing the neo-liberal policies oi deregulation, privatisation and the

demobilisation of unions. s These dynamics culminate in the creation oi substantial wealth for

, while visiting redundancy and dislocation upon large sections of English society.

According to Hutton, the social impact of neo-hberalism has three main manifestations.

1'irstly, there is the development oi substantial inequality that stems irom changes to taxation

l? 1 button. 77*' Slate Wc'n: Iv, p. bh.
"" 1 lutton, 77v State Wc'n- hi, p. b2.
- 1 -liuton, 77*- State We'w hi, p. 15.

"' Will Hution, Vie State to (xm- (London, Vintage, 1997), p. 90.
"' Ilutton, 7Jv State Wc'n-hi, p. 12, 15 and 217.
M Hution, 77* State Wc'n- In, p. 312.
1J Hution, 77*- Suite to ('Jam, pp. 43-4.
s Hutton, 77*' State U'r ?r hi, pp. 92-3.
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rates and changing employment patterns and conditions. The changes to taxation in the

Thatcher reforms included cutting top tax rates and a shifting of the burden of tax from direct

to indirect taxation.7'' The changing working conditions during the 1980s in Britain included

the weakening of unions, the growth of flexible part-time and casual work, and the

substitution of labour with technology or the relocation of productive enterprise overseas.

Hutton claims that the combined effect of these changes was that the real income of the

bottom sixth of Britain's population's fell between 1979 and 1991, "while die income of the

top 10 percent rose by more than half".77 Secondly, weakened social cohesion is obviously

connected to rising inequality and uncertainty. This leads to what Hutton terms a "thirty,

thirty, forty society", a society fragmenting between "the disadixtntaged", "the marginalised and

nLseanv\ and "the fnwileged'''..'* Hutton points to the geographic concentrations of poverty and

social exclusion, as well as the undermining of local communities by poverty and crime/' This

weakens the vitality of a national community and "lakes a terrible toll of the social groupings

th;u represent the building blocks of our humanity"/" Lastly, Hutton contends that a

'inarkeused society' has a significant impact on government finances. The goal to reduce

government expenditures on welfare provision was an absolute failure because dramatic

increases in inequality and unemployment raised the number of social security' claimants in

Britain from 7 million in 1979 to 11 million in 1993.M This pressure, and the generally

shortsighted approach to social policy from the Thatcher government, meant that public

fiforts of training people to keep them off welfare were actually weakened - the aim "was to

allow the market to do the job"/ '

1 hiuon's critique of Thatchensm is rurther strengthened by his examination of the economic

1 ailures ol the neo-liberal project in Britain. The aim oi the neo-liheral reforms was to facilitate

the smooth functioning oi markets and to improve Britain's economic performance.

According to Hutton it did not. The transformation of English society to a free market society

did not bear

impressive fruit. Britain has certainly become a mote unequal society than it was in 1979 but the

pie. rather than expanding mote quickly, is d anything expanding more slowly. The collapse of

•" Hulton, Tlx'Suic Wc'rvIn, p. 170.
r Hulton, Wr State We're In, p. 172
>s Hutton, 'Fix State We'trfru pp. 105-8. Italics in original.
"' I lutton, 'The State to Gtne, p. 74 and 77*' State Wen-In, p. 225.
sc Hutton, The State We're In, p. 225.
h! Huuon, The State Wc'n In, \\ 185.
K- Hutton, ib'AUe \XVn-In, p. 187 (pp. 187-192 more generally).
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social cohesion that comes when the market is allowed to np through society has produced a fall

in the growth rate.s?

Even in narrow economic terms, neo-liberalism in Britain during the Thatcher penod was a

dramatic disappointment. The neo-liberal refonns instituted by the Thatcher government's

policies have "eroded the fabnc of social life" that in turn "has weakened the economy.84

Hutton claims this has set Britain down a low tax, low wage path within the global economy

that parallels the \ricious cycle outlined by Reich.85

Turning to a Stakeholder Society'

Hutton's task of restoring a fair and productive society involves developing inclusion in a

double sense. First, any alternative to the neo-liberaJ model of governance must enhance the

importance of citizenship and thereby include all people within the political processes of the

state. Secondly, it is imperative that the consequences of economic reforms to people must be

calculated in a broader sense than economics and built into the political processes of

government. Huuon argues that this means the development of a "wise society" which "with

proper democratic mechanisms would take a more rounded view of what constitute

eiiiciency and make a more pragmatic judgement about tLe balance between private and

public interests".s" Taking a broader conception oi efficiency means that poverty or loose

health regulation, in food inspection for instance, are seen as uneconomical and harmful for

SOLUHV as a whole, and measures to improve efficiency in particular areas, such as transport,

will improve the efficiency of those who use or relv upon ihat particular service.87 The

< (bjective is to avoid the spillovers that stem from narrow conceptions of efficiency that have

huge potential costs and risks for society.8"

1 km on contends that the state has a fundamental role to play in the process of moving away

irom neo-liberalism. In particular, the "book-keeper's conception of efficiency" and the belief

that markets are always self regulating both have to be removed from government action if 3

ian and productive society is to be possible.8' Hutton is also keen to point out that while the

v J luuon, 77*' Suite Wc'ivIn, p. 175.
s : 1 luuon, D* State Wc'iv In, p. 192.
• ' 1 iutton, 77*' State We'tvln, p. 192.
Ml 1 luiu >n, 77v State to Li»ne, p. 21.
s Hutton, Tlx1 State to (Jane, pp. 21-4.
KK1 luuon, 77*- State to Cane, p. 23.
*'' Huuon, 77*' State to Cane, pp. 23-4.
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state's capacity for discretion has been reduced by economic globalisation, especially because

of global financial markets, it has not become completely powerless.40 Hutton emphasises that

this is not to say that a top down monolithic state is the answer.91 Rather, it is to argue that the

state is an essential sit of orchestration that operates "to design institutions, systems and a

wider architecture which creates a better economic and social balance, and with it a culture in

which common humanity and the instinct to collaborate are allowed to flower".92 This

contrasts with the competitive model of the minimal and instrumental state that enforces

market principles.

i At the heart of a "stakeholder society" is a state operating as an architect that is guided by

processes of democracy and citizenship that involve people in a more direct way than with

neo-liberalism.n Hutton claims that the point of this activity is to "design incentives, make

laws and create new innova ive institutions" that enables actors in society (such as pension

funds, banks and unions) to voluntarily moderate the costs of selfishness and promote

"common purposes".'4 The aim is a more inclusive and fairer society that engages in policies

that avoid short-term investment and individualistic capitalism which create an unfair

distribution of risk, income and opportunity on people."3 The task is an intricate one where

the object oi the exercise is to keep the merits ol private ownership wlule reshaping the way it

works. Thus the great challenge of the twentieth century, alter the experience of both state

socialism and of unfettered tree markets, is to create a new financial architecture in which private

decisions produce a less degenerate capitalism.1"'

In a very real sense this 'new financial architecture' translates to a new social architecture.

According to Hutton, if the actual institutional design of the state and society can be infused

by the logic of stakeholding then capitalism will operate to produce the type of society that is

more hospitable to a stable and just form of capitalistic enterprise.

The idea of a stakeholder society involves significant changes to the institutional basis of

society, the configuration of the state and the broader international context. These changes are

'*'" Huuon, The State to (bmc, p. 60 and TJx' State We'jv hi, pp. 312-3.
"' Hutton, 77x" State to G»ne, pp. 63-6.
''•' Huuon, 77x' State to Chme, pp. 64-5.
"( Huuon, TJx'State to (hnc. p. 65.
'" Huuon, 'Fix State to Gviic, p. 65.
'''"' Hutton. 77*' State to Grne, p. 69.
'»• Hutton, Vx State We've In, p. 298.
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all enmeshed •within the notion of an inclusive model of atizenship that promotes a

republican notion of civic responsibility and participation as well as rights in respect to a wider

public good extending beyond individual private interests." This republican context is the

grounding Hutton sees as being necessary for a "stakeholding economy", where citizenship

extends beyond the political sphere into the economic and social spheres, and delimits the

operation of businesses. Businesses, on Hutton's account, ought to legally take into account

the interests of ke* stakeholders - trade unions and banks for instance'8 - bui also include

broader and continuing societal concerns by emphasising long-term investment, a

responsibility for the negative externabries of capitalism and a commitment to co-operation

with other actors u/ith differing private interests.''"

I

The institutional changes required to enact the stakeholder concept extends deep into society.

Hutton believes that civil society and unions, businesses and banks need to be built into a

system of co-operation, which extends beyond serving their own interests. Moreover, these

new responsibiLit'ies are to be set down in law not just in "voluntary codes".100 Hutton also

believes that \ h ? task is to get the institutions that lie between the state and the individual ...

to operate in ways that reflect tbe costs that individualist action motivated by self-interest

necessarily imposes on "h-"1 "--st ol us".1'' This will require government "triggering"

mechanism.1- that "will entrench iuch behaviour and allow for common purpose" by creating

laws and institutions that provide incentives lor cooperation.1^* If the negative economic and

social costs are to be avoided ixd the benefits are to be obtained, the government will have to

increase die incentives for this behaviour to be followed. This utilisation of carrots and not

sacks requires an active state that has both the policies and the constitutional structure able to

'delude people and healthy civil society in its decmon-making processes.

1

The type of state involved in stakeholding requires changes at two levels. The first is at the

level of policy, especially in relation to the direction ol th<j welfare state. Not only does the

weli.ire state play an important role in insuring against risk, underwriting social cohesion, and

investing in society, it

1)7 Hutton, Tlx' State Wen'In, clip 11.
''" Hutton, Tlx State We've In, p. 295.
''" Hutton, Iix State We're In, p. 298 and 77*- State to (hue, pp. 64-3.
1OC Hutton, Tlx- State Wc'tv In, pp. 295-h.
r ! Hutton, Tlx State to Cane, p. t>5.
IC: Hutton, Tlx State to Cxtnc, p. Ub.
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is a badge of a healthy society: ii is a symbol of our capacity to act morally, to share and to

recognise the mutuality oi rights and obligations that underpins all human association. It is an

expression of social citizenship.1"3

The investment function of the welfare state is especially important in a society that desires

people to have the opportunity and the skills to improve their own positions as well as the

position of the whole society. The "social returns" of the welfare investment represents both

long-term economic sense and moral sense/"* This investment is not inexpensive. It requires a

progressive tax system and the commitment from the wealthy that stems from a stakeholder

society.

The second change is in the constitutional structure of the state. Hutton argues for a

"republican attitude" to construct an inclusive and transparent constitutional structure in

Britain.103 The development of a republican constitutional structure is clearly pertinent to

other Western states where the unfettered interests of capitalists have overrun public interests.

Hutton rails against what he sees as the centralised and "careless" nature of Britain's de facto

constitutional foundation which "conforms to no agreed rules nor clearly articulated

principles... [which set out] the functions of government and the rights and obligations of

citizens".101' He argues that a republican attitude would require a formal stake by all people in

the society and the economy of which the)' are part and "recognise that constitutions are

guarantors ol the continuing contract that must exist between governors and the governed".107

This would create a state that is less distant from people, more interested in building civil

society and more accountable to the people.1"8 Hutton feels that the public mind-set that

stems from a republican constitution would assist the development of a stakeholding society

by making authority more responsive to people and transparent to public oversight.109 Aside

from renewing an inclusive and publicly directed political system, a shift towards a republican

constitution would assist in enabling countries such as Britain to "play its part in the

construction of an international financial and trading system in which renewal is not

undermined by rentiers moving offshore".Ul"

1011 lutton, Tlx- Shite Wen- In, p. 30b.
1W Huiton, Tlx- State Wen- In, pp. 307-11.
10S Huuon, Tlx- State Wen' In, p. 28b.
10" Huuon, Tlx- Shite We're In, p. 286.
1::' Huuon, Tlx' State Wv'ir In, p. 287.
10K Hutton, Tlx- State We're In, p. 288.
1C'J 1 iutton, "fix- State Wc'iv In, pp. 287-8.
11: 1 luuon, Tlx- State Wen- In, p. 28b.
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According to Hutton, the international context necessary to a stakeholder society requires a

re-invention of the "bargain" that enabled Bretton Woods to balance international capitalism

with stability.111 He suggests a "supranational authority" that enables predictable exchange

rates; permits states to choose the "right trade-offs between inflation, growth and

emplo}Tnent"; facilitates social and environmental values to be included in investment and

trade regimes; and lastly enables developing countries to access the markets of the industrial

world.n: This is needed so that the world's financial markets can facilitate stability and

predicability for investors and citizens alike. Hutton also emphasises the development of

regional ties, such as the case of Britain in the European Union, because it is easier to build

the stakeholder society with like-minded states. Hutton is keen to cement Britain into a

lramework that would enable social and economic programs that no one state could promote

on its own.11' In particular,

social market Europe can formalise its rules and codes so that while there is enough latitude ior

countries to retain their particular institutions, there is still a larger framework within which a co-

operative, more committed form of capitalism could be defended. If Europe w ants to defend its

idea of a welfare state and stakeholder, social capitalism - it will have to do so in a united way.114

If the idea of a stakeholder society is to operate it must involve an international context that

contrasts markedly from the neo-liberal consensus that operates within economic

globalisation.

While 1 find the ideas of a stakeholding society and a stakeholding international economic

architecture a persuasive alternative to neo-liberalism, the societies that Hutton (and Reich)

draw inspiration from - in particular social democratic Europe - have been buffeted by the

realities of economic globalisation and the ideological ascendancy of neo-hberalism.115 As such

there is always the danger that the ideas of Reich and Hutton would become compromised by

the prevailing currents of neo-hberalism and the need to promote a 'softer' alternative to neo-

111 Button, Tlx State Wcw In, p. 313.
ni Hutton, T)x> Sutte We're In, p. 314.
uy Button, 'fix State to CJome, p. 92.
"•' Hutton, flx' State Wen- /??, p. 315. Of course the European Union as it is presently constituted is not just
shaped by social democracy - neo-hberalism and financial concerns have played a substantial role in the
development of the monetary union. See Stephen Gill, "European Governance and New Constitutionalism:
Economic and Monetary Union and Alternatives to Democracy" New Political Econairy, Vol 3, No 1, 1998 and
Wolfgang Strceck, "Public Power Beyond the Nation State" in Robert Royer, and Daniel Drachc, (eds.), States
Against Markets (London, Rouiledge, 199b).
1;"' 'Fix- Economist, "Stakeholder Capitalism", Fob 1O'\ 199b, Ramesh Mishra, Glolxdisation and Ox Welfare State
((Iheltenham. Edward Elgar, 1999), pp. 97-100 and Stephen Gill, "Global Structural Change and Multilateralism"
in Stephen Gill (ed.), GloluJisatuni, ihnnoiJlisattan md Multilahralisn (Basingsioke, Macmillan, 1997), p. 13
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liberalism within the context of economic globalisation. I contend that the Third Way is an

example of precisely this process.

The Third Way

The ideas of Reich and Hutton have played a significant part in the development in the late

1990s of a broader movement towards an alternative to neo-liberalism referred to as the Third

Way. The key proponents of the Third Way, notably Clinton and Blair, were joined by

European leaders in championing the Third Way as a practical, softer alternative to harsh neo-

liberalism.11" But was it? Critics of the Third Way have dismissed the Third Way as being

"Thatcherism pursued by other means".11' Furthermore, the proponents of the Third Way

were very selective in the way the}' appropnated the ideas of Reich and Hutton. Unlike the

proposals of Reich and Hutton, the ideas of the Third Way came to be entirely tied to

emplo\Tnent and social policies, not to some of the bolder ideas that linked investment and

institutional reform to an alternative to neo-liberalism. The Third Way is centred on a more

cautious and pragmatic programme.1118

Anthony Giddens is a high profile supporter oi New Labour in Britain and an influential

proponent of the Third Way. In liis terms, the Third Way is

a fraincv--ork of thinking and polity-making; thai seeks to adapt social democracy to a world which

has change-.! fundamentally over the past two or three decades. It is a third way in the sense that it

is an aiU'iript to transcend both old style social democracy and neo-liberalism.Ily

Most problematically he has described the Third Way as being an extension of social

democracy,120 whereas Reich and Hutton have mostly defended their ideas in liberal terms.

This also runs contrary' to the movement across the world incorporating liberal political

1111 Anthony (iiddens, Vx' Ihmi Wtty ami Its ijitics (Cambridge, Polity. 2000), pp. 4-5 and Callinicos, Against tix
Ihmi W,ty,p. 2.
11 Callinicos, Against tlx Ihmi Way, p. 3.
" s Callinicos, Against tlr TJmxi Wtty, pp. 23-6. Blair lias commented that governments around the world are "all
coping with the same issues: achieving prosperity in a world oi rapid economic and technological change; social
stability in the lace of changing family and community mores; a role for Government in an era where we have
learnt Big Government doesn't work, but no Government works even less" Blair, Tony, "Doctrine of the
International Community" Speech by the UK. Prime Minister April 22, 1999
<luip://www.globalpolky.org/globali7./politics/blair.htm> (Accessed on 201'1 October 2001), p. 7.
"'' Anthony Giddens, Tlx Ihmi Way (Cambridge, Polity, 1998), p. 2b. See also Anthony Giddens, "Centre Left at
Centre Stage" New Statesman, May, 1997, Special lidition and Anthony Giddens, "After the Left's Paralysis", New
Stiitesnuoh 1 May, 1998.
:-'-Giddens, '/)*• Ihmi Way, p. 26.
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parties (in the US) and radically shafting the nature of social democratic parties.121 In particular,

the British Third Way, as expressed by New Labour, ended up in "assimilating some of the

most advanced ideas of liberalism" within the Labour movement.122 Consequently, the

dominant philosophical underpinnings of the Third Way are liberal-capitalist not socialist or

democratic. Indeed, it is central to my argument that Third Way ideologues are actually

sustaining liberalism and capitalism. As David Marquand elaborates

the social liberal and socuu democratic traditions were not identical but the)- both held that the

capitalist iree market should be tamed m the interests o\ social citizenship and human flourishing.

New Labour has turned that proposition inside out. Its aim is to re-engineer the society and

culture so that the economy can compete more effectively in the global market place.1-3

Certainly the seeds of this reversal are also discernable in the writings of Reich and Hutton,

who delend the instrumental value of social cohesion and community in an era where such

traits are attractive to high technology investment. Similarly, investment in education and

health are seen to be desirable Ixxanse the}' provide enhanced opportunities for the individual

and for the economic prosperity for society, not because of 'social citizenship' or 'human

flourishing'.

The main elements of the Third Way program draw from the ideas laid down by Reich and

Hutton and aim towards the same ideas of social investment, institutional reform and social

cohesion. Giddens points to the "social investment :tate" as being an alternative to the

wellarc state that advances a programme of "positive welfare" where education, training and

childcare are not exercised solely by the state but by an increasing array of societal frameworks

and individual initiatives.1"4 A "synergy" of public and private bodies can now do tasks that

used to get done either by the market or the state.i:? Indeed, the divide between civil society

and the state becomes blurred in the Third Way program because, while civil society is seen as

1:1 Callinicos, Against tfc Ihnrl Wiry, pp. 8-11.
'•'•' Michael Freeden, "True Blood or False Genealogy: New Labour and British Social Democratic Thought" in
Andrew Gamble and Tony Wright (eds.), 77.x- New Scxwi I>nmucy (Oxford, Blackwell, 1999), p. 151. See also
Callmicos, Agamst tJx- Ihmi Way, pp. 8-12, Jonathon Freedland, "The Tliird Way is Staring Labour in the Face.
But The)' haven't Seen it Yet" 77*' (iuimiuvi <http://reports.guardian.co.uk /articles/1998> (Accessed on the
22ml oi September) and Will Hutton, "1 lere is a Programme that Allows New Labour to Face Two Directions at
Once, its Favourite Posuire" 77r (htcmlkvi <http ://reports. guardian.co.uk/anides/1998> (Accessed on the
221"1 of September)
'•M David Marquand, "The New Statesman Essay - The old Labour rocks re-emerge", 77x> New Statcs?ian Monday
27th September 1999 <hup://www.consider.net/library.php3> (accessed the 3Ol1' September 1999). See also
Richardson, Qmiending Lilxralistm in Wcnid Politics, p. 198.
>-'4 Giddens, 77x< Vmri Way, pp. 111-28.
'•"' Giddens. Ih' Tlmrl Way, p. 100. See also Richardson, (bnlaniinp LiUralisns vi Worfd Politics, p. 197.
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the locus of crucial human networks, it is also seen as the location for the carrying out of

crucial tasks by avil society for the state and the econom}'. Third Way social investment places

wealth generation at the forefront of efforts to promote measures that lift people from

disadvantage. Giddens claims that the social investment state has "an essential role to play in

investing in the human resources and infrastructure needed to develop an entrepreneurial

culture".12' Essentially, governments ought to foster the skills needed for breaking cydes of

povert)' in an increasingly capitalistic and technological context, rather than by supporting

people with traditional welfare state entitlements.

The welfare policies of the Third Way overlap considerably with an emphasis on the

development of community. The building of community is not a new task for government,

but the Third Way places extraordinary emphasis on both local and national forms of

community. According to Giddens, attempting to facilitate "'community' doesn't imply trying

10 recapture lost forms of social solidarity"; rather "it refers to practical means of furthering

the social and material refurbishment of neighbourhoods, towns and larger local areas".127 The

development of forms of community is to be achieved by a mix of state and civil society, not

the domination of one. Giddens is of the opinion that ii the state withdraws from the direct

provision of public services, local groups can carry out the provision with probably better

results coupled with the creation ol public involvement and local initiative.128 Local

partnerships between government, civil society and the private sector are crucial to the Third

Way's "positive welfare" program and to the facilitation ol community.

Nevertheless, the Third Way faces a difficult task, not only in seeking to promote local forms

ol community involvement, but also in attempting to foster an inclusive national community

m circumstances of "new" individualism, pluralism and social fragmentation.129 This

'communitarian' agenda, already being discussed within the US and Britain, is also evident in

Giddens' assertion of "no rights without responsibilities"130 and Clinton's ideas of

"opportunity, responsibility and community".111 The Third Way, especially New Labour,

emphasises community values and social cohesion112 but ultimately weds social cohesion to

the notion of progress. It does so because proponents of the Third Way assert that the only

'•'" Giddens, 77x' Ihmi Way, p. 99.
''•'' ( oddi-ns, 7lx 'Ihmi Way, p. 1S1.
'•'* Giddens, 'fix- Ihmi Way, p. 80.
'•'•' Giddens, TJx- Ihmi Way, pp. 36-7.
1 v; Giddens, 'flx- Tlnni Way, p. 66.
1M Glimon, lictiuai Ilopi'tvid History, p. 8.
! u G.illinicos, Aguuist tlx Ihmi Way, pp. 45-6.
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way a community can survive is to "embrace the future".133 However, this national community-

is not an inward looking one based on homogeneity, but rather premised upon the nation

bestowing forms of belonging and acting as a "stabilizing force, a counter to endless

fragmentation".1*4 This mixture between cosmopolitanism and a communitarian conception of

the nation is best captured in Giddens' neologism, the "cosmopolitan nation".133

The Third Way's emphasis on national community is backed "p by institutional reforms that

strive to avoid emphasising either a large state or free markets. Instead, Giddens holds that

"the good society is one that strikes a balance between government, market and the civil

order".131' This vision emphasises the decentralisation of the state without weakening its

authority; constitutional reform along the lines of codifying basic rights and responsibilities;

improving "administrative efficiency" through the introduction of market principles along the

lines of "reinventing government"; and general improvements in transparency and

accountability.137 Giddens also points to the importance of experimenting Math "local direct

democracy" and other measures thai include citizens in the enactment of law and policy.13S

Giddens connects this to what he mysteriously refers to as the "downward pressure of

globalisation".1*' More concretely, Blair asserts that

Wo are irr>dernising our ronstimtion. We have devolved power to a new Parliament in Scotland

and a new Assembly in Wales. We arc handing power back 10 local government, because we

believe that power should be exercised as close as possible to the people it affects.140

Such reiorms are aimed at increasing the legitimacy and inclusiveness of the state making

space for civil society to thrive - but stops short of emphasising the state's republican

csponsibility to its public that Mutton thought so important.res

The balance between the market and state that characterises the Third Way is also manifest in

its international dimensions. As Giddens contends, "the emerging global order cannot sustain

:M ("hnion, Iktiemi Hope and History* p. 17. See also Callinicos, Against tlx Ihini Wiry, p. 12.
1M Giddens, Vx Vnrd Way, p. 129. See also Blair, "Doctrine of the International Community", pp. 8-9.
n s Giddens, Vx Ihnl Way. pp. 130-2.
M(i (iiddens, Tlx Tlvni Way and Its ihtics, p. 165. See also Blair, "Doctrine of the International Community", p. 7.
n" Giddens, Vx TJ.nni Way, p. 75. From David Osbourne and Ted Gaebler, Rcimmtvig Cjoizmm.nl (New York,
Plume, 1992)
n* Giddens, Vx Vnni Way, p. 7.5.
1 w Giddens, 'Jix Vmd Way, p. 75.
11: Blair, "Doctrine oi the International Community", p. 7. See also Richardson, Cxmtcndntg Lilxralimu in Wcnia
Politics, pp. 19d-7.
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itself as a 'pure marketplace"'."'1 As such, he makes refers to the importance of

cosmpoiitanism alongside the idea of pluralism within the nation-state, such that the support

of global governance and rule of law supports the practice of national self-determination.

This support of liberal internationalism, which was mirrored by the practices of the Blair and

Clinton governments, is augmented in Giddens work by references to the importance of

forms of global governance able to act on economic stability, ecological risk and peace.14"

While the efforts of Blair and Clinton to secure peace in places like Somalia and Balkans have

come under significant critiasm for their selectivity and ulterior motives,144 they do point to

the ways the Third Way does have an external dimension that incorporates a vision of

"international community''.145 By this Blair means that we are bearing witness to

the explicit recognition that today more than ever before, we are mutually dependent, that national

interest is to a significant extent governed by international collaboration... Just as within domestic

politics, the notion of community - the belief that partnership and co-operation are essential to

advance self-interest - is coming into its own; so it needs to find its international echo. Global

financial markets, the global environment, global security and disarmament issues: none of these

can be solved without intense international co-operation.141'

Nevertheless, despite rhetoric about a "far-reaching overhaul and reform of the system of

international financial regulation",147 there seems to be significant limits to the resolve of this

conception of international community and the Third Way governments in particular.148

Giddens notes that global forms of taxation, such as the Tobin tax, may be desirable but have

not been enacted due to a "lack of political will".14'' However, he does not tease out how the

Third Way would generate the political will to regulate global finance or indeed be able create

a global consensus capable of moderating the social problems stemming from global

capitalism.

Indeed, the aim of Third Way policies in reference to welfare, social cohesion as well as

domestic and international political institutions is to adapt to the reality of economic

141 Giddens, TijcTMrd Way,?. 129.
u ' Giddens, Tlx* Third Way, clip 5.
w Giddens, Tlx- Third Way, pp. 129 and 152-3.
UA Callinicos, Against dx- Dnrd Way, pp. 68-74 and Andrew Racevich, "Policing Utopia; The Military Imperatives
of Globalization" 'Tix' Nariunal Inlenst No. 5b, Summer 1999.
1IS Blair, "Doctrine of the International Community", p. 7.
Ul- Blair, "Doctrine of the International Community", p. 3.
u ' Blair, "Doctrine of the International Community", p. 3.
UK Callinicos, Against tlx Tlnrd W.ty, p. 109 and Richardson, Cxmtmim^ Lilxralisms in W(M Politics, pp. i93 and 199-
200
14" Guldens, Tlx- TSnni Way, pp. 144-7.
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globalisation, not to significantly change its course. The overarching aspiration of Reich,

Hurton and the Third Way is to hold society together by sustaining global capitalism and

employing a cohesive nation-state to attract the prosperity that the global economy has to

offer. This cohesion is based on a mix of self-interest on the part of the members of a nation-

state with an attempt by goveniment to foster communal values. Hence the Third Way rests

on an implicit national contract between the various people within the nation-state and the

social cohesion it 'creates'. The primary aim of this instrumental community and national

contract is to sustain global capitalism, not to promote nationalism or patriotism. As such, the

underling rationale of Reich, Hurton and the Third Way can best be understood as

contractual nationalism.

The question central to this thesis is whether the broad position of contractual nationalism

can sustain capitalism in a way that addresses the social problems stipulated in Chapter 3.

While there is common political and moral purpose evident in the -writers and proponents of

this alternative form of governance, there are notable differences between Reich and Hutton

over various issues. While both agree on the need for a national contract the)' disagree over

who should be included. Reich extends the contract to those companies present within the

nation-state, while Hutton appears to make national membership a criterion for involvement.

Likewise they differ over the primary means by which the national contract will operate; Reich

emphasises redistnbutiou of resources, Hutton emphasises a broader program of regulation.

Nevertheless, the differences over policy direction become more apparent when Reich and

Hutton are compared with the writers and proponents of the Third Way. The shifting sands

of contractual nationalism are evident in the way that the primary aim oi the first generation

oi writers, manifest in the ideas oi Reich and Hutton, was to hold society together; prosperity

would follow. By comparison, the primary goal oi later manifestations of contractual

nationalism is evident in the Third Way's efforts to enable nation-state's to make the most of

the global economy; social investment is more important than so^al cohesion. While there is

common moral standpoint across these positions, in many respects there has been a reversal

of pol'tical priorities. The instrumental nature oi a social bargain has been therefore extended

under the Third Way and the more significant efforts to rework government regulation of

corporations or investment in line with the new national interest were unceremoniously

abandoned. The 'republican relorm' ideas of a self-governing state that regulates capitalism, as

is found most notably in Hurton (and to lesser degree in Reich), go considerably beyond the
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core concerns of the way contractual nationalism has been interpreted and articulated by

poliqr-makers associated with Third Way governments. Yet, I contend that this shift from the

lnterventionism of Reich and Hutton to the weaker stand of the Third Way is inherent to

contractual nationalism because of ihe instrumental and pragmatic basis of even the first

generation of contractual nationalism. The shift within contractual nationalism reveals the

values that comprise this alternative approach to government and the instrumental

foundations on which the various initiatives are based.

The Elements of Contractual Nationalism

The idea of social investment, social cohesion and competitive advantage become a self-

reinforcing circle within the ideas of contractual nationalism, especially in the way various

Third Way leaning governments enacted them. Contractual naticiaiism is inherently bound up

in the reproduction of global capitalism through stable cohesive national communities. As

such, there are four defining elements that comprise contractual nationalism as an alternative

to neo-liberal governance.

First, tfx nation-slate is central to the idea of contractual nationalism. Without a sense of

community of this type, the aim of social cohesion would be difficult to reach and it would be

difficult to motivate the wealthy to pay the taxes required to invest in human capital. By

focusing on the nation-state, this approach to liberal governance emphasises the pre-existing

nature of political and legal systems that can be reinvigorated and linked to an extended sense

of self-interest on the part of the public.

Second, social oo/xsurn is important to tlx reproduction of a stable society, which is essential for

informational global capitalism. Governing through a nation-state that promotes inclusion and

stability is more likely to promote stable capitalism and liberal values of liberty and equality

than the harsh social divisions that result from stark forms of neo liberalism. Neo-liberalism is

regarded by contractual nationalists as harsh, unnecessary and ultimately unproductive.

Community' and long-term investment are more important within an informational-global

economy than competition and short-term investment.

Third, social investment m bwnan capital suitable for high wdmology investment is a crucial undertaking

for contractual nationalism. This is important because the leading informational sectors of the
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global economy require a growing number of educated workers to fulfil these tasks. In line

with developing sectors of competitive advantage, governments should develop these skills in

a broader and more predictable manner than the market.

; • . i, cmtractud nationalism exphath accepts and thereby promotes economic gfabalxsatian. The task of

contractual nationalism is to balance the need for a stable national community with the

program of inserting th*it community into the high technology webs of the global economy.

Contractual nationalism seeks to balance competitiveness within the global economy with

social cohesion, not the creation 01 a new economic system that regulates or impedes

capitalistic agents or frameworks.

However, the balancing of social cohesion with global capitalism is no easy task. It is easier to

sing the praises of an inclusive and outward looking community than it is to construct it in

practice. In fact there are significant problems in e~abling contractual nationalism to be a

viable replacement for neo liberal governance. The remainder of this chapter addresses three

primary problems. First, there is the fact that contractual nationalism takes the global

economy largely as given. This significantly rest nets the political honzons ol contractual

rationalism. The second problem facing contractual nationalism is that the development of

national community is far more difficult than supporters of contractual nationalism allow for.

The third problem is that the renewed national bargain is flimsy - it does not ultimately

provide a strong motivation for the wealthy to invest in their community. These problems

limit the ability of contractual nationalism to be a viable approach to governance, because

while it attempts to make economic globalisation more stable and legitimate, there are real

questions as to whciher it does enough to moderate the adverse social effects inherent in

economic globalisation.

Accepting Economic Giobalisztion

In conceiving economic globalisation as being preordained,'r>c the approach of contractual

natioiialisai advances the practice of the competition sta;e and therefore continues to advance

economic globalisation. As Philip Cerny indicates, the idea oi investment in human capital

iS° Moniscn.it Guibernau, "Globalization, Cosmopolitanism and Democracy: a.n Interview with David
! k']iT<hU]-•://• wv.poluy.co.uk/^lobal/held.htm> (Accessed on the 20'1' oi' March 2002), p. 9 and Callitiicos,
'\\\m. > • tUi linn; il'c/y, pp., 26-7.
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represents the "outer limits" of government action within the competition state.151 However,

even the outer limits of the competition state are significantly conditioned by economic

globalisation. After all, as I argued in Chapter 2, governments framed by neo-liberal

governance typically place concern for market 'sentiment' and competitiveness above other

concerns. In doing so they not only promote the competitiveness of their nation-state, but

the)' also push economic globalisation onwards. The question remains as to whether accepting

economic globalisation can ever be made compatible with the goals of social cohesion and

encouraging 'human capital'.

Mai. feld Bienefeld's criticism of Reich is illuminating in this is respect, especially in that

Bienefeld believes that nation-states can and should promote concerns other than promoting a

softer form of economic globalisation.b: Bienefeld claims that Reich's "soothing

comprehensibility" belies a fundamentally fallacious vision oi the world;

n is wrong, in presenting the globalisation process as inevitable and irreversible; it is wrong in

implying ihai the successful minority can en|oy real success in a polarising and unstable world; it is

wrong in assuming that a world of five billion disconnected individuals could remain a stable

source of markets, profits and royalties: it is wrong in suggesting the 'better training' could rescue

the majority from decline; and it is vrong in accepting the mainstream's claim thai all attempts to

tamper with liberalisation oi trade or capital flows would necessarily 'substantially diminish our

standard oi living!'.1"1*

Economic globalisation is not inevitable and irreversible, for the simple reason that its

legitimacy is fragile and its political infrastructure is contested by the resistance of various

social movements. Reich's acceptance of economic globalisation is based on his belief that it is

inevitable not because of the wide spread prosperity, which by Reich's own reckoning flows

only to a minority,134 but rather because economic globalisation in Reich's eyes is

technologically driven and not politically driven. Thus Bieneield sees the social problems

flowing lrom globalisation, which Reich himself ruminates on, as being a consequence of a

particular iorm of capitalism. As a result, Reich also closes his mind ' 2 possibility of a

I

1M Phillip Cerny, "Globalisation and the Changing Nature of Collective Action" International Oiganisatian 49, 4,
Autumn 1995. p. 611.
l v Manfeld Bieneield, "Capitalism and the Nation State in the Dog Days oi the Twentieth Century", 77x> Socialist
Register, 1994 and "Is a Strong National Economy a Utopian Goal at the End of the Twentieth Century?" in
Robert Boye.r & Daniel Drache (eds.), SIM'S Against Markets (London, Roulledge, 199b)
''ll Bienefeld, "Is a Strong National Economy a Utopian Goal at the End of the Twentieth Century?", pp. 419-20.
1M Bieneield, "Capitalism and the Nation State in the Dog Days of the Twentieth Century", p. 99.
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community at the level of the nation-state that focuses on social cohesion and welfare, which

thereby places competitiveness in global markets as only a second order priority.

Indeed, the reputed inevitability of global capitalism does not even guarantee the future of the

fortunate few. Bienefeld casts doubt on Reich's "Malibu forever' future", that in

an ever more fragmented, volatile and competitive worid this minority's gains will be shallow and

precarious. Material gains will be offsei .or losses, like increased personal and economic

insecurity, more fragmented and transitory family and community relationships and an increasing

incapacity to protect spiritual, ethical or enviroiimenial standards from erosion by the forces of

competition is*;

The choice between gated communities and ihe 'secession of the successful', on the one hand,

or inclusive societies on the other, is being determined by the elites choosing the former,

mostly because of the absence of an alternative that is palatable to groups that wish to

maintain a privileged position in society. The uncertainty and growing insecurity for the

wealthy is a significant by-product of economic globalisation that affects rich and poor. Hence

there is the very likely possibility that the secession of the successful-cum-Tvlalibu forever'

iuture oi the wealthy will be a Pvirhic victors' for the elites.

liven beyond the fortunes of the wealthy, the future stability of the global economy is not so

rosy that social instability will noi affect rates ol profit and economic growth. Instability and

inefficiency are the products of an unregulated global economy. Indeed the poor rales of

economic growth, the high rates of bankruptcies and inequality in the 1980s and 1990s, and

the crises of the global financial system all point to the hazardous nature of an unregulated

economic order.lf>" As such, there is a pmfoitnd lack of a global perspective in the response of

contractual nationalism to the ilaws of this economic order and to the needs of developing

countries.1 ̂  While earlier articulations of contractual nationalism pointed to the need for a

new economic order, subsequent articulations have backed steadily away from radical shifts in

the global economic architecture and have re-aifirmed the importance of liberalisation and

deregulation.1^ There is no serious effort by Third Way governments to develop a bold new

global arrangement such as thai which was forged at Rretton Woods so that trade, investment

1 V1 Biencleld, "Capitalism and the Nation State in the Dog Days ol the Twentieth Century", pp. 104-5.
1S|' Bienefeld, "Is a Strong National Economy a Utopian Coal at the End ol the Twentieth Century?", p. 429. See
also Callinicos, Against tJx' Tlnni Way, pp. 42-3.
' ' Richardson, (xmtoniirig Lilx.rahsim in Wirrid Politics, p. 199 and Callinicos. Against tJx' Tlmri Way, p. 3.
''•''' ( .illmicos. Against tlr Ihnri W\ry, pp. I04-S.
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and financial transfers can be arranged and regulated with reference to social stability, let alone

the needs of the poor and vulnerable around the world. Likewise there is the implicit belief

that the whole world can be computer programmers or other technologically based work; this

is clearly comical and hardly a policy framework that is able to assist the vulnerable in

advanced capitalist states, let alone in poorer parts of the globe. '

The blithe confidence of the contractual nationalist position that increased human investment

will facilitate prosperity suggests a degree of over-confidence in education and training.

Indeed, Bienefeld claims that the belief that training is the best way to bind the disadvautaged

to the idea of a successful global economy (in the long run) is a)so an illusion. He critiques the

training 'cargo cult" not only because it "blames the victim", but also because it "obscures the

lact that competitiveness and efficiency are primarily socially, not individually, based".l()0

Critics of contractual nationalism note that mfluencii^ th^ skills within the workforce is one

of the few aspects of economic life left to government discix. on that involves a commitment

that "often does not lead to significant action or expenditure".1"' Bienefeld indicates that

training is not the solution to mass unemployment and underemployment. As long as the

pursuit oi profit is unmediated bx p< >liuca! constraint, inemploymeiit will remain beyond the

means of even the most substantial of training programs."'

In this sense the ideas of contractual nationalism oiier a futile prescription in response to the

basic structure of economic ^obalisatio.n. While the confidence in economic globalisation is

contextuahsed by the case for a state that is able to ioster social cohesion md human capital,

the confidence in markets is absolutely central to contractual nationalism. However, it is clear

that there is significant incompatibility, or at least extreme tension, ! 'tween the promotion of

social cohesion and human capital and the competiu >n stat'\ Tin.' competiron state ^ an

outward looking state that is locked into the flows oi sjobai capitalism. Promotion of social

cohesion requires inward reflection on the forms of civil society ai.J democratic processes that

(liable people to feel and be part of a political community. But it is necessary lor th •

competition state to place paramount importance on its connection with the global economy.,

even if it means overriding domestic opinioi. Thus, the competition state cannot place

anything other than a minimal commitment to the notion of social cohesion. Not only are

'""' Bieneleld, "Capitalism and the Naiu>n Si me in llic Dog 1 )ays of tin. Twentieth Century", pp. 115-d.
"'• Bienefeld, "Is a Strong National Fc'imniy a Utopian Goal at the l-'nd of the Twentieth Century?", p. 429.
11 ' Bienefeld, "Capitalism and the Nanon Slate in the Doj; Days oi il.e Twentieth Century", p. 11 '• See .Jso
<• iallinicos, Agamst llxy Tlnni Wity, pp. 51-5.
'"-1 Bieneield, "Capitalism and the Nation State in the Dog, Days of the ! v cnueih Centiuv", p. 1 \j.
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national societies fragmented by global economic flows but these societies are also sidelined

by governments disciplined and distracted by global capitalism. Contractual nationalism acts as

a one-way door, society can be arranged for the market but the market cannot be arranged for

the interests of society. Therefore it cannot move beyond the 'outer limits' of the competition

state and this is simply not far enough to ensure long-term social cohesion.

The Problems of Governing Through Community

The contradiction between social cohesion and the competition state also manifests itself in

the manner in which this cohesion is supposed to be fostered and tied together. While there is

little cioubt that the various people who advance arguments in the vein of contractual

nationalism hold to ideas oi community and solidarity with sincerity, this is no guarantee that

the community is going to work towards the desired goals. Indeed the very faa that the

motivation and vision for a certain kind of community does not emerge from various existing

communities, but rather the desires of policy-makers, points to a problematic form oi

association. The tyjx i community that contractual nationalism requires for the competition

state J.O be sustained is likely to be different from what people in society want, or in fact need.

Oi course assertions regarding community evident within contractual nationalism assumes

ili it tliij) iorm oi community is poss;He. This is not a fail accompli. In essence there are two

questions associated with the retrieve oi community. The iirst is whether community can be

rebuilt within an age of fragmentation, pluralism and globalisation. The second is whether

community is a ^ood thing in such an age of fragmentation, pluralism and globalisation. The

problem with contractual nationalism is that its proponents address the second question first.

They ask whether their vision of community is desirable before they answer whether it is

possible ai all.

There are two problems that complicate the possibility of building the type of community

sui. ble lor contractual nationalism. The first is a 'goldilocks' problem. The community has to

be jiist right. If the community that emerges from government poliq' is too strong and

snowballs n;io a community with tight affiliations and belief in proportional sacrifices - there

might be political demands i.hat the wealthy might be unwilling to bear and indeed may hinder

the competition state. If the community is too weak it will be unable to muster even the

laintesi commitment to the goal of cohesion and a commitment of wealthy to invest in the

less fortunate. The second problem is one that gives weight to the idea that a weak community
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is likely to be the result. This is because any feasible form of community will have to have

some conception of the common good to pull people together. However the complex and

heterogeneous make-up of modern industrial societies, indicated in the work of Schumpeter in

the 1940s, makes the idea of a common good extremely difficult to reach.1"3 The development

of globalisation and the rise of post-modern sensibilities dramatically expand these differences

within society and escalate the difficulty in forging a common good.

To complicate the likelihood of the realisation of this community even further, the idea of an

outward looking community or a "cosmopolitan nation" inherent in contractual nationalism

asks emotional gymnastics of people within a national community. This is not to say that this

form of open community is not possible, just that it is unlikely to command the same sacrifice

or create the same bonds as people struggling against a common enemy. Indeed it is important

to point out that this critique of contractual nationalism's conception of community does not

entail thai all iorms of conimunitY are impossible. Clearly communities continue to exist in

various places, including the nation-state."'4 But nationalism in many Western societies is

taking, a background form with the continued propagation of national symbolism and "banal

nationalism"."'' Yet thesr national communities do not imply a national Ixtrgaxn of the type

seen in the post war world thai explicitly places responsibilities - m the ii.iWJ of the national

community - on the wealth}'. In this sense, and in this sense only, can the nation be regarded

as a community that has been drairiatically undermined by the onset of economic

globalisation."'' Nevertheless, the w-»ys in winch the legitimacy of the nation-state is

undermined in an era of economic globalisation does prompt the practical need for liberals to

resurrect new responsibilities and bonds so as to buttress the legitimacy of the nation-state

within this context, bideed contractual nationalism revives a line of liberal thought that sought

to counter-balance harsh capitalism with a view that emphasises "harmony" and the social

nature oi justice and equal liberty.1' The "new liberals" of the late nineteenth century believed

that the nation could be relied upon lor social solidarity. These liberals took the nation-state as

a basis lor a "moral community" thai was necessarily and "naturally implied by individual self-

'•' v Richard Bellamy, RethmkvQ Lilnu'ism (London, Pinter, 2000), pp. 94-S.
11J Manuel (.'.astells, Tix' Pawn- of hiaitity, Vol 11 of 77*' Information Age: Lcvnmn, Socirty and Culture, (Oxford,
Blackwell, 1997), dip 1 and 2.
''" Michael Billig, limal Natioruihsin (London, Sage, 1995), clip 1.
'"(1 See Phillip Cemy, "Paradoxes ol the Competition Slate: The Dynamics oi Political Globalisation", Ckjvemnnni
Mid Opfk'Muon, Vol. 32, n 2, 1997 and "Globalisation and the Erosion of Di'.nocracy" Eunipam Journal o)Political
/vcsW.'Vol. 3b, no. 1, August t99^.
'•''' L.T. Hobhousc, LiUtitlisin '.London, O\f>ml University Press, 19MJ1911]), p. 72. "New liberals" included
1 ..I". 14obhou.se, T.H (Jreen ind John Hobson, among others. See also Richardson, Qnitendmg Lihralisfns in World
lUitks, p. 192, Maiquand, '•'The New Statesman Essav - The old Labour rocks re-emerge" and Alan Ryan,
"Britain: Recycling the Third Way" fiisant, Spring 1999.
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development"."* However, the vision of nationalism embedded in social liberalism or

contractual nationalism has to contend with the fonns of nationalism and community that are

reactions agamst economic globalisation.1"'' Contractual nationalism cannjt assume the

continuing resonance of the nation within a globalising penod with the same ease of liberals of

the late nineteenth century Bntain.

For these reasons, retrieving or indeed reinventing a community' that is suitable for the

policies of contractual nationalism is a difficult act. The nation-state under the idea of

contractual nationalism is not a community of discourse and deliberation. It is an instrumental

form of community - if this idea is not an o^nioron - with the orily common purpose being

an economic one from winch people obtain widely diverging shares. Not only does the

desired community have to walk a fine line between a strong community' and a weak one, but

the very nature of community itself is thrust upon an increasingly atomised society that

perceives community in ways that dj> not neatly match the visions of policy-makers.

The Lament of the Symbolic Analyst

The attempt to jointly pursue economic globalisation and a national community is a tension-

riddled project that not only does not seem reconcilable with late modern pluralism, but also

seems caught up in an outright contradiction. The contradiction stems from trying to tap into

the flows of global prosperity by using a national community that is being fragmented in the

process. It seems the project ol contractual nationalism is using community to achieve

something that is quite simple. It seems that contractual nationalism, particularly the Third

Way, is airaid to say what is really needed: to bind the capitalists and symbolic analysts to a

shared conception of a common public good that makes them pay for the system from •• ikh

their fortunes flow. This goal is simpler and more to die point than the meandering

a.ticulations of community evident within contractual nationalist thought. Yet claims to such

community, while quite possibly liberal, are not only diHicuit to achieve in practice but also a

complicated and precarious way to make global capitalism sustainable.

llK Rich.ud Bellamy, LiUmtiism ami Modern Society (Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Slave University Press, 1992), p. 50.
•IV See Richard Palk, "Resisting X jluhalisation-from-ahove" Thru'n;h 'I ilobalisaiion-from-bclow' New lhlibatl
i'anwmy, Vol. 2, No. 2 March 1997 and Mark Rupert, "Cilobali/.atioi-i and the Reconstruction of Common Sense
in the US" in Stephen C Jill and James Mittelm.ir: (eds.), hmomaon Mid I'nmsjomunun m Ifitemational Stiidia
(C 'anil'iid^e, Cambridge I hnvenity Press, 1997)
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Despite the divided economic fortunes of citizens in the nation-state, there are still bonds

| between people of a nation-state, even if the)7 do not provide the basis for strong economic

nationalism or a national bargain that provides a foundation for redistribution. Contractual

nationalism attempts to -wield the existing national filaments together so as to make the most

of global capitalism by promoting human capital and the attractiveness of a stable society to

global capital. For this to work the " •ealthy must take responsibility and pay for it. However,

one needs a large amount of good faiih to believe lhat ihe class of ŝ nmbolic analysis will wluntariiy

acknowledge and undertake such responsibilities. Other than the ethical appeal of such

responsibilities, Reich does not provide any grounds on which such a political scenario may be

established.170

While Hutton is far more willing to intervene in the issue of property rights than the

proponents of the Third Way,1'' the contradiction of desiring community and desiring not to

encumber the wealthy is the precarious bottom line of contractual nationalism. Giddens

makes a telling point when he says "of course, the fundamental problem to be faced up to is:

can amthing be done for the have-nots without exerting more control over the prerogatives

oi the haves"?17' Contractual nationalism not only operates with the aim of benefiting the

haves but also relies on community instead ot citizenship to bind the wealthy and poor into a

common and mutual framework of security. The unwillingness to ascribe rights and

responsibilities to all (including the wealth)) consigns those who need public wherewithal to

live and prosper to declining fortunes, regardless of the type of community in place. The

somewhat ironic result is that contractual nationalism also does not give the symbolic analyst

or the capitalist what the)' most need: the two-way flow of security and certainty. This security

is not established within a nation-state let alone via mechanisms that make security a

possibility at an international level between wealthy and poor states.

Consequently', contractual nationalism does not possess a moral purpose that is capable of

addressing inequality or insecurity within an advanced capitalist state, let alone at a broader

global level. Alex Calbnicos and G. A. Cohen point to the ways in which community is

important to the development of public sentiments that address inequality.17"' As Cohen

1 :1,1'vi-V'aur, "Economic Nationalism" p. 309.
1 '' Hutton, llr State We're In, dip 11.
'• Cuddens, "Outre Left at Outre Stage", p. 39.
r l (.). A. Cohen, Ij You'iv an EgaliUinati, JlowUrnc You'n So Ridi? (Cambridge, Harvard University Press), pp. 120-
1 .md Oillinicos, A$wist tix' 'flrini U'<n\ pp. (0-7. See also David Hold's critique in Guibemau, Montserrat,
"C iiobalizaiion. C '.osmopolitaiusin and Democracy: an Interview with David Held"
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contends, "for inequality to he overcome, there needs to he a revolution mjedjngormatxiation, as to opposed

to (just) m economic structure".iA Cohen makes the point that "what is required is indeed an ethos,

a structure of response lodged in the motivations that informs everyday life".1 5 While

contractual nationalism utilises policies that seek to involve more people within capitalistic

enterprise, it simply does not possess a public sentiment that seeks to moderate inequality.

intimately, contractual nationalism is embedded within the same logic of economic growth

and competitiveness as neo-hberal governance.1" To moderate the social stemming from

economic globalisation, an ethos is needed both within a nation-state and between nation-

states that provides a rationale for some forms of redistribution and regulation of global

capitalism.

Ultimately, while technology, the norms of a 'market civilisation' and the institutional

mentality ol the competition state make economic globalisation possible, the)' cannot sustain it

indefinitely. Contractual nationalism represents an effort that promotes community as a softer

more productive version of neo-hberalism, but it is one that does not provide an ethos or

political structure capable of eliciting the resources to sustain a softer version of global

capitalism or generate significant public support. As such, the ideas of contractual nationalism

havt inevitably collapsed into the Third Way and become "an empty slogan" that Reich

lfared.1 The Third Way shows little sign oi becoming the "broad based political movement"

that Reich believes it must in order to a viable alternative to the neo-hberal project.' H

Conclusion

Contractual nationalism is an alternative approach to governing that seeks to rebuild a nation-

state whose populace are skilled and amenable in regards to the developing global economy.

• Reich, Hurt on and the proponents of the Third Way agree that neo-liberalism has ushered in
i

processes that undermine both capitalism and a stable society. Significant social dislocation is

f not compatible with the type ol society and people needed for an informational economy.

! Kven though the ideas of the first generation of contractual nationalists - that is, Reich and

Hurt on - that sought to establish social cohesion by elaborate government activism were bold,

'•'•' ( '.ohen, If You'ivMi Egalitarian, HowQhm' Yotriv So Rich?, p. 120. Italic s in Original.
1 " ('.ohen, // You'nuvi Egalitarian, Ifow(h?v You'w So Rid??, p. 128.
r ' C lallinicos, Against tk- Vnnl Way, p. 7.
' " Robm Reich, "Third Way Needs Coinage" lh' Uiurnkm <hup://re|K>rts.£uardian.co.uk/articles/199S>
(Accessed on ilic 22ml oi September 1999), p. 1.
1 s Reich, "Third Way Needs (\mragc", p. ]. See alsi > Richardson, (hnhiuling LiUralis/JK in World Politics, p. 197.
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there was always the inherent danger that the ideas wrere going to be whittled away by the

ideological and institutional forces of economic globalisation. The Third Way represents the

manifestation of that possibility: the minimum social stability and human investment needed

for competitive advantage within a shorter set of economic and social horizons. Contractual

nationalism contains no strong reason that social cohesion and social investment should be

maximised other than when it can provide a competitive advantage within a global economy.

In addition, while contractual nationalism seems well tailored to advanced capitalist states, its

fixation on high-technology capitalism and neglect for the needs of developing states, coupled

with the dearth of an extensive account of global governance, severely limits its viability in

global sense.

Contractual nationalism faces problems both in terms of fulfilling its primary goal - global

i ompetiuveness - and its secondary goal, which is holding society together. A nation-state

imbued by contractual nationalist ideas needs an ethos that is going to hold a democratic

community together. However, an instrumental and thin form of association will not be

sufficient even if it is put in place. Contractual nationalism struggles to be an alternative to

neo-liberalism because it understates the reason that many liberals have sought an alternative

\<) ncv-liberal governance in the first place: that the nation-state and social stability cannot be

taken for granted. Contractual nationalism takes social cohesion seriously but does not have

the mechanisms or an ethos to make social cohesion an enduring possibility. We now turn to a

liberal alternative that possesses an ethos that seeks to reshape global capitalism at a global

level.
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CHAPTER SIX - COSMOPOLITAN GOVERNANCE: BUILDING

GLOBAL DEMOCRACY

The idea of a political community of fate - of a self-determining collectivity which icirms its own
i
\ agenda and life conditions - can no longer meaningfully be located within the boundaries of a

! single nation-state aione.1

So f?.r the second part of this thesis has examined liberal alternatives to neo-hberal governance

that have largely accepted the primacy of capitalism. Within the tradition of liberalism there

are alternative approaches that do not priontise capitalism and involve institutionalising liberal

principles into world politics. These approaches revolve around a desire to develop

international structures of governance that extend beyond merely attempting to support

capitalist. One version of this ideal is liberal internationalism, which involves the practice of

cooperation amongst liberal nation-states, with an emphasis or the use of diplomacy and

international law rather than on lorce, and the development of international institutions and

organisation.' Liberal internationalism has shaped woru olitics and is a background

assumption to neo-liberal governance as well as authors and policy makers within contractual

nationalism.

A stronger version of the movement towards a liberal world government is liberal

cosmopolitanism. Cosmopolitanism, or the idea of a world citizenship, was first expressed by

Diogenes and the Stoics with the claim that "each of us dwells, in effect, in two communities

- the local community of our birth, and the community of human argument and aspiration".4

Cosmopolitanism thus forwards an unwavering commitment to the universal community of

humanity and a sense of detachment lrom solely local or national affiliations. While

: 1 ).ivid Held, "Democracy and Globalization" n: Daniele Archibugi ft al. (eds.), Rc-vrM^uimg Political Community;
Studies vi (Josmo/xikitn: Danaracy (Polity, Cambridge, 1998).
-' James Richardson, (xvitendvigLilxralisns iti WorldPolitics: Ideology andPawr (Boulder, l ynne Ricnner, 2001), p. 55.
( Richanlson, (jtiUndmg LiJxritlisrns in World Politic?, pp. 55-b5. See Hill Clinton, Ikfiaxn Hope and History (New
York, Random House, 199(>), pp. 145-151. Anthony Guldens, 'flx Ihml Wiiy and Its Critics (Cambridge, Polity,
2000), chp 5.
; Martha Nussbaum, "Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism" in Martha Nussbaum (ed.), for Lave of Qxoitry (Boston,
beacon Press, 199(>), p. 7.
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cosmopolitanism is "not monolithic" or exclusively liberal,5 the universal value of individual

humans is an important part of the liberal tradition and leads to differing contentions within

liberalism. Some cosmopolitan positions emphasise the pre-existing nature of universal human

value with the individual as the "ultimate unit" of concern.6 While others emphasise the

development of global moral responsibility as tangible interdependence expands globally.7

Another distinction is made between "political" cosmopolitanism, which advocates the

creation of universal political institutions at a global level on one hand, and "moral"

cosmopolitanism on the other, which advances universal principles that do not justify global

institutions but "the basis on which institutions should be justified or criticised".8

The idea of cosmopolitan governance forwarded in this chapter is cosmopolitan in the first,

more robust sense that seeks to provide the political infrastructure of a universal political

community that radically delimits the state. Cosmopolitan governance seeks to develop a

world where people have an input into a single global democracy that "entails a substantive

process rather than merely a set of guiding rules" or a democracy that exists solely within the

stated The idea of a worldwide structure of governance has a long history in Western

thought,10 but it was Kant who favoured the notion that there ought to be a global system of

law that combined peace among states with the acceptance of universal "hospitality" of each

and ever)' individual from other states." The revival and rethinking of this strand of thought is

connected to the developments associated with the events of the late twentieth century, most

notably, accelerating globalisation; the rising importance of global governance; the increase in

the number of states that practice democracy around the world;12 and the development of an

exaensive system of universal human rights law under the aegis of the UN.13 However, these

developments do not achieve the objective at the heart of cosmopolitan governance; the

I Nicholas Rengger, "Political Theory and International Relations: Promised Land or Exit From Eden"
International Affairs Vol. 76 Number 4, October 2000, p. 763. See for example Andrew Linklater, "Citizenship
and Sovereignty in the Post-Westphalian European State", in Daniele Archibugi, et al. (eds.), Re-lmagpung Political
{hrmvmity, (Cambridge, Polity, 1998)
'' Thomas Pogge, "Cosmopolitanism and Sovereignty" Edna Volume 103, Number 1, October 1992, p. 49.
" Charles Beit/., Political TJxory and International ReLilions (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1979)
s Charles Beit/., "International Liberalism and Distributive Justice" World Ihlitics, 51 (January 1999), p. 287. For
similar divisions see Nussbaum, "Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism", pp. 7-8 and Kimberly Hutchings,
lnicmjtkmal Political Tlxory (London, Sage, 1999), p. 35.
" Daniele Archibugi, and David Held, "Editor's Introduction" in Daniele Archibugi and David Held (eds.),
(hsnopolitan Democracy (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995), p. 13.
10 See Derek Heater, Watid Gti?.enship and GcrvemmcrJ: Cosmopolitan Ideas in t!x> History' of Western Political Thonglx
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1996)
II lmmanuel Kant, Perpetual Peacr and Othr Essa)* Trans Humphrey, Ted (Indianapolis, Hackeu Publishing
Company, 1983), pp. 118-119.
i : Archibugi and Held, "Editor's Introduction", p. 3.
n Jack Donnelly, "Human Rights: a New Standard of Civilisation?" Inlmiationa! Affairs 74, 1 1998.
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global extension of democracy across states, so that individuals and not states are the primary

moral agents.14 This prescription of governance suggests that democracy ought to be extended

to a global level so that democracy can address both local and global problems in an effective

and just manner.

In this chapter I seek to examine whether the approach of cosmopolitan governance can

adequately address the social consequences stemming from economic globalisation. While

many scholars have developed cosmopolitan arguments," two influential authors that

advocate cosmopolitan positions in relation to economic globalisation are Richard Falk and

David Held. These arguments are undeniably robust visions of cosmopolitanism that differ

significantly from the liberal internationalism of The Commission of Global Governance's Our

Glnixd Neigjjlxmlxiod, an attempt to strengthen the rule of law and decision making at the

global level.1' The Commission's report, aside from reflecting a tension between accepting

both neo-liberalism and liberal internationalism,1 is a project whose purpose is to protect the

nation-state despite the turbulence of globalisation. Cosmopolitan governance has no

intention of protecting or prolonging the existence of the state. It is the purpose of this

chapter to first outline the two author's views on the nature of contemporary globalisation and

the model of governance that they propose. 1 then examine the practical challenges facing

cosmopolitan governance and assert that there is little likelihood that this form of governance

will be able to address the social effects of economic globalisation.

Richard Falk

Richard Falk has written numerous books and articles about an alternative liberal order on a

global scale.18 Since the late 1960s Falk has been involved with the World Order Models

Project (WOMP), a group of progressive scholars from around the world "informed by a

1 Archibugi and Held, "Editor's Introduction", p. 4.
1S See James Bohman, "Cosmopolitan Republicanism" Tlx-Momst, Volume 84, Number 1, January 2001, Andrew
Linklaicr, "Citizenship and Sovereignty in the Post-Westphalian European State" and Andrew McGrew,
"Democracy Beyond Borders? Globalisation and the Reconstruction of Democratic Theory and Politics" in
Andrew McGrew (ed.), ]1x' Tnmsftmnation of Danxracy (Cambridge, The Open University, 1997). See also
collections of essays in Daniele Archibugi ct al., (cds.), Ri'-vnagpig Political Qjnvmmiry; Stwlies tn Cosntopolitm
Daiimacy (Cambridge, Poli'y, 1998), Daniele Archibugi and David Held, (eds.), (.josjwpolitan Democracy
(("ambridge, Polity Press, 1995) and Martha Nussbaum, (ed.). For LowoJ Cjnmtry (Boston, Beacon Press, 1996)
" Commission on Global Governance, OnrGlolnl NeigbUnoixxd (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1995)
'" Richard Ealk, "Liberalism at the Global Level: The Last of the Independent Commissions?", Millentiwn, V24,
No 3, 1995, p. 5()3.
ls Richard Ealk, "flns Emlang-mi Planet (New York, Random House, 1971), A Glolul Appmad) to Nattcmal Policy
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press. 1975), Positive Ihcscriptions for th Near FuUor (Princeton, Center of
International Studies, 1991)
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desire to improve the human condition by direa political action, deploying means that reject

violence, respect truth, and rest their confidence upon democracy as both process and

outcome".19 WGMP seeks to build a 'new world order1; a global resolution to the problems of

war, environmental degradation as well as the promotion of development and social justice.

The WOMP and Falk are critical of the ability of tho state or the state system to effectively

deal with these problems, largel}' because of the global scope of these problems and the

inward looking nature of the sovereign stated

Falk is mindful that the WOMP needs to be given a "fresh interpretation in light of changing

contexts and perceptions, including the co-opting impact of market driven modes of

globalisation".'1 For Falk the onset of economic globalisation signals the emergence of a world

order that mixes the worst elements of the states system with a new capitalist logic." This is

creating a condition of "inhumane governance"; a global process with varying impacts that are

worse for the most vulnerable around the globe with war and environmental degradation

continuing within an economic framework which perpetuates social disadvantage.23 Inhumane

governance operates within a context of "globalisation from above" which is the rapidly

developing practice stemming from the "market/media global nexus" and the global political

structures that support the global market.24 This process of globalisation provokes

"globalisation from below" a process that sterna from the growing global consciousness

extending from the knowledge of a "wider we" that shares a joint future on the planet.2^ Falk

sees the antagonism between these two processes as the context on which contemporary

political hopes and dangers are centred.

Globalisation is not only central to the situation of inhumane governance, according to Falk

but is also a process ushering in an uncertain and unsustainable future. Globalisation entails a

world where

territorial suites are bemp, bypassed, their authority diminished, and their competence and

legitimacy eroded as a result oi a double historical movement: globalisation beyond their reach

''' Richard Falk, "Prom Geopolitics to Geogovernanee: WOMP and Contemporary Political Discourse",
Ahvnuihxs, 19, 1994, p. 14b.
•''-' Falk, Positive ftrscnptions for tix' Near Futwv
'' Falk, "From Geopolitics to Geogovernance", p. 153.
" Richard Falk, "Slate of Siege: Will Globalisation Win Out?", International Affim\ 73, 1, 1997, p. 129.
-1 Richard Falk, (>7 Humane Gvurruvicv (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995), pp. 1-2.
M Falk, (>; Hwiuvie (Joumana; p. 88.
'' Falk, O>i llwnanc (jinrmatia; p. 89. See also "Resisting 'Globalisatum-lrom-above' Through 'Globalisation-

Iroin-below'" New Political Ecmia>n>, Vol. 2, No. 1, March 1997.
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presents one set of developments; fragmentation bevond their grasp presents another.

Globalisation indicates the planetary scale of emerging technologies and their implications for the

world economy, for market and capital efficiency and opportunity, with an overall homogenising

impact on human experience and aspiration.'*

Falk considers this type of activity and the institutions that support economic globalisation as

regressive because "it further marginalises the more vulnerable elements in society, as already

witnessed by high unemplo)Tnent as a permanent feature of most affluent societies even when

their economy is in a robust phase".27 According to Falk, the reason for the globalisation of

economic activity is to do with organisational changes in capital investment and changing

international institutions such as NAFTA and the EU.J8 This connects with his claim that

capitalism has been in an especially "cruel phase" since 1975.''' This cruelty is enforced by the

amplified promotion of "efficiency, growth and 'competitiveness'" within firms, states and

between states.10 He claims that the results of this condition are "hardship and anguish" as

well as "repression and exclusion" for many people in the world.11 Yet this is not a natural or

accidental condition but rather a world order characterised by "avoidable harm" where "those

in authority... are causing harm to humanity".3"1 So not only is capitalism uncontested at an

ideological level, but at a practical level, cruel capitalism also entails a rapid and dramatic

process of restructuring within societies across the world - including those not able to readily

make the adjustment. This means that welfare mechanisms within society are threatened along

with state programs that attempt to reduce poverty in other countries.33

Within a world where governance is increasingly located at a global level, Falk believes that the

states in general have a diminishing "capacity" to shape the future.34 However, within

economic globalisation, the state is also turning "increasingly into an agency for serving global

economic priorities".'5 The consequences of vihis change to the state around the world are

clear for Falk. He claims that "the state is being subtly deformed as an instrument of human

wellbeing by the dynamics of globalisation, which are pushing the state by degrees and the

vaiying extents into a subordinate relationship with global market forces" and that

•''' Falk, ()// Humane Governance, p. 11.
•' Falk, On Humane Governance, p. 94.
'K Falk, ()n Hwnanc Gowmana; pp. 173-5.
'' Falk, On Hwnanc Governance, p. 48.

K l-'alk, On Hwiwic Governance, p. 48.
*' Falk, C>7 Humane GiTvemana; p. 55.
*•' Falk, On Hunuvic Governance, p. 55.
u Falk, ()>? Hwnanc Governance, p. 49.
(-! 1-iJk, ()// / lumane Governance, p. 1.
1 Falk, (>/- Humane Gtruenutno:, p. 177.
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many stales have beer, rendered virtually helpless, or - in some cases, worse - comphch,

incorporating these destructive types of political orientation into their own governing process.

This has led even some of the most adrrured governments graduallv to dilute welfare and security

programs serving their own citizens, recasting their claim for legitimate authority on a willingness

to escalate the internal war against their own people beneath the banner of 'law and order', often a

reliance on capital punishment, a larger better armed police force, and better prisons.1'5

This is a evocative statement regarding the emergent role of the state. Falk intimates that the

state, while diminished and deformed, is a powerful component of the political infrastructure

central to supporting economic globalisation.

Falk's understanding of contemporary governance largely corresponds with the argument

furnished in Chapter 2 and points to a significantly curtailed range of policy options for

governments. The very possibility of socially progressive policy making is diminished by the

ideas of the "neo-liberal consensus".1' In addition the power of "structural pressures" of

global markets and organisations are

particularly damaging and discrediting for {hose who favour the type of compassionate forms of

governance associated with American liberalism or P.uropean social democraq'. What this means

is that, temporarily at least, in such a world order, Sweden can no longer be Sweden! The humane

or compassionate state is being phased out.*11

According to Falk, globalisation from above weakens progressive politics and leaves domestic

politics with little room to operate except in a manner that contradicts the "defining ethical

identity" of left of centre governments around the world, leaving these governments

consistent only with pragmatism.1' He contends that pragmatism rules because of the

consequences of displeasing globalised markets - ultimately "structural factors overwhelm

value preferences".40

(<1 Richard Falk, "An Inquiry into the Political Kconomy of World Order", New Political Eoonany, Vol. 1, No. 1,
19%, pp. 14-5.
r Falk, "Liberalism at the Global Level", p. 5M.
is Falk, "State of Siege", p. 130.
''' Richard Falk, "Revisioning Cosmopolitanism" m Martha Nussbaum (c-d.). For Love of Quality (Beacon Press,
Boston, 1996), p. 56. See also F'alk, "State of Siege"
*•• Falk, "Revisioning Cosmopolitanism", p. 56.
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Despite this development, Falk sees the processes of globalisation as also opening

opportunities to fashion solutions to the problems that contemporary globalisation and

inhumane governance create. The diminishing of the state opens the possibility of global

institutions to replace the state and the states system as the primary form of governance for

the planet. In Falk's opinion the global integration of economic, political and cultural practices

makes it "almost inevitable that some form of geogovernance will take shape".41 He feels that

a desirable form of geogovenance will be shaped by those resisting globalisation from above

and the need to ameliorate human suffering involved in inhumane governance by addressing

the prevalence of war, human rights abuse, economic insecurity and environmental

degradation. This response constitutes a "vision beyond practice".4' This vision culminates in

Falk's aspiration of "humane governance".4'

Humane Governance

The normative project of humane governance builds upon shared aspirations, hopes and fears

in order to fashion an "imagined community lor the whole of humanity".44 Humane

governance

is A preferred ionr. <>i geogovernance. It is both process and a goal. Humane governance

emphasises die achievement of comprehensive rights lor all peoples on earth. It accords priority to

those most vulnerable and abused ... Thus humane governance is less a negation of geopolitics

than an insistence on its essential irrelevance to the proper ordering of political life at all levels of

social interaction.411

Clearly an alternative to neo-liberal governance and the market driven geopolitics of economic

globalisation, humane governance seeks to build a liberal political community at a global level.

This form of governance focus-t's on establishing "a regulator)' framework for global market

forces that is people-centred rather than capital-driven".4'1 As such it constitutes an ambitious

cosmopolitan project aimed at developing a complex array of political institutions that operate

41 Falk. (>; }lwniou(humana\ p. 13.
41 Falk. Pasithv ftnmptioris for tJx- \!vtv l:uiun\ \\ ?7.
" Falk, (>? 1 Uorhvw Ckramvm; p. 9.
41 Falk, ( h Humane(kraivarw, p. 243.
•'•• J alk, ();; Hwrume (. iounvviLV, p. 9.
'• jiilk, "An Inquny into the Political F.eonomy oi World Order", p. 13.
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across states. These goals include the taming and abolition of war, the "stewardship of nature"

and fulfilling human rights to protect the A*ulnerable.47

The principle oi "global constitutionalism" is central to the foundation of humane governance

as a legal and institutional framework not just a milder form of moral cosmopolitanism or

liberal internationalism.4* Tiiis process requires the "mtensified ajntmuahan1' of the normative

and institutional processes alrea iv under way during the rwentieth century especially under the

aegis of the UN.4 ' Falk claims that global constitutionalism would be a

complex institutional presence <»n an international stale that possesses a potential quasi-

governmental character and that exists and operates within a loose constitutional framework that

could be given a more specific Lonteni by reference to an existing basic law (i.e., the UN Charier);

it could also be a normative presence m the iorm of incontestable positive international law that is

embodied in a series oi conn men ems to a world capable of meeting basic human needs (including

individual and group dignity) and oi sustaining the economic, geopolitical, and ecological basis of

life on the planet lor luture generations.v

Providing a principled extension and entrenchment of existing international institutions would

enable institutions like the UN to be wrested away from their statist operation.51 Therefore

global constitutionalism entails a strengthening of the rule of international law by entrenching

the judicial resolution oi interstate disputes and embedding transnational social movements

into global governance.'1* While ihe aspirations of humane governance are sometimes

embodied in law as it presently stands, Falk claims that such law can only be "exhumed, and

made operative, by the militancy of civil society".5'1

The cosmopolitan nature of this emphasis on legality and lnstirutionalisation, as well as the

militancy of a global civil society, is further demonstrated through the importance of "world

citizenship" that applies to all individuals across the world, thereby enabling them to be a

4 I-'alk, ( h Humane (.i<nrmana\ p. 232 and chp 8 more generally.
'l|i Falk, Poutwe Ihvscnptians jor Ox Near Futwr, p. 7.
•"'' Falk, Positive Inscriptions far Ox Near Futim.; p. 7. Italics in original.
v: Falk, Pouttw lhvscnplvms jor Ox Near Futim; pp. 10-11.
'! Falk. Positruc I*rvsaiptians for Ox Near FuUm\ p. 11.
v Falk, On Humane (.knrmaia', p. 249. See also Richard Falk, "The World Order Between Inter-state Law and the
Law of Humanity: the Role ol Civil Society Institutions" in Daniele Archibugi and David Held (eds.),
(bvnopaltiaii /)k?;;a?;7Cy (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995)
' ' Falk, "The World Order Between Inter-state Law and the Law oi Humanity", p. Ib4.
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legitimising source for global political authority.''4 The emphasis on the role and rights of the

individual and the restriction of the role of the state would enable the global protection of

human rights and extend the "commitment to achieve a more equitable international

economic order, as well".'5 A concern for individuals everywhere would include a concern for

redistnbutive institutions and policies that assist the most vulnerable. This is manifest in Falk's

suggestion for the expanded provision of "global public goods", such as development

assistance and environmental protection, that have been cut back within the context of neo-

liberal stringency but are crucial for effective "coordination and governance" on a global

scale.5'

While global constitutionalism and world citizenship are crucial elements of humane

governance, they are underpinned by the ideas of "cosmopolitan democracy", which seeks to

build a global system of political representation and participation that connects individuals to

the system of rule that focuses on their welfare and future.57 The development of

cosmopolitan democracy must siem from and build on the movement in the latter part of the

twentieth ceniur)' towards the spread of democracy across the world. Nonetheless, there must

be the recognition that democracy at the level of the state can no longer be a "sufficient focus

<nr those seeking to embody the values and practices of democratisation".s* If democracy is to

be achieved in an era where all iorms of activity including economic activity extend across

state boundaries, Falk claims that democracy has to be extended to a global level as weli.sv In

the short-term this means that the UN must be overseen by a "UN monitor" as a step

towards the democratisation oi the UN - so as to wrest the UN from the grip of statist

politics.'" Once the processes of democratisation begin to operate at a global level there will be

the gradual development of global opposition to the forces of market inspired globalisation.

(jlobal democratisation is only conceivable with the lively agency of global civil society. While

others have referred to the development "global civil society",'1 that is the development of

M l;alk, On Hwihaic iknenumw, p. 253. Set' also Folk, "The World Order Between Inter-state Law and the Law of
Humanity"
v Falk, Ibsiinr Pnscnptians for tix> Near j-'ntun; p. 9.
""' Falk, "Resisting 'Globalisation! rom-above" Through 'Globalisation-from-below'", p. 18.
v' Falk, On Hwnarw Gowmamv, pp. 249 and 253-4.
s|! Falk, On Humane Gauemana.',, p. 131.
''•'' Falk, (>; Humane Goucmana; p. 104.
'• Falk, On Hwiianc Gavrmana\ p. 133.
: | Falk, "The World Order Between Inter-state Law and the Law of Humanity", p. Id4. See also Ronnie
i.ipschuix., "Reconstructing World Politics: The Emergence of Global Civil Society", Millennium, 1992, Vol. 21,
No 3. Richard I )evetak and Richard liiggott, "Justice Unbound? (ilobahzation. Stales and the Transformation of
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transnational organisations and associations that interact over various issues, Falk relies heavily

upon global civil society as an ethical assembly to rest the constitutional structure of humane

governance on. This is largely because of the institutional elements that he points to; this is the

one that animates the others. While globalisation from above, in the form of global capitalism,

represents a continued threat to progressive social ideas, it also provokes the resistance of

globalisation from below." Global civil society, as globalisation from 'below, develops

transnational social movements and NGOs which can act as networks that are not only

separate from states but seek to influence state and market actors."3 Falk's vision of global civil

society also builds new forms of global consciousness that expounds values connected to the

long-term future of humanity that resist inhumane governance and economic globalisation."4

This emerging global awareness plays a central role in shaping the shared aspirations and

hopes that Falk bases his conception of humane governance upon

A global consciousness is necessary for the formation ol a global constitution and democratic

decision-making and to replace the system oi states. Human participation in tins formation is

central to the development oi humane governance and as such Falk invokes the principle of

world or global citizenship. In this sense world citizenship is not just a status that follows a

structure of global constitutionalism, as noted before, but as the principle that is a means to the

development of a global structure of governance."" A world citizen is a "'citizen pilgrim'" in

that these citizens primarily function "temporally"; in contrast to state citizens who operate

principally in a 'spatial' sense."' In addition, Falk claims that state citizenship is circumscribed

and ceremonial - a form of "postmodern serfdom" - laying down the "challenge" to

ret oniigure citizenship at a global level in a way that forwards human rights and universal

participation in the future of humanity.'" Global citizenship accepts "some kind of image of

political centralisation as indispensable to overcome the chaotic dangers of the degree of

political fragmentation and economic disparity that currently exist:." and as such supports a

stronger UN or other world authority .''* Consequently, Falk's support of world citizenship as a

tin Social Bond" biurtwtnmal Affairs 75. 3, 1999 ami Michael W'al/.er (ed.), Toiwnis a Cilolxi! Cjiil Society (Oxford,
Bcrghalm Books. 1995)
''•' Palk. ( hi llwiuvu (kiwrruoKV and "Resisting 'Globahsauon-lroin-abovc" Through 'Globalisation-from-below'",

"' Palk, "Resisting 'C Jlobalisaiion-lroni-above" Through 'Globalisation-from-below'", p. 19 and Q7 Humane
(kramatui'i pp. 2O5-(->.
!l! Palk, "Resisting "Globalisation-dom-above" Through '( ilobahsation-lrom-below'"
'" Palk, On ]hmiani'(.xnvniana.', p. 253.
"' Richard Palk, "The Making oi Global Citizenship" in Ban Van Steenbergen, 77*' (bndirion of (Mtanslnp, (Sage,
London, 1994), p. 139.
''•' lalk, On Hiatuaw Cimvniana\ p. 253.
"s Palk, "The Milking oi Global Gilizenship", p. 132.
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means to humane governance is more tied to a normaiive or aspirational stance that forwards

a human wide associauon than an actual account of legal rights and obligations. Yet Falk is

aware that if the idea of world citizenship is imposed on the current world order it looks like a
14purely sentimental, and slightly absurd, notion"." Therefore Falk emphasises that world

citizenship is a "political project" that rests

upon a sense of solidarity, a feeling for equity and for nature, a strong impulse to achieve both

local rootedness and planetary awareness, and an underlying conviction that the security and

sanctity of the human community rests, in the end, on an ethos of non-violence.'0

World citizenship is tied to global civil society and the "attitudes of necessity embedded in

transnational activism which seeks to avoid injustice and the unsustainable of inhumane

governance on a global scale.

Humane governance stems from the increased awareness of global civil society, the gradual

evolution of international law and international institutions, and the decline of the state as a

legitimate decision-maker. These developments provide the prompt for the development of an

alternative world order that addresses the welfare of those who are most vulnerable. Falk

believes this normative shift will in turn develop a system of humane governance that will

promote the rule of law and democracy, peace, ecological sustain ability and a concern for

human welfare. These elements create a global structure that embeds the state in a global

constitutional structure. This structure is to be predicated upon "as much decentralism as

possible, with as much centralism as necessary". " In effect this would mean that the

institutional elements of humane governance come to decisively shape global decision-making

and delimit the role of the state. Ultimately, humane governance entails a shift away from

governance designed to support the interests of sovereign states and the "regulatory vacuum"

maintained by neo-liberal interests at the "global level". ^

The State Within Humane Governance

"'' Fiilk, "The Milking of Global Citizenship", p. 139.
K Falk, "The Making of Global C '.itizenship", p. 14Q.
"' Falk, "The Making of Global Citizenship", pp. 131-2.
•' Falk, (>7 Humaru.' (.kivemana\ p. 36.
1 Folk, "The World Order Between Inter-si ate Law and the Law of Humanity", p. 176.
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The role of the state within the constitutional structure of humane governance is at best a

provincial level of government within the gradual development of global federal sj^stem. Falk

downplays the positive role that an inward state plays in developing humane governance.

Aside from a brief passage where Falk realises that containing market driven globalisation

"ma}' require strengthening the sovereign state... and even accepting a rise in economic

nationalism" he notes that the "effort might be self-destructive and short lived unless

coordinated on a regional or transnational basis"74. Nevertheless. Falk realises that the

"greatest challenge, at present, is to reconcile the territorial dimensions of citizenship with the

temporal dimensions: acting in the present for the sake of the future, establishing zones of

humane governance".'' In Humane Govemanoe, Falk steers away from advocating a state that

fosters an inward looking communin' or patriotism in the process of developing a 'zone of

humane governance'.

However, while Falk did aver that the utility of the slate in shifting the world towards humane

governance was effectively a deadletter, in his more recent work he emphasises that economic

globalisation subverts the movement towards humane governance by weakening the role of

citizens within the state. ' He appears to consider that citizenship within the state may be

useful in withstanding economic globalisation. Therefore, the challenge is to

reconfigure ihc outmoded dichotomy between undiiierentiated patriotism and cosmopolitanism.

H this challenge is met, then the vitality oi traditional patriotism can be restored, but only on the

basis oi extending ideas and practices ol participation and accountability to transnational sites of

struggle... then patriotism and cosmopolitanism will be able to share a common commitment to

refashioning conditions for the humane slate, the humane region, and, depending on the success

oi transnational social forces, a decent, inclusive globalism.77

li also seems that the need to rethink patriotism and state citizenship stems from a realisation

that the force of global civil society is perhaps not as strong or committed to cosmopolitanism

as humane governance requires.™ The globalism of the market is trumping, for the time being,

the ethical globalism of cosmopolitanism.

1 1-alk, ( hi Jhoianc (iovpniiBia; pp. 34-5.
' Talk, "The Making ol Global Citizenship", p. 233.
' Richard Falk, "The Decline of Citizenship in an Era of Cilobalisation", Draft Paper UNRISP, December 9-11
199(>, p. 3. See also "Revisioning Cosmopolitanism" and "Stale oi Siege"

Falk, "RevisioningCosmopolitanism", p. 60.
s Falk, "RevisioningCosmopolitanism", pp. 5fo-7.
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Consequently, while Falk continues to see the state as being compromised by economic

globalisation and arguing that if humane politics is to be created it must be developed at a

global level, he sees patriotism to the state as having some virtue. Indeed, the possibility of

their being a 'common commitment' between patnotism and cosmopolitanism is a potent

prospect. Even so, ultimately as we will see in next chapter, this requires a restoration of the

public virtues within the state just as much as the development of a worldwide cosmopolitan

awareness.

This deliberation does not diminish Falk's advocacy of a global constitution that embeds

transnational democracy and the global framing of institutions that are both accountable to

people and promote the wellbeing of all people, hi Falk's conception of humane governance it

is the aspiration of humanity and a global imagined community that directly shapes the

institutions needed to enact this vision and enmesh the state. The normative ideal that informs

this governance is directly aimed at policies and institutions that promote the welfare of

human beings everywhere in the face of the divisive and harmful effects of economic

globalisation. While cosmopolitan governance can stem from a global imagined humanity and

the resistance of those opposed to market driven globalisation as Falk suggests, cosmopolitan

governance can also stem from a rethinking of the foundations of democracy and the rule of

law. The pre-eminent example of this type of cosmopolitanism is found in David Held's

model of cosmopolitan democracy.

David Held

Held's argument for the genesis of cosmopolitan democraq' springs from an historical

understanding of democracy and the increasing impact of globalisation. The political

congruence between people, territory and polity assumed in democratic theory stemmed from

the accountability that citizens have of the lawmakers as well as the lawmakers having policies

that only affect those citizens - 'the people' - in a delimited area.7' The modern state

represents the organised manner in winch democracy was conducted within "demarcated

territorial area".80 According to Held, the modern state has operated within the context of two

models of democracy. The first is the "Westphalian model" in which democracy was

contained within sovereign states with law making an internal process.81 The second is the

71) David Held, Democracy and tfc GloMOnkr (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995), p. 16.
K0 Held, l^anoLTitcy and Ox Glokil Order, p. 50.
S! Held, Detnarocy and the GloM Oder, pp. 77-9.
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"UN charter model", in which democracy was also contained within sovereign states, but

formal and informal institutions between states enabled both the coexistence and cooperation

of states.*' However, increasing transborder connections that stem from globalisation and

regionalisation directly diallenge the assumption of contained democracy as well as the UN

model of democracy.

Globalisation is defined by processes that Held believes pose the need to rethink democratic

theory and practice. Globalisation refers to

a shift in the spatial form of human organisation and activity to transcontinental or interregional

patterns of activity, interaction and the exercise of power. It involves a stretching and deepening of

social relations and institutions across space and time, such that, on one hand, day-to-day activities

are increasingly influenced by events happening on the other side of the globe and, on the other,

the practices and decisions of local groups or communities can have significant global

reverberations.81

This "stretching and deepening" of connections includes, but is not limited to, globalised

capitalism, which points to the spatial emphasis of the transformationalist conception of

globalisation.*14 Globalisation is evident in the "chains of interlocking political decisions and

outcomes" as well as the reshaped identities of people.*' Thus globalisation creates a series of

"disjunctures" that cut across the democratic state and "indicate the different ways in which

globalisation can be said to constitute constraints or limits on political agency in a number of

key domains; and to what extent the possibility of a democratic polity has been transformed

and altered".*' These disjunctures include international law, the lnternationalisation of political

decision making, international security structures, the globaWition of culture and the world

economy.1*7

The world economy is a major source of disjunctive for democracy because "there is a clear

disjuncture between the formal authority of the state and the spatial reach of contemporary

systems of production, distribution and exchange which often function to limit the

*•' Held, l\mxracy and Or Glolxd ("hiier, pp. 85-7.
x* Held. "Democracy and Globalization", p. 13.
KA Held, l^anocracy and tlx Glohil Onia; pp. 20-1. See also David Held, et id, Glolxd Transformations (Cambridge,
Polity Press, 1999)
xs Held, DonoLTacy and tix Glalul On&r, p. 13b.
K" Held. Democracy andIIJC Glolul (Mr, p. 99.
s Held, Datxxrac\'itnd tlx1 Glolxrf l.hkr, clip 5 and b.
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competence and effectiveness of national political authorities".8* The increasing

interdependence between states has become a central feature of world politics and the

increasing "levels of interaction" of economic life have become a pan of everyday life.89 While

Held does not emphasise the ways in which political authorities have consciously authored

and advocated these policies, it is certainly true that globalisation has changed the "costs and

benefits" of economic policy,9'0 and indeed has made "'bucking' international trends" more

difficult.91 Likewise the "vast array of international regimes and organizations" has led to the

globalisation of poliq'-making,92 such that the state becomes only one actor amongst networks

of private and public organisations.'^ While the EU represents an advanced form of multi-

level governance because it is a situation where sovereignty is "clearly divided", states

enmeshed in organisations such as the IMF or World Bank also have their sovereignty

conditioned.94 Whether due to economic flows or to the influence and authority of

international organisations, the policy autonomy of the state has been restricted. A crucial

consequence of a globalised economy is the weakened capacity of the state to regulate

economic affairs, given that the state is less able to affect economic activity that routinely

crosses its jurisdiction.

According to Held these disjunctures clearly limit the freedom of governments to act in the

manner the)7 desire and ultimately severs the congruence between democratic governors and

their respective public, as well as undermining the public legitimacy of particular states.95 Not

only do these disjunctures decrease the control that states arc able to exercise over their

territory, but also increases the probability of states affecting people beyond its territory.

Importantly, Held maintains that democracy must come to terms with

these developments and their implications for national and international power centres. If it fails

to do so, it is likely to become ever less effective in determining the shape and limits of political

activity. Accordingly, the international form and structure of politics and civil society has to be

built into the foundations of democratic: thought and practice.'"'

sS Held, Donocracy and tlx Glohil Onkr, p. 127. See also David Goldblatt, et al, "Economic Globalisation and the
Nawon-State: Shifting Balances of Power", Alternatives, 22, 1997.
K' Held, Democracy and Ox- GIOIMJ Orlb; p. 13.
' | ; Held. Democracy and Ox Gloixd Older, p. 18.
" 1 ield, Democracy and Ox Glolxtl Older, p. 131.
'); Held, Democracy and Ox GloM Onkr, p. 107.
'M Held, et al, Glohil Transformations, pp. 62-7C
l>4 Held, Donarao'trndtlr Glohil Onkr, pp. 112 ;uid 109-111.
"s Held, Dmiaciiuy and Or Glolxtl Onkr, pp. 135-b.
"" 1 leld, Democracy and tix Glohil Oder, p. 136.
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Consequently, Held maintains that the future of democraa- is with a "cosmopolitan model of

democracy" that provides a global resolution of the disjunctures to democracy.97 Although he

places emphasis on the nse of unrepresentative forms of authority as a challenge to state

sovereignty and authority, his concerns do not end there. Held is also concerned with the

effect of social inequality and other social problems on the nature of political participation.98

His model of cosmopolitan democracy does more than just extend democracy beyond

borders. He also rethinks the essential elements needed for individuals to participate in

democratic activity.9'' Before detailing cosmopolitan democracy a brief outline of Held's

democratic theory is needed to fully flesh out his response to the contemporary effects of

economic globalisation.

The pivotal aspect of Held's democratic theory is the "principle of autonomy" that connects

the idea of liberty to a political community where people are be able to choose and legitimate

the condition of their political association.1Ot The principle of autonomy states that

persons should enjoy equal rights and accordingly, equal obligations in the specification of the

political framework which generates and limits the opportunities available to them; that is, they

should be iree and equal in the determination of the conditions oi their own lives, so long as the)'

do noi deploy this framework to negate the rights of others.101

Held's democratic theory dearly promotes a liberal - but non-libertarian - aspiration of the

Liberty of the individual.10* This is achieved by way of processes that promote the protection of

the individual from coercive political authority, the consent of citizens in upholding laws of

the polity, as well as the development of individual capacities and the expansion of economic

opportunity.10' When these outcomes are not produced a condition of "nautonomy" exists.

Held's idea ol

nautonomy refers to the asynmvtrical pnxinction and distnhtium of lijc dxvwa w/jid) Inral and eirxk Ox

es ojpolitic**! participation. By life chances I mean the chances a person has of sharing in the

' r 1 ield, Democracy and tlx Glok*! Onie>\ p. 140.
>v Held, Det?uxracy: and tfc Glolu! Oder, pp. \b7-\72.
''" Held, Donaracyand tix Gloixi!Onier, pp. 143-5.
K : Held, Democracy and t/xGlolxd Ode>\ p. 145.
1/1 Held, Danocraq,'arid tlx Glohil (hicr, p. 147.
]W 1 icld, Democracy and tlx Glolxtl C frier, pp. 147-8 and 240 (clip 11 more generally).
10' Held, Democracy and the Glolwl Oder, p. 150.
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socially generated economic, cultural or political goods, rewards and opportunities typically found

in his or her community.104

Disadvantage or unequal access to resources in many areas of life could lead to the condition

oi nautonomy. Nautonomical outcomes frustrate the ability of democracy to operate and thus

require an extensive political framework to entrench the principle of autonomy.

Such a political framework is provided by "democratic public law" which is the law where

"the principle of autonomy" is "entrenched as both a foundation and a constraint" upon

political life.1" By embedding the principle of autonomy into law this creates a "common

structure of political action" for all.13' According to Held "autonomy is, in short, structured

through power".10' Democratic public law is enacted in the form of the democratic legal state

winch "would set down an axial principle of public polio7 - a principle that stipulated the basis

of self determination and equal justice for all and, accordingly, created a guiding framework to

shape and delimit public poliqr".!0K In order to participate, citizens require a set of rights that

address any disadvantage or inequality that may affect their ability to participate and thereby

ail eel the structural principle of autonomy. As such, if democracy is to be pursued,

redistribution must exist to avoid nautonomy and make democracy work.1 ̂ y

So long as power is located in th> state, is it possible that democratic public law could effectively

support democracy within t)x} state? Held maintains that due to the disjunctures that frustrate the

congruence between a public and the state, that the state is not a viable location to enable

democratic public law and thereby enable individual autonomy. Rather, in the context of

globalisation, the only way to overcome these disjunctures is to include everyone in decisions

thai aiiect them and thereby make the apposite site for democracy a global one This leads to

cosmopolitan democracy and the comprehensive and global extension of the principle of

autonomy.

Cosmopolitan Democracy

i:-' Held, LXiwcracy and Ox Glolul Order, p. 171.
1 '"•' Held, Democracy and tlx Glolxd Older, p. 155.
1Cl 1 leld, Duriar<uyand Ox GIOIMI Older, p. 190.
Kl7 Hold, Damxracy and Ox Global Order, p. 185.
1JS David Held, "Sites of Power, Problems of Democracy", Alternatives, 19, 1994, p. 234.
10" Held, llcmacracyand OxGlohil Onitr, o. 217.
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In order to create a 'common structure of action' that upholds the principle of autonomy,

democratic public law must encompass both the decision-makers and the public. Now that the

state bound congruence of decision-makers and the public has been broken by decisions and

activities occurring at a global level that affect people across the world, democratic law must

work to that extent as well. Cosmopolitan democracy is Held's model of governance that

supports the principle of autonomy and democratic law at a global level by developing a

democratic public law that is "entrenched within and across borders".nc

The cosmopolitanism of Held derives from Immanuel Kant.'11 W'uik following and agreeing

with Kant that war is a major threat to autonomy and hence requires an international union to

entrench peace between states, Held believes that war is not the only threat to autonomy.11*

Held supports Kant's principle of hospitality, which affirms that foreigners should be

tolerated and not "treated as an enemy upon his arrival in another's country" because "a

transgression of rights in one place in the world is felt everywhere".111 However, Held

dramatically extends such principles beyond just conduct towards foreigners to include a

fundamental respect for autonomy. In practice

universal hospitality must involve, at the minimum, both the enjovment of autonomy and respect

for tin- necessary constraints on autonomy. Thai is to say, it must comprise mutual

acknowledgments oi, and respect for, the equal rights ol others to pursue their own projects and

life-plans. Moreover, in a highly interconnected world, 'others' include not just those found in the

immediate community, hut all those whose iates are interlocked in networks of economic, political

and environmental interaction."'1

For universal hospitality to exist cosmopolitan democratic public law is required. This entails

the development that Kant sketched in the eighteenth century of a federation of states under

"w/5 cosnopoltiia#nn (cosmopolitan law)."5 According to Held this union or federation of states

i.ills short of a world state and is treaty based, requiring the active consent of people and

: 1 I eld, DmxKnuy atid lix G/o/W (hifa\ p. 127.
1 ' ' 1 k-ld, Donxracyand the UOIMI Oder, pp. IX 231.
"•' 1 -ield, DonxratyandtJr (tlokd(.htier, pp. 226-7
!M Kam, Petpetnal Peace andOthet Essays, pp. 118-9.
1>4 Held, Danoaucyandtk' Glohil Onier, p. 228.
"'• Kant, Perpetiud Peaa- ami OtJxr Essays, p. 112. Italics in original. Kant's core idea focuses on an expanding
"league of peace ... It can be shown thai his idea of federalism should eventually include all nations and thus lead
to perpetual peace. For if good fortune should dispose matters that a powerful and enlightened people should
form a republic (winch by its nature must be inclined to seek perpetual peace), it will provide a focal point for a
federal association among oilier nations that will join it m order to guarantee a state of peace among nations that
is in accord with the idea of the right of nations, and through several associations of this sort such a federation
cm extent! further and further" (p. 117).
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states, but once joined there is a clear duty to uphold the federation and the law because the

union ceases to be voluntary.'1'1

Cosmopolitan democracy operates as a system of governance that has a core set of principles

and legal rules that operate as a globally integrated framework that infuses all levels of

governance. As a basis of authority, cosmopolitan democracy operates as

a system of diverse and overlapping power centres, shaped and delimited by democratic law. In

this context, secession could take on a new meaning - the break-up of old political entities within

a common framework oi politics, that is, the reshaping oi traditional political communities, on the

one hand, while, on the other establishing the possibility of new communities within the

framework of a transnational structure oi democratic action.'-;

Thus the system of states is not the only system of governance operating within cosmopolitan

democracy. City-states, communities, and even functional organisations such as TNC's will be

subject to cosmopolitan democratic law.118 This also raises the distinct need for clear rules to

determine what sorts of issues are dealt with at which level of governance so as to avoid

governance being "sucked" upwards.119 Held's response to this question is to establish a

"Boundary Court" that determines public issues on the basis of the number of people

allected, the intensity of effect of the issue on people and the "comparative efficiency" of why

lower levels of governance cannot deal with the issue.1"'"'

(Cosmopolitan democracy's determination of a global common structure of action develops a

comprehensive system of authority that signifies a radical departure from both the

W'estphalian and the UN models oi democratic governance. Hold's image of cosmopolitan

democracy provides an entrenchment of democratic public law that informs and shapes the

composition oi state citizenship, state constitutions and systems of decision making at all

levels.1*'1 While cosmopolitan democracy will consist oi individuals, organisation and groups all

"pursuing their own projects", Held remarks that "these projects must also be subject to the

constraints oi democratic processes and a common structure of political action".1"" This

expansion oi the institutional and legal elements of democratic rule represents a

"• 1 leld, Democracy and th (JIM(Mir, p. 231.
1 '•' 1 icld, Danocracy atid th (Jlolul (hrJm, pp. 234-5.
! ;s 1 leld. Democracy and th(Mxil C Mir, pp. 234-5.
11" H d d , Democracy arid th (JIM (kh\ p. 23 5,
'•'- Held, Detxxracy ti?id tJx- (Jlolxtl (Mr, pp. 27l) and 23t>.
: ' ! Held, Dcmxraiy and tlx (jlolul ( Mr, p. 233.
'•'•' I leld. Dtmaracy and th (tlohil ( Mi, p. 278.
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transformation in both the infrastructure of political life and the intent within the programs

required to promote autonomy. The political infrastructure includes the eventual

establishment of a global parliament and executive; a boundary court that rules on disputes as

to what level of governance is applicable to particular public issues; a more general global legal

and court system; an increased accountability of transnational bodies and states; as well as the

public funding of electoral processes and referenda.u' At a social level the long-term emphasis

would be on programs that develop a diverse civil society, the development of investment

priorities being determined partially through public deliberation and the provision of a

guaranteed basic income.1"'' These political and social developments are critical if the processes

of deliberation and the principle of autonomy are to be fulfilled in the long-term.

Given that democratic public law cannot be effectively upheld by the state, the role of the

state within cosmopolitan democracy is both a limited and declining one. The role is a limited

one because cosmopolitan democracy rests on '"splitting the state'" and carrying out the

junctions of the state at different levels, some globJ and some local, with some functions

remaining with the state.1" The cosmopolitan law embedded in each state's constitution, as

well as the global constitution, limits state activity, and the activity of other organisations or

individuals. While Held claims that "cosmopolitan democracy would not call for a diminution

per sc of state power"1*'" - it does signal a amsukralA' departure from a world where democracy

and legitimacy is contained witljtn states. By his own reasoning states would '"wither away'", by

which Held means, "that states would no longer be, and no longer be regarded as, the sole

centres of legitimate power within their own borders".1' While states are not the sole power

within their borders in many cases already, as Held indicates, within cosmopolitan democracy

they would also have to adjust their laws and practices in alignment with cosmopolitan

democratic law.1'8 Within this legal framework the state would be "'relocated' within and

articulated with, an overarching global democratic law".1"' Ultimately, this 'relocation' is in

el feel a asnjileu.' re-contextualisation of the state that removes popular sovereignty and places

decision-making capabilities with the limits prescribed by democratic public law.

'•" Held, Dona.ra.yand the Global Onkr, p. 279.
1M 1 ield, Danoaiuyajid Or Glohil (>r4r, p. 280.
' - Held, Dayaxracyand Or Glohil' Onkn, p. 234.
'•'" Held, "Dmuxraey and Globalization", p. 24.
'•'•" Held, 1'kmuaacyandOr GlobalOnfa,p. 233.
! !' Held. l\wcxr,«y<Tnd Ox'G/ohil (hfa, p. 233
1 -"' Held, 1 ~kttntraiy and Ox• Glahil Onict\ p. 2.". 3.
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Held's conception of democratic public law entails a common legal structure that is

entrenched across and within a range of "diverse political communities" and "multiple

citizenships".1K Held's notion differs from Falk's in that there is little emphasis on a common

normative project and no form of association binds people within the diversity inherent within

a cosmopolitan democracy other than the common restraint of a respect for the democratic

public law.ni Held's prescription does not rel)' upon an imagined community or common set

oi values other than acknowledgement of democratic public law.n2 The protections,

entitlements and avenues of participation associated with democratic public law are

irrespective of citizenship and are upheld within and across all states. Democratic public law

will operate through state citizenship, extending through world politics to include other

institutions and levels of governance within a "binding framework".1J> 133

The purpose of this framework is to promote the autonomy of people everywhere. Held is

aware thai democratic public law on a global scale is no easy or short-term task. As a part of

the promotion of the autonomy and welfare ol all people, Held indicates there are some short-

term policies of cosmopolitan democracy. These policies encompass reforming the UN

Security Council, creating a second - democratically elected - UN chamber, extending

regional groupings such as the EU, extending international courts, developing new

coordinating agencies for economic management, and the development of an international

lorce lor peacekeeping operations.1'™ In terms of social goals, Held advocates ideas that point

towards the democratisation of economic activity. These include the extension ol non-market

solutions lor the organisation of society, publicly determined private ownership limits for "key

'public shaping' institutions" such as the media, and the provision of resources to the most

vulnerable to defend their interests.ns While these reforms are not easy to develop, they will

set the scene for reaching the institutional context necessary for the development and

reproduction of cosmopolitan democracy in the long-term.

1 v: Held, Daixxracy and tlx Glohtl (>;/<?, p. 233.
1M 1 -k-ld, Dcmcxracy and tlx Glolxtl ( h h ; p. 278.1 1 1 1 U , t S\.l Hi. A. / K * . } tA4114 I / . ' V K.J HnsW4 V ' f H I ' , I ' . < _ / % ' •

111 Held noies thai "a cosmopolitan democratic community does nol require political and cultural integration in
the form of a consensus on a wide range of beliefs, values and norms". Held, Democracy ,md tlx Glalwl Onicr, p.
2X2
1 ' ' i -Jeld, Demxracy and tix Glolul (W<r, p. 233.
1 u 1 ic-ld. Dnnxnxy and tlx Glolul Oifa; p. 27').
! v Held, DenwaLy and tlx Glohil (Mr, p. 280.
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The development of cosmopolitan democracy departs significantly from the idea of

deregulated capitalism. The goal of "democratic autonomy and public deliberation" ultimately

requires "bringing the economy into the 'sphere of democracy'".!3t As Held contends;

If democracy is to prevail, the key groups and associations of the economy will have to be

rearticulated with political institutions so that they become pan of the democratic process -

adopting, within their very modus operands a structure of rules, principles and practices compatible

with democracy. The corporate capitalist system requires constraint and regulation to compensate

for the biases generated bv the pursuit of the 'private good'.n~

Held points to the necessity for "the introduction of new clauses into the ground rules or

basic laws of the free-market and trade system" in order to be able to constitute a "common

structure of political action in economic affairs".HK Because these economic processes operate

globally, legislation that enacts this common structure would have to be global and therefore

embedded within "the principles and objectives of cosmopolitan democratic law".iW While

these regulator}- reforms will be difficult to develop they are crucial to the redistribution that is

needed to enable autonomy in the sense of "economic independence" through the provision

ol A "basic income",140 as well as addressing "the most pressing cases of avoidable economic

suffering and harm".141 These regulatory efforts also point towards a path that constrains

markets from determining political outcomes and in turn provide a form oi governance that

Hers better social opportunities than those proffered by contemporary globalisation and neo-

iberalism.

o

1 leld's model of cosmopolitan democracy represents an articulation oi democracy in an era of

globalisation that seeks to ultimately achieve comprehensive representation and equality.

Inequality is seen not jus? as a social problem associated with the rise of economic

globalisation but more broadly as a problem thai limits political participation. Globalisation

stretches decision-making processes to a global level thereby disenfranchising representation

within purely state level democracy. Upholding liberal democracy entails upholding

democratic public law across s' ..i • polities. This is achieved by an extensive legal

"' Held, DtinoLratyand tJx'irJulul ( ' . ' J: i •
11' 1 k'ld, Dawxiuiy itrvl tlx (ilalkil (h< ,
• '* Held. 1'htxximyandtfa (ilohi!Onto>. pj,. .1.1(1
1'" Held, lk-imxriuyandth' (Hohil(>(/<?, p. ?55.
141 Held, JfotKicnicyandtlrClohilChritr, p. 2^2.
i ; i Held, I'.h/KKracyanddx<'ilolul( htfa; p. 25h.
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system that is entrenched within all lev-els of governance anchored by global courts and

constitutional principles.

The Elements of Cosmopolitan Governance

The arguments of Richard Falk and David Held present key features of a liberal cosmopolitan

approach to governance -within contemporary globalisation. In institutionalising

cosmopolitanism, they entrench universal rules that regulate social and economic relations in

order to promote democracy and the welfare of all humanity, thereby transcending the adverse

effects of contemporary globalisation. While there are some differences between the two

writers, there are also key points of convergence and overlap. I contend that there are five

moral and political principles that characterise the institutionalisation of liberal

cosmopolitanism.

The first principle of cosmopolitan governance is the extension of a comprehensive system of law to a

X'/o/W level. In the short-term this means the continued expansion of a universal code of human

rights via international law. In the long-term this entails a global constitution, a global

parliament and a global executive. Particular attention has to be paid to boundary issue

resolution, as Held emphasises, in ordf to determine what level of governance is responsible

lor which issues. The resolution -i issues will be conducted on the basis of the global

constitution and boundary courts.

The second key principle of cosmopolitan governance is iloe extension of democracy across and

unthm tlie state. Global democratisation includes not just the extension of democracy to parts of

ihi- world where there are non-democratic states but extending democratic principles to the

operation of international institutions. This also demands the creation of new fora as well as

reforming institutions such as the UN to reflect democratically determined laws and decisions

at a global level.

The third key principle of cosmopolitan governance is that the subject of these global

democratic and legal structures is the individual via tlie devdopmeit of a set of individual riglrts and

entitlements defendaUe at a glolxil level. Cosmopolitan governance creates limits as to how states

and other organisations can treat individuals. The routes of legal recourse extend to a global

level and while interpretations of state citizenship will vary across the lace of the world, they
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can only do so within limits determined by a global constitution and the notion of a

commitment to humanity.

The fourth principle of cosmopolitan governance necessarily sterns from the first three: a

•profound restriction on the authority of the state. Within the context of cosmopolitan governance, the

role of the state is determined not by the will of its citizens but by the limits laid down by

global legal system and the laws that have stemmed from that system- While Falk and Held

differ on the degree to which the global law will influence state decision-making and public

poliqr, with Held forwarding a dramatic shaping of public policy in line with democratic

public law, it is clear that the global law will significantly limit the autonomy of the state. Once

part of the global legal system, compliance could not thereafter be voluntary.

The fifth principle of cosmopolitan governance is the extension of democracy to indude a publidy

detemwied regulation of economic life. While there is no suggestion to replace capitalism, deregulated

capitalism is not compatible with the goal of public participation and democratic autonomy.

As such Falk's emphasis on the welfare of humanity and Held's objective of a 'common

structure of political action in economic affairs' both point to the rules of economic life being

determined both globally and democratically.

The ambitious program of cosmopolitan governance seeks to provide a global democratic

framework that avoids the social effects engendered by economic globalisatioi: and thereby

promotes the welfare of all humans. This is a morally compelling position that seeks a

universal and comprehensive framework for all individuals despite the cultural diversity that

exists in the world and the fundamental unevenness in social opportunities across the world.

Unlike the ideas of extended neo-liberalism and contractual nationalism, cosmopolitan

governance is an articulation of liberalism that stretches beyond supp* tiling the global

extension of markets or the promotion of the interests of prosperous states. It seeks to

establish a universal political framework that addresses the fundamental deficiencies in

equality and representation of the poor across the world as well as being concerned about the

long-term future of all humanity. Cosmopolitan governance entails creating a democratic and

constitutional counter balance to the global organisation of capitalism in order to address the

inequality, insecurity and unsustainability of market driven globalisation.
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Despite the compelling nature oi this rationale, I contend that there are clear practical

problems with the account of cosmopolitan governance. The claim that contemporary

globalisation provides suitable grounds to formulate cosmopolitan governance, as Falk and

Held argue, does not automatically mean that cosmopolitan governance is a viable alternative

to neo-liberal governance. The remainder of this chapter addresses two practical problems

that cosmopolitan governance has in attempting to address the adverse social effects of

economic globalisation. The first is that the world order of economic globalisation and neo-

liberal governance provides resistance to practices of cosmopolitan governance at the same

time as it accepts principles of a more passive 'moral' cosmopolitanism. The resistance that

capital and neo-iiberal governance would have to a global democracy that places democratic

limits on capital would be extensive and this would, in all probability, weaken and compromise

the already long-term nature of the cosmopolitan project. The second problem of

cosmopolitan governance relates to the weak social foundations that it would be built on as

well as the weak basis for redistribution that the cosmopolitan mindset provides. In isolation

ihese two problems are damaging to the cosmopolitan project, but taken together they pose a

serious obstacle to cosmopolitan governance being able to address the adverse effects of

economic globalisation or indeed governing effectively in a globalising context.

Nevertheless, it must be clear that 1 am not claiming that cosmopolitan governance is not

desirable in an ethical sense or indeed could never be possible as a global political structure in

the future. Rather, I am claiming that economic globalisation and the practices of neo-liberal

governance that currently hold sway, provide serious impediments to cosmopolitan

governance being able to address the formidable social effects intrinsic to economic

globalisation. While cosmopolitan governance may be possible in the future, the claim here is

that at present it is not a viable political alternative to the prevailing social forces supportive of

economic globalisation.

Economic Globalisation and Cosmopolitan Governance

Both Falk and Held contend, in differing ways, that globalisation provides the conditions by

which cosmopolitan governance can come into being. Falk emphasises the growing global

consciousness evident in the proliferation of various social movements resisting inhumane

governance, while Held points to the presence of disjunctures that undermine democracy

wiiliui the nation-state. However, despite these important observations, it is my contention

that there are other features of contemporary globalisation that work against the direction of
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opening up alternatives to economic globalisation. In essence the debates regarding

globalisation that I briefly examined in Chapter 1 have an extremely important significance

when it comes to proffering alternatives to contemporary globalisation. If globalisation is

primarily a spatial process, as the transformationalist account of globalisation and Held

argue,142 then cosmopolitan governance looks like a viable panacea. However, if contemporary

globalisation is also significantly contextualised by the idc as and forms of power that buttress

this type of globalisation, as I argued in Chapter 2 with reference to neo-liberalism and the

social forces that support transnational capitalism, then cosmopolitan governance is placed in

an entirely different light.

Consequently, a more politically fine-grained perspective on globalisation empHasises the

material, institutional and ideational factors that shape the world order of contemporary

globalisation. Such a critical approach indicates the considerable weight that neo-liberal

practices such as deregulation and liberalisation, as well as the forms of competitiveness that

shape the operation of the informational global economy, all have in shaping contemporary

globalisation. Moreover, contemporary globalisation is ultimately underpinned by neo-liberal

governance, or a "new normativiry" as Sakia Sassen puts it,14' that represents a departure from

earlier moral underpinnings of world economic activity. Not only does this normative shift

explain important institutional and ideational elements of contemporary globalisation, it also

xplains in a large part the inequality and insecurity t^at stems from this type of globalisation.ex

Understanding contemporary globalisation as benig a world order of economic globalisations

puses proponents of cosmopolitan governance with a series of challenges.

I

These challenges are evident in the ways economic globalisation aai; a some forms of

cosmopolitanism just as much as it resists cosmopolitan governance. It is crucial to stress that

the dilference between cosmopolitanism and cosmopolitan gjvemanoe is substantial. It is not

just that "cosmopolitanism about ethics does not necessarilv imply cosmopolitanism about

institutions",144 but cosmopolitanism regarding ethics does not necessarily imply ethics that

empower people through the development ol rights and correlative duties. In its weakest

sense cosmopolitanism means shying away from special consideration of nationalism or

11 Indeed, in a recent interview Held has emphasised that "globalization is fundamentally a spatial phenomenon"
Montserrat Guibernau, "Globalization, Cosmopolitanism and Democracy: an Interview with David
1 Iold''<lutp://www.poliiy .eo.uk/global/held.lum> (Accessed on the 20'1' of March 2002), p. 1.
14( Saskia Sassen, "The State and the New Geography oi Power" The London School of Economics,
<lutp://www.lse.ac.uk/evenis/25_l 00sassen.htm> (Accessed on the 18'1' of October 2000), p. 2.
M'1 Heitz, "International Liberalism and Distributive Justice", p. 287.
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patriotism in determining questions of what is right or good. It can represent a principled

rejection of a dominant allegiance to local political community in favour of a universal moral

code145 but can also justify unprincipled detachment from involvement and real responsibility

in any community.141" Thus we can identify three distinct species of cosmopolitanism-

cosmopolitanism as an unattached and unprincipled attitude; cosmopolitanism as a universal

ethical standard; and cosmopolitanism as a framework that should be institutionalised -

cosmopolitan governance. It is my contention that economic globalisation largely accepts the

first two senses of cosmopolitanism but resists cosmopolitan governance.

In the era of global capitalism, a cosmopolitan attitude, in the first unprincipled and detached

sense, can be said to exist among sectors of the elite and the wealthy.147 This does not

necessarily mean that such elites deny that comprehensive principles exist. Rather that there is

little acceptance that there should be a wide-ranging attempt to institutionalise rights and duties

at a global level. By contrast, cosmopolitan governance entails a common system of

governance, including a common frame of rights and obligations that authorises an

overarciiing conception of legality and liberty. The globally binding nature of cosmopolitan

governance would filter through all levels of governance and social life across the globe and

bind the poorest pauper and the wealthiest capitalist into essentially the same democratic

system. Transnational capital is cosmopolitan in the sense oi being detached from any locality

but would eschew any democratic regulation of capitalism or global responsibility that pins

down everyone to a common set of rights and standards for humane treatment of which actual

treatment below these standards is illegal and punishable. The primary reason for this is that

such cosmopolitan regulation would confound the differentials between locales that are

essential for capitalism to exploit, in addition to being the reason that many corporations

embrace economic globalisation. Cosmopolitanism in a passive and unattached ethical sense is

consistent with individual choice and deregulated capitalism. The ideal of cosmopolitan

governance and the global regulation of capitalism is another matter entirely.

"'' Beitz, "Inicmational Liberalism and Distributive Justice", p. 287. Sec also Donnelly, "Human Rights: a New
Standard oi Civilisation?"
141 Benjamin Barber, "Constitutional Faith" in Martha Nussbsuim, (ed.), For Lave oj Country (Boston, Beacon
Press, 199b), \\ 30.

1 Manuel Cast ells, Wx'Risr of (Jx1 Netiurrk Society, Voi I of 77JC lnjonnMum Age: Eamany, SiKiety itnd Culture (Oxford,
Black well, 1996), pp. 415-6. See also Christopher Lasch, Dx Rcuolt of tJx Elites, and tir lictrayal ofDenocmcy (New
York, W.W. Norton & Company, 1993), pp. 46-7, David Rotten, \\'-1x7i Gwporations Rule t/x> World (London,
Kanhscan, 1995), d ip 7 and Robert Reich, llr Work of Nations (London, Simon and Schuster, 1991), pp. 309-10.
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It is also important to see that cosmopolitanism in the second stronger ethical sense, which

still falls short of cosmopolitan governance, has been influential in the prevailing form of

global governance.148 However, while there are clearly processes of normative innovation

afoot in global governance in response to globalisation, the innovations and programs initiated

by the UN and regional organisations have not included the extension of democracy across

states in an^here except the European Union. As such, developments associated with human

rights law, environmental regulation and development assistance can be seen to constitute an

innovation of liberal internationalism infused with cosmopolitan values, but not cosmopolitan

governance. In addition, the extension of global governance has done little to moderate the

adverse effects of economic globalisation and in effect, via the rise of neo-liberal governance,

has done much to support the framework and the processes of economic globalisation. While

contemporary globalisation may be seen as a prompt for global democracy or a humane intent

within global civil society-, the world order that constitutes economic globalisation may actually

impede and frustrate the realisation of cosmopolitan governance.

Consequently, neo-liberalism can be seen to embrace cosmopolitanism in some senses but

reject and resist the development of cosmopolitan governance; especially of the kind that

would involve global regulation or redistribution.'4 To use Falk's terminology, it is unlikely

that the purveyors of globalisation from above want to share the global stage with the

advocates of globalisation from below within the channels of global civil society, not to

mention a global democratic structure.1'0 In fact neo-liberal governance, and the anti-

democratic practice of new constitutionalism, actively wards off social movements that

operate to challenge economic globalisation at a local or transnational level.551 This has been

clear in regards to the demonstrations against the WTO in Seattle in 1999, the G8 in Genoa

two rears later and numerous other high-level meetings of poliq'-makers within the global

economic architecture. The agents of globalisation from below have had few opportunities to

contribute their alternatives to global governance at the negotiating table. Precisely because

there is little or no constructive role for alternative social movements within in formal

institutions of the global economic architecture, and a broad disregard of their ideas by the

policy-makers within these institutions, the impact of social movement reform on neo-liberal

14S Jan A an Schokc, Glduluatum, a artiad vitmdndio/t (Basingstoke, l'al^rave, 2000), p. 179-80 and Held, et al,
{'iloUil Transjomiatwm, pp. 70-4.
i4'' Beilz., " International Liberalism and Distributive Justice", p. 292.
'"'" See Leslie Sklair, "Social Movements for Global Capitalism: The Transnational Capitalist Class in Action"
RcimcoJInternationalPolitiad Economy, 4:3 Autumn, 1997.
1M Falk, "Resisting 'Globalisaiion-irum-above" Through 'Globalisauon-lrom-below'", p. 19.
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governance has been purely at the "fringes" of policy and has ultimately produced only

"marginal reforms". " It is important to emphasise that the impact of these social movements

has changed and complicated polity-making, as well as removing any perception that states are

the only actors that represent the "public interest".153 Nevertheless, "while signalling an

alteration to the method of governance, it is less clear that there is a change either in the

content of governing policies or in the broad interests they represent".154 This is even despite

the Victories' of the anti-globalisation movement in respect to the MAI and to a certain

degree, the Seattle WTO meeting.155 Additionally, it is debateable if the variegation of groups

involved in the various protests, while a source of the strength for the resistance mounted by

the anti-globalisation movement, would be such a strength in the development of an

alternative to economic globalisation,15" much less a cosmopolitan alternative.

In short, neo-liberal governance is a technocratic system that is actively opposed to the ethical

trajectory of cosmopolitan governance. This is not to say that global social movements and

NGOs are not important to global politics; clearly the}7 are. Social movements have played

central roles in dismantling Apartheid in South Africa, facilitating the International Criminal

Court, and acting upon various human rights and environmental issues.157 Nevertheless, it is

important to be aware ot the limits ot these movements in respect to economic globalisation

and the powerful states and social forces - social movements for global capitalism -

entrenching this world order.1™ The marginalisation of those wishing to reform globalisation

is also evident within the clearly delimited role that the UN has in respect to economic issues

compared with the WTO, IMF and World Bank. In addition, while there has been a shift in

rhetoric within the organisations that frame economic globalisation, with organisations such as

•^ Jan Aai! Sehohe, "Cautionary Reflections on Seattle" Millennuon, Vol. 29 No. 1, 2000, p. 117.
' " Robert Obrien et al., ContestingGlohiKknxmanoc (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 206.
lvi Obrien ei al., (hntcsttng (jlokrf (.itnvm'ffKV, p. 20b.
'''•' Stephen Kobrin, "The MAJ and the Clash of Globalisations" I-'omgn Ihltcy, N 112, Pall 1998 and Jan Aan
Scholte, "Cautionary Reflections on Seattle"
''"• Schohe, "Cautionary Reflections on Seattle", p. 120.
1 Kenneth Rodman, "Think Globally, Punish Locally: Non-State Actors, Multinational Corporations and
Human Rights Sanctions" Ethics and lntematiaiul Affairs, Vol. 12, 1998 and Fanny Bennedetti and John Washburn,
"Drafting ihe International Criminal Court Treaty: Two Years to Rome and an Afterword on the Rome
Diplomatic Conference" Glolul Governance, Vol. 5, No. 1, 1999. More generally Margaret Keck and Kathryn
Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders: Advnzicy Networks in Inlcniatianal Politics (Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1998)
and Obrien, et al., Contesting Glolxtl Cicwmano:
1''11 Sklair, "Social Movements (or Global Capitalism". See also Stephen Gill, "Toward a Postmodern Prince? The
Battle in Seattle as y. Moment in the New Politics oi Globalisation" Millanuwn, Vol. 29 No. 1, 2000, p. 139.
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the IMF emphasising the poverty alleviation, the free market is still seen as the crucial

mechanism of addressing this issue.15''

In addition to dominating the global economic architecture, neo-liberal ideas and norms have

infused into many states. While the line between foreign and international is being blurred as

proponents of the transformationalist account of globalisation argue,lbC the state is still a site

of significant institutional power and popular legitimacy. The nation-state under the aegis of

the practice of the competition state both supports the persistence of the nation-state as well

as the entrenchment of the institutional and ideational networks of neo-liberal governance and

the extension of economic globalisation. As I suggested in Chapter 3, there are problems with

the ways in which the competition state, in advanced capitalist societies at least, maintains

public legitimacy and a sense of national community in light of its emphasis on

competitiveness, economic growth and maintaining financial market credibility. However,

despite these tensions, economic globalisation seems to continue onwards regardless. It seems

economic globalisation and nation-states embedded within this world order can easily

withstand a significant level of dissent regardless of whether it comes from die significant

regressive and xenophobic social movements around the world or progressive-cum-

cosmopolitan social movements." ' Indeed, many governments seem to be particularly eager to

satisfy xenophobic social groups by responding to demands to restrict immigration while at

the same time persisting with the liberalisation of finance and trade.16' The state remains a

strategic actor that is capable of manipulating public forms of dissatisfaction in ways that

transnational bodies like the WTO simply cannot. The persistence of the state is a significant

obstacle to the idea ol cosmopolitan governance because states remain locked into economic

globalisation and most states seem to have a remarkable capacity to absorb protests, in

particular strong cosmopolitan moral duties or modes of democracy that could possibly affect

the operation of free markets.

It is deai from the preceding observations that I am not confident that the social forces

supportive of cosmopolitan governance have the power to confront neo-liberal governance in

the near future. While disquiet is rising in respect to the consequences of economic

v; Scholte, "Cautionary Reflections on Seattle", pp. 116-7. For an example see a recent report of the World
Hank. World Bank, World Dndoptnott Report 2000/2001, (Washington, IXC, The World Bank, 2001), pp. 11-12.
lli: Held, el al, GlolwJ Transformations, p. f>0.
!M !'alk, "Resisting '(}lobalisation-irom-above" Through 'Globalisation-froni-below'", p. 22.
''-' Saskia Sassen, Losing Gmtml? Sinmigrity in dr Age ofiilolxdisatum (New York, Cx>lumbia University Press, 1995),
pp. 59-()2 (clip 3 more generally).
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globalisation, the social response is more likely to be the regressive backlash politics that Falk

fears, than the progressive cosmopolitanism he hopes for. Likewise, it seems the disjunctures

that Held underlines are papered over by the promises of economic growth and the continued

reference to nationalism. If cosmopolitan governance is to oppose economic globalisation and

set the stage for democratically contoured economy, it will have to prevail politically over the

social forces arrayed behind economic globalisation.

The Weak Foundations of Cosmopolitan Governance

The problems facing cosmopolitan governance are not limited to issues of political strategy.

Charles Beitz states that cosmopolitanism "typically evokes doubts" and is seen to be

unrealistic on two grounds;

one it. that such theories are unrealistic in one (or both) senses: either the)' require more extensive

international reform than seems likely politically or they require the establishment of international

institutions with a degree of coercive power that states are not likely to concede. ... Of course... it

might be argued that the real problem with cosmopolitanism is not that it is unrealistic in an

empirical sense but rather that it is unrealistic in a mcrra! sense. It might be said, in particular, that

cosmopolitanism misunderstands; people's local affiliations ... lli(

These criticisms, which are levelled at cosmopolitanism whenever these ideas are espoused,

are salient to whether cosmopolitan governance can harness public support and act as foil for

global capitalism. The first sense that Beitz refers to was addressed in the previous section,

although the argument was that cosmopolitan governance did not have the political faculty to

overcome neo-hberal governance rather than an inherent resistance to cosmopolitan

governance. We now turn to the second sense that Beitz points to, that while

cosmopolitanism is clearly a desirable and practical value system, it may be too weak and

deracinated to build a robust polity upon,1"4 or to mobilise people and resources to act to

redress social problems.

Primarily there is the claim that the ethic of cosmopolitan g /ernance is counterfactual to real

ethical and political experience. Benjamin Barber claims that "no one actually lives" in a

"x Hen/., "International Liberalism and Distributive Justice", pp. 2'?0-l.
11 Barber, Benjamin, "Constitutional F;aith", p. 30.
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cosmopolitan world, rather they live in a "particular neighbourhood of the world".lh5 Michael

NX'alzer likewise suggests;

How odd it is to claim that my fundamental allegiance ts. or ought to be, to the outermost circle.

My allegiances, like my relationships, start at the centre.u'-

Cosmopolitan governance not only defends the importance of the outermost circle but also

claims that governance should be based on the imperatives that stem from this circle. In Falk's

model of humane governance, the attempt is made to build a global democracy and

constitution upon pre-existing relationships and desires. The claim is made that essentially

eihical experience is now at least partially global. Held attempts to extend democracy across

and within other relationships across the globe, because d democracy- is to realise autonomy in

a globalising context, it can only be achieved globally. Both these positions however come

down to extending the centraliry of abstract law and not the particularistic values of human

groups.

Clearly there are real differences that complicate any cosmopolitan effort to develop universal

political structures. These differences include uneven economic development, differing

political and cultural practices including "local and national solidarities" that are not

necessarily compatible with democracy or liberalism."1 There is also the criticism that

cosmopolitanism is a "theoretical justification" that masks Western dominance and vindicates

potential pacification of the non-western world and the extension of universal values by

powerful western interests.lhh More telling however is the nature of cosmopolitan social

relations. Jurgen Habermas contends that outside a "common political culture" there is the

absence of "common values orientations and shared conceptions of justice"."' Habermas is

not alone in noting the absence of "thick" morality in world politics.170 The absence of a thick

sense of morality has profound consequences for the political vitality of cosmopolitan

governance. Habermas notes that

1 '••' K.uber, "Constitutional Faith", p. 34. Sec also Michael Walzer, Tlnck and Tlmv Moral Argcn&tt at Home and
Abnkui (Notre I )amc, Notre Dame Press, 1994)
"' Michael Walter, "Spheres of Affection" in Martha Nussbaum (ed.). For Low of (jowUry (Boston, Beacon Press,
199b), p. 126.
"l7 Philip Resnick, "Global Democracy: Ideals and Reality" in Roland Axtmann (ed.), Glolxilisation and Europe
(London, Pinter, 1998), p. 129.
1"|i Danilo Zolo, G)smo/x)lis, Ihuspectsfur World Goirmnmti (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1997), p.xiv.
""Jurgen Habermas., Tlx Postnatvmal Constellation (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2001), p. 109.
r ; Habermas, 'flx> PosbMtional QmstelLtiion, p. 109. See Walzer, 'flm~k and Tlm^ pp. 2 4 and Resnick, "GlobJ
I Vmocraey: Ideals and Reality", p. 13d.
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even a worldwide consensus on human rights could not serve as the basis for a strong equivalent

to the civic solidarity that emerged in the framework of the nation-state. Civic solidarity is rooted

in particular collective identities; cosmopolitan solidarity has to support itself on the moral

universahsm of human rights alone.]T'

These observations obviously complicate the capacity of a global democracy to cultivate civic

values, elicit sacrifices from the global 'public' and legitimate authoritative political action.

Therefore, the absence of this 'civic solidarity' can be seen as an objection to the feasibility of

the cosmopolitan project to attempt to regulate the agents and frameworks of global

capitalism.1'"

While these objections complicate the development of an effeaive cosmopolitan response to

neo-liberal governance, the}' do not totally discredit the cosmopolitan project nor deny that

there is the need for "political governance at the global level" to manage the rising complexity

of global interaction and interdependence.1 l In addition there are clear developments in

international institutions and human rights that suggest that a normative shift towards

cosmopolitan values is underway.1'"1 However, such a shift is partial, with practical

cosmopolitan developments steering a wide course around regulating or interfering with

capitalist activity. As stated earlier, passive cosmopolitanism is backed by a technocratic

svstem that systematically precludes a deeper cosmopolitan engagement. Nonethelers, the

objections noted above point to the weakness of public sentiment cosmopolitanism would be

built upon. The concern is that cosmopolitanism is incapable oi developing a widespread

public ethos that can establish a strong form of governance that is cdie to enact a common

structure of action that regulates the adverse social el feet s of capitalism. It is important at this

point to recall G. A. Cohen's point from the previous chapter, that in order to effectively

address inequality there needs to be the development of a public ethos that addresses

inequality not just a new economic and political structure.17'1 There are significant doubts, given

the critiques of cosmopolitanism noted above, whether such a public sentiment can be

produced at a global level.

' Habermas, 77A1 Postmtiiwud (bnstelLitum.p. 108.
1 -1 Habermas, llx' Posttuitwrui (Jomtellahan, op. 99, 105-8.
1 M Resnick,, "CJlob.il Democracy: Ideals and Reality", p. 14 1.
1 M Donnelly, "Human Rights: a New Standard of Civilisation?"
1' (. i. A. Cohen, // You iv an Egaluaruvi, H<nv Q»nc Yon >r .So Huh? (Cambridge, Harvard University Press), p. 120.
Sec also David Miller. ''Bounded Citizenship" in Kimbeily Hutchings and Roland Dannreuther (cds.),
(hsmyxAitan (MIZCHSIKO .Basingstoke, Macmillan, 1999), p. (>4.
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The absence of a public ethos that resists inequality and insecurity is a particular problem for

effective economic regulation and redistribution. While the picture of the rich north and the

poor south still is largely true in respect to the geographical distribution of wealth, economic

globalisation throws new patterns of wealth and poverty across the world. In the same way

that the networks of global capital cut across the nation-state, these networks cut across the

globe either linking people into webs of prosperity or into large gaps of social dislocation. The

redistributive program to counteract this pattern of uneven global development, while

necessary to uphold cosmopolitan aspirations, is a massive and complex task.176 Without a

motivating ethos people will be likely to want to make the most of the global economy if it

operates favourably near them or compete to bring the networks to them. The absence of a

motivating ethos will prevent the regulation of global capitalism, the provision of global public

goods or redistribution of wealth from the clusters of wealth production. Likewise "the

absence of a global culture strong enough to provide stability and motivate contribution, could

generate an unending series of transfers from societies prudent enough to invest rather than

consume to those imprudent enough to do the opposite".1' Proponents of cosmopolitan

-ernance also tend to understate the coercion required to enforce such redistribution, as

veil as the potential of global 'authorities' to act in r\Tannical ways. As Danilo Zolo brashly

claims, cosmopolitan governance "could not emerge as anything other than a despotic and

totalitarian Leviathan, which could have no other option open to it than to counter the

predictable spread oi anti-cosmopolitan terrorism with methods of an equally terrorist

nature".171* While this point is rather hyperbolic, cosmopolitan governance nonetheless

requires the institution.?! means of economic regulation and redistribution. While this \ •> difficult,

cosmopolitan governance also requires the even more difficult realisation of a piMkedws in the

lorm ol a strong and principled public sentiment in order to legitimise global redistribution

and regulation.

COY

Ys

The development ol this public sentiment within a context of cultural pluralism and neo-

liber-j] governance is questionable. It is not just that this sentiment has to be global, but that it

has to be democratic in the sense of people being willing to ent*r dialogue and regard the

interests of others. Democracy is still far from a universal practice in states around the world

and in man)' places its exercise is limited or constrained by various cultural or socio-economic

'•' Ron/., "International Liberalism and Distributive Justice", p. 293.
1 Beit/., "International Liberalism and Distributive Justice", p. 291.
1 s Zolo, Q)s/nnjx)lis, lhxrspeas jor World Ckrumvmit, p. 153.
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factors. In addition, across much of the world, neo-liberal values and governance also

systematically sideline and constrain democratic practice. This does little to augment the

notion of a global democratic sentiment. Of particular concern with cosmopolitan

governance, according to a range of critics, is the idea that the value system of democracy and

citizenship can be exported or imposed.179 Furthermore, Robert Reich indicates that without

practicing the responsibility and reciprocity of democracy and citizenship * ithin a "real

political community" people may well "find these ideals to be meaningless abstractions".« isc

o

For democracy to develop it must be practised. The irony and danger of cosmopolitan

democracy is that just as the ideas ol world citizenship and global civil society are gaining

momentum, the practice of state citizensliip is under grave threat because of the

instrumentalist thinking of neo-liberaiism and the practices of the competition state. The ideas

of the competitid state do not just frustrate the development of cosmopolitan governance

because these practices embrace a detached and passive sense of cosmopolitanism and reject

ihe constraints if cosmopolitan governance. The further, deeper frustration provided by the

: tmpetition state to the notion of cosmopolitan governance stems from the dilapidated nature

1 civic life and citizenship within states across much of the western world and beyond.181 The

competition state, enmeshed within neo-liberal governance, iosters a distance between citizen

and decision-makers that does little to create a vibrant public sphere or democracy. Of course,

the social fragmentation and inequality across the world is also responsible for conditions of

political lite that are neither robust nor constructive to political participation. If democracy

and citizenship were practiced within the state with more distinction, the ideal of

cosmopolitan governance would have far stronger foundations. In short, there seems to be

missing foundations to edifice of cosmopolitan governance.

As David Harvey has claimed: cosmopolitanism comes upon "trouble when it comes to

ground".lliJ Clearly neo-liberal governance, while not the only influence over political and

social life, significantly shapes the political terrain that cosmopolitan governance must be

developed irom and developed on. While cosmopolitan governance represents botn an

1 " Benjamin Barber, jihudvs Me World (New York, BallaiV.ine Books, 19%), pp. 278-9. See also Zolo, Cbsnopolis,
Pmspais for World (kjurrvnait, p. lt>8 and Miller, "Bounded Citizenship", p. 79.
iS; Reich, 77r Work of'Natums, p. 109. See also Miller, "bounded Citizenship", pp. 77-8 and Walzer, 71>ick and
Ihm, pp. 8-9.
1X1 Philip Orny, "Globalization and the Erosion oi Democracy" Ewofxwi Journal of Political Reward), Volume 36,
Number 1 August 1999. See also Falk, "Slate of Siege?"
lS-' David Harvey, "Cosmopolitanism and the Banality of Geographic Evils" Public Lecture at The University of
Melbourne, 15'1'July I99K.
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extension of the cosmopolitan tradition it also represents a principled response to an era of

increasing social fragmentation and globalising integration. However, as an approach to

governance, the attempt to institutionalise cosmopolitanism runs into some problems with the

realities of economic globalisation and neo-liberal governance. It may very well be the case

that the effects of economic globalisation will have to be moderated first in order to construa

cosmopolitan governance. The interactions of global capital, while constituting the basis for

econor»Tiv* and political globalisation, do "not go hand-in-hand with any discernible process of

planetary social integraticav' in the sense required for the principled cosmopolitanism for Falk

or Held.1'3 This point is mack in a more hopeful way by Philip Resnick, who claims that even

if economic globalisation "r\*ns counter to the spirit of global democracy... in a contemporary

version of Hegel's cunning .u reason, it may help set the stage for the eventual breakthrough

to something more genuinely democratic".184 In order to establish global democracy and

global citizenship it may be necessary to first cultivate democracy and citizenship within the

slate. It may take a significant period of time to develop the values and preconditions needed

ior cosmopolitan governance. Cosmopolitan governance, far from being a solution to the

effects of economic globalisation, is an idea that may be possible 4/fcrthis challenge has been

mei. hi tins sense cosmopolitan governance does not have the measures or strategy to

construct a iran**-1" TA of governance that can moderate the worst aspects of economic

giobrilisation and thus be a viable alternative to the current reign of neo-liberal governance.

Conclusion: Not the Cosmopolitan Moment

The criticisms that I have levelled at cosmopolitan governance do not maintain that the ideas

<>i 1 osmopolitan governance are as problematic in moderating economic globalisation as the

approaches of extended neo-libcralism and contractual nationalism. Falk and Held leave me

convinced that cosmopolitan governance is superior to these two liberal alternatives. The)' see

contemporary globalisation as requiring a turn away from economistic liberalism towards an

account of liberalism that does embraces the regulation and redistribution ot capitalism as well

as of conceiving effective governance as being a global endeavour. Moreover, cosmopolitan

governance also convinces me that principled cosmopolitanism needs to be institutionalised

into law. There can be no doubt that the ideas of principled cosmopolitanism have and will

continue to influence global politics, but principle alone will not be sufficient to enact a

'Zo!o, Gmiojxihs, ftuspciisjor World (huvvmit, p. 145.
Resmek, "Global Democracy: Ideals ;<nd Reality", p. 132.
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common structure of political action in economic affairs' or counter balance global

capitalism.

Nevertheless, cosmopolitan governance does not persuade me that the institutionalisadon of

cosmopolitanism is currently a possible way that can effectively moderate economic

globalisation. It is my contention that cosmopolitan governance is lacking the political

coherence to resist the practices of neo-liberal governance and in repudiating prevailing forms

ol political association, relies upon a thin political association that would have problems

enabling shared burdens and redistribution even if a global structure of political action could

be formed. In particular, developing a global political system and community does not seem to

be a plausible response to the weakened exercise of democratic association in an era of neo-

liberalism and the competition state. The successful application of regulatory and

redistributive policies is central to effectively dealing with economic globalisation, but these

policies are dependent upon public support and building upon public sentiments that do exist.

By resting upon the thin morality of cosmopolitanism rather than the thick morality of

existing political communities, cosmopolitan governance would simply struggle to provide the

ethos 10 enact a democratically determined will and policies on capital. Cosmopolitan

governance will only be in a position to restrain the worst edges of economic globalisation

once there are stronger civic foundations to base such a polity on. While some people of the

woiid might increasingly be 'world citizens' it is not the cosmopolitan moment just yet.

Ultimately, while cosmopolitan governance provides the right principles and intent, I am not

persuaded that this approach possesses the power needed to enact liberty within the context

ol economic globalisation and neo-hberal governance. Held claims that 'autonomy is, in short,

structured through power'. This is surely correct, but where is the source of power?

Democratic public law or an emerging world citizenship needs power that stems from people

working together to enable their liberty, but where is the public? David Miller criticises Falk's

idea ol the 'citizen pilgrim' on the basis that the "only city of which a pilgrim could be a

citizen was the Heavenly Jerusalem"!IKS Miller's point is that citizens need not be activists but

the)' do need to be embedded in social relations of negotiation and responsibility for political

institutions constituted by these social relations. Held's emphasis on power and Falk's attempt

to reconcile cosmopolitanism with patriotism point to the importance of people protecting

themselves irom economic globalisation without resorting to inward looking nationalism. As

'•*'' Miller, "Hounded Citizenship", p. 78.
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Resnick maintains, there is a need to be realistic about the public sentiment needed for

solidarity and citizenship. He claims that it means taking "at a minimum, patriotism, to be an

enduring and necessary feature in the building of a global democratic order";

Having roots in a particular country is not incompatible with a sense of cosmopolitanism and

open-mindedness lowards the inhabitants of other states. We need to foster such a

cosmopolitanism; but for most of us this cannot come at the pnoe of denying some primary

loyalty to our fellow citizens.18''

As such we need to turn to a strand of political thought outside liberalism that seeks to

institutionalise liberty via the exercise of patriotism and public power within a democratic

slate. The chapter that follows provides an account of governance that seeks liberty within a

neo-roman republican understanding of good government that echoes some of the ideas

found within cosmopolitan governance, but emphasises the need to restore civic life within

the state.

1Sl Ri'snick., "Global Democracy: Ideals and Reality", p.
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Part III

The Republican Restoration of the State
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CHAPTER SEVEN - GLOBAL CIVIC REPUBLICANISM: RETRIEVING

THE STATE

The political liberty of the subject is a tranquility of mind, arising from the opinion each person

has of his safety. In order to have this liberty, it is requisite the government be so constituted as

one man need not be afraid oi another1-

In differing ways, the liberal approaches examined in Part Two argue that neo-liberal

governance is unable to produce stable and secure societies across the world or guarantee

prosperous capitalism in the future. The dramatic levels ol social dislocation and inequality are

of particular concern to the approaches of contractual nationalism and cosmopolitan

governance, thereby leading these approaches to prioritise the development of measures that

seek to ameliorate these social problems. Nonetheless, from the point of addressing the social

and political problems of economic globalisation, there are problems with all three alternate

formulations of liberalism- The next two chapters I argue that despite the clear and significant

problems of neo-liberal governance it is extremely durultful tJoat anyoj tirsc alternative approaches could

cruet policies and institutions that inould moderate tJx> adverse effects of economic gjohal-isatum. The central

claim of this dissertation is that it Js not possible to moderate the social effects of economic

globalisation and to promote liberty around the world without the public regulation of global

capitalism. Furthermore, just as deregulation depends on the state, regulation in the public

interest of the agents and infrastmeture of global capitalism is scarcely possible without the

authority ol the state.

As 1 indicated at the conclusion of the last chapter, cosmopolitanism is not enough. While

cosmopolitan governance offers a compelling ethical stance in relation to regulating economic

globalisation, Us political means are of limited substance. With cosmopolitan governance it is

not clear where the power needed for regulation is to come from or how a public can develop

from the global extension o{ democracy. The purpose ol this chapter is to provide .1

republican departure from cosmopolitan and liberal arguments. The neo-roman strand of

republicanism is an account of liberty and good government that provides a strong rationale

'lurles IV Second.il Montesquieu, '/7> Spml of llx I an* iyd.) Cimihers, David (Berkeley, University of
litoniM 1'res.s. 1977), (Rook XI. chp u), p. 202.
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to regulate economic activity. While republicanism agrees with the goal of individual liberty, in

contrast to liberalism, republicanism asserts that liberty is only possible when people are

protected from arbitrary sources of power through the promotion of law that counteracts

existing flows of power, including those forms of domination and vulnerability that reside in

the 'market place'. In contrast to cosmopolitanism, republicanism assens that the state is the

only potential foundation of power that could feasibly be directed towards public objectives.

That is, v/e ought to construct public forms of power from where citizens are currently

situated not from the .Archimedean poi'it of the cosmopolis. I contend that even though a

cosmopolitan awareness is central to any affective counter to economic globalisation, the

motivating force of patriotism, oi people feeling responsible for the liberty that the state can

impart, is afar stronger foundation for action that can moderate economic globalisation than a

cosmopolitan sentiment could.

This chapter describes an alternative rationale of governance referred to as global civic

republicanism that is built upon democratic states that uphold the civic liberty of their citizens.

Die political motivation for the regulation of transnational capitalism entails a conception of

political practice that is described in three steps. The first step details the philosophical legacy

•>t the republican conception of politics and the state. The second step moves towards

detailing the institutions and policy direction of a state that enacts civic liberty. The third step

examines the inter-state dimensions of republicanism. It examines the form of cooperation

that would exist between civic states as well as the type of arrangements needed to enable such

states to publicly regulate global capitalism. 1 contend that this regulation of global capitalism

is absolutely essential to the realisation of republicanism in a global context. This rationale of

governance would also be central to regarding the social conditions of inequality and

polarisation as being unacceptable, thereby motivating states to enact measures to prevent and

counteract these social conditions, in order to fulfil the collective liberty particular to each

civic state. It is now the case that to govern via the state within an increasingly global context

cannot be assumed; it must be argued.

Retrieving the State

The various approaches to liberal governance examined in Part Two sideline the state. This is

overtly the case with the diminution of the role of the state within the arguments of extended

neo-hberalism and cosmopolitan governance. Within the argument of contractual nationalism
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the state is secondary to the community required to enable and facilitate high technology

capitalism. However, it is contended that sidelining the state is a mistake because the

competition state is actively orchestrating and upholding the world order of global capitalism

and it must be shifted away from this stance in order to envision any alternative to global

capitalism as it is presently designed. The alternative rationale of republicanism avers that the

state ought to be in a position to facilitate the democratic negotiation and balancing global

capitalism. If the state were to protect and be respori >ib\e to its citizens as well as cooperate

with other states to regulate global capitalism it would be dramatically changed from our

current understanding of the state. Positing a central role for the state in a world order that does

not accept global capitalism as a good or inevitable process deviates markedly from the ideas of

contractual nationalism and extended neo-liberalism. The extent to which citizens of a civic

state must be responsible for their state demonstrates a distinct difference from cosmopolitan

governance even if being a citizen does involve thinking within a context broader than the

state.

With this in mind 1 advocate the idea oi global civic republicanism, a formulation of

governance that is inspired by republican thought adapted to a world that is increasingly

integrated at a global level. Global civic republicanism holds to the precept that individual

liberty is only possible when people collectively protect themselves from \adnerability and

subjection. Republicanism holds that this can only obtained by citizens creating and being

responsible for a republican state. However, protection from the potential or actual harm of

economic globalisation cannot be secured by the republican state acting alone. Complex forms

oi cooperation and delegation of state power are required to enable the joint interstate

regulation of global capital and the negotiated governance of other global issues. This

cooperation would need to extend beyond the current global regime of economic agreements

oi an overwhelmingly neo-liberal character towards a global regime, while falling short of

cosmopolitan governance, which is more densely and broadly institutionalised around a new

republican moral purpose. From the perspective oi the republican inspired vision of liberty,

die problem with neo-liberal governance is that private interests and transnational networks oi

capital are able to dominate public institutions and political practices, thereby weakening the

public control of the state. Reasserting this connection is essential if the state is to fulfil a civic

purpose and be a public foil for global capitalism that is able to balance the democratic pursuit

of prosperity, social cohesion and equal liberty - thus moving towards addressing the social

and political problems of economic globalisation.
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The aim of global civic republicanism is to shift states and the act of governing away from the

practices of neo-liberalism and the competition state toward the practice of the civic state. A

civic state is a democratic state that is free from external domination and is designed to uphold

and protect its citizen's security and liberty. Such a state attempts to balance different values

and voices through public deliberation, prevents any particular interest from dominating

public life, and enables negotiation with other states. As such the idea of the civic state

embraces a republican purpose that revolves around the preservation and protection of its

public through political participation. Libertv in this account is a civic accomplishment that is

obtained only by people taking the collective and individual responsibility of citizenship.

The philosophical basis of global civic republicanism stems from the neo-roman republican

tradition. As an approach to liberty and government, this strand of republicanism draws its

inspiration from the Roman period where Roman scholars interpreted the legacy of the

ancient Greeks and later, during the Italian Renaissance, when Roman history itself was

reinterpreted and when civic humanism was an influential basis for government.* Central to

the historical legacy of republicanism are the figures of Charles Montesquieu, Niccolo

Machiavelli, Jean-Jacques Rousseau and James Harrington. The intellectual and political

presence of republicanism was notably present in the revolutions in England, France and

America/ The main contemporary articulators ol this neo-roman tradition are Quentin

Skinner, Philip Pettit and Richard Bellamy/ The central claim of these writers is that before

i he ascendancy of liberalism, the neo-roman view of liberty was a prominent political

conception that "slipped from sight" during the nineteenth century/ This disappearance also

occurred in thinking about international politics, although scholars such as Nicholas Onuf and

Daniel Deudney point to times and territories within the putative Westphalian system when

republican ideas have shaped international practice.'1

' Bill Brugger, Repuldiam Tlxory in Political TlxntgljL, Virtuous or Virtual? (London, MacMillan Press, 1999), p. 16.
1 Quentin Skinner, Lilxrty Befoiv Lilmalisni (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. ix and Brugger,
Rcpidkam Tlxory m Political llxvtght
' Maun/.io Viroli, John Pocock, John Raulston Saul and Bill Bragger have also been important to the revived
interest and re-anieulalion of neo-roman republicanism.

Skmiier, Lilxrty licfon' Lilxralism, p. ix.
' Nicholas Onui, Tlx" RepuMiatn Legacy tti hitenutional l)x)Hght (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp.
-M and Daniel Deudney, "Binding Sovereigns: Authorities, Structures, and Geopolitics in Philadelphian
Systems" in Thomas Biersteker and Cynthia Weber (eds.), State S<nv>rigtity as Socurf Construct (Cambridge,
(Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp. 190-1.
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The re-articulation of neo-roman republicanism has been prompted by rhe dominion of

liberalism in both theory and practice. Both Pertit and Skinner claim that the dominance of

liberalism has left political discourse and practice in a barren circumstance of instrumental,

mterest-based government - particularly as evident within neo-liberal thought and practice.'

Bv contrast, the guiding ideal of republicanism is that people ought to avoid doniiration by

controlling public power. Republicanism makes the claim that the only way to avoid

domination is to include as many voices as possible into the political sphere and to divide

power to promote the public good and to prevent an}" single interest from dominating. The

ideal of non-domination has histo-;"41)' been conducted within a republican state shaped and

controlled by politically aware a r s who ieel responsible for the state. This understanding

(>i republicanism aims for an individual liberty that is onlv possible if it is constituted and

institutionalised collectively.'1

The contemporary revival of republicanism has centred on it being different from both

liberalism and communitananism." As a pohtic.il theory, republicanism has broadly criticised

both liberalism, ior its social atomism, and conimunitarianism, for the idea that involvement

in a pre-political community can define freedon.1" However, as a political theory, the

republicanism conception of liberty diifers from liberalism's concept of negative liberty, or

non-interference of the state, claiming thai non-arbitrary state intervention actually constitutes

liberty." There is also a substantial difference between republicanism and conimunitarianism,

as evident within neo-Anstotelian thought where liberty is defined as positive liberty and

political participation within a community is the basis to the 'good life'. The neo-roman

republican tradition differs markedly from the position heralded by Hannah Arendt and

continued by neo-Aristotehan authors such as Michael Sandel and Charles Taylor.12 A clear

distinction is drawn between this tradition and the neo-roman Mew of republicanism that

stems from Roman republican authors andMachiavelli.1'' Penh, Skinner and Bellamy hold that

Philip Peru, Repnttiamism (London, Oxford, 1999), pp. r 10 and Quemin Skinner, "On Justice, the Common
(iood and the Priority of Liberty" in Chamal Mouffc (ed.), Onmisiivis o) Rjdiail D&naoucy (London, Verso, 1992),
p. 222.
sBrugger claims thai "republicans affirm an individualist ontology or on ontology which is family based or
ielauoMship-based but leans towards a collectivist advocacy". Brugger, Rqmlhcaii llxvty oi Mitkal Untight, p. 2.

lYuii, RcptdJiaousni, pp. 7-8 and Skinner, "On Justice, the Common C iood and the Priority of Liberty", pp. 222-

'• Brugger, RepuHunn Tlxixy m Pohhail TJx)Hght, pp. 12-14. The difference between republicanism and
• 'ommuniiananism also rests on the historical observation that republicanism was a primordial form of liberalism,
'» "ur-libera!»$m", as Deudney puts it Deuuney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 192.
11 Venn, RepnHiGmis9)iy pp. 22-3.
'•' Richard Bellamy, Retlnnkuig Lilxrahsui (London, Pinter, 2000). p. xu.
' Bellamy, Rethitikmg Lilmultsn, p. xn and Maun/.io Viroli, l'o>"Low of (bimfty (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1995),
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there is a distinction between the belief that participation in a political community is the

constitution of liberty in the sense of positive liberty and the neo-roman republican

conception that political participation is the only means to establish a condition where society

is free from domination. That is, "rather than trading on a moralistic conception of positive

liberty, therefore, Machiavelli urged civic involvement to avoid the domination of tyrants or

elites".14

Political activity on the part of citizens is a crucial step in the ccnstniction of liberty in the

republican sense. Nonetheless, the importance of political partiapation in the development of

liberty has not been a recurring theme in mainstream liberal thought. Juridical guarantees of

individual rights and constitutional restraints on the state have been considerably more central

to the development of a liberal conception of negative liberty.1^ As such the republican

tradition posits a political conception of the ethics and institutions needed to construct the

conditions of liberty. Bellamy claims that the "commonwealth model" of political participation

provides the grounds crucial to the realisation of liberty."1 He asserts "the rights and liberties

available to us depend upon the laws, norms and priorities of our particular society" and that

"we shall be free only to the extent that we share in determining their character" and, more

generally, to the democratic facilitation of compromises with society.1' Bellamy notes that

republicanism presupposes that

the rule of law is the product of the rule oi men, not superior to it. Democracy plays a more

demanding role than the standard liberal one oi simply allowing people to advance their

preferences and interests.1S

The dear emphasis of neo-roman republicanism is on political mechanisms and procedures

that allow social conflict in a peaceful context of reciprocity that favours the temporary

political conciliation and negotiation of different ideas and values.19 Nevertheless, while

institutions are important and embed a rational conception of politics, the)' are only ever truly

animated by citizenship that is also patriotic and virtuous. Such a "love of country" is a "love

M Bellamy, Rethinking Lilvralism, p. xii.
iS Pet til, RepuMicanisn, clip 1.
'••• Bellamy, Retlrniktng Lilxraltsn, clip 6.
r Bellamy, Rcttnnking Lilxralisn, p. 120. See also pp.100-102.
1S Bellamy, Lilvrahsm and PliOitlum, p. 116.
''' Bellamy, Lilvralisn aru^ Pluralistn, clip 4. See also Maurizio Viroli , Madnavdh (Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1()()H), pp. 26-31 and Noberto Bobbio, 77*' Futtm oflfovxracy (Cambridge, Basil Blackwell, 19-87) Indeed giving
expression "to a plurality of points of view and arranging agreements between them" is the key to a political
conception oi republicanism that safeguards individual liberty". Bellamy, Richard, LihrJism and Modem Society
(Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), p. H.
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of the common liberty of a particular people, sustained by institutions that have a particular

history which has for that people a particular meaning, or meanings, that inspire arid are in

turn sustained by a particular way of life and culture".r

The tradition of republicanism relies on a political conception of participation, negotiation and

democraqr to construct individual liberty. Rather than liberty existing before the law and the

state, as in the liberal conception, liberty is constituted by the state in the neo-rornari

republican conception. Moreover, while such law seeks to protect people fnim threats as per

negative libeiry, the neo-roman conception of lib irty is constituted in a common and social

manner. Hence tb;° understanding of republicanism *. e is a particular articulation that

promotes the safeguarding of the lndmdual by the state. To fully understand the moral

justification of the neo-roman republican legacy for developing individual liberty via the

political practice of public responsibility, it is necessary to examine the political ethics that

motivate republicanism.

Republican Ethics and Practice

The neo-roman strand of republicanism emphasises a series oi interlocking political ethics and

practices The first is the idea of non-domination. According to republican thought liberty is

not a natural attribute, but rather a civic achievement that requires an institutionalised context

where citizens are free from subordination.71 The republican conception of "freedom consists

not m the presence of self-mastery, and not in the absence m interference by others, but in the

absence oi mastery by others: in absence ... of domination"." Pettit claims domination is

delined by a relationship where

one person is dominated by .mother, so 1 shall assume, lo Jic extent that the other person has the

capacity to interfere in their all airs, in particular the capacity to intettere in tht:: at fairs on an

arbitrary basis... In the most salient case it is the capacity to interfere as the interfere! 'j; wish or

judgement - their arinhiien - inclines diem... II ir.-edom means non-domination, then such

See also Viroli. I'm Low of (bioiOy, p. 12. See also David Miller, "Bounded Citizenship" m Kimberly Hutchings
id Roland Dannreuiher (eds.), (xmiofxJUtOi Cut/msbip (Basmgstokc, Macmillan, 1999). pp. h2-fv
Hel'amy, l.ilxnulisiuvvlPhtr.disi>hy>, 120.
PI/ ip jVuit, "Republican Heedom and Contestatory 1 )emocraii/:.auon", in Ian Shapiro and Oasiano Hacker-

H>UL ..,, lJtmmixy's I'ulucs (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. lq99). p. lh.S. See also Yiroli, Maciyunxili, p.
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freedom is compromised whenever a person is exposed to the arbitrary power of another, even if

that power is not used against them.23

Consequently republican liberty, understood as non-domination, is a condition that is defined

by the elimination of both the act of arbitrary intervention and the actual capacity to arbitrarily

interfere in a person's life."4 Thus non-domination is tightly connected to the idea of security,

m particular, the psychological sense of security to which Montesquieu points.:5

Republicanism's sensitivity to the capacity of arbitrary intervention in people lives leads to a

concern with the effects of power on both individuals and the body politic. Non-domination

reflects a concern with the ways ambition, self-interest and powerful private or factional

interests can corrupt the body politic and usher in domination and a dependency on the

goodwill of these interests, as well as potentially silencing other voices in the political process.

The objective is for individuals to be free from both "mtpcrmm", that is domination by the

state, and from "dnmbuum", meaning domination by sectional interests from society.**'

Avoidance of subordination or vulnerability from these sources differs from the liberal fear of

restraint, in that non-domination is dependent not upon the level of non-interference but the

"extent that there exist institutional protections against interference" of an arbitrary kind.''

Thus law actually constitutes non-domination in contrast to the liberal view of non-

interference. In the latter, law can only be justilied by the result of less overall restraint on

individuals by the presence oi law.* Republicanism stresses transparent, publicly governed

non-arbitrary law as the way to construct liberty. Liberty defined as non-domination "comes

about only by design" - it is the "freedom of the city, not the freedom of the heath".:y

A requisite in the design that achieves this liberty is the publicly directed and constrained

exercise of power by a republican state. According to republicanism, power is an unavoidable

and omnipresent element in social life, thereby necessitating a public counterbalance to private

forms of potential domination. Publicly directed power refers to the exercise of law in the

interest of protecting the public from subjection and rea .̂ .> public goods. This activity is

1 iVttit, "Republican Freedom and Contestatory Democratization", p. Ib5.
' IVun, RepuUiQVus>7h clip 2.

Montesquieu, 77*• Spm! oj tlx Laws, Book XI, (clip (>), p. 2C2. Machiavelli was also concerned wnh avoiding
dependency and tear. On this, see Viroli, Mddnauili, pp. 1301.
' IVun. RepuHiavusm, p.13. Italics m original.

Hrue^cr, RcfmUican llxury in Polunul Ihwgbt, pp. (v7.
s I 'm it, RcpuMioviism, pp. 40-3 and Binder . RepuNtat/' llxxnyui i'oittuul Ihmghi, p. (\

lVuu, RepuUiaansnu p. 122.
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best referred to as "public power" as it exists to "serve the public weal".3" Indeed public

power demonstrates that

the aim o* all government is the wellbeing of the society governed. In order to avoid anarch}', to

enforce the laws, to protect the citizens, to support the weak against the ambitions of the strong, it

was necessary that each society establish authorities with sufficient power to fulfil these aims.35

Consequently, publk -.-r refers to the source of the power of a civic state, the transparent

mams in which power is articulated, and to the ends that such a state is designed to protect.

Pettii refers to this activity as a form of "antipower" that is aimed at curtailing domination.1'

Me maintains that

antipower is what comes into being a*, the power oi sonic over others •- the power of some over

others in the sense associated with domination - is actively reduced and eliminated. Antipower will

materialize in such a world, as measures .ire put in place that serve contingently to defeat those

conditions.^

Thus h is not just well intentioned laws that help enact the republican conception of liberty. It

is that laws backed by the pubikiy directed use oi power counteract multifarious forms of

Milnerability and domination.

The design of enacting non-domination requires that the exercise of the public power is

structured and delimited witliin a republic. A republic is a state where sovereignty is "located

in the people" even if the actual exercise of authority is delegated across a range of institutions

and governments.M Such authority is both defined and constrained by the principle of self-

government that is focused on the common or public good oi its citizens.'^ The government

is iocused on enacting non-domination by addressing matters of internal and external security

as well as acting on matters oi public concern. A republican inspired state is organised with

democracy being a central feature oi public interaction with the governmental apparatus.

Nevertheless, republican democracy is not an act oi direct democracy but "a mechanism for

constraining, influencing and producing government and lor facilitating the compromises and

1 John Ralston Saul, lh' lion fan's (hnfwutm: A Dictxntr)' of Aggmsnr (lv?vmi Saw (New York, I'lie Free Press,

(1 1 >enis Diderot, L'Encydopedic'm Ralston Saul, 'lix-Ihnhir's Cxmifxirwm, pp. 237-8.
v' Philip Pettit, "Freedom as Antipower" Ethics 106 April 1996, p, 589.
u i'ettn, "1-reedom as Antipower", pp. 588-9.
J I )fiidney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 197.

SkiiitK'i, "On justice, the C'xirnmon <• iood and the Priority oi Liberty", p. 217.
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rules necessary for the efficient and fair coordination of our lives".*' Democracy and the

public responsibility inherent in the republican understanding of citizenship play key roles in

disciplining the governmental apparatus of the state. Consequently, the publicly controlled

state, and the non-arbitrary interference it imparts through the exercise of public power, does

not cause liberty but "constitutes" it.3 Essentially, republicanism argues "that a state would

not itself dominate its citizens - and could provide a unique protection against domination

based on the private power or internal or external enemies - provided that it was able to seek

only ends, and employ only means, that derived from the public good, the common weal, the

m puMiot'\'h Thus a republic is both an institutional assemblage and a political association

encompassing members of a public united aiound a concern for their mutual liberty.

Another principal republican theme is the public good, understood not as a pre-political

conception of the good life, nor an ag;•-•Ration of individual interests, but rather «s a common

interest in goods that are not able to be obtained individual!}' - particularly a dependable and

extensive sense od liberty/' Bill Brugger claims that "at the centre of republican thought is a

strong con-titutional state based on the rvle of law and opposition 10 arbitranness and with a

dear notion ol liie common good or the pi.blic interest which is not simply the result of

group pressure".4' N on-domination is a shared and constitutive condition that is typified by a

secure and peaceful environment for individuals to live their chosen lives. This context is

understood as a public good not a private good. This observation is underlined by Pettit's

claim thar on-rlomination is an "egalitarian good" and a "communitarian good" in that it is

only realisable if non-domination is enjoyed more or less equally and has a "common and

social" character - it "is not the atomistic good associated with non-interference".41 Indeed,

Rousseau emphasised that equality is important because liberty cannot subsist without it".4:

Hence the republican conception oi he con _mon or public j/ood is where

OIK' cannot create such an envronme1 ' except through active collaboration with others, nor

control the beneficial externalities it generates s..; as to channel them only to ceil; n others, though

one unild cut oneseli oil from them through one's own anti-social and intolerant actions. Put

another way, the condition o? living as eu.i.ils has to be desired :n and lor uself - as an 'iitnnsic

'"• Bellamy, Rctlnnkvig LiUralixn, p. 101.
I IVun, Ri'piiHioauan, p. 108.
vS Petiii, RcpiiHiuvusn, p. 287.
II Peiiii, RtpnMiu/m<? /, p. 284.
41 Bnigger, Rc/v, tioin Ihvry m Politad llxiKght. p. 20.
Ji I'ettit, RcpuHiQvnsn, p. 125. See also Viroli, AUdiuti'tii, pp. '23-5,
•'•' Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 77>• Saul (bntraci Mia Disavow on tlv (Jnjiu of bhtpuiliry C 'rocker, Lester (ed.), (New
York, Washington Square Press, 1976 [ 17<>2j p. Xc> (Hook 11. chapter XI).
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aspect oi a cenain Kind of society - rather than insirumeniallv. since it would allow selective

domination to acquire personal advantage."3

Thus the public good of liberty is onh' possible if constituted collectiveK' and institutionalised

by a state that is principally designed to "track" all the common interests held by the

citizenry44

Consequently, the public good requires political participation and responsibility by the

constituent citizens. Rather than being an end to political life, republicanism understands

political participation and citizenship as crucial components in the promotion of the public

good and the avoidance of domination. Instead of direct participation in all government

decisions, republican thought has emphasised the importance oi overlapping avenues that

enable the public to contest decisions that are made by public representatives to ensure that

public decisions reflect the public good and do not promote particular interests.4^

• msequently, citizenship is a viuuous concern lor the public good manifest by an inclusive

and active interest in public affairs as a practice that uphold citizen's own liberty.4" This

interest in public affairs is one that sees "the people as trust or both individual!)" and

; 'ilettively: and sees the state as trustee: in particular it sees the people as trusting the state to

i'iisure a disper^aUon of non-arbitrary rule".47 Tins trust is backed up by a structure of the

state that ensures the dispersal of power over a range ol institutional bodies and a virtuous

practice ol citizenship that involves vigilance and a concern lor the public good which

transcends individuals' pecuniar)- or particular interests.4K It is not just the participation of an

individual in the political process but the participation of all oi those in society that is the path

to ,\ collective liberty that is both durable and avoids the imposition oi a preordained good.44

Thus, rather than a necessary evil, the state is a crucial amiice of and lor the people who are

its citizens.

'.these interlocking ethics and practices converge on the observation that liberty can only be

realised when citizens act together to control power in order to avoid both domination by

*' Bellamy, LilxraliaruwulPluralism,p. 139.
4" IV'.tit, RepiMuvusn, p. 290.
1 iVuu, RcpnMiaow?i, pp. 182-200.

Yiroli, Maibumili, pp. 127-9. Sec also Miller, "Bounded Citi/.'.'nship", pp. 64-5.
' 1 Vuti, Philip, RifuHiavusn, p. 8.
4S Skinner, "On Justice, the Common Ciood and the Priority oi Libert)'", p. 217.
''" Viroli, lor Low uj (jvoury, pp. 14-7. Clearly across human history large sections oi the public have not been
active participants in the operation of the state in this wav. However, the point is that the state needs to be open
to broad political participation in an institution.J sense in order to be able to constitute non-domination.
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particular interests and preventable vulnerability. An appropriately designed state is a Altai

component of this task. Both liberalism and republicanism agree that the state should seek to

uphold liberty but whereas liberalism claims this is possible by ensuring the non-interference

in the chosen decisions of people, republicanism

maintains that this can never be sufficient, since it will always be necessary for the state to ensure

at the same time that its citizens do not fall into a condition of avoidable dependence on the

goodwill of others. The state has the duty not merely to liberate its citizens from such personal

expk nation and dependence, but to prevent its own agents, dressed in a little brief authority, from

behaving arbitrarily in the course of imposing the rules that govern our common life.sc

o

The scope of concern extends, as Skinner explains, not just to wariness of the state but to

private sources of domination as well. The state is not or;ly legally and morally constrained from

dominating people itself, it is also empowered to prevent certain people being dominated by

thers as well as being designed to be uncorrupted by sectional mterests within society. This

balancing requires its citizens to be actively concerned with political aifairs and institutional

mechanisms in which government action is transparent and open to public discipline. The

l»>nnm line is that all iorms of power - both public and private - must be contestable. The

republican state's law-making power is designed to remove "certain forms oi domination

without putting new forms of domination in their place".M

The Civic State and Imperium

(. .oniemporary republicanism's forthright goal oi controlling power distances this ethical

stance Irom direct democracy and communitarian arguments to such an extent that Brugger

argues that Pettit's interpretation of republicanism is best termed "weak republicanism".11"

Print himseli regards his conception ol republicanism as "gas-and-water-works

republicanism" that departs irom romantic accounts oi republicanism or democracy where

Skinner, 1. ,;Avfy lie/on' LilxfaJistu p. 11''-
; IVuu, "I'reedom as Amipower", p. 388.
' Bniggcr, Rtfndiiaoi 'flxnty in Pulilnal 'Ihnr^.'i. p. 13. h is also import am to note that contemporary republicanism
:• pan oi «) legacy <•! republicanism that ;s long and winding, notable lor us discontinuities as much as its
iii.'tuiiLiI coherence. Brugger notes that there is a series ol (rightly) discarded themes in contemporary
republicanism. He notes that the militarism ol early modern republicanism - particularly Machiavelli's "republic
tor expansion", the importance of canonical "law-givers" or tounding lathers, and the idea, made famous by
Rousseau, ol a "political religion" - are ideas associated with republicanism that have been (rightly) been
discarded in recent republican thought. Biugger, RcpuNiuoi Dxvnyvi Ihhthul Dxiughl, p. 182.
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certainly the goal is a dispensation under which the high ideal of freedom as non-domination

flourishes. And certain}}- that dispensation requires a regime under which consutuuonalism and

democracy rule. But constitutionalism and democracy come to be stabilized only via arrangements

that are no more intellectually beguiling than the mlrastructure of gas and water supply.S3

This practical vision is what shapes the contemporary articulation of republicanism - it does

not require a step back to the positive liberty or the "liberty of the ancients M.v4 Republicanism

unites the demand for virtue and civic activity on the part of citizens with public institutions in

order to contest power and construct institutions that secure the protection of citizens from

domination.

The 'gas-and-water-works republicanism' vision oi republicanism, while sharing some of

liberalism's concerns, offers a substantially different articulation of the state than the liberal

account. A republican state is a polity where freedom is defined and constituted as the civic

achievement of non-domination rather than the liberal formulation of non-interference.

1 iowever, not only does the state offer more protection to its members than a liberal state, but

it also requires more attention. As such a particular public ethos develops between the state

and the citizenry. This ethos entails that citizens cherish the institutions that act as a bulwark

against arbitrary forms of power, but also requires that these citizens are actively "political" m

the sense that individuals act with "restraint and moderation" in order to "respect other

citizens' liberty, and to discharge their civic duties", in addition to being wan- and vigilant in

respect to potential threats to the public good.1* Ai an ethical level the values of civility and

patriotism become guiding norms of political life, while at an institutional level, forums and

avenues of democratic oversight over the working of authority are indispensable to lacilitating

in in -domination. These norms and institutions are r Dually supporting in the sense that the)'

aim at constituting the civic liberty of non-domination and are therefore aimed at being

responsive to the dangers of both tmpmwn and daminutm.

In order to avoid and minimise the possibility of domination by the state, a republican

inspired state embeds three practices. First, a republic requires the practice of citizenship that

involves individual responsibility for the state and an active mutual concern regarding the

IVttit. Ri'fmHiumsn, p. 2)9.
1'ellit, RrpuMiaausHi, p. 18.
Viroh, Machiaidhy p. AS.
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affairs of the polity.""" According to Montesquieu this concern is a "political virtue" 'that is "the

spring which sets the republican government in motion"."" Skinner claims this virtue means

that, "if we wish to maximise our liberty, we must devote ourselves wholeheartedly to a life of

public service, placing the ideal of the common good above all consideration of individual

advantage"."* These qualities imply increased puUk crjersight in political life but more

importantly demand public responsibility for political processes and outcomes. Furthermore,

republicanism contends than non-domination is attained by the ac of public construction. In

essence, republicans "try to construct rather than deduce the largest set of rights capable of

being held simultaneously by a society of roughly free and equal but widely divergent

individuals".5' But whereas liberal citizenship comprises "the right to have rights" understood

as a set of individual rights, republicanism discerns citizenship as a ongoing and constitutive

process, a practice in the making, thai is best understood as "the right 10 disagree about the

rights we should have"."" Consequently, the republican conception of citizenship differs from

the liberal conception on the grounds that citizenship is not a mere status and a bundle of

rights but also a stake in the political operation ol the state in which citizens reside.

Nevertheless, while the republican conception of citizenship is not a communitarian one, the

practice of citizenship and the notion oi 'the public' arc unavoidably paruculanst in the sense

thai the}' develop from actual ongoing forms ol common association."1 Nationality may well

Iv a "pa-tial replacement" lor patriotism in the modern world,'1" but it is not sufficient for the

active political motivation and participation embedded ;n the practice of patriotism.6'

Patriotism and citizenship are "sustained by shared memories of la] cawntment to lilxrty, social

cntnisri, and yvsistana agamst oppression and abruption"." Ultimately then, republicanism does not

embed amr ethnic or nationalistic norms or conception of the good life other than norms that

•' Oucntin Skinner, "The Republican Ideal of Political Liberty" in C-isela Bock el al (eds.), Madnaidh and
li'VidhuViisii (Cambridge, Cambridge Universiu 1'ress, 1990), p. 303 and Viroli, Macijiavdli, pp. 138-9.

Montesquieu, llx Spml of tJx1 Laws, (Appendix IV),p. 478.
'v Skinner, "On justice, the Common (iood and the Priority of Libenv", p. 217. Sec Deudney, "Binding
Sovereigns", p. 205-7 ior virtue in the early American selling. The actual virtues needed to uphold the common
good according to Cicero's formulation are "prudence, justice, courage and temperance" Quentin Skinner, "The
Idea of Negative Liberty: Philosophical and Historical Perspectives" in Richard Rony et al (eds.), Pbilosopljy m
1 Iiftoiy (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1984), p. 214.
•'" Bellamy, Ltlxralisni and Modern Society, p. 254.

Richard Bellamy, "The Right to Have Rights': Citizenship Practice and the Political Constitution of the
I'.uropean Union", Paper Delivered at the European University Institute on the 20l1' of November 2000.

Viroli, lor Low oj Cxwitr\\ p. 13. See also Jurgen Habcrmas, 7"v> Postnatvvutl (.xmsieUatian (Cambridge, Polity
Press, 2001), p. 108, Michael YX'al/er, 71?kk and Vmi: Monii Argunem M Haw a/id Ahnad (Notre Dame, Notre
I '.mic Press, 1994), p, K and Miller, "Bounded Citizenship", pp. h2-3

Miller, "Bounded Ciii/x'nship", p. <>7.
'" Viroli, !'or Lowojibi/nD}\ pp. 11-3.
'"' Yiroh, F-or l.owof (hivifty. p. 13. Emphasis added.
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entail public responsibility and oversight - norms that reflect the social nature of the morality

that constitutes non-domination.'" Indeed,

u is this modest moral commitment which republicanism requires: that citizens and institutions be

such to recognize the importance and dignity of a non-dominated status for even- citizen. This is a

moral foundation for it is intrinsically other-regarding: u require* the non-dominated status of

n as the "supreme limiting condition" of one's own non-dominated status.'*

Hence, the 'modest moral commitment' of republican virtue is compatible with pluralism and

differing conceptions of the good life, as well as moral and political commitments beyond the

state.''7 Republicanism is not a nationalistic theory in that it invokes an ongoing "love of the

political institutions and the way of life that sustain the common liberty of a people" rather

than a love of a nation's "cultural, linguistics and ethnic oneness"."*1 Nor does republicanism

stipulate a blinding righteousness. In iact, patriotism is demanding exactly because it requires a

moral commitment to open mindedness beyond citizens' own private interests, a political

involvement in the development of the public good and personal vigilance in the face of

threats to the repr.blic. Such commitment, solidarity, and passion are only enabled by people

ieeling that they are "part of something"."'

The second practice of a republican inspired state that prevents vripcrumi is the structure of the

state itself. Republicanism assumes that the functionaries oi the state and the virtue of citizens

inav well fail to uphold the public good. As such republicans insist that public power should

be "non-manipulable" by the government in power with widely dispersed public institutions

and corrective mechanisms embedded in the constitution and the political system.70 Naturally

a civic stale must embed the rule of law and the "coumer-majoritarian condition" where it is

more difficult to change iundamental laws and the constitution.71 Republicanism also entails

tlie dispersal of power across different levels, bodies and offices of government, the division

IVun. RfpMaviisn, p. 8. See also Viroh, lor Law of Lbuntiy
11 (. luiprrei Rattan, "Prospects ior a Contemporary Republicanism" 77*' Motust, January 2001, Volume 84,
Number 1, p 125. Emphasis in original.
' Viroli, l:or Lnu> oj (huritry, p. 12. Indeed, Jurgen Habermas refers to this '"political culture" as "constitutional
patriotism". Habermas, 77*'Ihstsulionul Civisldhtluvi, p. 74.

Yiroli, lor Low of (Jaimtrw p. 1. Furthermore, VirolI argues that "to see truly compassionate love ol the republic
and o{ our fellow citi/.ens flourishing in our polities we do not need to dissolve our nations into city-states; nor
do we need to reinforce linguistic, ethnic, religious, or (worst of all) moral homogeneity (ii this were its price, I
would rather give up patriotism). We need good government, justice, exemplary political leaders, and we need to
encourage political participation". Maun/.io Viroli, "On Civic Republicanism: Reply to Xenos and Yack" Critical
Raw Volume: 12, Issue: 1-2, Winter 1998, p. 1%.
' ' Viroli, /•<»' Laifoj (.jjwitry, p. 13. Emphasis added. See Miller, "Hounded Citizenship", pp. 62-5 and 78.
' I'ettiu RepuHiavusm, p. 173.

lYuii, RepuUicojusn, pp. 180-2.
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of powers and the limitation or rotation of tenure in public office. The constitution should

also embed provisions that facilitate the public good, thereby establishing the framework of

the state thai requires and establishes the government to active}}' "track all and only the

common, recognisable interests of the citizenry". : The other side of this equation is to

exclude particular interests from dominating parts of the state and limiting the ability of the

ambitious to turn the agencies of the state to their own private ends.

The republican dispersal of power across various Ixxhes also includes federalism and an active

concern ior local representation. While liberalism requires a unified and homogeneous state,

united largely by principles of constitutional law, the republican state is more liable to being

heterogeneous and differentiated. ' Also unlike liberal democratic accounts that seek to ensure

that "authority is bestowed by individuals in society on government for the purpose of

pursuing the ends of the governed",4 republicans see different levels of government as

protection from arbitrary interference. As John Ralston Saul claims, "the most powerful force

possessed by the individual citizen is her own government. Or governments, because a

multiplicity of levels means a multiplicity of strengths". ^ Onuf avers that federalism is seen in

the republican approach to reconcile the "problem" of scale that faces large states, namely

how to have A republic large enough to provide external secuntv bul small enough to construct

citizen controlled government.'" Furthermore, Onul claims that in contrast to "organic"

conceptions of the state, where the national state is conceived as being the only level, the

principle of subsidiarity is a republican sentiment that addresses "how to ensure that tasks get

done where the}' should" in order to enable public control. ' Enabling decisions to be made at

local levels of government also motivates public involvement because the consequences of

these decisions are more concretely manifest - ultimately, merely "exhorting people to act on

their freedom and live up to their responsibilities" does not always suffice in the same way.™

The- idea that issues should be dealt at the lowest level of governance follows Onuf's

observation that local control and responsibility can sfivngtlxn public virtue. It also

acknowledges that domination can be minimised without relying on distant law or authorities.

i_

'•' Pen it, Repulltaviistn, p. 290.
; Bellamy, "The Right to Have Rights'".
•; 1 )avid Held, Political Tlxnry and tk> Modern State (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1989), p. 20.

John RAlston Saul, T\x ilnawisaons (imlisatum (Ringwood, Penguin Books, 1997), p. 76. Sec also Onuf, 77*'
Ripiibhean Ligaiyin International Dxatgh p. 55
' t hint, 1'lx1 Ripiibliaw Legacy m Intmwtional Tlxutgbt, p 55. See also Dcudney, "Binding Sovereigns", pp. 205-7.

(. ^iiul. Fix-Repnbhcvi Legacy m International Ihutgbl, p. 57. Uhimatelv, this is a modern practical adjustment to the
"small ls-necess.uy perspective on citizenship" that stems from republicanism. Miller, "Bounded Citizenship", p.
M.

C ^iiui. Fix- RepiiUiuVi Legacy ir. Intrnutional Ihuigbt, p. 57.
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Indeed, principles of federalism and subsidiarity sijarpen the ability of the state to track the

common interests of citizens without people in a locality being dominated by local interests

and concerns because appeals to higher levels will be active possibilities. Naturally, federal

measures seek to allow not only common interests to be more accur-Tely assessed but also

citizens to havp their governments in closer view and control.

Third, the avoidance of tmptriwn cannot be entrusted to constitutional provisions alone.

Democratic processes must also secure non-domination by providing opportunities for

contestation whereby people can claim that public interests are not being upheld or tracked.

Pettit advances the idea of "contestatory democracy" where people have both "authorial" and

"editorial" powers in relation to government/" Editorial contestation need not constitute the

power of veto. Rather, institutionalising oversight seeks to maximise the presence of minority

voices, promote dialogue and keep the actions of government transparent and accountable in

order to promote common interests.*" Thus public input is not limited to the selection of

representatives but includes citizen oversight oi government between elections. Methods of

such oversight include expected procedures such as the public passage of legislation, freedom

oi information provisions, a range oi consultative measures that include petitions and public

committees, and an ability to appeal and reshape law via an independent auditor, judicial and

administrative view, and direct referenda/' These measures and iora are aimed at ensuring

thai public decision-making processes track "everyone's relevant interests and ideas", thereby

not allowing any one interest to dominate the institutions and policy of the state.8'1 These

processes also play a substantial role in facilitating compromises between private interests with

the overall public good in mind. As Bellamy neatly affirms, democracy does play a "central

role" in promoting pluralism by "protecting against arbitrary rule and enabling the educative

engagement with others".M

Die Civic State and Dominium

The prevention of domination by the state is only part oi the enactment of non-domination.

Institutions and procedures are also required to avoid and minimise the possibility of

domination by individuals and groups in society. The act of preventing donwinon involves a

P fit it, Rcputtiaoiisn, p. 2%.
lVnn, Repiitiiannsn, p 2 '^ .
iViut, RcpMiomisv^ pp. 2>l -h.
Vint, RcpuUiavnsn, p. 188.

i •'•ll.siny, Lihriilism and Phmtiisnu p. 122.
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state capable of enacting law and policies that identify the practice of domination and the

legislative ability to miensde in such activity and thus minimise domination. This publicly

directed intention and capacity for non-dominating interference is central to the republican

goal of promoting maximal independence and minimising vulnerability. This is substantially

diiierent to the stance of the liberal state. Pettit points out that the liberal idea of non-

interference developed in the early penod of industrial capitalism where the new middle and

upper classes saw non-interference as a "convenient" and largely unquestioned good.84

Ultimately, these classes "could ignore the fact that freedom as non-interference is consistent

with insecurity, with lack of status, and with a need to tread a careful path in the

neighborhood of the strong".8^ In contrast, Maunzio Viroli reflects on Madiiavelli's idea of

politics as being like "planting trees beneath the shade of which mankind [sic] lives

prosperously and happily", and suggests that "like a tree, the good republic that politics is

supposed to create and preserve offers protection and solace to all, regardless of what they do

under its shade"/'1

The intent of republican structures and policies is to constitute individual independence by

cither protecting individuals and dampening down flows oi power or augmenting the capacity

ol individuals to protect themselves trom subjection. In a practical sense Pettit claims that

we may compensate for imbalances by giving the powerless prelection against the resources of the

poweriul, by regulating the use that the powerful make of their resources, an)' by giving the

powerless new, empowering resources oi their own. We may consider the introduction of

protective, regulator}' and empowering institutions.8

The pmttxtiw functions of the state are directed towards ensuring a common sense of security.

Most obviously this includes deternng and guaiding against acts of criminality as well as

"preemptively" restricting material, oi a racist nature for example, that may endanger certain

groups.8" The empowering efforts of republicanism promote individual security and

independence by non-arbitrary systems of government interference and insurance. The

important goal is to prevent these systems oi assistance or interference from being arbitrary or

s ' Pcttii, RqmHiavumi, p. 132.
s" Pen it, RepuUiCcOimi, p. 132.
Sl Viroli, Madnaidli, pp. 40-1.
s Peitii, "Freedom as Antipower", pp. 589-90.
y> Penu, "Freedom as Antipower", p. 590. See also John Braiihwaite and Philip Pettit, Nat Just Deserts (Oxford,
<• Oxford University Press, 1990)
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pernicious, V-Iiile republicanism does not embed "stria material egalitarianism"*' it does

support the provision of state provided welfare mat tends towards public policies of an

egalitarian nature/" This sanctions iorms oi redistribution only under conditions that are

established under "law like constraints, not at the discretion of particular authorities"."' The

intervention that a republican state would impart includes the provision of services that

promote people's security from various sources of domination <xrtd vulnerability. As such

people, according to Pettit, "need epistemic security (i.e. education), the)' need social security

and the\- need medical security". " The overriding goal of these public policies is to promote

"socioeconomic independence" and thereby avoid individual subjection without the state itself

being domineering or paternalistic."

The wgdalary profile of republicanism attempts to reduce domination by "regulating the

resources of the powerful, in particular, the resources whereby the powerful may subjugate

others"."4 Indeed, "those in economically privileged positions will also dominate certain others

- the)' ma)f dominate employees, customers, or shareholders, for example - unless the way

they exercise their resources is regulated".'" This necessitates familiar regulations that protect

workers from unfair treatment or dismissal, unsafe working conditions, misleading advertising,

inside trading and abuse of monopoly positions. Of course the domination exerted by

powerful economic actors is not usually just in isolated cases, but also of a more systematic

character. That is, powerful economic actors may dominate people in a more generally diffuse

sense because while the act of arbitrary interference may be restricted, the capacity for

interierence persists for as long as there are powerful economic actors. 1 contend that this

opens the need for the general but delimited regulation of economic activity. The republican

reason to regulate decisively shifts economic policy away from deregulated regimes of

economic arrangement.

K" lVtiit. RcjniHiCtmisiu p . 161.

i-ianns Lovett, "Domination: A Preliminary Analysis" 'flx Mowsu January 20C1, Volume 84, Number 1, pp.
110-1.
11 Vcu'w, RepHliiamisri,p. lb l .
1 Philip Penh, "The Freedom of the City: A Republican Ideal" in Alan Hamlin and Philip Pettil (eds.), VxGood

Polity* (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1989), p. 1%.
'" Peuit, RcpMaousm, pp. 158-61.
'M Petiit, "Freedom as Antipower", p. 590.
'̂  Pettit, "Freedom as Antipower", p. 590. This also includes an embrace of the idea of "stakeholding" capitalism
- where businesses incorporate the interests of those who arc- aflecied by those businesses - as expounded by
Will Hutton and outlined in Chapter 5. Will Hutton, lh-Slate Wriv hi (London, Vintage, 1996)
'"' Petiu, "Freedom as Antipower", p. 591 and Cass Sunstein, I:nr Markets and SncuJ Justicr (Oxford, Oxford
I ;niversiiy Press, 1997), p. 9.
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Vx'e can clearly see that these forms of republican interference and regulation place the

republican relationship •with capitalism in a certain light. Clearly republicanism falls short of a

socialist agenda since it protects private property, promotes commercial activity and the socio-

economic independence of people."7 Nonetheless, Onuf makes the point that "conspicuously

missing from republican thought throughout its long and complex history is any conception

oi economic activity, of the economy as a sphere of activity that can (if given a chance)

operate according to its own logic'.% Or as Cass Sunstein succinctly puts it, "free markets are

a tool, to be used when they promote human purposes, and to be abandoned when they fail to

so".H Thus the republican aim is a common liberty where everyone in society feels secure, nut

a society based on the wealth and interests of a select few individuals. By virtue of promoting

i he overarching goal of non-domination the republican state ought to be a critical site of

influence over the organisation of economic practice and individual social opportunities.100 In

line with contemporary republican thought, capitalism cannot 'trump' the common liberty of

citizens in the name of property rights or profit. Rather the republican state's highest concern

is ihe liberty of it citizens, even if it requires regulating aspects ol capitalism that allow

domination or vulnerability - so long as the processes ol state interference are non-arbitrary

and track the common interests of member citizens. Thus we can see that republicanism

encourages capitalism to operate but on the terms dictated by the "priority of democratic

goals" and the common interests ol citizens.1"1 Republicanism cannot abide the agencies or

lrameworks of capital acting in a way that allows domination to be practiced against

individuals or dictates how the state should operate. To the republican, capitalist actors should

not be placed above the common arrangement of security and liberty. Simply put, it makes no

sense to have a republican society that protects people against all forms of domination except

those produced by deregulated capitalism. Thus republicanism provides a rationale for a

emulation ol capitalism that is designed to minimise the potential of domination.10*'r<

lo push this point further it is important to examine how republicanism construes economic

globalisation. Even more so than liberals, republicans ought to be concerned about the effect

ol economic globalisation on liberty and the role that government plays. The processes and

consequences of economic globalisation disturb republicanism in three principle ways. The

" 1 'ft 111, RepuNiomisni, pp. 158-03.
":' < ">nul, lh' RepuMiam Legacy m hitrnutionJ '11x)u^}t, p. 247.
'" Sunsk'in, Five Markets and Sodil justm; p. 7.
'- Sunsu*m, Fm'Markets and Scxiil Justice, pp. 8-9.
1 ; Sunstein, Fm' Markets and Scxiil Justice, p. 38().
''•' Fruit, RepuHiavnsm, p. 163.
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lirst and the most obvious concern is the proliferation of inequality- and individual

vulnerability and its impact on the virtue of citizens.13 As Chapter 3 demonstrated, inequality'

is a central consequence cf economic globalisation, with dramatic levels of inequality manifest

within and between nation states. Republican- from the early modern period have emphasised

the effect of inequality on the "structure oi virtue".1"" In a manner not dissimilar to David

HekTs emphasis on the importance of equality to ena :>le autonomy, the problem of inequality

is one that holds people from political participation.1'° For Held inequality hinders the ability

to participate in the political system, for republicans, inequality not only frustrates the ability

of citizens to be involved politicall)', but also reduces their capacity to promote the public

good. Personal involvement in the public good, often involving placing particular personal

interests second to the public good, is difficult when people are deprived or more vulnerable

thus producing understandable sentiments oi envy and actual insecurity. Rousseau's claim that

"no citizen shall be rich enough to buy another and none so poor as to be forced to sell

himself", while pointing to the independence oi people that republicanism endeavours to

promote, seems distant from the reality of a globalised economy.Ml

The second reason that economic globalisation should be of considerable concern to

republicanism is that the competition state represents a travesty oi a state that is able, let alone

disposed, to contest power in order to enact the public good. States that incorporate the

procedural configuration that is intended to attract capital and make the most of econonuc

globalisation are typically going to be more responsive to global flows of capital and credit

rating agencies than to their citizens. While some strands of liberalism are concerned with this

practice, this apprehension is dramatically sharpened for republicanism, given the fundamental

need oi virtuous citizens to be able to observe and discipline the state. Not only should

republican, citizens be able to express their opinions but they should also be able to contest

decisions to ensure that they are in the public interest. In man)7 ways global finance markets

and credit rating agencies have the power of veto over public policies and domestic political

processes. The potential financial gains oi interaction with these actors and frameworks do

not reduce the concern for republicans precisely because the potential action on the part of

these markets, and competition state susceptibility to them, resides in the realm of domination

1 I his is despite a general but wary support by most republicans lor commerce. Montesquieu claimed lhai while
"people may acquire vast riches without .1 corruption ol morals... the mischiei is when excessive wealth destroys
ihc spirit oi commerce, then u is that the disorders oi inequality, which were yet unfelt, immediately arise".
Montesquieu, 77* • Spirit oftlr Ltu*, (Book V.(>), p. 137.
1 ' John Pocock cited in (. )nuf, 71x'Repuldiam Legacy m hiur>Mtio)ul Vxxtgbt, p. 44.
; •"•'' I )avid Held. Ikmoaacy <vul th- Glohil (>«/<?- (Cambridge, 1 'olity Press, 1995), clip 8.
1 ' Rousseau, 77A' Soaal Qmtract Mid DISLDIW on tlxOngni of burjuuliry, (Hook 11, chapter XI), p. f>5.
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not mere interference.'" The arbitrary capacity oi financial markets over nation-states that are

tied to these processes surelv undermines the republican notion of popular sovereignty and

the importance of prioritising the public interest rather thin private interests.

The third concern that economic globalisation presents to republicanism is similar to the

second in that it relates to how one set of ideas shapes the state when according to

republicanism the only interest that should shape- the state is a concern for the public interest.

Another fundamental of economic globalisation has been the reconfiguration of legal

constitutionalism as investigated by Stephen Gill. Efforts oi new constitutionalism, that

remove economic issues from democratic decision-making and protect the rights of the

"sovereign" transnational investor,1"'*1 present a stark contrast to the role of the constitution in

a republican state. Good government, according to republicanism, means avoiding corruption

oi the state by special interests through constitutions that disperse power rather than

concentrate it and entrench an express concern for public concerns that are commonly held

bv its citizens. Indeed, Machiavelli defines a "corrupt constitution" as one where the powerful

arc able to enact measures "not for the common liberty but for their own power".109 The

purpose of constiiutions in Macliiavelli's view was to balance the power not only of the state

it sell but also by the interests ol powerful groups within the republic - most notably the

interests of "the people and that of the rich".11" While republicanism may well support

measures to dhide the concern for economic management to nilemaking bodies that balance

interests within society, the idea of removing decision-making to distant bodies deliberately

isolated from democratic oversight is anathema to republicanism.

1 lence these republican concerns in the face of economic globalisation are even sharper than

ihc concerns that face liberal governance. I suggested in Chapter 3 that in relation to liberalism

there was a dilemma of public power in a global age; a concern of how economic globalisation

mid be effectively managed and of where governance must be anchored. As the various

liberal approaches covered in Part II suggest, there are different ways that liberalism can

At its most extreme we can recall Skinner's treatment of Milton's views on the power of "sole judgement" of a
monarch1 "The institution ol veto takes away the independence of parliament, making it subject to, and
dependent on, the will of the king. 'Grant him this, and the Parliament hath no more freedom than if it sate m his
noose, which when he pleases to draw together with one twitch of his Negative, shall throttle a whole Nation'".
Skinner. Lihity Hcfcnv I.ihrahsn.p. 52.
1 s Stephen Gill, "New Constitutionalism, Demoralisation and Global Political Economy" Padfica Review, 10 (L),
February, 1998, p. 23. In respect to the MAI see Maude Barlow and Tom' Clarke, Tlx' MAI and tlr Tfmia to
Ammuoi Iimian (New York, Sioddan, 1998), p. 87.
'•-'" Machiavelli, Niccolo in Queniin Skinner, Miuhuralh (Oxlord, Oxford University Press, 1981), p. 57.
''• Machiavelli, Niccolo in Skinner, MacbiauriJi, pp. 65-7.
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address this dilemma. However, republicanism has no such dilemma. Given that

republicanism regards liberty as a cmc achievement, which is only possible bv people acting as

citizens to collectively and publicly control power, the state is the only possible starting point at

present. The objective of republicanism is a rational order via a controlled context of authority

- an avoidance of both imfenum and dammtwn. Economic globalisation poses the spectre of

aomnwtm even if economic gains are produced. A republican inspired state can only exist

through the political practice of its citizens who are intent on both supporting and limiting the

state in order to protect their liberty. Freedom is only obtained when the republic is defended

irom arbitrary and uncommon sources of power, such as unrepresentative or arbitrary power,

st-lf-interested groups, or a corruption of its ability to iorward the public good. Thus the state

is not just like any other organisation. It is an organisation centred on the pursuit of the public

'•( >od, the civic liberty of its citizens.

However, can this civic liberty be created or sustained if the rational order that republicanism

seeks to construct stops at the border of the state? How can the republican regulation of

economic life occur when capitalism is global in so many respects and therefore how do we

moderate the financial restraints of economic globalisation on the state? Global civic

republicanism represents an effort to develop a rationale for interstate cooperation and

organisation, so as to combine the influence of various publics over forms of globalisation

ihat transcend states' territory and the structures of economic globalisation, irinle maintaining

the public control oi states and the social outcomes of economic practice.

Republicanism and Interstate Affairs

With the exceptions of Nicholas Onui and Daniel Deudney, the contemporary articulators of

the republican legacy have not dwelt on the interstate context needed for republicanism to

operate. While republicanism connotes the unavoidable necessity oi the state, I am going to

argue that the republican legacy in international affairs unsettles the notion that republicanism

is a form oi statism or realism. While the state can be defended on the grounds that it can play

a positrue mle in world politics, as Hedley Bull did, the republican justification for the state is

(fualitatwdy different.111 Bull's defense of the state rested on lour main claims: "that the state,

whether we approve of it or not, is here to stay"; that global problems such as war, social

injustice and environmental collapse are not solely due to the states-system; that states can and

ledk-y Hull, "The Slate's Positive Role in World Affairs", lhixidm Vol. 10S, 1979.
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du cooperate; and that there is no consensus for "transcending the states-system".11'

Republicanism would add to these attributes that the state is the location of governance aimed

directly at the expression of popular sovereignty and the construction of liberty' - the necessary

n>u of the slate. Furthermore, the patriotism that animates the republican state is not

"exclusive" or a hindrance to interstate solidarity.11' It is the case that the design of the

republic both logically and historically did not stop at the borders of republican constituted

states.

Onuf claims that before liberalism dominated the shape of the state and the context of world

politics, there was republicanism "which took a world of politics, not states, as its frame of

reference".114 He extends this point by .stating that

contemporary international thought lakes a world of independent states tor its frame of reference.

The legacy of republicanism tells us that independent stales are nevertheless connected, and not

just by circumstance. The world oi slates is social, |ust as any world oi autonomous individuals

must be."'1

Onui is hardly alone with emphasising the social context that enmeshes states,111' but the

ethical implications of this observation are less examined. While some ethical positions

emphasise the pre-existing nature oi a universal human community,11' or emphasise the

development of global responsibility as actual practical interdependence expands globally,118

'lu- idea oi a broader moral responsibility existing through the state is less developed.

The republican concern for domination must necessarily extend globally. A republican

inspired citizenry and state would see "the domination of others as ;ause for r&d moral and

political concern".114 Consequently, while republicanism does not license compromising the

relationship between the state and the non-dominated status of its citizens by transcending the

Bull, "The Slate's Positive Role in World Affairs", pp. 112-120.
s Viroli, For Lowof CbHntry.p- 12.

: '•' 1 ^nui, lix RepuMican Legacy m International "flxxqJTt, p. 3.
' ' ' ( Viui, 7ix'RepuMiani Legacy u: lntematiaitd 77x;wcj/#, p. 4.
11 See Hedley Bull, 'fix* Ananhiail Society Second Edition (London, Macniillan Press, 1995 [ 1977]), Christian Reus-

Snnt. 77*' Moral Purpose of the State (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1999) and John Ruggie, "Territorialiiy
and Beyond: Problematizing Modernity in Intern at ion id Relations", International (hgini&ituvL, 47,1, Winter 1993.
! Martha Nussbaum, "Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism" in Manha Nussbaum, (ed.), lor Low oj Qvoitry
(Boston, Beacon Press, W)b)
'••• ' 'h.irles Beit/, Political 'lhnry and Intmiation.il Relations (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1979)
'" Rattan. "Prospects for a Contemporary Republicanism", p. 127. Emphasis in original.
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state."" the imnznal goal of non -domination does open up the need to construct forms of

governance that act upon the goal of non-domination and pro\ide civic means to this end.

litimately, while the republican goal of non-domination is universal, non-domination requires

people to bring to "bear their particular interests, identities and perspectives".i:! While the

partia-dw means may include commonalities that provide the grounds for universal norms.

particularism is contextualised by the need to address global issues that cause domination.

Thus while there is a cosmopolitan dimension to republicanism, the republican legacy differs

significantly from the approach of cosmopolitan governance in that while a nascent global

public mav be seen to be developing, it does not have attachment of patriotic citizenship and

association.1"' Moreover, the need for local control of power persists, as does the public good

particular to each republican state. Republicanism now clearly requires the concern for the

practice of non-domination to be organised on a global basis in a way that balances state

bound public sentiment with global forms of peace and cooperation.1'* Nevertheless, the

rational order that extends beyond the state to achieve this must not remove the capacity of

ilk- state to promote the common liberty oi its citizens or for citizens to be able to have

meaningful negotiations within the state.

However, there are historical precedents for the operation ol republican ideas beyond the

territory of the republic. At this point it is useful to examine Daniel Dcudney's illustration of

republicanism in the "Philadelphian system" from 1781 until 1861 existing at the edge of the

putative Westphalian system.1"'' In arguing that the slates of the American Union "went

bevond confederation, but stopped short of being an internally sovereign state", he offers a

historically grounded account of what republicanism might resemble in practice.1""1 Deudney

indicates that the size and scale of the Union meant that popular sovereignty was "recessed"

and therefore expressed in a delegated sense, rather than by direct representation, but

Rattan, Gurprect, "Prospects lor a ( onlemporary Republicanism", p. 127.
James Bohman, "Cosmopolitan Republicanism" 'flx' Minusl, January 2001, Volume 84, Number 1, pp. 4-5. See

also Philip Resnick, "Global Democrat")': Ideals and Reality" in Axtmann, Roland (ed.), Glolulisation and Etavpt1

('London, Pinter, 1998)
Michael Wal/.er, limk and 77?///, pp. 1-4. See also Miller, David, "Bounded Citizenship" and Viroli, For Low of

< 'iiomy, pp. 12-3.
Indeed we can recall Montesquieu's claim that "The law ol nations is naturally founded on this principle, that

ditierent nations ought in time ol peace to do <.mv another all the good they can, and in time ol war as hide injury
•is possible, without prejudicing their real interests". Montesquieu, llx Spirit of tlv Laitx, (Book 1, Chapter 3), p.
1C3.
'•'•' Deudney, "Binding Sovereigns"
'•"' Deudney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 191. See also Robert Jackson, "Sovereignty in World Politics: a Glance at
ilu Conceptual and Historical Landscape" in Robert Jackson (ed.), Siramgnty at d.r Milh?mmtn (Oxford, Blackwell,
I1'1'1)), pp. 27-8.
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nevertheless was "structured" to serve the public of the Union/"' Of particular concern to the

Union was the issue of internal and external security. Controlling and checking the provision

oi this security was central to the American enactment of republicanism inside and out.12' The

checks and balances of the internal prcnision of liberty and security correspond with the

means to prevent vnperutm covered earlier, but the Union demonstrated an external concern

ior security in a series of novel ways. The Union was confederative in the sense that the

"union government had significant authority in man}' functional areas but did not have the

authority to command states".LS Nevertheless in extreme situations the federal government

was "authorised and equipped" to intervene in order to "prevent revolution or coup" within

1 'iiion states.1"' The aim cf the union was clear according to Deudney:

Because the overall svstem architecture negates, n is appropriate to call the structural principle of

this order negarchical ... Negatv/n1 if tJ* jnan^.nie>n of institutions needed to ftruenl smudtaneaush the

' of hierardiy and anarchy.'>:

Thus we can see that the republican design to provide security elaborates a sense of

sovereignty that differs from exclusive sovereignty. The desire to avoid hierarchy or anarchy

produces a context where member states are enmeshed in a situation of constrained power.

Like Onuf, Deudney iinds that republican popular sovereignty blurs the line between external

and domestic politics within the Union.

While the confederative nature of the American Union sheds light on the 'external'

dimensions oi each state within the union, Deudney indicates that the Union was never alone

in world politics. In tins respect the interaction between the Philadelphian system and the

European Westphalian system is instructive. While within the Union popular sovereignty is

dispersed across the member states and the federal government, in the interactions between

the Union and Europe, there was no extended popular sovereignty. Deudney claims that

lather than attempting a "balancing" of power with its European contemporaries the

strategies of "hiding" and "binding" became central choices for the Union.M1 Hiding entails

practices of isolationism and nonentanglement, while binding entails the establishment of

mutual understandings and "institutional links" that reduce the autonomy of states within the

' I )eiiclney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 197.
'•' Deudney, "Binding Sovereigns", pp. 198-9.
• s 1 )eudney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 204.
'•'•' 1 )eudney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 201.
n 1 )eudney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 205. Emphasis in ongm.il.
IM Deudney, "Binding Sovereigns", pp. 217-9.
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agreements so as to "reduce Dossible conflict and predatory behavior".''' A major determinate

oi the choice between hiding and binding was the effect of 'geopolitical separation":

In a situation of little geopolitical separation - of closeness - finding e the most appropriate and vsabk for&gn

policy practice, and Us cxerasi can rvsuit in a nonanarrfaal system structure. Because of the absence of

material separation, hiding will be nearly impossible and balancing, will noi achieve security.''"'

Deudney's historical account indicates that the influence of republicanism survived the

constitutional renovation of the American Civil War and decisively shaped American foreign

policy into the twentieth century. He also demonstrates that as increasing global integration

and advances in technology reduced the distance between Europe and America, the strategy

ui binding became more viable.'4 Furthermore, binding also strengthens popular sovereignly

because it reduces the dangers of interstate war (external anarchy) and a potentially despotic

state (internal hierarchy).1^ The overarching claim here :s that the republican desire to design a

context of durable security shaped the interactions of rvpiMican states andotlxr states in such a way

ihat avoided both anarch}' and hierarchy without automatically expanding the notion of the

public.

For our purposes, Deudney and Onul point to the wavs in which the republican legacy

distances it sell from the W'estphalian practices oi neat exclusive sovereignty and non-

interventionism. The case ol the American Union suggests republican states aspire to avoid

d< >minat.ion thnm^j interstate negotiation and institutions rather than in the absence of such

interaction. Especially in cases of geopolitical proximity the practice ol binding demonstrates

ihat republican states are heavily predisposed to confederation."" Indeed, the character of

international organisation stemming from republicanism differs from cosmopolitan

governance in that republicanism could interpret the potential of a global parliament as

hierarchical and devoid of substantial degrees of local accountability. This observation moves

1 • Deudney, "Binding Sovereigns", pp. 213-4.
' I )eudney, "Binding Sovereigns", pp. 218-9. Emphasis in original.

i;4 Oeudney, "Binding Sovereigns", pp. 222-3.
1 )eudney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 215.

!" Note Montesquieu's reason lor federation: "li .; republic be small, it is destroyed by a foreign force; if it be
large, n is ruined by an internal imperfection. This twofold lneonvenicncy is equally contagious to democracies
and aristocracies, whether good or bad. The evil is in the very thing itsell, and no form can redress it. Very
probable it is therefore that mankind would have been at length obliged to live constantly under the government
ol a single person, had they not contrived a kind oi constitution that has all the internal advantages of a
republican, together with the external force oi a monarchical, government. 1 mean a confederate republic."
Me miesquieu, 77.x1 Spml oftlx Laws, (Book IX.1), p. 183. See also Benjamin Barber, Jihidvs Me WoM (New York,
B.dlamine Books, 19%), pp. 288-90.
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us Towards the recognition that republicanism requires external linkages that would at the

maximum be a confederative association of states. It could be claimed gL al civic

republicanism moves towards the "a vitas maximus" that Christian Wolff outlined over two

hundred years ago, as colourfully detailed by Onuf.'v However, the confederation is more like

Onufs characterisation of Emmerich de VatteTs confederation of states: less natural than

NX'olff's and more consciously constructed.1^ In this sense the European Union can be seen as

an example of republican binding with a blurring of state sovereignty,139 as well as an example

of the development of an extended public.14"

Consequently, global civic republicanism advances both the building of complex forms of

interstate cooperation and a civically minded public. While the republican legacy in

international affairs could be read a:; either endorsing the broadening of the extended nature

oi popular sovereignty across states or of extending the act of mutual binding between

popularly sovereign states, for my part 1 think that the choice between a global public and

stales thai are responsible to their resident citizens collapse on each other in the sense that

lifatrw public control of states mfirnvs citizens to drink gloixdh. While republicanism requires a

massive shift in the way people live the idea oi political responsibility within their state in the

torm oi patriotism and citizenship, it also requires citizens to be conscious and responsible in

a global sense. In this sense the dominion of economic globalisation can be seen to revive

civic awareness. Indeed, although the public sentiments of patriotism and citizenship require

. i >nsiderable restoration, tlx appeal oj tlx'st1 sentvrtetUs can Ix a paw&jul resource capalA' ofcreaWrgan

.ilimwtrw to tlx m&piity and insecurity of axvimiicgloluhsatwn. While a concrete global public is a

o >smopolitan musing for the foreseeable iuture, extending the existence of extensive interstate

institutions coupled with genuine citizen reflection on global politics and conditions needed

lor civic liberty are essential to a republican approach that is able to develop non-domination

within a globalising context.

While there are and should be other lora and levels of governance in world politics to address

bal or regional issues, these forms of governance cannot in and of themselves construct theglo

1' c Viul, 77.*' RepiMam Lt#uy m hitcnwtuvwl Tlxv^n, p. 58.
1 ls C ")nul, Tlx Repidilican Legacy m Inhrmtxanal Dxnt^n, p. (>0 clip 3 and 4 more £eneivjK\
;l'' 1 Vudnty, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 117.
M SIT Richard Bellamy and Dano Casiiglione, "Between Cosmopohs and Omimuniiy: Three Models of Rights
and Democracy within the EU" in Daniele Archibugi, et al. (ed.s.1, Rchrkiffiwtg Ibluuul Cxmnumty-, (Cambridge,
Polity, 1998) and Richard Bellamy and Alex Warleigh, "From an Iuhics oi Integration to an Ethics of
Participation: Citizenship and the Future of the European I Inion" Mdhmucu Vol. 17, No. 3, 1998.
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ci\ic liberty of republicanism.141 While the republican imperative of avoiding domination of

other states cannot be overstated, interstate cooperation and institutionalisation are crucial to

republican aims. Sovereignty should not be "sacred" according to Pettit, thus opening up the

possibility that the enactment of non-domination could be handled with more efficacy in a

bodv that is distinct from the state but connected to the state.14" Indeed the importance of

securing civic liberty entails that

it is going to be in the interest of the republican state to encourage different layers of multinational

cooperation and institutionalisation. The emergence of institutional order, regional and global,

promises to serve the cause of defence more effectively than exclusive reliance on military

capacity.H3

Despite the dangers of possible domination by distant bodies, well-crafted institutional

arrangements outside the state are not just consistent with republicanism but constitutive of

republicanism within a globalising context. In order to work towards the goal of assisting civic

siaies to achieve non-domination, forms of international cooperation and governance will

have to perform a wide variety of tasks.

Republican Global Governance

The development of international institutions during the twentieth century was shaped by the

impact of globalisation, which steadily increased the interdependence of states and individuals

across the world, and the increasing severity of world c ai\ The end of the Second World War

began a phase of considerable, if asymmetrical, multilateral institution building in order to

address issues such as international security, economic management, human rights and, later

on, environmental protection.144 Global civic republicanism seeks to expand upon these

developments by enabling civic states to negotiate on mailers ol public concern and produce

la\v-hke relations rather than anarchy or hierarchy in the interstate realm. In particular, this

cooperation must enable states to curtail possible forms of domination that effect people from

si mrces external to the state because states "can no longer control and regulate social

-i

•'" I or an argument along these lines in the context of the European Union see Steven Slaughter, "Republican
Libi'ity and the European Union" Lbntenipamry Eumpaai Smdus Assuewtion of Australia Rmiew, Volume 28, June
2001.'
K; Pettit, RepuMiamiiiri, p. 152.
1 Ji Pen it, RtpiHiaonsn, p. 152.
144 Christian Reus-Smit, "Changing Patterns ol Governance: Prom Absolutism to Global Multilateralism" in
Albert Paolini et al., Betiuvn Soumgnty and (jfohtl CTOIWIVKV (London, Macmillian, 1W8), pp. 20-1.
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processes via the creation of boundaries".14^ Thus the republican notion that "good

government optimizes security rather than maximizing order" requires transcending

borders.14L When facing the effective geopolitical proximity of globalisation, the ethic of

promoting non-domination necessitates a sense of enthusiastic and necessary construction of

interstate organizations. This construction includes checks and balances within these

organisations as well as institutional transparency and oversight of the publics from

constituent states. By contrast, the prevailing liberal grounds of global governance pursue

cooperation more reluctantly on the basis of functionalist efficacy.147

Republicanism's concerns regarding global governance differ from liberalism in three respects.

The first is an emphasis on facilitating the building of republican procedure and sentiments

within states. The goal of national self determination facilitated by the UN is insufficient for

republicanism in the sense that the important goal of republicanism is that states are designed

to publicly guard against arbitrary power and are able to maintain the actual ability to govern -

"empirical sovereignty" as Michael Barnett puts it14i< - not to uphold this or that national

identity.1'' k may be the case that historical antagonism makes the formulation of republican

institutions or a public good impossible within a given nation-state and consequently, may

necessitate separation of federation. The point remains, that republican global governance

would be committed to developing states that enable a public to protect themselves from

vulnerability or mastery. In pursuing this goal, the promotion of human rights is not enough,

as only an appropriately designed republican state can provide people with "powers which

the}' can wield as countervailing forces against those who would otherwise dominate them".150

Irom a practical point of view development assistance for underdeveloped countnes is a

crucial area of global governance. The 0.7 GDP per capita foreign assistance goal for

developed countries set in 1967 would be an absolutely minimum goal towards this

; ' Bohman, "Cosmopolitan Republicanism", p. 8.
••''' IVudney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 199.
M F'or example, even the (Commission on Global Governance asserts a sense of reluctance; "Any adequate
svsiem of governance must have the capacity to control and deploy the resources necessary to realize its
fundamental objectives, h must encompass actors who have die power to achieve results, must incorporate
necessary controls and safeguards, and must avoid overreaching. This does not imply, however, world
government or world federalism." (Commission on Global Governance, Our Glolxil Neif^tlmoixxxi (Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 4.
HK Michael Barnelt, 'The New United Nations Politics of Peace: From Juridical Sovereignly to Empirical
Sovereignty', Gldxd (Jcnxmancc, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1995.
M" Since the attacks on the World Trade (Center and the Pentagon on September the 11, 2001 and the subsequent
'war on terror', the concerns of human insecurity ;uid failed states have gained increasing prominence. See
Stephen Walt, "Beyond Bin Laden: Reshaping U.S. Foreign Policy" Intematumal Smmty 2(\ no. 3, 2001.
'•'- Pet tit, RepuUiavnsm, p. 304.
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overarching republican goal of effective sovereignty.'"' It has to be stressed that the goal here

is "human security", meaning protection from different types of vulnerability, not strong

slates or governments.1"'*

The second point of clarification between republicanism and liberalism rests on the republican

belief that sovereignty is highly contextual and contingent on the broader moral purpose of

non-domination. This point suggests that the form of cooperation between republican states

contains both the common moral purpose of avoiding domination and a commitment to

maximal state autonomy. This is a similar image to the domestic context of the republican

states in that in order to enjoy liberty, common laws have to be enacted and distinct limits to

state autonomy have to be maintained. Rather than the liberal view of sovereignty being

conceived as an end in itself, the republican tendency is to see sovereignty as being tied to the

development of a free state and therefore, a rneans to non-domination. In order to maximise

diective state autonomy states have to forgo types of action that actually or potentially

dominate other states or individuals and participate in forms of intervention or "mutual aid"

that transcends borders.1" The important consequence that stems from this observation is

that republican global governance would strengthen the current shift in world politics towards

not permitting sovereignty to be an excuse for states that egregiously maltreat their citizens.154

However, while military intervention or subtler forms of intervention in a republican context

would be duty rather than a right in the appropriate circumstances, the intervention must be

transparent, law governed and track the interests of those intervened with - in short non-

arbitrary.1^

The third distinction between republican and liberal global governance is the emphasis that

liberal governance has on facilitating capitalism. While liberal inspired governance has taken a

decisively neo-liberal turn in the latter decades of the twentieth century, liberalism has a long

history of developing forms ol governance that assist particular configurations of capitalist

n : Presently "only four donor countries - Denmark, ihe Netherlands, Norway and Sweden - were meeting or
surpassing the agreed UN target of 0.7 per cent of their GNP." UNR1SD, VmUe Hands: Taking ResponsiMity for
.Vrxw/ l*uhpnmtt (Geneva, UNR1SD, 2000), p. 27.
1 ' UNDP, lh<mm Development Report 1999 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1999), pp. 3-5. For further
elaboration of the idea of human security see UNDP, Human l~kvdopmaU Report 1994 (New York, Oxford
I 'niversity Press, 1994), clip 2.
'•''' Onuf, TIx' RefwHiavi Legacy in lnlenktiianal Tlxmtfx, pp. 139-40.
14 J'homas Bucrgenthal, "The Normative and Institutional Evolution of International Human Rights" Human
Rights Quarterly 19.4 (1997), p. 722.
! " Oriui, TJx' RepnUiam Legacy m hitenwtianal Vxmgbl, p. \(A. Onuf claims that whereas "in a purely liberal world,
sovereignty entails non-intervention; the republican legacy ol concern for the common good affirms the
propriety of intervention inspired by larger motivations than the intervenor's immediate advantage"(p. 140).
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production and exchange.1'" As noted previously, republicanism cautiously facilitates

capitalism and commerce.1' However, the realisation of the republican goal of non-

domination is impossible within a global economy where states compete with each other for

actual regulator}' standards and where transnational private interests are privileged over the

public interest within states. The ability of civic states to achieve a condition of non-

domination is not possible without the "multinational cooperation and lnstitutdonalization"

that Pettit points to in respect to global issues, such as economic governance.15" Indeed,

while the republican siaie represents an indispensable means of furthering people's non-

domination... there are some domestic issues on which it may be better from the point of view of

promoting freedom as non-dorrunation to give over control to those bodies and thereby to restrict

the local state.1V)

Since the inception of economic globalisation the issue of global economic governance has

become complicated and increasingly contested as a result of the obvious failing and crises

generated by the global financial system. As a result there have been arguments from all over

the political spectrum - including liberals and avid capitalists - for the global regulation of

transnational capital evident in such ideas as the Tobin tax and reforming the global financial

svstem and the bodies that 'regulate" this system.!<1' There is also the observation that major

states have the power to transform the system if the)' had the motivation or moral purpose.161

While republicanism can recognise the need to regulate global capitalism or delegate

sovereignty, liberal-capitalist attempts to reform the system are swimming against their own

tide. The reform or regulation of global capitalism needs a stronger reason than the belief that

it is producing less than optimal economic outcomes.

1 ""• Craig Murphy, International Organisation itnd bidnstruil Oxvigc (Cambridge, Polity Press, 1994)
1 C ~)nuf, TlxRepiMcan Legacy in International Tlxiugbt, pp. 240-2 and Brugger, RepuMiam Tfxory m Political Tlxwgbt, p.
"i7 See Montesquieu's caution regarding the impact of commerce on virtue in Montesquieu, The Spirit of tix Laws,
(Book V.h), p. 137.
1 s Peuii, RepuMicanisn, p. 152.
1VI Pel tit, RepiMcanisn, p. 152.
!"' Jan Aan Scholte, Glolxilisatun, a mticaJ Ditnxiuction (Basingstoke, Palgrave, 2000), pp.294-5. See also James
Galbranh, "Ending ihe Globalisation Crisis" Dissent, Summer 2000 and Soros, George, "Caph?Jism's Last
Chance?", Fomgn Mfv.No. 113, Winter 1998-9.
"' See Peter Hirsi and Grahame Thompson, Gloluluwtion in Question (Cambridge, Polity Press, 199b), p. 189 and
Kenneth Waltz, "Globalisation and Governance", PS Political Scion-and Politics, December 1999.
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Regulating Global Capitalism

The limits of liberal governance were perhaps most telling in the UN initiative to forge a

"global compact" between transnational business and nine ethical principles already embedded

in international agreements. On the 31* of January 1999, UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan at

the World Economic Forum in Davos challenged world business leaders to "embrace and

enact", both by their "individual corporate practices and by supporting appropriate public

policies", the principles stemming from The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, The

International Labour Organization's Declaration on fundamental principles and rights at

work. The Rio Declaration of the UN Conference on Environment and Development.16*7

These principles are clearly desirable and basically consistent with both liberal and republican

global governance. But the global compact is not binding in any way. Georg Kell and John

Ruggie explain that rather "it is meant to serve as a framework of reference and dialogue to

stimulate best practices and to bring about convergence in corporate practices around

universally shared values". '"'' If the social consequences that the social compact is directly

addressing were not so severe that this type of measure is being contemplated in the first place

the "framework" would be highly commendable, but it falls short of a measure that will

promote governance that will moderate economic globalisation. Ultimately, the global

compact provides no reason that business should address their stance in relation to the

compact other than the protection oi their "brand names" and image.1"4 Far from being a

'Taustian bargain" that Kell and Ruggie suggest that some may see the global compact to

lx\'''•"' it is a bargain without the capacity to be enforced. The liberal reluctance to interfere in

the operation of capitalism weakens any grounds on which the global compact could have any

basis to impinge on the unregulated nature of economic globalisation.

Cosmopolitan governance oifers a strong alternative to the mainstream liberalism that seeks

to enable markets to dominate over democratic oversight. Both Richard Falk and David Held

advance strong arguments for rejecting deregulated capitalism. As Held claims, autonomy

requires the regulation of economic affairs via a "common structure of political action in

! Kofi Annan. "A Compact for ihi1 New Century" at the World Economic Forum, Davos, on 31 January 1999.
• liHp://www.ui\org/partners/business/davosr> (accessed on the 12/11/00)
''•' Kell, Georg and Ruggie, John, "Global Markets and Social Legitimacy: The Case of the 'Global Compact"
presented at an international conference: Governing the Public Domain beyond the Era of the Washington
Consensus? Redrawing the Line Between the State and the Market, York University, Toronto, Canada, -1-6
November 1999 <http://www.unglobalcompact.org/gc/unweb.nsf/content/gkir> (accessed on the 12/1 l/Oo),
r - 4 .
""' Kell, Georg and Ruggic, John, "Global Markets and Social Legitimacy", p. 9.
'' Kell, Georg and Ruggie, John, "Global Markets and Social Legitimacy", p. 9.
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economic affairs" that entails elaborate changes to trade rules and economic regulation at a

global level and changes to national and local laws to comply with the overarching

cosmopolitan law.11* As indicated in the last chapter, while this moral aim is laudable, the

political means to enact this are not entirely compelling. While a global agreement is required

to restrain global capitalism, there is the need to buttress this regulation with forms of power

that have been established by the ongoing activity of citizens working together. The exercise

of citizens working together within the state to promote the public good and to politically

establish non-domination encompasses directing states to cooperate and enact agreements on

intersections of these public goods. This activity is based on the desire to avoid subjection by

regulating capitalism and other forms of potentially capricious power.

Republican inspired governance offers a stronger reason for the principled regulation of global

capitalism than liberalism or cosmopolitan governance. The reason is simply that such

regulation is required in order for states to be able to constiuite non-domination. This guiding

aspiration of republican states incorporates an aversion to potential domination by the private

interests oi capitalism and the social vulnerability produced by unregulated capitalism. The aim

is to constitute a sense of liberty, of personal security from the potential domination by the

private interests of capitalists and to also promote forms of public interference that minimise

economic vulnerability. Global civic republicanism recognises that while public power stems

irom a certain citizenry, borders can no longer be the method in which public power

constitutes this liberty. Regulation in the public interest suggests a system of law, authored by

states which themselves are constituted and disciplined by their citizens, aimed at allowing the

various public goods of these states to shape the character of multilateral arrangements. Of

course the difficulty is actually arranging - on a global scale between widely differing states -

the actual institutional basis that enables the regulation of capital to be practical and non-

dominating. At a minimum, common level rules centred on regulating capital in an era ol

globalisation would have to occur within globally negotiated limits - a desire that can only be

fn forced and justified locally by appealing to the notion of non-domination and the desire of

living within a popularly sovereign state. As the UNRISD maintains, "neoliberal globalisation

... polarizes and splinters. If this trend is to be halted, the 'visible hands' of governments and

citizens must intervene to reassert the value of equity and social cohesion"."'7 In order lor

such institutional arrangements to operate to reduce social vulnerability the foundational

principles ol contemporary governance will have to be shiiied away Irom liberalism towards

''"' I ield, DowcroLyntuiUx' (Jlohtl Onier, p. 256.
""' UNRISD, Visible Hands, p. 18.
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the ethos of republicanism. The Visible hands' need to be backed by citizens sustaining the

public interest at home and 'abroad'.

Drawing from the republican concern to avoid domination and vulnerability, even if it

requires the non-arbitrary interference of the state, the account of global civic republicanism

instills the idea that we ought to move towards global integration that enables and allows non-

domination to be a reality for all people. This can only be realised if there is the recognition

that states ought to be the prime sources of public power that are linked to public

accountability and the public good of their citizens. This requires a revitalisation of republican

citizenship and an embrace of the idea that liberty is a collective-civic achievement that

establishes a shared sense of security. The only way states can pursue the public good within

their state and pursue collective goods at a global level is via a common field of action at more

or less a global level. Thus this development of a civic state needs to be coupled with an

cosmopolitan awareness to enable a rethink by governments and citizens as to what kinds of

restraints should states (including their own) be subjected to in order to construct common

level rules.!"s There has to be an ethical basis to the cooperation of states that surpasses the

"embedded liberalism" of Bretton Woods in both intensity and extensity.H>y The ethical basis

;ii<n global OYJC republicanism is founded on is the public desire to live in a country free from

domination due to the presence ol a republican inspired state and the global infrastructure

constructed by such states. The extent of republican global governance is more inclusive in

the sense that this global negotiation seeks to include all states trying to construct a mutually

supporting association of republican stales.

( ommon rules would have to be expressly non-arbitrary in that they are rule governed and

aimed directly at enabling civic liberty. This means that they cannot be punitive, or fail to

protect property rights and must provide predictability and security for capitalists. However,

global capitalist activity would have to be regulated by rules determined by the global

negotiation of states. Thus it rests with people and governments to agree, at a global level, to

restrain those socially harmful consequences produced by unfettered markets to ensure non-

domination. The only way public sentiment can be freed from the political infrastructure of

competitiveness between states is lor transnational capital is to operate by a common set of

rules. These common rules should be a form ol what Jurgen Habermas refers to as "positive

"lS Halxrmas, llx Postjumanal ihmtellalion, pp. 111-2.
"•" John Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions, and (Change: Embedded Liberalism in the Post War
Period" lnlemahimal Lh^aiusatuvi 36, 2, Spring 1982.
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integration", that is, able extend beyond the deregulation of "negative integration" and actually

perform "market correcting decisions" and pursue "ongoing economic and political goals"

including enabling taxation and redistribution.' " Thus, these policies need to be "competition-

reducing" in effect and thereby require "the upward global barmamsation of standards (including

minimum wages, environmental protections and worker rights) by conscious design" in order

'\o prevent capital from exploiting regional differences that would otherwise exist".1'1

Common level rules should exist in relation to the "fictitious commodities" of money, labour

and the environment that Karl Polanyi pointed to,172 because these things are not made by the

maiket itself. Enabling some level of state regulation over these aspects of society is crucial to

a sense oi public control and to the protection of society.1 3 The intention of common rules

regarding taxation centres on permitting the taxation of firms and individuals by states (by

circumventing transfer cost price strategies and competitive decreases in taxes) as well as the

development of new global taxes.1'4 The clearest example of a new global tax is the Tobin tax.

The idea of the Tobin tax is straightforward: "by implementing a low rate of tax on financial

transactions involving different currencies, many speculative movements would become

unprofitable and the financial system more stable".175 The aim of James Tobin's proposed tax

was to expand the "autonomy of national governments" and for governments to be able to

\ ake a longer and wider range view of their responsibilities1 '' - a goal not only compatible with

global civic republicanism but necessary to the constitution of it. The point of these rules is

not justice per se. The rules intent is to minimise those forms of economic activity and power

ihat irustrate the ability of citizens to effectively discipline their state and determine their own

liberty. This republican ethos necessitates reshaping the global economic architecture away

irom an adherence to neo-liberal governance.

I

: : I labermas, Tlx1 Pastnatianal Cxmstdlitum, p. 97. He asserts that "an international negotiating system that could
place limits on the "race to the bottom" - the cost-cutting deregulatory race that reduces the capacities for social-
polmcal action and damages social standards - would need and eniorce redistribution regulations" (p. 105). See
.liso Hutton, "lh-State We'irln, p. 314.

'• George DeMartino, "Industrial Policies Versus Competitiveness Strategies: In Pursuit of Prosperity in the
( Jlobal Economy" International Paper in Pohtiad Economy \'a\\\me 3 No.2 1996, p. 28. Emphasis in original. See also
I I.ibemias, 77*'Postowtumal(bnstellation,p. 105.
: : Karl Polanyi, TJx'Gmti Transfomiation (Boston, Beacon Press, 1957), p. 69.
; Polanyi, 77.x' (.irvat Transfimnatian, pp. 75-6. This does not rule out the use of markets for these commodities.
As Cass Sunstein contends markets can be useful to human ends if kept under public oversight (Sunstein, Free
Markets and Social Justice, p. 7.). Likewise, republican policy-making can be seen to be open to the use of market
mechanisms in issues such as environmental governance. Measures such as tradeable pollution permits could be
utilised to promote efficiency and decrease forms oi ecological impact, for instance. Sec Alan Moran, "Tools of
Environmental Polity: Market Instruments versus Command-and-Control" in Robyn Eckersley (ed.), Markets, tlx
State a/ui tlr Em.niwvmil: Tainmis hitegralum (Melbourne, Macmillan, 1995).
'iU Habermas, 77r Postnatiotwl (jonstellatitm, p. 105.
•"' Heikki Patomaki, 77*' Tolnti Ttx: How to Make it A\i//inkopoliittinen Insuiiuutti Working Paper 13 (1999), p. 5.
: " Patomaki, Jlx- Tolmi lax, p. 8.
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A Summation of Global Civic Republicanism

This chapter has provided a reason to regulate global capitalism that incorporates a clear

rationale to regulate capitalism and a capacity to delegate sovereignty. I have argued that the

republican regulation of global capitalism rests on civic states that cooperate to avoid

domination from the agents and frameworks of transnational capital. This is desirable not just

because of the domineering relationship that transnational capital has over the state but

because the competition state is currently unable to avoid the social vulnerability that

economic globalisation systematically produces. The republican desire to avoid the

domination of the state and people by the agents and frameworks of transnational capital, and

the desire to construct a chic liberty demands that transnational capital is regulated jointly by

states. Global civic republicanism is an attempt to balance the construction of liberty in

particular states around the world with the capacity and the universal aspiration to address

global problems and realise civic states. The bold intent of global civic republicanism is to

usher in a transformation of economic practice at a global level. It seeks to regulate economic

globalisation, not merely make the most of it or just moderate some of the adverse effects.

While falling short of the socialist goal of the end of capitalism or the communitarian ideal of

an all-embracing common way of life, the republican inspiration unfurled here is aimed at

individual liberty obtained by civic activity. As such, we can see that global civic republicanism

is characterised by five moral and political principles.

First, the account of global civic republicanism follows the republican path where liberty is

understood to entail a amtext of nati-dammadcn. This places restrictions and demands on the

state to ensure that liberty, understood as a personal sense of security, is constructed via public

oversight and control so that citizens are protected from forms of vulnerability and

domination by the state or powerful interests within society.

Second, global civic republicanism develops a auic state designed to endie dx puli\c gxxi. This

enables government that can mediate between the differing visions and interests in society

because the state is structured to prioritise the public interest oi a common liberty. Such civic

liberty is only possible when people have patriotic sentiments for their state and are able to

publicly control the state (via vigilant citizenship and inclusive public negotiation) so that it

works ior commonly held interests and goods rather than the domination of private interests.
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Third, global civic republicanism provides a rationale far the ddmuted regulation of capitalism tn order

to promote nm-darrvnatujn. Such regulation is aimed at promoting protection from various forms

of subjection and vulnerability that stem from the unregulated forms of capitalism. In this

sense republicanism conceives markets as processes that need various forms of public

intervention to ward off forms of actual or potential domination of people or the state as a

whole.

The fourth principle of global civic republicanism is that the confederatzue tendencies of republicanism

pnmote complex forms of interstate negytiatum and msttiutumalisatujn. The desire to avoid anarchy and

hierarchy necessitates the delegation of state sovereignty and forms of interstate cooperation

thai globally promotes non-domination. While the goal of non-domination is a universal

principle, m a globalising context, interstate cooperation is necessary to enable civic states to

develop the local public control of power and the constitution of non-domination. As such,

global civic republicanism will require the active construction of interstate institutions aimed at

the mutual concerns of global governance.

The fifth principle of global civic republicanism asserts the crucial and constitutive need for civic

elates to prntty regiiate gUkxri capitalism. The only way that civic liberty is possible within a context

)i increasing global integration is for states to jointly rule activities that have hitherto

prevented them irom pursuing the politics oi non-domination and civic liberty, hi particular

ihis means joini'ly regulating global capitalism - via common framework of rules for labour,

iinance and environmental regulation.

Like the cosmopolitan efforts discussed in the previous chapter, the global promotion of non-

donnnation is clearly a difficult task because it assails the ideas of neo-liberal governance and

seeks to constrain the social lorces supportive of economic globalisation. I have not scv.ght to

argue that the ethos oi republicanism is actually present in global politics. While there are signs

an ethics are shaping global politics1 and I leel that the dominion of economic

i ' i: ; -mainly provides a spark for a revival ol republican ideals, the emphasis here has

•••» . v- '-i;: >A\., acter and plausibility of these ethics in avoiding the social conditions inherem

:;; v ::.;.,i.::•<•. globalisation. The challenge of reinvigoratmg citizenship within the state in order

•• -.\- o 2s ihe endeavour that arises from global civic republicanism. While politics is global

and requires a iorm ol cosmopolitan awareness on the part ol republican citizens, there is not

Sir I Vudnrv, "Rinding Sovereigns", pp. 219-30 and Brunei, Rt'pMuwi llxxny ui Palmail TJxwtgbt, chp 5.
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an ascriptive global public in the republican sense. Thus in contrast to cosmopolitanism, the

state remains as a crucial site of the public sentiment and public power required to construct

liberty, despite the indispensable need to think within a global context to regulate global issues

such as global capitalism. While the next chapter will further elaborate the difference between

cosmopolitanism and republicanism, and the underlying problem with liberal accounts of

governance within the context of economic globalisation, this chapter has forwarded an

alternative that attempts to instil the 'tranquility of mind' that Montesquieu endorsed.

Moreover, it does so without arguing for global citizenship or relying on a global public.
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CHAPTER EIGHT - GOOD GOVERNMENT IN A GLOBAL AGE

Many have dreamed up republics and principalities which have never in truth been known to exist:

the gulf between how one should live and how one does live is so wide that a man who neglects

what is actually done for what should be done learns the way to self destruction rather than self-

preservation. The fact is that a man who wants to act virtuously in every way necessarily' comes to

grief among so many who are not virtuous.'

Tliis dissertation has examined the underlying ethical approach taken by liberal scholars who

have arg,. i for alternative forms of governance. These alternatives seek to address the

deleterious social effects of economic globalisation by maximising prosperity in the case of

extended neo-liberalism, facilitating high technology production in accordance with

contractual nationalism or promote global democracy in the case of cosmopolitan governance.

It is my argument that t':e liberal accounts examined in Part II do not articulate an alternative

ethical approach that is capable of moderating economic globalisation. However, the

preceding chapter advocated an approach to governing that provided the rationale to

meliorate the inequality and social vulnerability stemming from economic globalisation. It

described why this vulnerability and insecurity is a concern for republicanism and how a

republican inspired model of governance could regulate global capitalism in order to promote

non-domination. The prescriptive edge of this thesis is that the reinvigoration of the

republican practices of citizenship and patriotism will provide a strong political foundation

from which to regulate global capitalism. Such a civic state would be the foundation of a

publicly directed global system of governance aimed at preventing forms of vulnerability and

subjection, including those forms arising from deregulated capitalism. This republican inspired

restoration of the state differs considerably from liberal responses to contemporary

globalisation.

This chapter defends the proposition that global civic republicanism advances a superior

argument to that of liberalism in regards to governing within a globalising context. The

republican critique of liberalism is that it is blind in many respects to the potential of power

within contemporary globalisation to compromise people's liberty. By contrast, republicanism

Nim>loMachiavelli, Wx lhitvxwr. Bull, George (Penguin Books. London, 1981), pp. 90-1.
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infuses states with the necessary moral purpose that takes arbitrary power as a ubiquitous

danger that needs to be secured by public action. The defence of global civic republicanism is

unfurled in four steps. First, this chapter stresses why global civic republicanism provides

strong grounds for the moderation of economic globalisation. Second, this chapter affirms the

republican critique of neo-hberal governance, extended neo-iiberalism and contractual

nationalism by underscoring the ways in which these approaches fail to provide a rationale for

governance that is capable of moderating the social dislocation evident within economic

globalisation. The third step examines the sympathies and dissension between republicanism

and cosmopolitan governance. This step seeks to elaborate the ways in which global civic

republicanism offers an immediate program of action that seeks to refurbish the public nature

of the state rather than invent a new edifice of global governance to replace neo-liberalism and

economic globalisation. Fourth, I furnish some observations regarding how the civic project

of global civic republicanism can be instituted in practice.

Restoring the State

The practical outcome of global civic republicanism is an invigoration of patriotism,

citizenship and the public character of the state. Only the appeal and attachment generated

and sustained by these sentiments and the appeal of the liberty of a free state could muster the

public authority required to moderate economic globalisation. These republican sentiments are

political but only obtain a sense o$ graviias in reference to the ongoing public association of a

particular slate. The republican philosopher Maunzio Viroli maintains;

i

I must emphasize that 1 do not moan love of the republic in general or attachment to an

impersonal republic based on universal values of liberty and justice. 1 mean the attachment to a

particular republic with its particular way of living in freedom. A purely political republic would be

able to command the philosopher's consent, but would generate no attachment. To generate and

sustain these sorts of passions one needs to appeal to the common culture, to shared memories.2

It may be construed that this is an appeal to nationalism. Indeed, David Miller claims that "a

viable political community requires mutual trust, trust depends on communal ties, and

nationality is uniquely appropriate here as a form of common identity".3 While an invigoration

• Maurizio Viroli, For Lave of Cxiwitry (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1995), p. 13. See also Michael Walzer, TJjick and
'flmv Moral Argorwnt at Ham and Alnvad (Notre Dame, Notre Dame Press, 1994), pp. 1-4.
( David Miller, "The Nation-state: a Modest Defence" in Christopher Brown (ed.), Political Restructuring In Europe
(London, Koutledge, 1994), p. 143.
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of patriotism will entail elements of nationalism,1* the two sentiments are distinct5 and only

patriotism is able to muster the sense of public responsibility and political involvement

required to prioritise the public interest and control the public power required to constitute

non-domination. A republican state needs public "commitment and solidarity" as well as

"belonging and membership" but it can do so without ethnic or cultural homogeneity.6 Global

civic repuh1'.- nism is animated by a virtuous political bond that seeks to avoid indifference

and neglea in the face of inequality and insecurity by taking the political measures necessary

within and beyond the state to address these concerns. In this way the social bond of civic

virtue is a foundation for an alternative to economic globalisation.

There are three dimensions to pi 3al civic republicanism's alternative to economic

globalisation. The first is a concern for the impact of economic viseamty on }>ersonal liberty and wariness

towards private forms of power. As I claimed in the last chapter, it makes no sense to

promote policies that protect people from various sources of vulnerability except those of an

economic nature. The republican ethic of security and contestation would require institutional

practices that provide empowering resources and avenues that expose forms of power that

could subordinate people, including power integral to the frameworks and agents of

capitalism. It posits an active role for government to counter-balance flows of power that

would otherwise compromise peoples' sense of liberty thereby ensuring that public

responsibility is taken for the liberty of individuals.

This rationale leads to the second dimension of republicanism, which is the enactment of a

purposive and delimited regdation of capitalism directed at promoting nan-domination. Such non-arbitrary

law would be backed by die exercise of public power, that is power that is publicly guided with

the intent of suppressing forms of power that render people vulnerable to the will of others.

Such an exercise of public power would create a regulatory arbitrage for capitalism that is

stable and predictable yet aspires to creating a context that minimises vulnerability in order to

promote the liberty oi all members ol society. The sharpest threats to individual liberty from

capitalism are minimised by regulation that provides the "protective, regulatory and

4 David Miller, "Hounded Citizenship" in Kiniberly Hutchin^s and Roland Dannreuther (eds.), Cosnopditan
(.'ttr/mdnp (Basin^stoke, Macmillan, 1999), p. 67.

Mauri/,io Viroli, "On Civic Republicanism: Reply to Xenos and Yack" Critical Rei.>uw Volume: 12, Issue: 1-2,
Winter 1998.

Viroli, Jvr LtnroJ ibnntty,p. 13.
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empowering" avenues to which Philip Pettit points.7 This regulation in the public interest is in

direct contrast to deregulation that allows prosperous and powerful agents to have virtually

free reign.

The third element of global civic republicanism is that republican ethics must also animatE

interstate arrangements and agencies via the delegation af the popular sovereignty required to establish

global institutional fields that allow the contestation and regulation of global capitalism. Such

delegation contrasts to the "unbundling of sovereignty" that Saskia Sassen refers to within the

context of economic globalisation.* The delegation of popular sovereignty is not directed at

trying to maintain or make the most of economic globalisation. Rather, the delegation of

popular sovereignty is where the "ultimate source" of authority is the citizens who delegate

their authority to various levels of government in order to secure their puHic interests.9 This

would not result in a context where states control all economic activity. Rather, following

Daniel Deudney's contention, the external infrastructure of republicanism (as was actually

evident within the Philadelphian system) would be designed to avoid both hierarchy and

anarchy.10 As we have seen, this rationale of counter-balance must extend into the economic

realm. The public regulation of capitalism endeavours to moderate the social insecurity

inherent in deregulated capitalism as well as preventing private interests from having the

capacity to dominate. The structure of the state and interstate agencies would not be shaped

by the interests of private capital and governments would be more accountable for the civic

liberty that all citizens enjoy. Global civic republicanism argues that the moral purpose of

curtailing power extends beyond the territory of a civic state in such a way that interstate

infrastructure enables and augments the civic state but does not replace it. The republican

argument is that we must build upon the state. Global civic republicanism eschews archetypes

that suggest either only the state or only global governance are required to moderate social

insecurity, both are necessary to promote non-domination.

The republican argument that 1 have developed in response to economic globalisation is that

we must first adjust the role of the state towards recognising and protecting its citizens from

r Philip Pettit, "Freedom as Aniipowcr" Ethics 106 April 1996, pp. 589-90. The goal of the infrastructure of
republicanism is non-dornination understood as a multidimensional form ol "human security". See UNDP,
Human Deudopmati Report 1994 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1994), clip 2.
* Saskia Sassen, Losing Control? Scnxmgnty m the Age of Glolxdtsation (New York, Columbia University Press, 1995),
p. 28.
'' Daniel Deudncy, "Binding Sovereigns: Authorities, Structures, and Geopolitics in Philadelphian Systems" in
Thomas Biersteker and Cynthia Weber (eds.), Slate Scnmigityas Social Construct (Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 1996), pp. 195-7.
10 Deudney, "Binding Sovereigns", p. 205.
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insecurity and therefore build upon the ideal of citizenship and civic responsibility. According

to global civic republicanism, good government entails the public development of power

directed at protecting people from domination by public and private sources. As we have seen,

this public sense of construction and protection contrasts with liberal arguments, including the

cosmopolitan argument of enacting a universal structure of governance. Global civic

republicanism differs from 'mainstream' liberal arguments that adhere to the principles of

non-interference, capitalism and a minimised role for the state. As such, the republican

critique of the various strands of liberalism that have been examined results in a certain

hierarchy of critique. The republican argument of this dissertation is especially critical of the

prevailing discourse of neo-liberal governance as well as the visions of good governance

defended by extended neo-liberalism and contractual nationalism and, albeit in a more

sympathetic mariner, cosmopolitan governance.

Critiquing Mainstream Liberalism

Clearly, neo-liberalism has shaped both contemporary globalisation as well as the various

liberal alternatives.11 The hegemony of neo-liberal discourse is evident in many parts of the

world with policies and the moral rationale for government wrought by the practices cf

deregulation, liberalisation, privatisation, competitiveness and the promotion of unalloyed

capitalism. Nonetheless, economic globalisation is not a natural or inevitable process. As

outlined in Part 1 economic globalisation is closely connected to the logic of capitalism and the

interests and active agency of the wealthy in powerful countries. This leads to questions not

just regarding the inevitability of deregulated capitalism or the appropriate role of the state but

the inevitability of the inequality and social vulnerability that stems from economic

globalisation. However, some of the supposed alternatives to neo-liberalism have been tied up

in justifying the dominant capitalist interests of economic globalisation as well as engaging in

the practice of staring into the future of extrapolated present trends.

The approach to governance examined in this dissertation that adheres closest to the

extrapolating of present trends is what I referred to as extended neo-liberalism, an approach

that seeks to bypass the nation-state entirely. The problems of this approach in moderating

economic globalisation were outlined in Chapter 4. The proposers of the MAI and Kenichi

Ohmae seek to extend beyond the balance that neo-liberal governance has drawn between the

1' James Richardson, Qmiendmg Li\v)ans>ns in World Politics: Idailagy and Power (Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 2001), pp.
85-90.
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nation-state and transnational capitalism. By discarding the fig leaf that the nation-state

provides neo-liberal governance, extended neo-liberalism overtly aspires to protect the

processes of deregulation from public and democratic manipulation as well as limiting the

discretionary power of governments within the nation-state. The proposers of the MAI sought

to achieve this via an international agreement that entrenched the rights of transnational

capital, while Ohmae sought to achieve this goal by radically federating the nation-state into

region states. Good government according to extended neo-liberalism requires a minimal state

stripped of its capacity to impede the rationale or flows of transnational capital in any

substantial way. The failure of the original incarnation of the MAI and the lack of overt

support for Ohmae's region-state suggest that it is difficult to believe that extended neo-

liberalism can give economic globalisation the same predictable context via the, admittedly

partial, legitimacy and substantiation that the nation-state framed by the competition state

provides. Extended neo-liberalism also assuredly promises that increased deregulation will

enhance economic growth and thereby moderate inequality by spreading wealth and

promoting innovation. This is contrary to UN documents that emphasise the quality of

economic growth and not its quantity as the essential factor in poverty reduction and social

development.1" It also defies the inherently uneven dynamic of global capital accumulation and

investment. Ultimately region-states or MAI enmeshed states are defined by grsing express

priority to transnational capital, and are therefore subject to the dictates of global capitals ,n to

such an extent that the provision of any sense oi security to all members of a society is limited

in the extreme.

While extended neo-liberalism attempts to transcend the social dislocation inhere . L^ neo-

liberalism and economic globalisation, contractual nationalism addresses the problems of

social dislocation more directly. The contractual nationalist view of good government is that

the state ought to provide the social and political infrastructure required for stable conditions

that attract and maintain advanced technological production without rearranging the basic

conditions of economic globalisation. However, while liberalism and transnational capital may

need a stable community to 'ground' the information technology linkages of the global

economy, this does not mean that this kind of national community is easy to develop. The

problem of how to foster community looms as a difficult one to balance with the putative

'•' See U N D P , Hwmm Development Report 1997 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1997), Human Developmit
Report 1999 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1999), UNR1SD, States of Disarray; TIK Social Effete of
Glolulisaticm (London, Banson, 1995), and UNR1SD, VtsiNe Hands.: Tdkuig RcsponsiNhty for Social Development
(Geneva, UNR1SD, 2000)
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needs of global capitalism. While both Robert Reich and Will Hutton have republican edges to

their arguments,13 they both accept the current deregulated nature of global capitalism as

intractable. Hence, contractual nationalism easily collapses into the diffident neo-liberalism of

the Third Way. Likewise, the reluctance to rearrange the basic conditions of economic

globalisation is evident in an aversion to pursue any fundamental reform of the global

financial architecture or to promote debt cancellation that is not "conditional on the

implementation of the usual IMF/World Bank package of neo-liberal measures".14 Lastly, the

approach of contractual nationalism offers no hope in a global sense. It is tailored for nation-

states that are wealthy and linked into the technological networks of the global economy,

indeed, it seems aimed at allowing wealthy high technology nation-states to keep those

positions within a competitive global economy. This narrow focus limits its ability to articulate

an alternative approach to governance that is more widely applicable to other parts of the

globe or that can inform global governance over the longer term.

The alternative forms of good government in the shape of extended neo-liberalism and

contractual nationalism do not sufficiently depart from the practice of neo-liberal governance.

These mainstream positions reside closely to prevailing ideas and practices of economic

globalisation. The republican criticism that I have levelled at these mainstream liberal accounts

rest on three grounds. The first is that these liberal accounts are not sufficiently attentzue to the potential

(fpower to compromise people's liberty. While liberalism claims that people are free to the extent that

the)- are free from actual restraint, republicanism asseits that people who are vulnerable or

arbitrarily subject to restraint or even the potential restraint of others are not free. Ultimately,

neo-liberalism, extended neo-liberalism and contractual nationalism are willing to let the

markets determine the fate and the liberty of people. In effect, the)' consider that the financial

benefits of economic globalisation outweigh the potential or actual vulnerability borne by

many. By contrast, 1 argue that in order to create a condition of non-domination it is necessary

for governments to take public responsibility for promoting a sense of security.

The second line of critique is a corollary of the first: the mainstream liberal arguments I have

examined do not provide a rationale for political intervention that provides resources or institutions

that can help people overcome the risk and uncertainty of markets. While there are efforts to

remove various impediments to the efficient operation of markets or open up opportunities

1 See Reich Robert Tix Work oj Nations (London, Simon and Schuster, 1991), pp. 23-4 and Will Hutton, 77*? State
Wc'ivln (London, Vintage, 1996), clip 11.
14 Alex Callinicos, Against tlr Tlrinl Way (Cambridge, Polity, 2001), p. 107.
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for access to the global-informational economy, these positions do not systematically provide

people with entitlements that enable them to avoid vulnerability from the market. While

republicanism is not inherently opposed to capitalism, it is opposed to relationships of

dominance that can and do develop within deregulated capitalism. High levels of economic

growth do not justify an absence of political intervention that provides protection for people

who otherwise could be rendered vulnerable to the vacillations of global capitalism.

Republicanism holds that the state is a central counter-balance to the insecurity of deregulated

capitalism.

Lastly, the mainstream liberal positions examined are asocial, tn that they rest on laws and the

outcomes of markets ratJxr tlyat tfx political activity of citizens. These accounts rely mostly upon the

beneficial outcomes of the markets or the deployment of rights. While laws and rights are

necessary, the}' are not sufficient. There is little sense in the mainstream liberal accounts that

the role that people play in the public sphere would have any consequence for how they are

governed in respect to global capitalism. The separation of politics from economics is still

present even within contractual nationalism. By contrast, the republican response rests on the

virtuous conduct of citizens engaged in the civic activity of securing their own liberty by

restraining power through public activity. This is a political and social accomplishment not a

purely legislative one. This civic conduct is rooted in an expanded and socially institutionalised

sense of common weal: individual interests are best realisable in a field of politics kept free

irom tyrants and the interests of the powerful. The aim is not just prosperity or the provision

of rights, although these are important to the republican legaq'. Rather the aim of republican

government is the suppression and negation of forms of power that can render people

vulnerable. Liberalism is reluctant to engage in this activity in respect to economic affairs.

Cosmopolitan Governance and Republicanism

Cosmopolitan governance demonstrates an increased willingness to intervene in economic

affairs, and xr Jo so on a global basis. Cosmopolitan governance, as illustrated by the work of

David Held «nd Richard Falk, faces the global scope of the social consequences of economic

globalisation directly. These attempts to institutionalise cosmopolitan values take the view that

economic globalisation cannot be accommodated by governance that is localised at the level

ol the state and/or prioritises neo-liberal conceptions of the market. Cosmopolitan

governance argues that good government entails a movement towards a global system of law
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and democracy that promotes individual rights across the world and restricts the authority of

states. The impetus for this argument is the spatial effect of intense globalisation whereby

governments and people are affected by decisions made elsewhere.

The central problem with the account of cosmopolitan governance, particularly within the

work of Held, is that contemporary globalisation has consequences that extend beyond merely

spatial effect. Contemporary globalisation entails practices and ideas that contain power

relations that constrain and shape the substance of social relations not merely the extent or

intensity of them. While cosmopolitan governance is clearly aware of the effects of power, it

does not provide or strategically analyse the social grounding of the countervailing public power needed to

counteract tlie realities of power witbm the context of economic globalisation. Cosmopolitan governance

overstates the possibility of a global community7 or global public emerging with the necessary

sentiment to redistribute resources or jointly regulate transnational capital in accordance with

global law.1:> As I suggested in Chapter 6, actually existing liberal democracy within the context

of the competition state (let alone the political context of authoritarian or quasi authoritarian

regimes) is not a sound foundation upon which to build global democracy. While

cosmopolitan governance is limited in the long-term by substantial parts of the world that may

be hostile to cosmopolitan values and governance, in the short-term neo-liberal governance

poses a serious impediment to the development of the norms and practices of

cosmopolitanism. Undoing the logic and practices involved with the competition state and

cultivating citizenship are therefore prerequisites to enacting cosmopolitan governance.

Ultimately, cosmopolitan governance that contains the solidarity needed to underpin global

democratic law capable of moderating economic globalisation is much more difficult to

develop than political cosmopolitans acknowledge. While the potential of cosmopolitan

governance beckons at the horizon, the rocks of neo-liberal globalisation await underfoot.

There is a step missing.

The approach of global civic republicanism addresses this step directly. It does so by focusing

on reforming the competition state into a civic state both from below, through the action of

citizens, and from above, in the shape of multilateral action by those states motivated by the

idea of obtaining the sense of security and public control that underpins the republican

conception of politics. While republicanism shares the cosmopolitan objection to the market

driven nature of neo-liberalism and recognises the need to act within a global context it does

' ' Jurgen Habermas, 71x Posmattorwl Constellation (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2001), pp. 108-9.
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not share the desire to enact a universal global regime aimed at the realisation of individual

rights. Essentially global cine republicanism stems from a different historical body of thought

than cosmopolitanism. As such while there are certain sympathies between cosmopolitanism

and republicanism,16 the differences are sufficient to be wary of attempts to conflate the two

political projects.

The republican argument against the viability of cosmopolitan governance is that it does not

address or possess the power needed to counter-balance the power that infuses contemporary

globalisation. The protection provided to individuals by cosmopolitan governance stems from

the legal rights and redress provided by cosmopolitan law. The republican assertion that I

have articulated rests on the idea that something more than abstract laws are required. Publicly

directed power, that is, government structured around protecting the liberty particular to a

given society, is essential to protection from the power exercised by economic globalisation.

Thus, states can provide a context domestically and globally that :s sensitive to vulnerability

and is empowered to counter-balance this vulnerability without resorting to the convolution

oi cosmopolitan democratic law. From the republican point of view, the public sentiment that

stems from cosmopolitan governance is problematic for a series of interlocking reasons.

The first problem facing the public sentiment stemming from cosmopolitan governance is

that it is inherently abstract. The elaborate transformation in public sentiments and institutions

that is sought by cosmopolitan governance ma}' seem attractive given the scale and

significance of global problems of economic globalisation. After all, cosmopolitan governance

seeks to narrow the authority of the state and broaden the political loyalties of its citizens.

However, the shift away from states to a universal and global authority - to follow the extent

of human and market interactions - does not build upon existing institutions and sentiments,

nor does it automatically address the social solidarity and legitimacy needed to empower

institutions able to protect individuals from prevailing forms of power.17 The republican

counterpoint is not just that this transformation is unnecessary because states can (and do)

cooperate on matters without a cosmopolitan framework.18 Rather, the republican perspective

is that "free institutions are not a bright idea that can be dreamed up and voted in: they must

1(1 See James Bohinan, "Cosmopolitan Republicanism" The Morusl, Volume 84, Number 1, January 2001, and
R.B.J Walker, "Citizenship after the Modern Subject" in Kimberly Mulchings and Roland Dannreuther (eds.),
Cosmopolitan Citizenship (Basingstoke, Macmillan, 1999)
1 David Miller, "Bounded Citizenship", p. 70.
'* See Michael Saward, "A Critique of Held" in Barry Holden (ed.), Glolul DeJiocracy: Key Ddxties (Routledge,
London, 2000), Stephen Neff, "International Law and the Critique of Cosmopolitan Citizenship" in Kimberly
Hutchings and Roland Dannreuther (eds.), (Josmopolitsin Citizenship (Basingstokc, Macmillan, 1999)
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expand upon or restore some traditional institution".19 In contrast to the dramatic shift in

authority and sentiment required by the approach of cosmopolitan governance, global civic

republicanism seeks to enhance and build upon existing sentiments and structures. As such,

there is strong element of pragmatism in global chic republican approach. It seeks to build

upon the existing foundation by reworking the already existing nature of the state and the

collaboration of states rather than enact a new global system of governance. In a sense, I

follow David Hume's warning of circumspect transformation; thai "it is not with forms of

government, as with other artificial contrivances; where an old engine may be rejected".20

The second problem is the functional nature of the public arising from cosmopolitan

governance's emphasis on the role of NGOs as well as regional and global layers of

governance. This functional approach to political association is evident within Held's model of

cosmopolitan democracy, where people engage in political practice on various levels of

governance according to whether the issue at hand affects them/1 By contrast, republican

practice entails the social process of people collectively creating a form of public power that is

aimed at upholding their conunon interests on an ongoing basis. While falling short of an

inward looking community or a defence of nationalism, republicanism is defined by a

historically shaped sense of common responsibility for the state by its citizens. This ongoing

activity creates what Michael Saward refers to as a "baseline unit" that is foundational and not

merely functional."' I use the term foundational because it suggests that other forms of

governance may be built on top of this level' of governance as well as suggesting that the civic

state is a foundation in terms of being the legitimate public authority. While republicanism

supports the practice of NGOs (as well as regional and global layers of governance), it does

not see these organisations as being the foundation of non-domination.23 To produce a

context in which power is restrained, government must be publicly developed through

avenues of contestatory democracy and a responsible patriotic citizenry. The ongoing

responsibility of citizenship is a crucial foundation for republican global governance.

'•'' Bernard Crick's analysis on p. 42 in Niccok' Machiavelli, 77^ Discourses, tr. Leslie Walker, ed. Bernard Crick,
(London, Penguin Books, 1998), See Niccolo Machiavelli, pp. 175-6.
•-- David Hume, "Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth" in Knud Haakonssen (ed.), Dauid Hume: Political Essays
(Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 1994), p. 221.
•' See Michael Saward, "A Critique of Held", pp. 33-5 and David Miller, "Bounded Citizenship", p. 76.
- Michael Saward, "A Critique of Held", pp. 36-7.

•M While NGOs are indispensable to enacting politics and civic life within and beyond the state, and indeed may
pressure governments in various productive ways, such organisations are not sufficient to developing non-
domiaation. Ultimately only governments can provide the public counter-balance to the forces inherent in
politics at a local and global. As an alternative to cosmopolitan governance, global civic republicanism is founded
on the premise that it is a mistake to neutralise the authority and capacity of the state and expect NGOs to
promote non-arbitrary protection against domination.
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This attitude of the public construction of governance is central to republicanism in the sense

that practices of contestation and delegation require citizens to see themselves as shapers of

their state and global governance. If citizens relate to their government and state in a

republican sense, and take public responsibility seriously and attempt to develop institutional

forms to minimise domination, then they will create i distinctive ethical context for future

governance. Not only will this change the context of domestic politics by putting more

responsibility into c»-.._̂ 7.s' hands and making public negotiation a more definite act; a

republican ethos will also alter the manner in which sutes relate to each other.24 Global civic

republicanism seeks to establish non-domination by citikjens disciplining public power that is

founded in as close proximity to them as possible but delegated as far as required to ensure

this civic liberty. Ultimately, republicanism is founded on a pragmatic sense of security realised

by a collective and ongoing responsibility for publicly directed power starting with the state

rather than constituencies that ceaselessly shift according to the issue.

.Another problem for cosmopolitan governance, stemming from the two previous problems, is

that the authority arising from such a structure is intangible and removed from citizen

oversight. Cosmopolitan governance takes an Archimedean and dispassionate starting point

for authority in the shape of cosmopolitan law. As Anthony McGrew maintains,

cosmopolitanism is defined by the principle of "heterarchy" which entails a "divided authority

system subject to cosmopolitan democratic law" rather than hierarchy.""1 However, while

cosmopolitan governance has a bottom up argument, particularly in Falk's conception of

'globalisation from below',2" this is the source of resistance not authority. The actual redress to

this discontent comes from above in the form of a structure of global authority. From a

republican perspective there are concerns that if cosmopolitan governance were to be too

strong, it could become a tyrannical centralised power. If it were too weak or abstract, it will

not stimulate citizens to act in ways to address the power of transnational capital or other

highly organised and diffused networks of interest and or power, thereby allowing private

•M The values and norms thai constitute the state would dso help to constitute global politics and shape the actnal
exercise of sovereignty on the global stage. As a result, institutions developed by republican states would tend
towards the ideas of negotiation and compromise rather than competition and conflict in the constitution of
global politics. For an analysis of the ways domestic social practices shape the behaviour of the state see
I )eudney, "Binding Sovereigns", pp. 205-209.
;s Andrew McGrew, "Democracy Beyond Borders? Globalization and the Reconstruction of Democratic Theory
and Politics" in Andrew McGrew (ed.), 77x' Transfomwtujn of Danxracy (Cambridge, The Open University, 1997),
p. 250.
•' Richard Folk, "Resisting 'Globalisation-from-above" Through 'Globalisai'on-from-below' New Political

w Vol. 2. No. 2 March 1997.
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iorms of power to reign. "By contrast, global civic republicanism seeks to build authority from

the bottom up in the sense that the reconstruction of civic ethics and structures that seek to

constrain power within the state will ascend into higher layers of governance. As Chapter 7

established, the delegation of authority within the account of global civic republicanism is

animated by the purpose of achieving security. As such the structure is aimed at developing a

context of "negarchy".27 While republicanism seeks to invigorate the responsibility and

passions of citizenship, the republican design of suppressing power and threats to security

cannot stop at the borders of the stat?.21i

For "cosmopolitan governance, multi-level governance constitutes different levels whereby

peopic aifected ^y an issue can influence the issue. For global civic republicanism, the global

infrastructure of multi-level governance would be an ongoing construction aimed at obtaining

security that augments rather than replaces the civic state. However, to create a global design

that checks forms of private power, complex levels of governance will be crucial to managing

the delegation of popular sovereignty.29 Global civic republicanism suggests that civic states

t,<n build upon the forms of multilateral governance that have been aptly if not unevenly

demonstrated within the context of economic globalisation.1" In addition, the European

Uriion has developed into a potential hope as to the ways citizens can discipline and transform

multiple levels of governance and their state.31 Thus while there are multiple levels of

' Deudney, '"Binding Sovereigns", p. 205.
•' Despite some points of overlap, cosmopolitan governance and global civic republicanism have differing moral
purposes. For cosmopolitan governance, ihe ultimate source of authority is a global constitution that articulates
the principle of a 'common structure of political action'. This structure of action is directed by the "etiric of
iittnaratic autonomy" that provides universal inclusion for people affected by a decision or activity occurring
anywhere within the global democratic iramework (McGrew, "Democracy Beyond Borders", p. 254 italics
added). By contrast, global civic republicanism locates authority in civic states that are empowered by the
delegated sovereignty of their citizens. The delegation of popular sovereignty through the state and into interstate
agreements is animated by an aJiic of security understood to mean an absence of vulnerability. Ultimately,
republicanism is founded on a pragmatic sense of self protection realised by a collective and ongoing
responsibility for publicly directed power starting with the state.
•"' The global dimension of republicanism emphasises that the state has a distinct position within the forms of
multi-level governance that constitute global politics. In one sense we must be war)' of the 'new medievalism' that

^ Susan Strange and Hedley Bull warned of because powerful private interests ultimately hold sway in this context
(see Susan Strange, Retreat of tloe State (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1996), pp. 196-8 and Hedley Bull,
Ih1 AnayxJjical Society Second Edition (London, Mac.mill.in Press, 1995 [1977]), p. 275).
v In this sense contemporary global governance and neo-hberal governance are instructive in the development of
agreements and organisation able to govern the minutiae needed to facilitate the complex interaction between
slates in relation to global environmental governance for instance. Ironically, on matters of economic governance
at least, neo-liberal governance has shown the type of complexity possible of global governance if a common
normative and institutional formation is developed.
M See Richard Bellamy and Alex Warleigh, "From an Ethics of Integration to an Ethics of Participation:
Citizenship and '.he Future of the European Union" Millaviiwn Vol. 27, No. 3, 1998 and Richard Bellamy and
Dario Castiglione, "Between Cosmopohs and Community: Three Models of Rights and Democracy within the
EU" in Daniele Archibugi, ct al. (eds.), Rc-hnaginvig Ribtical Gwnmicvty (Cambridge, Polity, 1998)
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governance that the state is enmeshed in, the purpose of this governance ought to be clearly

aimed at enhancing opportunities for the state to protect its citizens.

Ultimately, it is my contention that while there is the exercise of global politics, there is no

global public. There is no sense of wider patriotism that motivates a "thick" sense of global

solidarity and reciprocity,32 or that encourages people to think beyond their own personal

interests.33 There is no love of the UN, let alone the WTO. Ultimately, a place that is kept free

from insecurity and vulnerability requires more than activists or policy-makers. It needs broad

partiapation and a passionate sense of political involvement and consideration by citizens

participating to enact their own liberty. Clearly, virtuous citizenship and political involvement

is not being exercised in democracies around the world. Global civic republicanism seeks to

overturn this civic disengagement by asserting that the dominion of economic globalisation

ought to provoke civic re-engagement. The chances are greater of mobilising people in the

states in which they live to develop virtuous public involvement than developing such virtue

in a larger and much more abstract context devoid of the history and "familiar life-ways" that

can mobilise commitment and citizenship.3" As Falk asserts,

citizens are now being challenged to reconfigure ihe outmoded dichotomy between

undifferentiated patriotism and cosmopolitanism. If this challenge is met, the vitality of traditional

patriotism can be restored, but only on the basis of extending ideas and practices of participation

and accountability to transnational sites of struggle.3''

This is certainly right but it understates the important struggles to develop the ethics of

political responsibility within the state that motivates people to entrust considerable power to

the state. Clearly, we need to avoid tins 'outmoded dichotomy' and be wary of patriotism and

indeed nationalism, but we should not overlook the desire of people to create their own

political responses to economic globalisation via public control of the state. While I concur

with Falk in regards to the "common commitment" between patriotism and cosmopolitanism

to create a "humane state",36 and ultimately a humane world, I think the only feasible route is

through enhancing patriotism and tJx civic concern fan- arbitrary pouter rather than enhancing

' Michael Walter, 'H)ick and Tlnn, p. 8. See also Benjamin Barber, "Constitutional Faith" in Martha Nussbaum
(ed.), For Loiv ofCbimtry (Boston, Beacon Press, 1996) and Miller, "Bounded Citizenship", pp. 72-7.
" Miller, "Bounded Citizenship", p. 77,
M Wal/.er. Vnck and Thin, p. 8.
'"• Richard Falk m "Revisioning Cosmopolitanism" in Manila Nussbaum (ed.), For Law oj' Cjoiaitry (Beacon Press,
Boston, 1996), p. 60.
*'' Falk, "RevisioningCosmopolitanism", p. 60.
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cosmopolitanism. Nevertheless, a cosmopolitan awareness is clearly important to enabling

globally astute citizens to be able to conduct civic activity that enacts a global concern for

arbitrary power.

Consequently, global civic republicanism directly addresses the shortcomings in cosmopolitan

governance. It fills in the missing step within cosmopolitan governance by asserting the

importance of citizens coHectively wielding the public power of their state in order to ward off

\oilnerability and insecurity without resorting to inward looking nationalism or chauvinism.

Republicanism, in contrast to cosmopolitan governance, sees the state as essential to the

construction of liberty. That this public accomplishment develops within a broader structure

of governance does not validate the potential of a cosmopolis able to provide non-domination

or authorise a 'global republic' in the foreseeable future. The objective of global civic

republicanism is to articulate an alternative to neo-liberalism and economic globalisation that

unravels the competition state and neo-liberal governance and replaces them with politics in a

broader sense that is aimed at negotiation and the construction of non-domination. Such an

environment would still be globalised, but global capitalism would be tempered by common

rules that would govern such a world with the aim of enabling citizens to construct a civic

liberty through a state that protects them from domination. Such an environment would

promote a vision of liberty that wards off vulnerability, increases rather than decreases equality

and allows democracy and civil society to flourish. In short, global civic republicanism would

promote a liberty that directly addresses the social exclusion and insecurity evident within

contemporary globalisation.

Constructing Global Civic Republicanism

The argument that civically minded states should cooperate to moderate the social

consequences of economic globalisation is open to the charge that as desirable as it may be it

will be unattainable. While thh dissertation has addressed the type of government required to

moderate the social exclusion of economic globalisation, it is only one step in a broader

endeavour. Further research is required to fully spell out the policy detail and the political

economic ramifications of a republican argument within a global context, especially in the

developing world. One certainty is that global civic republicanism aims at a sense of security
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that falls far short of a socialist argument." The republican goal is a pragmatic shift from

privileging private interests to protecting public ones. After all. &e shift from embedded

liberalism to neo-liberalism demonstrates that there are many forms of capitalism and that

ideas and social forces do change. The possibility that pubiidy directed principles could

reconstruct the rules under which global commerce would operate is the possibility that the

approach of global civic republicanism seeks to act out - not just in theory but in actual

politics within advanced capitalist states as well as states in the developing world.38

As such, global civic republicanism cannot 'come from above' - it must ultimately come from

below by citizens who are either threatened by, or uncomfortable with, economic

globalisation. However, the account of global civic republicanism departs from the assertion

that 'globalisation from below' would be a largely organic, natural reaction to neo-liberalism.

The reliance on politics that stems from the republican inspiration of this account also colours

the transition from economic globalisation to a world shaped by civic states. William Everdell

notes that republicanism requires a design that does not stem from one person; ultimately,

"people have to do it in the end".3'' I concur with Habermas' assertion that the first actors in the

"re-regulation of world society" will not be "governments but citizens and citizens'

movements".40 However, rather than enacting global democracy, the objective would be to

reframe existing institutions beginning with the state. Rather than being a spontaneous or

natural process, the transnational political action of those from below will have to be

premeditated, organised and disciplined.

v Republicanism does not see politics as a transition to socialism even if there are some points of overlap with
social democratic positions. For socialist arguments see Manfred Bienefeld, "Is a Strong National Economy a
Utopian Goal at the End of the Twentieth Century?" in Robert Boyer and Daniel Drache (eds.), Stales Agamst
Markets (London, Routledge, 1996), pp. 415-6. For other socialist arguments see Manfeld Bienefeld, "Capitalism
and the Nation State in the Dog Days oi the Twentieth Century", Vr Socialist Register, 1994, Callinicos, Agamst the
Ihnii Way and Kim Mood)', Workers in a Lean Winid (London, Verso, 1999)
"s Global civic republicanism offers broader reasons for non-western societies to embrace it than neo-liberalism
<>r cosmopolitan governance. First, in embracing non-domination via a state directed by its population it goes
further towards dismissing notions of neo-colonialism or imperialism. Second, global civic republicanism accepts
that particular historical relationships are experiences that can be built upon - that particular cultural relationships
arc ongoing practices - not practices set in stone. The acceptability of some cultural or national traditions is a
problem for republicanism as much as for liberalism but can be addressed by practical procedures and
negotiation rathe than the institution of universal principles. The desire to control the state within a broader
global context stems from a public desire to obtain a resilient sense of security that will disturb dictators and
intrenched oligarchies. Ultimately non-western societies face the pressing need to reconcile the social costs of
economic globalisation even more so than western societies. Global civic republicanism provides grounds for the
moderation of economic globalisation via political processes within these countries and at a global level within a
system of global governance that provides more dependable forms of development assistance rnd economic
regulation.
'" William Everdell, 77x> End of King (New York, The Free Press, 1983), p. 12. Emphasis added.
A': 1 iabcrmas, TTr Poamatiotial Gmstellatmn, p. 112.
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The resistance to economic globalisation and neo-liberalism that began across the world

during the late 1990s offers hope of such political protest that could transform global politics.

This resistance was characterised by interactions between international agencies (most notably

the WTO and G8) and social movements and mass protest,41 in Seattle and other cities around

the world. The defining feature of the protests against economic globalisation was the array of

causes present: from socialists and anarchists to 'jnions and green groups. The essential

question in the development of this form of diverse resistance is whether it will lead to "the

creation of new, ethical, and democratic political institutions and forms of practice"?42 Can

the global protest movement take on a more solid form? Stephen Gill has asked this question

whilst arguing that the global protest movement is a "postmodern transnational political

party".43 By this he means that the global protest movement is taking on the political agency

not just of education of the problems but also the enactment of alternatives, despite the

diversity of interests embodied within this movement.44 Gill does not necessarily mean that

the movement is moving towards a phase of institutionalisation but he does mean that this

resistance is taking on a distinctive realisation of a "collective will".45 But can all interests

within the global protest movement be accommodated in the construction of an alternative to

economic globalisation? While Gill uses the term "partv" in his notion of a "postmodern

transnational political part)'" figuratively rather than literally, he is nevertheless seeking to

emphasise the planned agency needed to counteract neo-hberal forms of political organisation.

Strategic action is required not just to change public notions of common sense but to also

overturn institutions in which these notions operate.

The argument that stems from republicanism is that while the protest movement against

economic globalisation is central to reshaping global politics away from neo-hberal

globalisation it is not sufficient to create an alternative. A republican critique of the protest

movement would claim that it is too concentrated on the operations of bodies like the IMF

and not focused enough on the important role states have played in promoting neo-liberalism.

In other words, resistance to neo-liberalism ought to concentrate on transforming the ethics

that shape states. As such, the next step of transnational action ought to be the domestic

transformation of states towards the republican goals of an active citizenry, a state focused on

"• Stephen Kobrin, "The MAI and the Clash of Globalisation*" Fonigi Policy, N 112, Fall 1998, Jan Aan Scholte,
"Cautionary Reflections on Seattle" Millennium, Vol. 29 No. 1, 2000 and Stephen Gill, "Toward a Postmodern
Prince? The Battle in Seattle as a Moment in the New Politics ol Globalisation" Millarniwn^ Vol. 29 No. 1, 2000.
'• Gill, "Toward a Postmodern Prince", p. 139.
v' Gill, "Toward a Postmodern Prince", p. 140.
44 Gill, "Toward a Postmodern Prince", p. 131.
4r' Gill, "Toward a Postmodern Prince", p. 140.
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the public good of its citizens and the desire to co-operate globally for these ends. The means

of this process are likely to require continued forms of protest. However, while it must be

acknowledged that the legaqr of republicanism has been associated with forms of violent

protest and revolution, these forms of action are not the only (or best) way to develop a

society based on negotiation and public responsibility. The idea of global civic republicanism

is based on the realisation that liberty as non-domination is superior because it de-legitimates

privileged private interests and promotes the global development of human security. Liberty

of this sort secures the liberty of everyone, even if it does run against the self-interest of those

who seek to perpetuate their unrestrained power. A strong sense of self-protection

accompanies the public regulation of capitalism and other forms of globalisation. This

circumspect motive can only be realised through a state designed to obtain a civic liberty.

However, this liberty can only be developed through public responsibility and wider forms of

co-operation with other states sharing the goal of restraining the capricious power of

transnational economic actors. Thus, public protest is only one edge of an ongoing desire to

bring global capitalism under a sense of public discipline. Republicanism of this 'gas-and-

waterworks' kind comes from public design not solely by public agitation.

How then is the pragmatic moderation promised by global civic republicanism going to

achieve the regulation of capitalism? Wliile global civic republicanism may involve fonns of

public protest, the main source of public change will come from an involvement in electoral

politics.4'' Shifting states from neo-liberalism will require political parties willing to endorse the

importance of citizenship, civic liberty and the global regulation of capitalism. These political

parties can only be cultivated by groups who are willing to develop movements able to

promote and deliberate upon republican concerns both locally and globally. While it falls short

of promoting a global common good or the end of the state, a republican could well argue for

a global social movement operating through state-based political parties to establish the

principle of a 'rising tide' of regulatory reform over global capital through the state. This is the

only realistic method of developing republican policies and shifting the ethics of the state away

lrom neo-liberalism. The goal of securing chic states via transnational political action is the

best we can hope for in the immediate future if the regulation of capitalism by the state is to

be achieved.

4(1 Jurgen Habermas asserts the importance of political parties to be both "forward thinking" and to operate
beyond the "national scale". While Habermas is thinking about European politics, he does see the possibility of a
"cosmopolitan scale". Habcmias, 77.JP Postnaticnal Constdhitxm p. 112.
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There is no mystery or sleight of hand here. Global civic republicanism will only come from

citizens who engage in the political act of developing practical ways to enact non-domination,

beginning with the regulation of global capitalism. While it could be said that this political

process would be a slow and tortuous one of developing a critical mass of civic states (and the

global republican infrastructure), economic globalisation and the domination it imparts can be

seen to provide the spur for tlju: cwic muckonent and interaction. In addition, there is the realisation that

moderating insecurity (whether due to deregulated capitalism or not) is in the interests of

everybody, because in a globalised world vulnerability in one part of the world can have rapid

and severe ramifications elsewhere. Enabling people to be protected by a state over which

the}' have control is crucial to achieve the republican sense of liberty. The construction of civic

activity that seeks to develop public power to restrain global capitalism rests on the

observation that no one individual and no one state can restrain the adverse effects of global

capitalism. Nevertheless, by working together, citizens and their states can develop a

Lilliputian public response that curtails the insecurity and domination inherent in unrestrained

capitalism.

Conclusion

This dissertation seeks to contribute to the debate as to how we should govern within a

globalising context. This contribution rests on a praxelogical approach that critically examines

the ethics that underpin global politics along with the potential alternatives to prevailing forms

of governance. I have provided an ethical foundation for an alternative form of governance to

neo-liberal governance. This form of governance, global civic republicanism, is critical,

realistic and pragmatic. It is critical in the sense that it does not take the world of economic

globalisation as a given, and has sought to undermine this 'reality' by questioning how it came

into existence and in whose interests it is maintained.47 My proposal is also realistic in the sense

that it recalls Machiavelli's warning to remember 'what is actually done for what'. This entails

taking power to be an unavoidable and vpicial part of life that needs to be vigilantly checked

and balanced in order to protect public interests. As such, the utilisation of public power and

the goal of civic liberty are necessary in order to obtain other more edifying goals. The

proposal of global civic republicanism is also tempered by pragnatism. While developing 'gas-

and-waterworks' republicanism in a globalising context is a complex task, I do not consider

that global civic republicanism is revolutionary because it is consistent with the sentiments and

•r Cox, Robert (wilh Sinclair, Timothy), Appivadxs to World Ottier (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 199b),
p. 90.
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interests of many people around the world. It is also sympathetic with many strands of

liberalism and socialism that are concerned with human welfare. That arguing for regulation in

the public weal might be considered radical is testament to the sway of the current ideological

context where unfettered capitalism and private interests reign. Global civic republicanism

provides an ethical basis from which to regulate global capitalism and promote citizens' long-

term protection in respect to donwman.

This dissertation has maintained that transnational capital is a social force that is directly and

indirectly guiding governments and global institutions towards the ethico-political

configuration we now experience as economic globalisation. This frame of governance allows

and creates significant social problems, leaving vulnerable people around the world at the

mercy of political and economic structures that their governments either cannot or will not

control. This challenges liberalism to address the ethical and practical consequences of a world

organised along these lines. Within this dissertation's hierarchy of critique the harshest

criticism levelled here is at neo-hberal governance and extended neo-hberalism. These

approaches ultimately leave people, especially the weakest, open to the insecurity and arbitrary

exercise of power. In an era of transnational capital, and the forms of governance that are

required for market driven types of economic organisation, the effects of power are

considerable; danmiium from market forces has deepened even in those countries largely

protected from the tmperutm of the state. Next within this hierarchy is the position of

contractual nationalism. Whilst an improvement upon neo-liberal governance, it moves

insufficiently away from these ideas to provide a viable response to the social dislocation of

economic globalisation. While advancing high technology capitalism may address some of the

social effects of economic globalisation in advanced capitalist states, it leaves many people

within and beyond this privileged part of the world to their own devices. Last in the hierarchy

is cosmopolitan governance. While this liberal alternative assumes a position that is critical of

neo-liberalism and economic globalisation it fails to proffer an alternative frame of governance

that is empowered sufficiently to be a plausible alternative to the dominion of neo-liberal

governance.

By contrast, global civic republicanism takes power more seriously. People can only seek to

address a world where powerful private interests dominate by reference to a countervailing

power that is publicly designed and directed. As Susan Strange claims,

I
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what is lacking in the system of global governance... is an opposition. To make authority

acceptable, effective and respected, there has to be some combination of forces to check the

arbitrary or self-serving use of power and to see that it is used at least in part for the common

good.48

This dissertation has furnished the argument that the state is the paramount source of this

opposition - so long as it is animated by the republican ethic of non-domination and the

republican practice of citizens taking responsibility for their state. We can only face a world

with sev- «els of inequality and powerlessness by reference to an understanding of liberty

that identities such vulnerability and provides the moral reason to act upon tins condition via

public action. The neo-roman strand of republicanism provides the historical legaq' for srrh

governance. Global civic republicanism builds upon this legacy and provides s rationale to

regulate transnational capital globally in ways that do not follow the soaaiist path of ending

capitalism but instead seeks to enable states to enaa civic liberty. Such liberty is defined by a

sense of security that directs the state to protect people irom avoidable vulnerability and thus

moderate the adverse social consequences of economic globalisation.

4S Strange, Retmit oftix Suite, p. 198.
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